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List of important symbols and values of physical constants 
 

H Denotes the principle hypothesis underlying this analysis, that quanta 
and their properties determine the state of the world. 
 

A  : Denotes the context and structure of descriptive theoretical physics 
having, among others, the following characteristics: 
  
(a) The concepts of mass, length and time are defined quantitatively, i.e., 
quantified in a phenomenological context, to give them meaning with 
respect to some phenomenology, by arbitrary physical standards. These 
concepts then enter the descriptive framework of theoretical physics as 
linear variables. 
 

(b) The three concepts of mass, length and time so quantified are in the 
formal mathematical/conceptual structure of theoretical physics connected 
by Newton�s laws of motion to the concepts of acceleration and force. In a 
mathematical context these concepts become associated with those of 
representational geometric elements.  
 

(c) The variables corresponding to quantified concepts are represented by 
linear manifolds leading to a Euclidean structure in which concepts 
representing different magnitudes are related by dimensioned constants. 
 

(d) Newton�s laws of motion are unfalsifiable propositions in which the 
fundamental concepts of mass, acceleration and force are tautologically 
related. 
 

(e) This leads to two sets of three concepts; mass, length and time on the 
one hand, and those of acceleration, force and mass on the other. 
 

(f) In the mathematical context that of mass connects the mathematical/ 
geometric aspects of the second set to the quantified concepts of the first. 
 

(g) These two sets are intrinsically interconnected by the tautological 
structure of the second set. 
 

*A  : a structure connected by quantitative morphisms to A  and 
consistent withA , and but whose context is defined by the hypothesis H. 
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This context, denoted in this essay as ontological, has the following 
characteristics: 
(a) The concepts of mass, length and time are defined by the physical 
properties of quanta. The quantum properties of length and energy are 
defined by photons, that of quantum mass by electrons. Consistency 
between quantum mass, length, time, energy and momentum, as defined 
and described in A , is enforced by a quantum invariant, the proton-
electron mass ratio. 
 

(b) The quantification of the concepts of mass length and time in *A  is 
achieved by using these quanta as absolute quantum standards for these 
concepts using the characteristics and information of the structureA .  
 

(c) The Newtonian tautology is transcended and the cosmological constant 
and quantum gravity problem is solved by using quantum energy as an 
intrinsic quantum property to quantum length and quantum time. 
 

(d) To establish *A  requires a mode of thinking different from that in A  
because the physical properties of mass, length and time of quanta are not 
independent but are intrinsic to these objects, i.e., their physical properties 
cannot be quantified as independent magnitudes. This makes it possible to 
transcend the tautological structureA .  
 
Standards, whatever they are, are unity by definition inA and in *A . 
 

*AA Represents the intersection ofA and *A , the common ground of 
these structures, where the pictures ofA  and *A agree quantitatively and 
are consistent with respect to each structure. This is achieved by relating 
the corresponding standards of the two systems in a consistent manner. 
 

C-1 to C-3 : These are corollaries arising from H on *AA . 
 

},{M }{L , }{T , represent the standard of mass , length and time inA . 

}{ emë , }{ emE , represent the standards of quantum length and energy of 
free photons.  

1Lem  }{}{ ë  the formal quantitative correspondence, denoted by , 
between the quantum standard of length of *A and the physical standard 
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of length ofA  for any standard of length chosen inA . This is required for 
the construction of *AA . 

}{ em represents the electron rest mass as a quantum standard on *AA . 
 

ememememem pmtE  ,,,, ë , intrinsic ontological properties of photons. 

pe mm  , , the inertia (rest mass) of electrons and protons as defined inA . 

ôì mmmm pe ,,,  - the rest masses of the electron, proton, muon and tau 

respectively relative to the standard of mass inA . 
 

argechelemq
4
q

Q
0

2
2 .; 

ðå
. 

1E*Q emem  ë , is a universal conceptual quantum invariant ofA  and 
*A , and hence also on *AA .  

 

hc*Q   a conceptual invariant inA , but a quantitative variable inA  
depending on its arbitrary standards of mass, length and time  
G, c, h BK  0å  and 0ì , fundamental dimensioned constants inA . 

á  denotes the dimensionless fine-structure constant. 
 

][],[],[ TLM  represent physical dimensions of mass, length and time inA . 

][]D[ 2
em LE  - ontological dimension of energy. Ontological dimensions 

are expressed in terms of length and its powers. 
 

pD - ontological dimension of a quantum property of a quantum with rest 

mass. 
wD - ontological dimension of a quantum property of a quantum without 

rest mass. 
 

][][:
D

2emem
1 tmS   - defines the concept of the first ontological 

symmetry, a quantitative constraint between the magnitudes of inertia and 
time in *A , equivalent to the constraint 2mcE   on *AA . 
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][][:
D

2
em

3
em

2 tS  ë - defines the concept of the second ontological 

symmetry, a quantitative and dimensional constraint in *A . 3S
D

 is the 

third ontological symmetry implied by the first two.  
 

][][:
D

2emem
1 tmS    and ][][:

D

3
em

2 mS ë   are consequence of Kepler�s 

third law and Newton�s tautological �explanation� of it in terms of the 
concept of mass. 
 

ç][}}{{* 3
emem LEQ  ë - the geometric representation of this 

quantum invariant on *AA  by a 3-D Euclidean bounded manifold with 
intrinsic ontological symmetries inA , isomorphic to a corresponding 3-D 
Euclidean bounded manifold representing intrinsically interconnected 
quantum properties in *A . 
 

g
3L ][  - bounded 3-D and 3-D non-Euclidean manifolds on *AA  

representing intrinsically interconnected quantum properties. 
 

eT , pT , represent the two temperatures defining the normal spectrum of 

the cosmic background temperature in terms of  the physical properties of 
quanta used as physical standards in this analysis. 
 

eB m2e /ì - represents the Bohr magneton. 

pN m2e /ì - represents the nuclear magneton. 

epNB mm // ìì - represents the proton/electron mass ratio. 
 

eì - represents the electron magnetic moment. 
n
eBe ììì / - the normalized magnetic moment of the electron. 

1n
e  ìì  the anomalous part of the electron magnetic moment. 

 

pì - the proton magnetic moment. 

Np
n
p ììì / - the normalized proton magnetic moment. 

 
7

0 10ð4ì  - magnetic constant, 
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2
00 cì1/å - electric constant. 

cZ 0000 ì åì / - characteristic impedance of the vacuum. 

 
Table I 

Values of physical quantities used in calculations 
 (Data from http://physics.nist.gov/constants, June 2011) 

 
Physical Quantity Symbol Value 
Speed of light in 

vacuum 
c  18 ms10x589249972 .  

Gravitational 
constant 

G  213-11 skgm10x)80(846736 .  

Planck constant h  Js10x(29)570696266 -34.  

Boltzmann 
constant 

BK  1-23 JK10x(13)64883801 .  

Elementary charge q  C10x(35)5651766021 -19.  

Electric constant 2
00 c1 ìå /  112 Fm10x8171878548 .  

Electron mass em  kg10x(40)913821099 -31.  

Electron magnetic 
moment in Bì  

eì  -310x(27)761806521590011.  

Proton mass pm  kg10x(74)7776216721 -27.  

Proton magnetic 
moment in Nì  

pì  (23)3568477922.  

Proton/electron 
mass ratio 

ep mm /  (75)456721521836.  

Muon mass in em  ìm  (52)2843768206.  

Tau mass in em  ôm  (31)153477.  

 
 

http://physics.nist.gov/constants,
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Preface 
1. The world is all that is the case. 

1.1 The world is the totality of facts, not of things. 
1.11 The world is determined by the facts, and by their being all the facts. 

L. Wittgenstein1.  
 

Physics has some interesting problems. They range from the philosophical 
to the technical. In his1960 article [1a] �The Unreasonable Effectiveness of 
Mathematics in the Natural Sciences�, Eugene Wigner starts with the 
quote below from Bertrand Russell�s �Study of Mathematics.� 
 

�Mathematics, rightly viewed, possesses not only truth, but supreme 
beauty, a beauty cold and austere, like that of sculpture, without appeal to 
any part of our weaker nature, without the gorgeous trappings of painting 
or music, yet sublimely pure, and capable of a stern perfection such as only 
the greatest art can show. The true spirit of delight, the exaltation, the 
sense of being more than Man, which is the touchstone of the highest 
excellence, is to be found in mathematics as surely as in poetry.� 
 

Wigner�s article closes stating �The miracle of the appropriateness of the 
language of mathematics for the formulation of the laws of physics is a 
wonderful gift which we neither understand nor deserve. We should be 
grateful for it and hope that it will remain valid in future research and that 
it will extend, for better or for worse, to our pleasure, even though 
perhaps also to our bafflement, to wide branches of learning.� 
 
My position, and I restrict myself to the issue of theoretical physics, is that 
we have not really made a serious effort to understand the effectiveness of 
mathematics in physics although an excellent article in that direction is 
[1b]. One can only speculates why that is, a topic I leave for social 
scientists. The unreasonable effectiveness of mathematics in theoretical 
physics arises from two factors.  
 

                                                   
1 Quotes from the Tractatus are from the translation in �The Project Gutenberg E-
Book of Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus by Ludwig Wittgenstein.� A particular 
quote will be given with the numerical reference such as 1. or 2.15 etc. I 
paraphrased a quote whenever I thought a translation from the German in this E-
Book could be made clearer.  That is indicated by an asterisk attached to the quote. 
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(1) The fundamental concepts of mass, force and acceleration are 
tautologically related within Newton�s laws of motion; unfalsifiable logical 
proposition defining relationships between these concepts. In simplest 
terms, the velocity of an object is either constant or not. If not, we say �A 
non-zero net force acts on it.� Newton�s 2nd law has a similar structure, in 
which the concept of mass is introduced and the concept �change in 
motion� is defined to be in the direction of force. In modern language we 
would say an object has either constant momentum or not. If not, we say 
�A non-zero net force acts on it.�  
 

I suspect any surprise of the effectiveness of mathematics in physics is of a 
psychological nature resulting from confusing the concept �Laws of 
physics� with �Laws of nature�. One has little to do with the other. To be 
able to solve a relationship between three variables, the concepts of force, 
mass and acceleration, requires three equations, three conditions. The 
third condition is Newton�s third law. Together they form a circular 
conceptual structure, a circulus vitiosus. 
 

(2) The second factor leading to the effectiveness of mathematics results 
from the quantification of the fundamental concepts of mass, length and 
time. The concept of mass is quantified using the very phenomenology of 
gravitation, which the mathematical models, such as Newton�s law of 
gravitation or Einstein�s theory of general relativity are then used to 
�explain.� They offer no explanations beyond creating a valuable language 
and structure into which to encode quantitative knowledge to create 
technology which functions in the physical world. A side effect is this 
creates particular pictures in our minds regarding �nature� and makes 
gravitation a key element to understanding this structure as a whole. 
 

Because the fundamental concepts of this language are tautologically 
related, derived concepts within this structure, such as energy and electric 
charge etc., are afflicted by the same tautology. This raises the question as 
to the meaning of knowledge, one which physicists, for obvious reasons, 
generally do not like to acknowledge. To understand what physical 
theories can say about the physical universe (nature) one has to transcend 
this language structure in order to separate fact from fiction and 
knowledge from the illusion of knowledge with respect to the concept of 
�nature�.  
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The aspect which makes transcending this structure an exciting challenge 
is the fact there exist three stable classes of quanta, electrons, protons and 
photons whose physical properties can be used as absolute physical 
standards in this analysis. This makes it possible for three metaphorical 
equations to be set up to solve for the meaning of the concepts of mass, 
length and time within a non-tautological framework defined by the 
physical properties of these objects themselves. 
 

The beauty of this approach lies in these quanta having physical properties, 
static and dynamic, which total more than three. This assures the 
existence of several solutions, independent of my assumptions, defined 
only by the properties of these quanta themselves. I probably found the 
easy ones. I list these here and where they are first shown, although most 
are derived later. These solutions are predicated upon solving the 
cosmological constant problem in chapter VII.  
 
The particular solutions I refer to are the relationship between the proton 
and the fermion masses, (0.1), the relationships among some fundamental 
constants, (6.1) - (6.6), the cosmic background temperatures, (6.7), (6.8), 
the calculation of Newton�s gravitational constant (28.8), and the 
relationship between the electron and proton magnetic moments (52.8). 
There are others waiting for bright young physicists or mathematicians to 
find. I leave the relationship between the proton, neutron and electron 
magnetic moments as an exercise that I know can be done.  
 

The confusion of assuming the concept �Laws of Physics� to be the same as 
the concept �Laws of Nature.� creates the aura of mystery in Wigner�s 
article. Because of the tautological relationships among fundamental 
concepts, what we call �Laws of Nature� are only so by definition. This has 
implications for the concept of �explanation� of the physical world in 
relation to the theories in physics, classical and modern, an aspect which is 
generally ignored, but made clear in chapter I. At this point, the reader 
should have a clear understanding as to what this book is about and why 
the results I obtained are possible in principle. If the reader is a theoretical 
physicist worth his salt he or she should be able to go away and complete 
the analysis presented in this book on his or her own and come up with 
the same results. I will now expand somewhat on what I will do and why. 
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My methodology of using the physical properties of photons, electrons and 
protons as physical standards  will cast light on the three questions below.  
 

(1) Can the physical properties of quanta be used to transcend the 
tautological structure of theoretical physics?  
 

(2) If that is possible, what are the consequences for the pictures created 
from within this system vis-à-vis those created from without?  
 

(3) Will this lead to the unification between the paradigms of gravitation 
and quantum theory?  
 

These questions have to be understood in the following context. 
Quantitative science is based on the quantification of our intuitive notions 
of mass, length and time 2  in a particular phenomenological context 
defined by the environment in which we exist. Their quantifications led to 
the definition of arbitrary quantitative standards of mass, length and time, 
the fundamental fibers from which quantitative physical theories are spun. 
These concepts are then related to others having physical meaning, such as 
velocity, momentum and force, within unfalsifiable logical propositions, 
not laws of nature, as well as to geometric concepts such as straight and 
curved lines, as well as dimensioned straight lines, vectors etc.  
 

As difficult as it may be for some to accept, fundamental concepts such as 
mass, length, time, force, acceleration, energy, electric charge etc. are 
tautologically related in the symbolic language of physics. This attribute is 
transferred to all other concepts constructed from them, such as, angular 
momentum, electric and magnetic field etc. This leads to the unreasonable 
effectiveness of mathematics in physical theories. 
 

The solutions of the cosmological constant - and the quantum-gravity 
problem in the non-tautological context naturally differ from solutions 
envisioned in the tautological context in which these issues are usually 
viewed. This analysis shows they cannot meaningfully be solved within 
the current tautological structure. Here, the solution of the quantum 
gravity problem is defined as showing how Newton�s and Einstein�s theory 
                                                   
2 I refer to these as fundamental magnitudes. 
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of gravitation, how the respective conceptual and mathematical structures 
describing gravitational phenomenology within these frameworks, are 
related to the description of the properties of quanta and to Einstein�s 
special theory of relativity; the latter born in the context of mathematical 
descriptions of the phenomenology of electrodynamics. 
 

Because this kind of analysis has never been done before, the methodology 
has to be developed which makes it possible to transcend the tautological 
conceptual and mathematical structure just discussed. My methodology 
differs from the usual approaches because it is based on using the 
intrinsically interrelated physical properties of photons, electrons and 
protons as absolute physical standards, instead of the quantified intuitive 
notions of mass, length and time as defined by their arbitrary physical 
standards in physics. 
 

The quanta serving here as standards are chosen for three reasons; they 
exist; they are stable objects with well described properties; and their 
quantum properties are intrinsically interrelated and outside of our control. 
This latter aspect is the key element which makes it possible to transcend 
the tautological relationships between the fundamental concepts of 
physics, making it possible to establish relationships between the intrinsic 
properties of quanta and the concepts of mass, length and time, as 
quantified in the phenomenological context of gravitation, but in a non-
tautological context. Such relationships are connected by the 
aforementioned paradigms and constitute the particular solutions obtained 
in this analysis. 
 

The challenge of this analysis is to eliminate the tautological relationships 
between the fundamental concepts of physics in a manner consistent with 
its description of quantum properties while respecting its quantitative 
structure. However, the intrinsic interconnectedness of these properties, 
the very aspect which makes the problem solvable, poses particular 
difficulties. The tools to deal with them are developed in chapter II. 
 

The first and the last question posed on the previous page are answered in 
the affirmative. It should be clear as to why. The second question is too 
broad to be answered exhaustively in this essay. However, important 
consequences and insights gained by this analysis were already outlined. 
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They necessarily follow from the methodology of this analysis, agree with 
physical data, and are important elements in establishing the veracity of 
this approach. They support my fundamental premise, stated in chapter II, 
as well as the methodology developed.  
 

One of the consequences, the relationship between the proton and the 
three fermion masses is shown below in terms of the electron mass 
(inertia), 1me   as an absolute quantum standard. This result, the reader 
is unable to fully understand at this stage, one likely to be dismissed, 
unless the essence of the methodology outlined was understood. The 
constraints imposed upon our conceptual structures to which we have 
been conditioned within the tautological system may make this a difficult 
adjustment. The relationship below exists precisely because it transcends 
the circulus vitiosus, and is shown in Plücker coordinates in figure 1.  
 

0m
2
1

m
2
7

m
2
3

m ep  ìô                           (0.1) 

 

This solution results from (a): Newton�s axioms are formulated relative to 
geometric elements with implied intrinsic symmetries and (b): by the 
particular form of the relationship between the concept of mass and 
relativistic energy as they relate to Newton�s law of gravitation and the 
corresponding formalism. That is explicitly shown in chapter I. 
 

Z

X

Y

ax+by+cz+dw = 0
y = - dw/b

z = - dw/c

x = - dw/a

 

Figure 1: The relationship (0.1) shown in terms of Plücker coordinates, 
developed in a brilliant paper published by him in 1830 [2]. The 
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significance of these �coordinates� will become clear in chapter II, where I 
show only one geometric descriptive variable is permissible in this analysis; 
I chose the concept of length, i.e., the straight line element as the 
fundamental element for the construction of manifolds in this paper3, as 
well as symmetries. Points have only a formal meaning. 
 

The unusual appearance of numerals in expressions of otherwise 
dimensionless terms, defined by ratios of magnitudes of the same kind, is 
related to three facts: (1) by how I synthesized Kepler�s laws, Chapter I, so 
as to avoid the Newtonian tautology; (2) The quantum standard of mass is 
an absolute standards, i.e., quantified in this analysis by the electron rest 
mass and not through the phenomenology of gravitation as a relative 
standard, as a ratio of two attributes, in which the attributes cancel; (3) the 
use of the quantum invariant ep mm /  for creating consistency between 

quantum length and time. 
 

eee

p

m
m

2
7

m
m

2
1

m

m

2
3 ìô      or     0m

2
1

m
2
7

m
2
3

m ep  ìô .
 

 

The reason (0.1) has to follow is rather elementary. Transcending the 
Newtonian tautology involves three features; using photons as physical 
standards of quantum length as well as of quantum energy; using the 
proton-electron mass ratio as a standard independent quantum invariant 
with the electron inertia as an absolute standard of mass; avoiding the 
Newtonian tautology in the interpretation of Kepler�s laws by making our 
notion of mass and angular momentum intrinsic to symmetries, i.e., 
constraints, which will give rise to the concept of ontological symmetries 
which I introduce later.  
 

Consistency between quantum energy, length, time and inertia also relate 
the concepts of inertia and electric charge in a context consistent with 
quantum properties. This requires a clear understanding of how the 

                                                   
3  �So bildet in der Tat die Liniengeometrie, deren Grundgebilde von vier Parametern 
abhängt, eine Theorie räumlicher Gebilde von vier Dimensionen, welche in dem 
gewöhnlichen Raume ausgeführt ist, der, wenn man den Punkt als Grundgebilde festhält, 
nur drei Dimensionen hat.� Clebch, �Zum Gedächtnis an J. Plücker.�  Abh. Der Ges. der 
Wiss. Göttingen 16, (1871). 
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Newtonian tautology arose and how to avoid it 4 .The non-tautological 
context, consistent with quantum energy, length, time and inertia, and the 
phenomenology we associate with the terms mass and electric charge leads 
to new pictures. In that context the tau and muon mass is related by the 
same symmetries as the proton and electron masses. To understand this, it 
helps to realize that our notion of mass in the gravitational context is 
defined as a bulk property, whereas the notion of energy, inertia and 
electric charge are both intrinsic to the quantum standards used in this 
analysis. The notion of equal and opposite charge is a purely descriptive 
convention, true by definition, but without ontological significance. 
 

Being familiar with R.N Campbell�s �Physics the Elements� [3] may be 
helpful because many issues he considered and discussed are still germane 
to this analysis5; a technical rather than a philosophical one, although this 
analysis has philosophical implications. Where I think it useful, I indicate 
agreement or disagreements with some of Campbell�s positions simply to 
make mine clearer. For example, at the end of chapter I, he states �Science 
is what it is; it is a law to itself and admits no inquiry why it is what it is.� 
My position is this essay is just such an enquiry, an inquiry which should 
have begun decades if not centuries ago. Whether it is successful I leave 
the reader to judge. 
 

As already indicated, the task outlined and the results obtained required 
solving the cosmological constant problem. This is done in chapter VII 
where Ë is calculated as a necessary condition of this analysis. I apologize 
for doing this because dozens of physicists get their PhD in theoretical 
physics for writing a thesis about the Ë - problem without ever solving it. 
Because the conceptual structure of physics is tautological that problem 
simply cannot be meaningfully solved within that structure, no matter 
how many new words or concepts are invented. 
 

The significance of this analysis lies in the following. Physical theories are 
receptacles of organized knowledge about the world. However, because 
the relationships between the concepts on which this knowledge system is 
constructed are tautological, this raises serious questions as to the validity 
                                                   
4 That is done in chapter I. How to deal with that is developed in chapter II 
5 I read his book in 2011. 
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of inferences made from this knowledge base when dealing with 
phenomenological aspects of the physical world beyond experimental 
verification. The claim of some theoretical physicists to understand the 
origin of the universe back to a time of s4010 or so is one of them. 
 

Interpretations of the special and general theories of relativity and its 
precursors, quantum mechanics and related theories create belief systems 
by which the processes of the physical world are understood within the 
scientific community. This community is largely responsible for the 
mental pictures formed of nature and of the physical universe, not only 
within this community but for the pictures of a much larger community 
which takes many of the pronouncements of the former on trust. This 
analysis demonstrates the trust placed in pronouncements by experts in 
some areas of theoretical physics6 is seriously misplaced. The concept of 
truth in mathematics cannot be easily transferred to the concept of truth 
of physical theories  in relation to our understanding of the physical world. 
 

This analysis, because I use quanta as absolute physical standards, leads 
naturally to a new viewpoint, one I describe as ontological. This viewpoint 
is determined by my methodology designed to escape the Newtonian 
tautology. The meaning and context of this term, as well as others, and the 
methodology adopted in this essay are made more precise in the prologue. 
This essay should lead to a better understanding regarding the meaning of 
the paradigms of physics in general and of the general theory of relativity 
and its relationship to quantum theory in particular. 

--- 

The motivation for this analysis dates back to the early 60�s. During that 
period some authors and their writing inspired my imagination and 
planted the notion it is possible to gain a deeper level of understanding7 of 
the physical world than by understanding it through separate paradigms. 
This essay, its methodology and results are a consequence of that belief. 
                                                   
6 This is particular applicable to fields where no experiments can be performed to 
vary the parameters upon whose interpretation the pictures are created and the 
pronouncements made. Cosmology is one of these areas and I consider theories of 
gravitation as another. Why, will become clear by the end of chapter I. 
7 Understanding is a concept related to the virtual world created by language, 
including the symbolic one of mathematics. 
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The influential authors and their books which inspired me at the time and 
started me on this road include R.C Tolman�s �Relativity Thermodynamics 
and Cosmology�, P.A.M Dirac�s �The Principles of Quantum Mechanics,� 
and A.S. Eddington�s various writings such as �Space Time and 
Gravitation,� �The Nature of the Physical World,� �The Mathematical 
Theory of Relativity,� as well as his un-acclaimed books �Fundamental 
Theory� and �Relativity Theory of Protons and Electrons�. The latter two 
in my view are not understandable in a technical sense. The reader, after 
this analysis will understand more clearly why. The analysis presented 
here shows why Eddington�s approach was bound to be unsuccessful. 
However, the objectives he pursued were worthwhile. Having absorbed 
them from his writings at an impressionable age, they left challenges and 
questions in my mind, which I seem to have pursued subconsciously for 
decades. 
 

The appeal in Eddington�s writings lay for me in his ability to blend his 
philosophy with his understanding of the physical sciences8 of his time 
into a clear inspirational prose. I consider him a master in that domain. My 
response to Eddington�s writing is of course not uncommon as a quote 
from a 1927 review I came across recently by Edwin. B. Wilson [4] of �The 
Internal Constitution �� shows. �Suffice it to remark that this book reads 
like a romance to those who are not deterred by the mathematics whether 
because they can follow it or because they ignore it; the difficulties of 
composition do not show in the style. One may raise the question: Is it 
romance or science? We all recall the "Cosmic Crucibles" of G. E. Hale. 
We see only the thinnest fumes hovering over the crucibles; how much do 
we know about the conditions within them? Certainly very little. ---.� 
 
Eddington also influenced my philosophical attitude towards theoretical 
physics. The following two paragraphs, labeled I and II, from �The 
Internal Constitution of the Stars,� encapsulate much of my attitude. 
                                                   
8 There is a lovely and sympathetic book �Eddington�s search for a Fundamental 
Theory - A key to the universe� by C.W. Kilmister dealing with Eddington�s 
efforts. Unfortunately too many scientists judge Eddington�s later work within a 
dogmatic context thinking their approach is »more scientific«, whatever that 
means. 
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However, my inclination towards epistemological issues regarding 
mathematics and reality are closer to Wittgenstein�s. 
 

I. �I conceive that the chief aim of the physicist in discussing a theoretical 
problem is to obtain 'insight' � to see which of the numerous factors are 
particularly concerned in any effect and how they work together to give it. 
For this purpose a legitimate approximation is not just an unavoidable evil; 
it is a discernment that certain factors - certain complications of the 
problem - do not contribute appreciably to the result. We satisfy ourselves 
that they may be left aside; and the mechanism stands out more clearly, 
freed from these irrelevancies. This discernment is only a continuation of 
a task begun by the physicist before the mathematical premises of the 
problem could be stated; for in any natural problem the actual conditions 
are of extreme complexity and the first step is to select those which have 
an essential influence on the result - in short, to get hold of the right end 
of the stick. The correct use of this insight, whether before or after the 
mathematical problem has been formulated, is a faculty to be cultivated, 
not a vicious propensity to be hidden from the public eye. Needless to say 
the physicist must if challenged be prepared to defend the use of his 
discernment; but unless the defense involves some subtle point of 
difficulty it may well be left until the challenge is made.� 
 

II. �I suppose that the same kind of insight is useful to the mathematician 
as a tool; but he is careful to efface the tool marks from his finished 
products-his proofs. He is content with a rigorous but unilluminating 
demonstration that certain results follow from his premises, and he does 
not generally realize that the physicist demands something more than this. 
For the physicist has always to bear in mind a thousand and one other 
factors in the natural problem not formulated in the mathematical 
problem, and it is only by a demonstration which keeps in view the 
relative importance of the contributing causes that he can see whether he 
has been justified in neglecting these. As regards rigor, the physicist may 
well take risks in a mathematical deduction if these are no greater than the 
risks incurred in the mathematical formulation. As regards accuracy, the 
retention of absurdly minute terms in a physical equation is as clumsy in 
his eyes as the use of an extravagant number of decimal places in 
arithmetical computation.� 
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In my view, getting hold of the right end of the stick, or using a different 
metaphor, to see the wood for the trees, to gain insight between the 
phenomenon of gravitation and quanta lies in letting the physical 
properties of quanta determine the meaning of the terms mass, length and 
time used in the paradigms of physics. There, these quantified concepts as 
well as others are represented symbolically by linear variables 
interconnected by dimensioned constants and mathematical operators. In 
this analysis objects, photons, electrons and protons give physical meaning 
to these terms. This requires new tools. 
 

In the epistemological context, these quanta metaphorically correspond to 
the simple objects in Wittgenstein�s Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus [5]. 
This is a slim volume, in which he set down his epistemological position 
generally considered to be with respect to scientific knowledge. Quanta in 
that context are then represented by a picture, or mental image, whose 
elements correspond to their internal properties and whose connections 
constitute the structure of the picture. I take these internal properties to 
be mass, length, time, energy, electric charge, momentum, angular 
momentum etc. This context provides a convenient connection between 
language and the notion of picture as a mental image which will be 
employed in this essay. The elements making up the picture are of course 
the relevant mathematical paradigms of physics and the associated 
conceptual structures. I also view equations as pictures in this context, 
 

I will quote only a few statements from the Tractatus which I think 
helpful in relating the conceptual structure of this analysis to 
Wittgenstein�s epistemology. I paraphrase them in English. The following 
should help set the metaphorical framework for the picture: 
 
 2.02        The object is simple. 
 2.021      Objects make up the substance of the world. That is why they  
                cannot be composite9 
 

I was led to Wittgenstein by reading K. R. Popper�s �Logik der 
Forschung10� [6] in which he addresses the problem of induction in science, 
                                                   
9  I distinguish between the notion of composite and structure. The proton I 
consider to have structure, but I don�t consider it composite. 
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the issue as to how the truth of general statements, derived from singular 
ones, can be related to general statements believed to express laws of 
nature. Popper rejects that a principle of induction exists by which to 
determine the truth of such general statements derived from singular ones, 
related to experimental context and procedure.  He asserts the belief in 
deductive logic is based largely on the confusion between the psychology 
of knowledge � dealing with empirical facts, and the logic of knowledge 
dealing with logical relations. The confusion arises from failing to 
distinguish psychological issues from epistemological ones.  
 

The emphasis in this essay is on the logic of knowledge which deals with 
logical relations, vis-à-vis the ontological aspects of the simple objects 
which exist. The logical relations examined in particular are those from 
which the fabric of physical theories is spun, the quantified concepts of 
mass, length and time. The reader may be led to conclude Popper�s point 
was valid. 
 

Having used a quote from Wilson�s review earlier, I will use another from 
his 1964 annual reports to the Council of the Academy on the Proceedings 
of the National Academy of Sciences [7], of which he was their managing 
editor for 50 years. �There is one kind of symposium which is highly 
valuable and that is the kind where the best experts in the field discuss 
and list not past but next steps in the advance of the sciences, for there are 
more scientists who can solve stated problems than those who can state 
the problems.�  I trust I stated the problem of quantum gravity and the 
methodology leading to its solutions in a clear and understandable manner.  
 

To solve this problem, the concepts of mass, length and time should be 
defined by the physical properties of the things which determine the state 
of the world, quanta. I refer to their properties as ontological aspects. They 
are the elements which will determine the pictures outside the 
tautological descriptive system of physics. However, these elements must 
be properly related to the existing ones. This makes this analysis not quite 
as simple as it sounds because the facts of the physical world encoded by 
the physical theories of quantum mechanics, by the special and general 
theories of relativity etc. have to be respected in a logical as well as in a 
                                                                                                                         
10 The English translation goes under the title �The logic of scientific discovery.� 
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quantitative context. However, the existence of quanta and their 
properties must be respected too. This will challenge some paradigms. The 
�truth value� of paradigms is generally decided by very few but 
represented as the view of many11. A discussion of their roles can be found 
in Kuhn [8]. Chapters VIII and IX of [3] contain a good discussion of 
universal assent and the concept of truth in science. 
 

I use the concept of picture in the literal as well in the metaphorical sense. 
In the literal sense it is defined by the symbolic language of mathematics. 
The metaphorical sense is defined by the conceptual structure associated 
with the meaning of the symbolism. Because this essay deals with pictures 
constructed from only three elements, mass, length and time, my 
methodology and language should also be simple. After all, a set of three 
elements has only a limited number of ways to be related to the properties 
of three objects. Abstractly, the task set here is analogous to solving three 
equations in three unknown. 
 

The philosophical position behind this analysis can perhaps best be 
described by paraphrasing Wittgenstein [9] �Philosophy becomes a battle 
against the bewitchment of our intelligence by means of language.� The 
language analyzed in this essay is largely that of mathematics, related to 
the description of gravitation and quanta. The term picture and element I 
use in the sense of statements in Wittgenstein�s Tractatus Logico-
Philosophicus. The context is defined by: 
 
2.1*      We create images (mental pictures) from facts. 
2.11*    The picture presents a situation in logical space, the existence and  
            non-existence of states of affairs. 
2.12*    The picture is a model of reality. 
2.13*    To the objects correspond in the picture the elements of the picture. 
2.131*  The elements of the picture represent in the picture the subject  
             matter (objects). 
2.14*    The picture consists in that its elements have definite relationships  
                                                   
11 This is of course necessary in any organized society. It can only function in an 
orderly fashion if its members more or less believe the same thing. If the beliefs of 
some deviate too far from the norm, they may be bought, coerced, excluded, 
marginalized, or worse. 
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            to one another. 
2.141    A picture is a fact. 
 

With respect to the second of Eddington�s paragraphs quoted earlier, the 
endeavor to create a unified view of nature based on the ontological 
premise just set forth must by necessity be mathematical. However, I will 
not efface any tool marks from the final product nor use approximations. 
Although I consider Wittgenstein�s epistemological framework suitable for 
framing part of this analysis, it was not its cause. I do not subscribe to any 
particular philosophical school but find the context provided by 
Wittgenstein helpful to communicate ideas. Others authors such as Frege, 
Whitehead, Russell and Popper may have influenced my views and the 
representation of this analysis. However, I take sole responsibility for its 
methodology, how it is carried out and for the results obtained. They are 
simply logical consequences of the methodology of this analysis. 
 

I will end with two Wittgenstein quotes �A new word is like a fresh seed 
sown on the ground of the discussion.� and �Philosophical problems can 
be compared to locks on safes, which can be opened by dialing a certain 
word or number, so that no force can open the door until just this word 
has been hit upon, and once it is hit upon any child can open it.� 
 

Only a few new tools, words or concepts, are required in this analysis to 
open the safe, to find new solutions to old problems and to discover new 
implications. The new concepts which will open the safe, I call ontological 
symmetries and ontological dimensions. They are hinted at in the 
prologue, defined and explored more fully in chapter II and in some that 
follow. Their historical origins lie in Kepler�s laws of planetary motion and 
in their synthesis by Newton within his tautological framework. Therefore, 
the starting point of this analysis, illuminated by hindsight, is the 
interpretation in chapter I of Kepler�s laws of planetary motion in a 
manner which avoids the Newtonian tautology and thereby clearly 
demonstrates its nature, its existence and some immediate consequences. 
 

                                                                                               W. F. Heinrich 
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0. Prologue 
On the use of some words and symbols 

 

Here, I define the context of some terms I use, such as ontology and 
tautology and what I mean by the descriptive versus the ontological 
context of physics. These latter I denote respectively by A and *A  (see also 
the list of symbols). I also discuss one aspect of my methodology, related to 
using quanta as standards, which makes it possible to transcend the 
Newtonian tautology. The second aspect is developed in the next chapter. 
Together, they lead to the concept of symmetry with intrinsic physical 
properties. In §5, some implications arising from the quantification of our 
concepts of mass, length and time in phenomenological contexts are 
discussed; among them some technical implications. Some relationships 
among fundamental constants, including those for the so called cosmic 
background temperatures, are presented in §6 to illustrate some points. 
 

§ 1. My Webster dictionary defines ontology as (a): a branch of 
metaphysics concerned with the nature and the relation of being and (b): a 
particular theory about the nature of being or the kinds of existence. My 
Random House dictionary defines ontology in similar terms but adds a 
particular qualification (c): the branch of metaphysics that studies the 
nature of being as such, as distinct from material existence, spiritual 
existence etc. As a physicist I am somewhat puzzled by how the nature of 
being can be studied when excluding both the material and the spiritual. 
In this essay I use the terms ontology and ontological to refer to the nature 
of being of three particular classes of entities and their intrinsically 
interconnected properties, namely the three stable kinds of quanta, 
photons, electrons and protons used as physical standards in this analysis.  
 

These quanta and their properties determine much if not all of the nature 
of the physical world. Therefore, this essay deals not with metaphysics as 
implied by the dictionary definitions but with physics, the nature of the 
properties of these quanta and how these are related outside of the 
tautological conceptual-mathematical structure of A . This leads to 
relationships between the Boltzmann and the Planck�s constant the 
concept of temperature and the quantum properties defining the normal 
spectra of what are called the cosmic background temperatures.  
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This essay is an analysis of the basic foundation stones of physics; the 
concepts of mass, length and time as quantified in a phenomenological 
context. By a phenomenological context I mean a physical setting in 
which a particular aspect or quality of matter manifests itself and can be 
identified by a word or concept and operationally quantified. However, 
the novel aspect of this analysis is these notions are examined in relation 
to the corresponding intrinsic quantum properties of mass, length and 
time of quanta as physical standards. Because these properties are intrinsic 
aspects of these objects, they define what they are, namely the nature of 
their being. Therefore, I feel justified in calling the intrinsic physical 
qualities of quanta as described by physics, whatever they are, ontological. 
 

With respect to using quanta as physical standards, by the term quantum 
length, I mean that phenomenological aspect of photons called wavelength 
in physics. When I use the term quantum time, I mean that quality of 
photons described in physics as their reciprocal frequency. These two 
qualities are of course related in the formalism of physics by the speed of 
light, a random number determined by the arbitrary choice of the 
standards of length and time. When I use the term rest mass or quantum 
mass, I mean that particular quality of electrons and protons described in 
physics as their rest mass12 , quantified with respect to the traditional 
standard of mass in physics. This analysis will show that the qualities of 
these quanta have no relationship to the corresponding notions of mass, 
length and time as encoded by the usual physical standards of mass, length 
and time and represented by corresponding variables in the paradigms of 
physics13. This is another reason I consider the corresponding quantum 
properties ontological.  
 

In brief, this essay is an analysis of the notions of mass, length and time as 
used in the paradigms of theoretical physics relative to the corresponding 
ontological properties of quanta. Consequently, this must involve also 
concepts constructed from them, derived concepts, as well as the 
corresponding intrinsic properties of these quanta, their ontological 
                                                   
12 The difference between the reference frame dependent concepts of rest mass 
and relativistic mass is eliminated through the use of quantum standards to which 
other properties such as energy are intrinsic. 
13 The reason for that is discussed in more detail in §5 
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aspects. I will take some of these as physical standards14.Those I choose, 
replace in this analysis the traditional standards. However, because quanta 
have intrinsic energy, I will use the quantum energy of photons as an 
intrinsic standard to quantum length to transcend the tautological aspect 
of the conceptual and symbolic framework of physical theories. This is the 
first step towards escaping the circulus vitiosus of the axiomatic approach.  
 

The tautological aspect between concepts was implicit when Newton laid 
down the fundamental axioms for the logical and quantitative structure of 
physics. They apply to the structure of modern physics as well. Hence, 
there is no need to distinguish between classical or modern physics. The 
methodology of this analysis implies specific results must arise;; namely 
relationships among fundamental constants tying different mathematical 
paradigms to the conceptual and descriptive, but tautological framework 
of physics. Because this cannot be properly understood within the existing 
context and structure of physics15, they may seem surprising. 
 

The ontological properties of quanta, determining what is, are encoded in 
the theories of physics. Their interrelationships must be extracted from 
them in some manner. That is outlined in chapter II. This analysis is of 
course only possible because experimental physics has achieved a high 
degree of precision and development regarding facts expressed within its 
framework. 
 

I use the concept unit as a dimensioned concept, always identified with a 
fundamental physical standards of mass, length or time in physics or as 
one derived from them such as energy for example. A change in units in 
this analysis corresponds then to a change of the corresponding physical 
standards, or to a change of physical standards involved in the 
quantification of the concept (magnitude) represented by that unit16. The 
reason for this is the following. When using quantum energy }{ emE  as a 

                                                   
14 I like to point out that what I am doing, in the philosophical as well as the 
technical sense, has nothing to do with quantum metrology as for example 
discussed in [14].  
15This is discussed further towards the end of this prologue, in chapter I and 
particularly in chapter II.  
16 This may not be unique and is dealt with in chapter II and III. 
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quantum standard, quantum energy is intrinsic to the standards of 
quantum length and quantum time. A change of the quantum standard of 
length implies a corresponding change with respect to all other intrinsic 
quantum properties as described by physics. Such a change corresponds to 
selecting a different class of photons as standards of length and energy.  
 
The concept of energy is represented in the paradigms of physics as a 
linear variable related to the physical standards of mass, length and time, 
and to the linear variables representing them by dimensioned constants. 
Therefore, in this analysis, concepts of unit generated by such arbitrary 
assignments as 1 , or 1c   are excluded. This should also eliminate the 
misinterpretations associated with the concept of Planck�s natural units. 
 

§ 2. The word tautology is applied in this essay to the logical and 
quantitative structure of the mathematical language of physics. The use of 
this word was interpreted by some friends who read the draft of this book 
to imply a critical or a condescending attitude to that structure on my part. 
That is a misreading of my aim, attitude and intention. Every logical 
structure is tautological by necessity. I use the term in the context of logic 
as expressed for example in Wittgenstein�s Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus 
[5]. The following is an example of the context in which I would like the 
word to be understood; in the context of Wittgenstein�s proposition 
6.12617. 
 

6.126   Whether a proposition belongs to logic can be calculated by  
            calculating the logical properties of the symbols. And this is what 
            we do when we prove a logical proposition. Because, without  
            concerning ourselves about sense or meaning, we construct the  
            logical proposition from others based on mere rules  relating to 
            symbols. 
 

           The proof of logical propositions consists in generating them from  
           other logical propositions by successive application of certain 
           operations, which generate from the first propositions, again 
           always tautologies. (And hence, from a tautology follow only 
           tautologies.) 
                                                   
17 This is my translation of this proposition. 
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           Of course, this manner of showing that its propositions are  
          tautologies, is quite irrelevant to logic itself. That is so, because 
           the propositions, from which the proof proceeds, have to show  
           without proof, that they are tautologies.  
 

Logical propositions are at the core of the mathematical, conceptual and 
quantitative structure of physics. I consider these to be Newton�s laws of 
motion. There are of course many propositions and corollaries in Newton�s 
The Principia, Mathematical Principles of Natural Philosophy [11]. 
However, students of physics seldom read Newton�s magnificent work, 
mostly I assume because it is now viewed as a historical document rather 
than the foundation stone of quantitative natural philosophy, of science. 
His laws of motion and his law of gravitation serve as a condensed form of 
the Principia, as the starting point for teaching physics as a quantitative 
science and of mechanics and gravitation in particular. 
 

In the teaching of physics, the tautological aspect of Newton�s laws of 
motion and gravitation and the corresponding tautological nature of the 
paradigms of physics has in my experience never been seriously discussed 
or investigated. Ignoring this particular aspect of physics has engendered 
some musings about the unreasonable effectiveness of mathematics in 
physics. The best example of this may be the article [1] quoted earlier. 
There is really no reason to be mystified. The system, its axiomatic 
structure, conceptual and mathematical, is constructed that way. 
 

This analysis may create conceptual problems for some readers, 
particularly for those trained in theoretical physics. The possibility of 
looking at a description of nature in a different way is contrary to the 
general belief system created by professional training and indeed 
undesirable for reasons which should be apparent. The implicit 
assumption is that the way we are trained to think is the only valid one. 
Other possibilities of looking at the physical world must a priori be wrong 
and tend to be labeled crack-pot, an attitude particularly pronounced in 
physics. The term crackpot deserves really a serious definition instead of 
being simply used as an epithet to discredit persons holding other views. 
The results of this analysis suggest a reexamination as to what crack-pot 
science actually is. My reason for saying this is that in principle it should 
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be difficult to argue against a logical analysis of what is. On the other hand, 
the world of ideas is closely interwoven by belief and self interest. 
Inconvenient facts and connections are generally argued away by those for 
which they are so and truth is based on belief18. 
 

To avoid creating a false impression, I am not going to look at nature in an 
alternative way, but will do something rather more mundane. I will think 
outside the context of my training and conditioning, the context of 
research which Kuhn in [8] characterizes as a strenuous and devoted 
attempt to force nature into a conceptual box supplied by a professional 
education. Using the ontological properties of quanta as defined, measured 
and used in physics as equivalent physical standards for the intuitive 
concepts of mass, length and time as quantified by the traditional 
standards requires the establishment of morphisms between the physical 
properties we call mass, length and time and the corresponding ontological 
aspects of photons, electrons and protons. In short, a structure has to be set 
up in which the concepts of mass, length and time of physics are 
isomorphic to the corresponding ontological properties of quanta. 
However, the development of that structure has to avoid the circulus 
vitiosus inherent inA .  
 

Creating these morphisms and this structure I call setting up three 
equations in three unknown. The reason is the following. The ontological 
aspects of quantum standards make it possible to solve for the ontological 
relationships between the physical qualities of mass, length and time, 
represented as linear variable in the paradigmsA , outside the tautological 
context in which they enter the description of nature. This is made 
possible because of the use of quantum energy as an intrinsic quantum 
standard to quantum length. It is at this point that the structure of 
physical facts and ideas as interwoven in the fabric of physical theories 
and that of physical reality as defined by the things which exist, the stable 
quanta, clash and lead to the particular results of this analysis. 
 

                                                   
18 See for example the discussion in [1], pp 243-264 
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The tautological nature of Newton�s laws of motion and of his law of 
gravitation19 can be ascribed to several facts. As Wittgenstein points out, a 
proposition is defined by symbols and rules by which they are to be 
related. Deriving one proposition from another requires one follows the 
rules according to which the symbols may be manipulated. In German he 
called these Zeichenregeln, which I translated in the above as rules 
relating to symbols. In the mathematical and conceptual structure of 
physics, these rules determine how we may think. I will remark on some 
of them because we have been trained and conditioned so well, we follow 
the rules naturally and automatically and seldom question their 
implications or the inferences we derive from the logical system in which 
we operate.  
 

The first fact I want to draw attention to is that the proposition known as 
Newton�s first law of motion stated below cannot be falsified. It is 
tautological because it is true by definition. The concepts from which it is 
constructed form a circulus vitiousus. �Every body persists in its state of 
rest or of uniform motion in a straight line unless it is compelled to change 
that state by a force impressed on it �, or in brief, �every body has either 
constant velocity or not, if not we say a force act on it.� 
 

It is a definition of force in terms of uniform motion or in terms of the 
state of rest. In the quantitative framework a value of zero has to be 
assigned to force whenever a body�s velocity is constant. The concept of 
force cannot be assigned a value of zero if that is not the case20.  
 

I would also like to draw attention to a subtle point relating to the mental 
image created by this proposition. That image, catering to the intuitive, is 
of a straight line in space, or in the case of a non-zero force acting on the 
body, a curve in space or, if the acceleration is along the direction of 
motion, a curve in space-time. In this context the intuitive notion of space 

                                                   
19 I don�t mean to imply that Newton�s law of gravitation contains no significant 
information. Of course it does, it becomes tautological because it is interpreted in 
the context of Newton�s laws of motion which are. 
20 Hence, the reader should expect force to become intrinsic to symmetries in the 
symbolic context. 
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or of space-time becomes the background canvas for the geometric 
representation of these concepts. 
 

Another important point is that in the proposition known as Newton�s 
second law of motion, the direction between the concept �change in 
motion� and the notion of force is defined to be along the same straight 
line, connected by a factor of proportionality, the concept of mass. Hence, 
they are tautologically related in a Euclidean context. These two aspects 
are often combined in terms of vector notation. In the context of 
Newtonian mechanics this is written as (2.1) and takes the form (2.2) in 
relativistic mechanics, where the symbol m represents then the concept of 
relativistic mass. 

am
dt

LdmF 2

2 



                                         (2.1) 

vmpwhere
dt
pd

F 


 ;                                  (2.2) 

 

This proposition, defines the term mass tautologically with respect to force 
and acceleration. This too is a logical proposition and cannot be falsified. 
Combined with the first proposition it generates another logical 
proposition which naturally can also not be falsified. The momentum of a 
body is either constant or it is not. If not we say a force acts on the object.  
 

The subtle point now is that the straight line, as a geometric element in 
the first law, has been transformed into a straight line representing 
momentum, a concept constructed from all three of the fundamental 
notions of mass, length and time. They are intrinsic to this concept 
represented now by a vector. For an isolated individual body or object, or 
as a pure concept, the notion of orientation with respect to other objects is 
irrelevant. The notion of direction associated with a concept represented 
by a vector is eliminated by taking the scalar product with itself. This leads 
to the concept of 2p for example, the product of two identical linear 
geometric elements, each of which is intrinsically associated with the 
three fundamental notions, mass, length and time and is defined by them. 
The consequences of this, in relation to geometric structure and symmetry, 
will emerge later, e.g. as in figure 4a in chapter II for example. 
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Newton�s laws of motion define the meaning and the relationship of a set 
of concepts relative to each other. Expressed in the symbolic context of 
mathematics they also contain the rules for the algebraic and arithmetic 
manipulation of the symbols. Other concepts constructed, such as energy, 
electric charge, angular momentum etc, to be adaptable to, and consistent 
with, the logical-mathematical structure, are also embedded in this 
framework established by the logical relationships referred to as Newton�s 
laws of motion. These derived and interrelated concepts too are afflicted 
with the intrinsic tautological relationships between them. Hence, I recall 
a part of Wittgenstein�s quote which I used earlier: 
 

The proof of logical propositions consists in generating them from other 
logical propositions by successive application of certain operations, which 
generate from the first propositions, again always tautologies. (And hence, 
from a tautology follow only tautologies.) 
 

In short, the fundamental axioms cannot be falsified. They consist of 
tautologically interrelated concepts and their corresponding symbols. 
Using the intrinsically interconnected quantum properties of quanta as 
physical standards makes it possible to break out of the circulus vitiosus 
and to extract ontological relationships hidden within the paradigms of 
physics. The consequences, expected or unexpected, are defined by the 
quanta themselves and are not derived from the initial or fundamental 
axioms which hide their interrelationship. Because these consequences are 
derived outside the tautological conceptual structure of theoretical physics, 
they tend to be rejected by theoreticians who can only work and think 
within this system and whose view of reality and the physical world is 
determined by the context in which they were trained to think. The 
protection of that structure and its status is in my view the purpose of the 
Campbell quote cited earlier, though I believe made in good faith. 
 

A particular tautology which needs to be pointed out, and which I 
examine in detail in chapter I, is of the following nature. In the 
quantification of the notion of mass, the concept of mass is made 
responsible for its own phenomenology. The Cavendish experiment, 
interpreted as determining the mass of the Earth is a good example of this. 
Once this is recognized it should be clear that using quanta and their 
properties as physical standards will lead to some sort of unification of the 
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conceptual and mathematical structure connecting gravitation and quanta. 
A consequence is that the value of the gravitational constant can be 
calculated in terms of the properties of quanta. The meaning of the term 
inertia or rest mass, as it has entered the logical foundation of physics as 
outlined above, will as a result of this analysis be defined by the quanta 
themselves, consistent with their other ontological properties. 
 

To be specific, the term mass in this essay is defined with respect to the 
properties of my quantum standards by the generic relationships below. 
Rest mass is defined by 0m in that expression, while the quantum standard 

of energy is related to and identified with the variable E. It may be helpful 
if the reader thinks of the quantum standard of mass as the inertia of the 
electron�s electric charge. The existence of the concept of relativistic mass 
results from the above tautology because it was defined with respect to a 
fixed 2-D canvas by Kepler�s laws and Newton�s recasting onto a 3-D one 
plus time, making the phenomenology of mass as defined there dependent 
on the background canvas on which the pictures are drawn. 
 

222
0

422 cpmcEm //                              (2.3a) 
 

 222
0

2 cpmcEm //                             (2.3b) 
 

§ 3. By solving three equations in three unknown I mean the 
following. The unknown are the physical properties of mass, length and 
time as conceptualized in physics and quantified by the corresponding 
physical standards in a phenomenological context. They are unknown in 
the ontological context because they are tautologically related concepts 
within unfalsifiable axioms defining the specific rules for relating symbols 
within this mathematical structure. However, this made it possible for 
physics, and its conceptual and symbolic structure, to flourish as a 
quantitative science.  
 

In this essay, the physical properties of the objects which determine the 
nature of the physical world, the three kinds of stable quanta are taken as 
real. I ignore the neutron because when left to itself it eventually decays to 
an electron and a proton with the emission of energy in some form. 
Abstractly, I consider the electron, the proton and energy to constitute the 
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ground state of what we call neutron. Of course, I also do not know what 
the ontological quantum properties of mass, length, time and energy etc. 
are and probably never will. However, using the knowledge physics has 
gathered I can present them as related within pictures constructed outside 
the tautological context of A . Only informed experiment can bring 
advances in that direction. 
 

One of my good friends, a well respected theoretical physicist, objected to 
my use of the proton�s rest mass as a quantum property of mass, because its 
mass is thought to be a consequence of the existence of quarks, in what I 
call the cloth spun by theoretical physics. This objection I consider 
irrelevant because the concept of mass, rest-mass or relativistic-mass, is 
defined with respect to my quantum standard of energy by (2.3). The 
concept of quark is simply a consequence of A  being tautological. In *A , 
quarks, if one insists on using this concept, appear as related to symmetries 
in a picture drawn from different fundamental magnitudes. 
 

To the symbolic and logical structure of physics, denoted here by A , I 
create an isomorphic logical structure which I designate by *A . The 
fundamental elements of this structure are abstractly equivalent to those 
of A but defined by quantum standards. This, by necessity, is also 
tautological and is connected to A  by two 21  morphism between the 
quantified notions of inertia (mass), length and time of A and *A . The key 
point is (a): the fundamental elements of each structure are different and 
(b): they are connected by non-linear relationships defined by the quanta 
themselves. Relating these elements correctly requires certain conditions 
are satisfied, conditions defined by the ontological properties of the quanta 
in question and by their descriptions inA . Most of these conditions are 
defined in chapter II. 
 

Physics is a quantitative science. Therefore, the morphisms between A  
and *A  have to be quantitative. This has specific implications to which 
Riemann�s famous lecture �Concerning the Hypothesis which lie at the 
Foundation of Geometry � is relevant. I translate his lecture in chapter IV. 

                                                   
21 There are two, because the notion of mass arose historically in the context of 
what we call now rest-mass, but we also use the concept in relation to the concept 
of momentum of quanta without rest mass. 
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The essence of that lecture is concerned with the fact some concepts 
require a continuous manifold for their quantification. Concepts such as 
mass, length and time in physics are quantified in this manner, as well as 
others constructed from them, such as energy. Therefore, the quantified 
ontological properties of quanta, determining the structure of *A , have to 
be represented as conditions with respect to mathematical manifolds. The 
unification between the general theory of relativity and quanta occurs in 
the context of Einstein�s field equations and solving the cosmological 
constant problem with respect to particular manifolds defined by the 
properties of quanta and the conceptual and quantitative structure ofA . 
For that reason, in chapter VI, I also present my translation of Einstein�s 
1919 paper in which he introduced the cosmological constantË .  
 

Einstein�s field equations, in this context, define the manifolds associated 
with the structure *A . Tautologies between the concepts of mass, length, 
time and force are then resolved by letting the rest masses of the quanta 
determine quantitative conditions between elements of A from the generic 
conditions imposed on the manifolds constructed. It is as simple as that. In 
summary, I use the term equation in a general way, as defining a condition. 
When we have one equation in three unknown, a specific solution cannot 
be obtained. A second equation is simply another condition on the first 
equation which narrows the field of possible solutions. A third equation, if 
independent of the first two, is the final condition which makes it possible 
to obtain a specific solution for a particular input. The existence of the 
three kinds of quanta and their properties will do just that and more. The 
quantitative morphisms betweenA and *A are not conditions on symbols 
defined with respect to manifolds as a background canvas, Euclidean 
elements related by fundamental dimensioned constants, but are 
constraints on manifolds defined by symmetries. 
 

The solution to the cosmological constant problem allows me to use the 
ontological properties of quanta to define the Riemannian nature of these 
manifolds.  Conditions between them lead to various solutions because 
quanta have several intrinsic ontological properties which are of course 
intrinsically connected, but which as concepts are viewed in A as 
independent properties. This leads naturally to the role of fundamental 
constants in physics and to the fact that A can be viewed as constructed 
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on a Euclidean lattice. What I mean by that term in relation to the context 
of the language and symbolism of physics is well illustrated in chapter I of 
Morse and Feshbach [12a], in its more fundamental form by [12b]. I also 
associate this term with the Cartesian product of the quantified concepts 
of mass, length and time, represented as linear variables, each isomorphic 
to the number line. A particular example is the 5-D cube, Cartesian 
product, defined by the usual standards of physics M x T x L x L x L , as 
well as the n-dimensional Euclidean lattices defined by  2dx and 
 2x within Riemann�s expression for the line element in Riemannian 
geometry, q.v. chapter IV (Subscripts in (3.1) are implicit.) 
 

Î
á




2

2
dx

x
4
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1

1
  or  )x

4
11(dx 22  áÎ      (3.1) 

 

Whatever Î  represents, it should be clear that an infinitesimal Euclidean 
lattice structure is related to a macroscopic one in this formalism by 
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4
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4
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The consequences of this will start to emerge in chapter II and will play an 
important role in setting up the metaphorical equations as well as in 
obtaining the results of this analysis, e.g., (0.1) etc. One could also write 
this as a scalar product of a vector with itself, connecting two different 
canvasses or backgrounds. This is where the role of dimensioned constants 
connecting the Euclidean lattice inA enters. 
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Length or time but not both, as shown in chapter II, are the only 
descriptive element to express quantum properties formally in the non-
tautological context relative to A. I chose the concept of length. Hence, 
the line element is the fundamental element and magnitude from which to 
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construct the manifolds in this essay22. This determined the relationship 
between the �spaces or manifolds� in (3.3) and what I call the fundamental 
lattice elements of A and A*. Their importance arises from viewing the 
relevant geometry as constructed from the line element (liniengeometrie) 
as the fundamental conceptual element instead of point.  
 

§ 4. Another feature I want to emphasize is the descriptive and 
relational nature of the foundation of physics and the consequences this 
has for the approach of constructing *A and its corresponding Euclidean 
lattice. The Newtonian Euclidean lattice of A is not equal to the 
corresponding Euclidean lattice of *A . How their fundamental elements 
are to be related is developed in chapter II and in the case of relating the 
magnetic moments of the electron and proton in VIII. It is this aspect 
which makes the unification of the conceptual and mathematical structure 
of quanta and gravitation non-trivial. The fundamental concepts ofA are 
defined within a relational framework, in terms of the nature and change, 
in space and time, of relations between objects or mass points. In *A  only 
the ontological properties of the quanta in question are available for the 
interpretation of the definitions and quantification of physical properties 
as described and defined in A . 
 

I characterize A as descriptive because the fundamental concepts of 
physics, as shown in chapter I and II, have no ontological significance 
with respect to the quanta and their properties which I assume in this 
essay to determine the state of the physical world. The properties of bodies, 
agglomeration of quanta with rest mass and energy, are described in 
physics in terms of fundamental concepts23 related by Newton�s laws of 
motion, in terms of spatial relationships between objects and how such 
relationships change with respect to our intuitive notions of space and 
time. That is probably the only way we can describe the features of the 

                                                   
22 For an introduction and relation to the work of Plücker and others, see the article by C. 
Segre in �Encyclopädie der mathematischen Wissenschaften mit Einschluss ihrer 
Amwendungen� Vol III, part II, 2nd half A,  p 669, especially 1. Geschichtliche Einleitung, 
 
23 This sentence should not be misinterpreted as my approach being based on 
Newtonian physics. It is based on the examination of the fundamental concepts 
defined by it. 
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physical world and create the theories of physics. Being able to speak the 
language of this system and being able to mentally and symbolically 
navigate the various paradigms is then considered to constitute an 
understanding of the physical world in this context. For this reason, 
although I go beyond the tautological structure of A , I have to use 
mathematics as a language in which to communicate as well, and in 
particular, I have to use the language of A . 
 

However, using quanta as physical standards for the definition of 
fundamental concepts such as mass, length, time, momentum, energy etc. 
and using the paradigms of physics on which to base this analysis, creates 
different pictures, supplementary to the former but not derived from 
relational aspect of objects in space and time, but based on the ontological 
properties of energy, length, time and rest mass of the objects themselves 
as described in the space and time pictures ofA . This in my view requires 
a re-evaluation of the relationships between the concepts of truth, reality 
and universal assent as viewed in physics and discussed by Campbell [3]. 
The pictures developed in this essay, *A , are based on the properties of 
the objects which are, defined and described with respect to unfalsifiable 
axioms such as �Every body persists in its state of rest or of uniform 
motion in a straight line unless�..�  
 

This is of the form of a bi-conditional statement �A if and only if B� or 
equivalently �If and only if B then A.� This is of the form �( AB  ) and 
( BA  ).� The point of interest is that it is true if both A and B are true 
and if both A and B are false. It also does not matter whether in the bi-
conditional context the symbols A and B are interchanged. These features 
make it possible to develop the conditions for the establishment of a 
quantitative isomorphic structure toA , namely *A . 
 

§ 5. I will now discuss briefly some implications of quantification. 
The two fundamental facts guiding this analysis are the following. The 
first is that in creating quantitative physics through the quantification of 
intuitive notions, such as mass, length, time, and force, the ontological 
aspects of the phenomenology used to quantify such concepts effectively 
cancel and disappear from the scene. The second is that the mathematical 
system into which the concepts are embedded is tautological. This latter 
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point is dealt with in chapter I and II. Here I will only discuss the first 
point using the concept of time and mass as examples. 
 

Taking account of these two points is what gives this analysis its specific 
flavor and creates its own difficulties. They are related to the fact that 
when we quantify a concept such as the one corresponding to our 
intuitive notion of time for example, we historically used and compared 
periodic phenomena to define time quantitatively as a linear variable. This 
was done by taking a periodic phenomenon24 for example and arbitrarily 
choosing it as a unit of time. The rotation of the Earth about the sun led to 
the concept of the year as a unit of time while a different phenomenon, 
the revolution of the Earth about its axis, led to the notion of the day as a 
different unit of time. The day is then also expressed as a fraction of a year. 
This fraction expresses the ratio of two periodic phenomena not 
necessarily having the same cause. I simply like the reader to keep this 
possibility in mind. Time is considered here a linear variable, isomorphic 
to the number line25. By convention, representing time as a variable, a 
negative value is associated with the past, a positive one with the future. 
The present is zero by definition, the origin of time coordinates. 
 

The Michelson Morley experiment implied the speed of light is a universal 
constant. This has been encoded into the framework of physics and this 
phenomenology is also used to define time in terms of light travel time for 
a given length. So time can be defined either in terms length or in terms of 
periodic phenomena. These two procedures are consistent because in 
either case, in the quantification of time, taking one arbitrary period or 
one arbitrary length as unity, simply defines other periods or lengths as 
equal to, less than and greater than. The specific numerical relationship in 
either case is defined by ratios in which the phenomenological aspects 
cancel. As a result, we have defined a linear variable t  which we consider 
to represent time even though time as physical phenomenology has been 
eliminated from the pictures we consequently attempt to reconstruct 
                                                   
24  By a periodic phenomenon I mean here one with a constant period. The 
practical difficulties of maintaining a time standard of time over time I will not 
enter into. It is nor relevant to the main theme. 
25 Yes, I know the second is now defined quantitatively in terms of a length. This 
should make it easier to understand analysis. 
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through the theories of physics. It is important to keep in mind that the 
concept of periodicity requires a fixed canvas for its definition and so does 
the definition of precession associated with a periodic phenomenon such 
as that of the perihelion of elliptic orbits. Similarly, a fixed canvass is also 
required for the definition of time in terms of length using the 
phenomenology of light. 
 

I speak now in the framework ofA . The process of quantifying time with 
respect to a periodic phenomenon can abstractly be represented as follows. 
We don�t know what time is in the ontological sense, nor the causes of 
periodic phenomena or why light travels at a constant speed. Hence, I will 
represent two periodic phenomena we may use to define time as a linear 
variable, as functions of unknowns as, ),,( 11111 gT æòî  and as 

),,,( 22222 gT æòî . Quantification of time is achieved by arbitrarily 

taking one of them, say 1T , as a standard of time and assigning to it the 

value unity. The quantification of ),,,( 22222 gT æòî arises then from 

a ratio determined from the following condition 
 

),,,(),,,(  22222221111111 gNTNgNTN æòîæòî  .     (5.1) 
 

Then }){/( TNNT 212
 , where }{T represents the physical standard of 

time of A , i.e., 1TT1  }{  . Similarly, 1M }{   represents the physical 

standard of mass etc. Implicit in the quantification of time as a linear 
variable is that the condition (5.1) is permanent with respect to the 
present, we are always in the present, i.e., in the mathematical 
representation as a variable, the condition is permanent with respect to 
the zero of time, the origin. The ratio )/( 21 NN  of the corresponding 

point on the number line is thus permanently fixed. 
 

This may seem rather simple and trivial to some readers. However, this 
discussion serves to illustrate how this analysis differs from the usual 
approach in theoretical physics. I go from relative to absolute standards. 
To be specific, let us assume a standard of time is defined by 

s1T(gT 11111  }{),,, æòî  for example. If the condition (5.1),  
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),,,(),,,(  222221111111 gNgNTN æòîæòî   
 

has been determined as valid for 12N1  and for 7N 2   for example, 

then s714281T2 . . 2T  is quantified relative to 1T , even though the 

origin or cause of the two periodic phenomena may be totally unrelated, as  
 

2122221111
2

1
2 NN)(g)(g

N

N
T /,,,,,,   æòîæòî . 

This gives theoretical physics its vast degree of freedom. The implicit 
assumption in quantification using phenomenology, whatever its cause is, 
as represented by the functions, ),,,( 1111g æòî  and ),,,( 2222g æòî , 

the cause is irrelevant. In this case we effectively consider one aspect of 
)(g 2222 ,,, æòî as a multiple of ),,,( 1111g æòî , with ),,,( 1111g æòî  

chosen as the physical standard, 1T . The point to note is, we always have 
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Let us assume the phenomenologies have a common aspect represented by 
î , ò , etc.  

)cba(gN)cba(gN1 1111122222  ,,,/,,, æòîæòî .         (5.2)              

 

The phenomenal aspects effectively canceled during quantification and 
transcription to the mathematical language. The theories of physics 
attempt then to reconstruct the underlying connections, 1g and 2g , which 

abstractly were lost through the quantification process, although we never 
knew what they were in the first place. 
 

A characteristic feature of quantitative physics is that the unknown causes 
of the phenomena used to quantify our intuitive concepts of mass, length 
and time are then explained in terms of the concepts quantified by the 
phenomenology in question. The unknowns in the phenomenology in 
(5.2), î , ò ,� required for unifying the pictures ofA  ,  are hidden within a 
combination of concepts constructed from the variables of mass, length 
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and time, hidden within the paradigms of physics and in relationships of 
the form below, where the ia  may be dimensioned or geometric constants. 

 

),,,,,,( 321L aaaTLMhL                            (5.3a) 

),,,,,,( 321T aaaTLMhT                           (5.3b) 

),,,,,,( 321M aaaTLMhM                          (5.3c) 
 

These intuitive notion, quantified by various phenomenologies, are not in 
my view the ones through which a unification of gravitation and quantum 
phenomena can be achieved or understood because they are defined 
within a tautological conceptual and mathematical structure. My view is 
we are digging a hole and the deeper the hole the clearer we think is our 
view. The prevailing view seems to be we always have to dig just a little 
deeper to see further. At the bottom of this hole lies the absolute minutia 
and the insignificant. Perhaps, to compensate for the fact it has so little 
relevance to the physical world as we experience it, a non-truth by those 
who believe otherwise, it is called by some The Theory of Everything.  
 

The concept of mass is similarly quantified in the phenomenological 
context of gravitation. We arbitrarily chose one object as the standard of 
mass, a magnitude determined by a bulk property, and define again the 
relationship of greater, equal or less than, by comparing masses on a 
balance for example. Again, the phenomenology associated with what we 
call mass can also be represented in terms of unknown variables or factors 
responsible for the ontological aspects of the phenomenon we call mass or 
inertia.  
 

Let this be expressed for two objects by ),,,( 11111 fM æòî  and 

),,,( 22222 fM æòî .  Again, define one object as the physical standard 

by the phenomenology of gravitation and equilibrium on a scale, say 
1MfM 11111  }{),,,( æòî . The mass of other objects are then 

quantified relative to this standard using gravitational phenomenology and 
length. The quantification of 2M  for example is defined by the condition, 

using an equal arm balance, or assuming a weightless balance beam by or 
by compensating. 
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),,,(),,,(  22222221111111 fLMLfLML æòîæòî           (5.4) 
 

Implicit in this methodology is the assumption the unknown variables 
,,, 111 æòî  and ,,, 222 æòî are related to our concepts and conceptual 

structure so that the functions representing cause or causes, whatever that 
may be, for the phenomenology we observe, can be expressed as linear 
multiples of each other. The consequence of this will also determine the 
mathematical context and form of specific aspects of this analysis 
 

Effectively, the phenomenology of 1M , represented by ),,,( 111f æòî  has 

been transferred to the linear variable of length 1L . Thus, 2M  is quantified 

with respect to }{MM1
  by the condition (5.5) by transferring the 

phenomenology of ),,,( 22222 fM æòî  to the linear variable of 

length 2L . We implicitly assume 1kff 11112222  ),,,(),,,(  æòîæòî , 

where k is some constant. This may be satisfactory in a descriptive context 
but becomes important when dealing with the task of relating properties 
of objects with intrinsically connected properties defined to have equal 
electric charge but have according to our definitions and methodology 
different masses. 

 

),,,(),,,(  11111112222222 fLMLfLML æòîæòî             (5.5a) 

1MLMLfLfL 22112222211111  /),,,(/),,,(  æòîæòî         (5.5b) 
 

The ontological aspects of the phenomenon of gravitation have effectively 
been cancelled during the process of quantification. The theories of 
physics, e.g., Newton�s and Einstein�s theory of gravitation attempt to 
reconstruct the underlying connections lost in this process. This 
reconstruction is done inA in a tautological context in which its Euclidean 
lattice elements are connected by dimensioned constants. The aim of this 
analysis is to recover these lost threads, abstractly the f�s and g�s in the 
language of A , using quantum standards and by constructing the 
system *A  whose fundamental lattice elements representing quantum 
properties cannot be connected by dimensioned fundamental constants. 
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In Newton�s theory G has that role, in Einstein�s general relativity it is G 
and c. The pathological aspect which enters this scheme is that the 
concept of mass so quantified is used to explain the very phenomenology 
in terms of which it has been defined and quantified in the first place. This 
too is an aspect I include in what I call the Newtonian tautology. 
 

The fundamental philosophy underlying this analysis is the following. I 
assume the things which exist, the physical quanta, determine the 
condition of the world. We have no direct access to their properties except 
in the context of quantified physics and its description of them. However, 
in describing their properties we use the same concepts of mass, length 
and time and the derived concepts to describe and specify them. These are 
all linear variables. The unknowns defining their phenomenology, 
although I use the usual terminology to describe them, are whatever they 
are. Because quantification of concepts leads to linear variable, I can 
represent the cause of two phenomenological aspects in terms of the 
unknown by going to quanta as physical standards and abstractly extract 
the linear factors from the picture of descriptive physics. This can be 
pictured as follows using ),,,( 11111 gT æòî  as an example because 

physical properties of quanta are intrinsic to each other, q.v. chapter II, I 
generalize here. 
 

),,I(),,(),,,(  æòîæòî æòîæòî 111111 aaahaaag          (5.6a) 

),,I(),,(),,,(  æòîæòî æòîæòî 111111 bbbqbbbf         (5.6b) 

etc. 

2T is then viewed as ),,I(),,(),,,(  æòîæòî æòîæòî 222222 aaahaaag   

in an analogous manner. The physical properties of quanta standards as 
described and determined by physics determine some irreducible function 

),,I( æòî  or structure. This structure is related by constraints I call 

symmetries, resulting from the structure of A , to functions of the form 
 

),,,( 111 aaah æòî
. ),,( 111 bbbq æòî

 etc. 
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The irreducible non-linear aspects between quantum properties, in the 
language of A , are then represented relative to a Euclidean lattice in 
which the other functions exist by non-Euclidean structure  
 

Ä)1  (),,I( æòî .                                (5.7) 
 

This is made clearer and explicit in chapters II and VII and VIII. Therefore 
I am left abstractly with functions, g, f, h and q etc. of linear variables 
relating quantified concepts of mass, length and time on some Euclidean 
lattice. These, abstractly represent relationships within Euclidean 
structures and the details as to which symbols are associate with variables 
in paradigms and which with dimensioned constants will emerge later. 
The condition (5.7) will then in principle define relationships between g, f, 
h, q etc. connecting the pictures of A and *A , and by necessity lead to 
relationships between fundamental dimensioned constants and quantum 
properties of quanta used as quantum standards. 
 

How a logical but pathological element can enter a system of quantified 
knowledge constructed in this manner has I think been made more precise. 
It lies in the assumption that the theories of physics, with respect to the 
quantification of the concepts of mass, length and time, represent 
ontological aspects of the physical world. In short, the theories of physics 
are assumed to replace abstractly functions such as ),,,( 1111g æòî  and 

),,,( 2222g æòî  in (5.1). We believe 26  they exist in the ontological 

context but where eliminated during the process of quantification of the 
fundamental variables (concepts). However, because we construct 
quantitative theories by forcing them into a logical framework, they 
cannot correspond to the ontological aspects of the physical world. Those 
with the illusion they do, naturally infer God is a mathematician. The 
circulus vitiousus fundamental to this belief is ignored. Deductions made 
by theoreticians within this structure, replacing ontological aspects by 
linear variables and relating them on a Euclidean lattice, the theories of 
physics, are of course completely legitimate although they carry this 
pathological element..  
                                                   
26 If we did not believe they exist we would not do experiments and scientific 
investigations. 
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This pathology is irrelevant to physical knowledge, practice and 
application when applied to phenomenologies used to quantify and to 
define the concepts used to construct this knowledge system in the first 
place. However, deductions made from this system, when applied to 
phenomenological contexts beyond the ones used to create this structure, 
are bound to lead to abstract nonsense rather than to new insights about 
the physical world. Declaring our phenomenological setting to be 
universal is dogma, an understandable one, but an unwarranted dogma 
nevertheless. 
 

§ 6. From my perspective, the significance of Einstein�s contribution 
to physics regarding the relationship between the ontological and the 
descriptive, consisted in imposing the symmetries defined by 
electromagnetic phenomenology itself as described in the mathematical 
language of A , intrinsic to Maxwell�s equations, expressed as relationships 
between infinitesimal operators and concepts 27 , onto the tautological 
relationships between the concepts of mass, length, time and force 
inherent in Newton�s axioms. This is one reason for the significance of the 
special theory of relativity with respect to quanta and the significance of 
the generic relationships between the concepts expressed by equation (2.3). 
There, the concepts of mass, length and time are no longer independent, 
but are constrained only by one fundamental dimensioned constant, the 
speed of light. Particularizing the ontological aspect of quanta in this 
context defines the manifolds in question relative to the paradigms ofA . 
How (2.3) is related to Einstein�s field equations and the modeling of the 
gravitational field about a massive body like the sun for example, is 
explained in chapter V. 
 

I recently came across Einstein�s Josiah William Gibbs lecture delivered in 
Pittsburgh in December of 1934 titled �The elementary derivation of the 
equivalence of mass and energy. This lecture starts with the paragraph: 
 

The special theory of relativity grew out of the Maxwell electromagnetic 
equations. So it came about that even in the derivation of the mechanical 

                                                   
27 This defines abstractly an infinitesimal Euclidean lattice. The significance of 
that will become clearer in chapter I. 
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concepts and their relations the consideration of those of the 
electromagnetic field has played an essential role. The question as to the 
independence of those relations is a natural one because the Lorentz 
transformation, the real basis of the special relativity theory, in itself has 
nothing to do with the Maxwell theory and because we do not know the 
extent to which the energy concepts of the Maxwell theory can be 
maintained in the face of the data of molecular physics. In the following 
considerations, except for the Lorentz transformation, we will depend 
only on the assumption of the conservation principles for impulse and 
energy.� 
 

Reading this now, I feel he came so very close to asking the same questions 
addressed in this essay, but for whatever reason he did not follow up and 
resolve the implication of his views and understanding expressed here. 
However, I realize how difficult it is to ask questions which tend to 
question the context in which our views developed in the first place.  
 

If quanta define quantitatively as well as ontologically energy and length, 
the only degrees of freedom left in the descriptive context of A are 
between the concept of mass and time. Particularizing this conceptual 
relationship to the notions of two distinct rest masses28, those of protons 
and electrons, determines the relationship between the concepts of mass, 
length and time in a context outside the tautological one of A  but 
consistent with electromagnetic and gravitational phenomenology. 
 

In chapters V, VI and VII, I show how his general theory of relativity is 
the special relativistic form of Newtonian gravity defined by 
electromagnetic phenomenology. That means Einstein�s field equation 
defining the Riemannian nature of space time, paint the relationship (2.3) 
on a different canvas. On that canvas, woven from length and time, the 
concepts of mass, energy and momentum are connected by the 
dimensioned constants G and c. The only reasons I can think of as to why 
that is not understood yet, and which makes this essay necessary, is 
expressed in a quote by Einstein, The only thing that prevents me from 
learning is my education. A less benign position, one I would be reluctant 
                                                   
28 Viewed in the context of A, this defines a condition between the notion of rest-
mass and time, e.g., (0.9). 
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to take, is expressed by Upton Sinclair29 It is difficult to get a man to 
understand something, when his salary depends upon his not 
understanding it! 
 

Relationships emerging from this analysis can be presented in many forms, 
each with its own implications. I present here only the following in which 
 is the fine structure constant. I had of course no interest in calculating 
the fine structure constant 30 when I started on this. This result is simply a 
consequence of the methodology of this analysis. Relationships between 
some fundamental constants and the ontological properties of my quantum 
standards have to emerge in company of some geometric constants. The 
proton rest mass was of course instrumental in defining these relationships 
although that is not obvious by looking at them. Their various forms were 
just one of the unexpected consequences of this analysis. The reader may 
consider these to be consequences of the tautologies within A , as well as 
resulting from the ontological aspects of the stable quanta of the physical 
world. These expressions can also be easily expressed in terms of 
fundamental electric charge if the reader is so inclined.  
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29 I, Candidate for Governor: And How I Got Licked (1935), ISBN 0-520-08198-6; 
University of California Press, 1994, p. 109 
30 When I presented some of my results, including (6.4) below, to a small group of 
relativists (and one astronomer I believe) in August of 2003 at the TU in Berlin at 
a very informal chalk talk, the astronomer (in my recollection) because he was 
aware of Eddington�s discredited approach to derive the value of the fine structure 
constant, expressed the view that my results cannot be creditable either. To his 
defense, I must add that the reason for the success of my approach had not been 
clear to me at that time and hence I could not convey it as clearly as I can now. 
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The three dots over a symbol represent ontological aspects of the quanta in 
question as defined in A . emE , emë , emt and emm are respectively the 
energy, wavelength, time and electromagnetic mass of any free photon, 

em is the rest mass of electrons, while q is the magnitude of the 
elementary electric charge. The constraint î arises from the fact that the 
�equations� have to be framed in terms of manifolds, defined by the 
quantification of concepts in A  and by equivalent quantum standards 
in *A . The specific form of  î  is determined by dimensional aspects of 
these manifolds, particular symmetries, by Einstein�s field equations and 
by the solution to the cosmological constant problem. 
 

Having explained the meaning I attach to some words and phrases should 
make it easier for the reader to follow correctly the conceptual 
development and the language of this essay. The presentation of a few of 
the concrete results arising out of this analysis should help in the 
understanding of its context and of its significance. There is one more 
point I would like to make regarding the unfalsifiability of Newton�s laws 
of motion or of any logical system in general. Any logical system based on 
either A or not A is true by definition. Location in the universe is 
irrelevant. Therefore, assuming the resulting conceptual and mathematical 
constructs to be laws of nature, valid everywhere in space and time, i.e., in 
the whole universe and for all kinds of intelligence, is a vacuous 
proposition without ontological significance and one which leads to some 
of the problems debated in the context of cosmology. Both sides in that 
debate are to some extend trapped in the same conceptual box, language 
and belief system. One side is aware there is something wrong with the 
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contents of the box, the other is inventing stuff required to justify their 
belief system against inconvenient observations31. 
 

Not taking cognizance of the fact Newton�s laws connect concepts 
tautologically, which are then quantified as linear variables, leads to 
certain modes of thinking which I will illustrate by a short quote from 
0710.0702v1 gr-qc. I ask the reader to explain the meaning and the 
significance of the first sentence of the quote, remembering the fact that 
the concepts of mass, length and time defining an inertial frame are 
tautologically related. 
 
�Lorentz symmetry, the idea that physical laws take the same form in any 
inertial frame, irrespective of the orientation or velocity of the frame, 
underpins the Standard Model and both Special and General Relativity. 
Attempts to quantize gravity have resulted in theories that allow for 
violations of Lorentz symmetry [1]. For example, spontaneous Lorentz-
symmetry breaking is possible in certain string theories [2]. At the Planck 

Energy, GeV10~GcE 19
Newton

5
Planck / , the Standard Model and 

General Relativity (GR) have comparable influence [3]. Lorentz symmetry 
may not hold in that regime.�  
 

I will end this prologue with a quote from the 1900 paper [13] of a great 
theoretical physicist, Max Planck, in which he introduced, at the end of a 
54 page summary of his researches on radiation, the idea of natural units, 
followed by a general quote. My analysis will show he was human like the 
rest of us and not infallible. I consider his introduction of natural units32 
an understandable error, but an error nevertheless. The reason it is an 
error in the context of this essay is because his conclusions are derived 
within a system dominated by tautological relationships between concepts 
and symbols. His inferences are true in that context. However, when 
inferences are then made regarding ontological aspects of things, quanta,  
which exist outside this canvas of ideas although described within this 

                                                   
31 This analysis should be of particular relevance here because the observations of 
photon wavelengths or frequencies, of their number or relative numbers, are the 
facts from which our picture of the universe is constructed.   
32 See p121-122 in particular, ref. [13] 
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system, the inferences become invalid because the connection between 
the ontological and the descriptive aspects of this information system is 
not understood. That in my view is the trouble with physics33. He wrote34: 
 

�Compared to that, it may not be without interest to remark that with the 
help of the two constants a and b appearing in the expression (41) for the 
radiation entropy, the possibility arises to define units of length, mass, 
time and temperature 35  which, independent of specific objects or 
substances, retain their meaning for all times and for all, also 
extraterrestrial and extra-anthropomorphic cultures, and which therefore 
can be described as natural units of measurement.36�  
 

íí be
U

log
a
U

S                                          (41) 

Expression (41) defines the entropy S of a resonator of frequency í and 
energy U , in which a and b  are two universal constants determined from 
thermodynamic considerations and e is the basis of the natural logarithm 
added for later convenience. 
 

As mentioned earlier, transferring a logical system in space or time is 
ontologically meaningless. Only when the tautological nature of A  is 
understood and taken into account can one perhaps make some inferences 
in this direction. That condition did not exist when Planck made this 
statement nor was the tautological nature of A considered relevant at the 
time. Unfortunately, this point is not considered relevant in virtually all 
circles even now, nor did he consider it relevant when cautioning against 
overestimating the significance of theoretical physics in the first of his 
1909 Baltimore lectures [15] on theoretical physics. However, that 
condition is developed in this essay and the significance of the results (6.1) 

                                                   
33 I am thinking of course also of the book with this title by L. Smolin. 
34 This is my translation from the German. 
35 The temperatures involved based on a proper analysis should actually be those 
given by (1.17) and (1.18). There are two, because of the existence of the two 
stable classes of quanta with electric charge and rest mass; electrons and protons. 
36  Campbell [3] p 39, for different reasons, summarizes his view as �On such 
grounds I can find no words milder than ridiculous to characterize Planck�s 
suggestion.� 
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� (6.6) as well as others obtained in this analysis I consider as supportive of 
the conclusion �My analysis is sound.�  
 

Another relationship arising from this analysis is the relationship between 
the two cosmic background temperatures and my quantum standards. 
These spectra have nothing to do with the creation of the Universe. I will 
not explain here the concepts of ontological symmetry and dimension. 
That is done in chapter II. These two temperatures define normal spectra 
in A . Their derivation in chapter VIII will only be understood after the 
cosmological constant problem is solved in chapter VII. (The dimensional 
aspects have to be understood in the context of A*A , chapter II.) 
 

2
e

5

2

pB cm6
2

2
3TK

ð
ðð                                (6.7) 

 

This gives 210
p LK57997282T //. . The quantity pBTK can be thought 

of as angular momentum per mass-energy of the electron per L1/2 related to 
a linear degree of freedom on *A  with the proper ontological weight, i.e., 
consistent with quantum time. In terms of the proton energy the 
relationship becomes 

2
p

2

eB cm
2

2
3TK ðð  .                             (6.8) 

 

These temperatures are nearly the same, 210
e KL2.7288511T / . The 

dimensional aspect of these equations will likely be fully understood only 
after chapter II at the earliest, or in terms of their dimensionless ratios to 
which quanta have given here their meaning. As some quantum physicists 
have suspected, specifying angular momentum in the descriptive context 
of A  over-specifies the relationships between inertia, energy, time, length 
and electric charge intrinsic to quanta. The historical reason for this 
should become clear in chapter I where this will be avoided.  
 

Once the reader reflect on the concept of... a temperature which is 
independent of specific objects or substance and retains its meaning for all 
times�, he or she may wonder what it could possibly be based on; in my 
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view, on certain illusions regarding the knowledge system into which we 
embed facts and our pictures of the physical world. 
 

The interpretation of the cosmological redshift can be considered to be 
anthropomorphic, a consequence of the very assumptions that our pictures 
are valid for all times and for all places and that our fundamental 
dimensioned constants have ontological significance independent of space 
and time. 
 

Unless there is some experimental insight, there is little point in 
speculation. The assumption a logical system, true by definition, describes 
universally valid ontological relationships, either in time, in space or both 
can be discarded as unwarranted dogma. It simply leads to a mindset in 
which adherents of one belief system, in which stuff just creates itself out 
of nothing, deride adherents of another belief system whose members 
believe there was something to create stuff in the first place. In my view 
there is really not much to choose between them.  
 

I end this prologue with another Planck quote �A new scientific truth does 
not prevail by the process of its opponents declaring themselves convinced 
or enlightened, but rather through the gradual demise of the opponents 
and by acquainting the next generation with the truth in the first place.� 
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Chapter I 
Kepler and Newton 

Gravitation, mass, formalism and belief. 
 

Those who cannot remember the past are condemned to repeat it. 
George Santayana 

 

§7. The quantified notions of mass, length and time are the 
fundamental elements, the foundation stones, of the mathematical and 
conceptual edifice of the quantitative science of physics. They are related 
within a conceptual and mathematical framework established by Newton, 
formalized and connected in terms of Newton�s laws of motion and his law 
of gravitation. To encode knowledge gained about the physical world into 
the framework of Newton�s unfalsifiable propositions requires also more 
complex concepts, such as momentum, angular momentum, energy, 
electric charge etc. These too are quantified with respect to the standards 
of mass, length and time and connected within the conceptual and 
mathematical structure of this system. In addition, more abstract concepts, 
such as equilibrium and stability for example, are related by generic 
relationships or conditions which represent constraints between the 
variables by which concepts enter the description of the processes and 
conditions of the physical world. 
 

I give a simple example, (7.1), of a generic relationship, one defining the 
concepts of static equilibrium, interpreted also as a balancing of forces. It is 
defined by variables representing concepts which specify a particular 
aspect of the phenomenal world. Such generic relationships generally are 
higher order concepts which are themselves not quantified in the manner 
of the more fundamental ones, such as those of mass, length and time. The 
concept of static equilibrium is also relevant to the quantification of mass; 
by a balance for example. Equilibrium arises in a phenomenological 
context illustrated by figure 2a. The corresponding generic relationship is 
 

2211 LmLm  .                                         (7.1) 
 

In the gravitational field of the Earth, the three objects defining this 
phenomenology can be taken as point particles, with the Earth, the third 
point particle, located at its centre of mass. Mathematically, in the context 
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of forces, the point particles could just as well be considered to represent 
the concept of electric charge with a third much larger charge far away 
defining the ambient static electric field in which the above objects are 
test charges. 

 

2211 LmLm   
 

Figure 2a : The generic relationship (7.1) representing static equilibrium in 
a gravitational field. This can also be used to define a relative standard for 
the concept of mass intrinsically linked to length as well as to the concept 
of force. In the latter context other geometric relationships enter. 
 

However, electric charges in electric fields exhibit accelerations dependent 
on their charge as well as mass, emit energy when accelerated, and 
experience motion dependent forces when described in the context of 
Newton�s axioms. That is encoded by Maxwell�s equations describing a 
phenomenology quite different from that of objects defined as electrically 
neutral and exhibiting only the phenomenology of mass. 
 

The generic relationship between the masses of the objects and the lengths 
from the fulcrum in figure 2a are completely independent of any chosen 
standards of mass and length. We don�t even have to know what mass is.  
 

Quantifying the concept of mass within gravitational phenomenology 
intrinsically associates this concept with that of length and the particular 
phenomenology which provides the condition for such quantification. I 
like to make a particular point here, namely that this condition of 
equilibrium can be expressed in relation to the concept of unity or zero by 
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and by 
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The relation (7.1) has three degrees of freedom in the sense of the fourth 
variable being then determined; four in the combinatorial context of 
selecting three elements from a set of four. This condition, in our current 
understanding, is defined by the phenomenology of the masses themselves, 
including the mass of the Earth. The description of the concept of 
equilibrium from outside this picture is represented by (7.3), figure 2b, in a 
Cartesian coordinates system in which the x-axis is along the balance 
beam, with the origin outside the picture, defines the fulcrum position X  
as the centre of mass or the concept of �centre of gravity�. 1x  is the 

distance from the origin to 1m  etc. 
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 .                                     (7.3) 

 

                                     
Figure 2b : Describing equilibrium from �without� the system defined by 
the three objects (7.3). 1x  is the distance from the origin to 1m  etc. 

 
An interesting aspect of this description is what happens when the two 
masses (or charges) are equal. Then (7.3) reduces, simply by definition, 
without knowing anything about the meaning of mass, charge or causes, to 
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The description of the definition and quantification of mass in this 
phenomenological context reduces to X being described as the mean of 
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two lengths from which any notion of mass has vanished. This is no 
accident. 

2

xx
X 21 )


(
                                          (7.5) 

The reason I indulge in this apparent digression is to demonstrate the 
connection between the quantification of mass and force is intrinsically 
linked to the concept of length and that the phenomenological context 
associated with this process has to be described by more concepts than the 
ones quantified within the phenomenology. I also want to prepare tracing 
the historical connection of our thinking regarding the concept of mass to 
Kepler�s laws. 
  
Nothing prevents me from considering, in the abstract, one of the objects 
as representing the standard of mass while taking the length from this 
object to the fulcrum as the standard of length (or intrinsic energy in the 
quantum context). I take the object requiring the greater length to balance, 

2m in figure 2a, as the standard of mass. Then, because the electron rest 

mass can be used as an absolute standard of quantum mass, 1Lm 22  . 

Then, the generic relationship defining equilibrium becomes 1Lm 11  , a 

constraint between two linear variables in Euclidean geometry.   
 

Of course I will not really do this. The last paragraph simply served as 
background, to indicate the freedom one has in this analysis and to show 
the relationship between the symbols and the phenomenology described. 
It may be best to let the reader fill in the relationship between the symbols 
and the pictures as they develop. In the final analysis the form involved 
may actually be: 1Lm 12  , or  12Lm10  , 1212 Lm1Lm2   etc. 
 

The consequence of the electron being also the standard of electric charge 
will emerge later. However, it should be clear that consistency between 
the concepts of mass, energy and electric charge in the quantum context 
must define 2L with respect to 1L1  in some manner. The usefulness of 

the generic relationship 2211 LmLm   arises from the fact that in 

principle infinitely many homologous conditions of equilibrium can be 
established and described in a quantitative manner. 
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§8. The structure of a physical theory can be considered determined 
by two factors; by the particular quantification of its fundamental concepts 
in a phenomenological context, and by their relationships within the 
conceptual and mathematical structure defined by Newton�s laws of 
motions and his law of gravitation. These relationships are made possible 
within this system through the use of dimensioned physical constants such 
as G,   and c for example. Our intuitive notion of space and time, as well 
as the concepts of Euclidean geometry served as the background for the 
concepts connected by Newton�s laws of motion and gravitation. What we 
see and what we measure is then encoded in particular paradigms for 
which the above provides the conceptual and formal mathematical context. 
Because this analysis will transcend the aforementioned formal structure, 
it is useful and convenient to have a notation to distinguish between the 
existing one and the one created by this analysis. 
 

As indicated in the prologue, I denote physics and its theories in which 
the facts of the physical world have been encoded, byA . This denotes 
physics as it exists; its theories, its conceptual structures and its practices. I 
refer to A  as descriptive physics for two reasons. It describes the physical 
world within a particular logical system whose characteristics were briefly 
outlined in the prologue. The facts of science are required to be expressed 
in A  within a formal logical language, but one within which its most 
fundamental concepts are tautologically related. The point of this chapter 
is to make clear the circular nature between the concept of mass and 
gravitation and show the role played by Newton�s constant of gravitation 
in this context. Wigner and Hamming articles illustrate the need for this. 
 

When I refer to A , I mean the logical structure of physics and its 
characteristic aspects; that its fundamental concepts are tautologically 
related, quantified as linear variables, the underlying mathematical 
structure is necessarily Euclidean and homogeneous because the concepts, 
its fundamental elements, are quantified as linear variables, and are 
connected on this Euclidean lattice by dimensioned constants. That 
feature is also clear from the transformation properties of dimensioned 
constants with respect to the fundamental standards. Non-Euclidean 
manifolds within this system are the result of non-linear constraints 
between concepts and their respective linear variables, e.g., the 2-D non-
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Euclidean bounded manifold defined by a constraint in a Euclidean 3-
space. 

2
3

2
2

2
1

2 xxxR  . 
 

The non-circular context developed here is denoted by *A  and will be 
made more precise in chapter II. The fundamental difference between A  
and *A  is the use of the physical properties of quanta as absolute physical 
standards in interpreting and giving meaning to the paradigms of physics.  
 

Because this analysis is based on facts encoded inA , the context in which 
these facts are also facts in the context of *A , I call the conceptual  and 
mathematical common ground of A and *A , denoted by *AA . This 
analysis boils then down to the establishment of *AA . In terms of 
conceptual structures, this means looking at pictures constructed in A in 
the light of *A . Some results shown in the prologue for example exist 
on *AA . This analysis is not a criticism of physics but simply shows 
what it says on *AA  about the physical world. 
 

However, before advancing to that, it is important to have a better 
understanding of the historical origins of the fundamental characteristics 
of A . For that, I have to go back to Kepler and Newton, to the roots of 
quantitative natural philosophy and the circle within the circle. 
 

§9. This requires a brief discussion of Kepler�s laws of planetary 
motion. He derived these from an analysis of Tycho Brahe�s observational 
data37. Kepler�s analysis was informed by the work of Copernicus which 
made it possible, by going from a synodic period of the planets to a sidereal 
period. The latter describes the orbits of the planets and their periods with 
respect to a canvas fixed by the position of the Sun. A synthesis of Kepler�s 
laws by Newton led to his law of gravitation and eventually to Einstein�s 
theory of general relativity. I first state Kepler�s laws and then outline my 
synthesis from a view point imposed by the requirement to avoid the trap 

                                                   
37 There is a wonderfully engaging book by Arthur Koestler, �The Sleepwalkers � 
A History of Man�s Changing Vision of the Universe�, first published in 1959, one 
I read decades ago, in which he tells the tortuous tale of the discovery of Kepler�s 
laws. I can only recommend it as delightful and instructive. 
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of explaining the phenomenology of mass in terms of itself. Kepler�s laws 
are defined with respect to a fixed canvas on which: 
 

  1.  All planets move about the sun in elliptical orbits with the Sun being 
       located at one of the foci of the ellipse. (1609) 
  2. The radius vector connecting the Sun to a planet sweeps out equal 
       areas in equal time intervals. (1609) 
  3. The square of the sidereal period of revolution38 of the planets are  
       directly proportional to the cube of their mean distances from the sun. 
       (1618) 

 

First it is necessary to explain the term �mean distance�, analogous to (7.5), 
in Kepler�s third law. For an ellipse with �semi-major axis a� this is the 
mean distance. The sum of the distances from a point on the ellipse to the 
two foci is always 2a. Hence, if a planet is a distance 1r  from one focus, the 

Sun, the distance to the other focus is 12 ra2r  . The mean distance, 

because of how the ellipse can be defined, is simply the sum of these two 
distances divided by two, in which the two radii simply cancel. 
 

a
2
a2

2

ra2r

2

rr
cetandisMean 1121 







)(
 

 

or in relation to (7.5):           
cetandisMean

rr
2 21  . 

Thus, the mean distance is the major axis divided by two, called the semi-
major axis of the ellipse. The mean distance, the semi major axis, is 
independent of the distance between the foci and therefore, the 3rd law is 
also independent of the actual distances of the planets from the sun at each 
instant. This in my view is surprising if each �infinitesimal� segment or 
point of the elliptic orbit is considered the response to some cause as 
interpreted by Newton. In theoretical physics the picture of the elliptic 
orbit is reconstructed as the result of two causes, (1) Newton�s inverse 
square law and (2) conservation of angular momentum. The latter is then 

                                                   
38 This is the period of revolution of a planet as seen from the Sun with respect to 
the fixed stars. 
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explained in terms of the former, spherical symmetry, implied by 
Newton�s law of gravitation, as invariance under rotation (Noether). 
 

Because of the symmetry of the ellipse, for each planetary distance r from 
the sun, there occurs also a planetary position of distance 2a-r. This occurs 
twice for each part of the ellipse on either side of the major axis. The third 
law, in the language ofA , relates the square of a sum of time intervals, 
perhaps as a function of something else, some cause, 2T , to the cube of the 
semi-major axis. In short, the third of Kepler�s laws equates in the 
Euclidean context of quantification two finite manifolds. One defined by 
our notion of time, the other defined by our notion of length and space, 
where î  represents some unknown cause which determines the orbits. If 
the period is characterized as below, Kepler�s 3rd law is given by (9.1). 
 

 


),,( îrtftT
N

1i
iÄ  

3
3

2 akT                                               (9.1) 

The surprising aspect of this relationship is that if we want to inject 
causality into this, the right hand side is independent of the particular 
shape of the ellipse, i.e., independent of the location of the foci, while the 
period results from some averaging process over the orbits. Instead of 
assuming I can guess a cause for the function in the integral, giving the 
cause a name; I assume we deal with averages of some sort and write (9.1) 
as 

ak
a
T

a
T

3 ,                                       (9.2a) 

but also as the product of two dimensionless ratios, each being the square 
root on unity. 

1
ak
T

x
ak
T

23
3

23
3


//

, or as 
T

ak
x

T

ak
1

23
3

23
3

//

  .     (9.2b) 

 

This expression defines the periodic-length relationship for all orbits in 
terms of our quantification of time and length. The position of the focus is 
irrelevant. Thus I am free to choose circular symmetry to represent (9.2b) 
abstractly as a product of symmetries as shown in figure 3, each associated 
with intrinsic quantitative as well as concept-constraints. 
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1
ak
T

x
ak
T

23
3

23
3


//

                        (9.2b) 

 

Figure 3:  Representing (9.2b) as the product of two circular symmetries, 
each associated with our notion of length and time and the square roots of 
unity. In developing a �unified view�, the two symmetries must of course 
become in some manner connected, become part of one. 
 

I now consider Kepler�s 2nd law from a new perspective so as to make it 
conceptually consistent with the 3rd. Instead of framing Kepler�s 2nd law in 
the form of an equation with a differential coefficient as done by Newton, 
I will frame the second law in a form consistent with (9.2); in the context 
of finite manifolds and symmetry. There are two reasons for this.  
 

(1) Letting the variable of time approach zero in a limiting process does 
not reflect any causal relationships between the other variables 
representing physical properties or causes if we do not know them in the 
first place. Concepts defined by phenomenological manifestations are 
represented by dummy variables. Physical properties of things constituting 
the physical world are intrinsically interconnected and do not approach 
zero. Therefore, taking limits makes sense in a descriptive mathematical 
context where the concept of continuity is the glue of this framework. 
Circular and spherical symmetry is where hindsight comes in. 
 
(2) Reconstructing a particular shape with respect to a fixed canvas, when 
that canvas is barreling around the galaxy at about 220 km/s may ignore 
important aspects underlying the picture we have in our minds. Kepler�s 
third law applies to all orbits and poses a stringent constraint with respect 
to our notion of time and length as represented by (9.2). Any of the a�s are 
averages of lengths over the ellipse in time They are interchangeable in 
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(9.2) and so are the T�s, which represent also an average of speed/length 
over the ellipse. (Time is viewed a linear continuous variable) 
 

The position of the foci is irrelevant with respect to the 3rd law, one which 
applying to all orbits. Therefore, I can synthesize Kepler�s laws using this 
freedom by letting the foci coincide leading to circular and spherical 
symmetry. This implies of course an intrinsic constraint to the symmetry I 
have chosen with respect to the concepts we use to explain gravitational 
phenomenology in A . This constraint serves to supply the necessary 
adjustment for the 2nd law to be consistent with all orbits. This makes the 
two laws consistent with respect to our notions of length and time in 
which they are expressed, in the context of macroscopic physics, as well as 
with our notion of energy.  
 

The reader acquainted with physics is undoubtedly familiar with the fact 
that Kepler�s 2nd law is interpreted as representing conservation of angular 
momentum. That implies the concept of mass has been made responsible 
for gravitational phenomenology in the first place, with the ad hoc 
conservation of angular momentum thrown in, exactly the tautology I am 
trying to avoid. In the classical context angular momentum involves the 
concept of mass, as does momentum and by implication that of 
gravitational attraction. The point I want to make here is that in the 
Newtonian context mass alone is not sufficient to describe gravitational 
phenomenology. Angular momentum and its conservation are added as 
additional conceptual and mathematical element. The assumed scalar 
nature of mass implies spherical symmetry, which is then used to explain 
conservation of angular momentum, a vector quantity.  
 

This is where my approach has to differ, where in the language of A , 
angular momentum becomes an intrinsic property of the phenomenology 
of gravitation. Therefore, the concept of angular momentum has to be 
made intrinsic to the symmetry of the manifolds modeling gravitational 
phenomenology. Although I use the term angular momentum, I avoid 
introducing the concept of mass as an explanation of gravitation altogether. 
I do that for two reasons; first, mass and inertia will be defined in this 
analysis in terms of quantum energy and secondly, because mass, in the 
conceptual context of gravitation, is made the cause of its own 
phenomenology. That is fine for communication in the context of 
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technology, but unsatisfactory in the context of understanding the 
physical world. Mass as explanation simply leads to a circulus vitiosus 
within the conceptual structure of A , not only in Newton�s theory of 
gravitation but also in Einstein�s. Their theories are expressed in different 
mathematical frameworks, have significant differences but also similarities 
which come into play later. 
 

§10. I now proceed to a non-tautological synthesis of Kepler�s laws. 
Kepler�s first law simply defines the orbit and its geometric symmetry  and 
shape on a fixed canvas. The second law represents a particular 
relationship for each orbit. The third law by contrast connects all the 
planetary orbits by the square of an integrated relationship over time to a 
3-D mathematical manifold defined by the cube of the semi-major axis a3, 
and is independent of the position of the foci.  
 

3
3

2 akT                                           (10.1) 
 

Instead of expressing the 2nd law in a differential context39, namely as 
 

0
2 kr50 ö. , where 

0
k/dt)rdr50dtdA  ö(./ , 

 

where
0

k  is a particular constant for each orbit, I consider the 2nd law in 

the same context as the 3rd , in its integrated form, giving the orbit�s area, 
as  

abkT 2ð . 

This is motivated by creating an abstract structure in which to see the 2nd 
law in a context consistent with that of the 3rd. Because I do not assume a 
cause, namely conservation of angular momentum or the significance of 
infinitesimals, the relationship between 0k and 2k can be left open.   
 

To make the two laws agree in terms of the meaning of the semi-major 
axis a, as well as with respect to time and with respect to the constant 3k , 

I use the freedom, because the 2nd law is orbit specific, to redefine the 
constant 2k  for each homologous circular orbit of radius �a� in relation to 

                                                   
39 In the context of conservation of angular momentum in the infinitesimal. 
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the semi-minor axis b, by a corresponding constant, 0
2k . This is equivalent 

to letting the value of bk2 , in which 2k  is simply an orbit specific 

constant, become equal to ak0
2 for the homologous orbit. 0

2k  is then 

defined by the condition 
akbk 0

22   

for each specific orbit but with the constraint that the period of the orbit 
remains unaltered, i.e., it has to agree with the third law for all orbits. 
 

This creates the equivalent circular orbits in figure 3, to which our notion 
of angular momentum becomes intrinsic. This also satisfies conservation of 
energy inA , because the energy of an orbit depends only on the semi-
major axis. The difficulty in general relativity of coming to grips with the 
concept of angular momentum and energy in its formalism [16] is rooted 
in the circulus vitiosus and related to the concepts of mass and angular 
momentum being viewed as independent conceptual elements. 
 

It has to be understood that I am not assuming a cause for gravitational 
phenomenology. Instead, I simply turn the clock of history back and 
assume the relationship between length and time which lead to the 
manifestation of the 2nd law are ontologically the same as those which lead 
to the manifestation of the 3rd, , represented by averages. This leads from 

3
3

2 akT   to 23
3 akT / , and connects the two constants in terms of 

the variables of length and time without introducing the concepts of mass, 
momentum, angular momentum or even their conservation. But I must 
remember their concepts play a role in the language and formalisms ofA . 
 

The 3rd law defines the new orbit specific constant, as a constraint with 
respect to circular symmetry. This leads to Kepler�s 2nd law in its integral 
form, as 20

2 akT ð , and defines the constant 0
2k  in terms of time, circular 

symmetry and radius. The two constant in 20
22 akabkT ðð   are 

related by 
2

22
0
2 e1kabkk  / , 
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where e is the eccentricity of the elliptic orbit. 0
2k  is no longer orbit 

specific but defines a constraint of consistency between concepts intrinsic 
to the new symmetry. The 2nd law is made here consistent with the 3rd by 
imposing an intrinsic constraint on the homologues shown in figure 3. Let 
us now determine this constraint with respect to this homologue. 
 
Because of the equal area law and circular symmetry, the period of this 
orbit is related to its radius and the concept of constant tangential speed, 
conservation of angular momentum in the language of A , by Ta2v /ð . 

Therefore, from 20
2 akT ð   

 

v
1

a
a2

k 2
0
2 ð

ð
  or 2

0
2 a

a2
kv

ð
ð

  or 0
2k

1av
2
1

 .               (10.2) 

 

This shows exactly what I have done. I projected the conic section of the 
orbit to a homologue at right angles to the axis of a cone with the sun on 
this axis with two identical copies. I have two identical copies because the 
two independent concepts of mass and angular momentum are subsumed 
by symmetry with intrinsic constraints and because of the 3rd of Kepler�s 
laws. Of course I do not account for or explain any specific elliptic orbit, 
nor did Newton or Einstein. 
 

This in my view is the reason why in A  our description of the two stable 
quanta with rest mass, electrons and protons have an intrinsic spin of ½. 
The reason is historical in that Newton defined the cause of gravitational 
phenomenology to be the concept of mass, for which the concept of 
angular momentum, as a separate and necessary element was needed, to 
explain the picture of the ellipse. The pathological aspect is the assumption 
that mass is the explanation for its own phenomenology and angular 
momentum had to be put back in when describing quantum properties in 
that system. This can be seen by writing (10.2) as shown below if I put in 
the variable of mass on each side, but these are tautological elements I 
have to avoid, explanations in terms of �mass� and �angular momentum.�  
 

0
2k

1av
2
1

  0
2k

mvma
2
1
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We now know what 0
2k  is in A , mass per angular momentum. In the 

algebraic and geometric context, (10.2) can also be written as 
 




























 0

2
20

2
2

2

ka
a2

ka
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v
ð

ð
ð

ð
.                             (10.3) 

 

Taking limits to obtain differential equations to facilitate mathematical 
modeling introduced the concept of angular momentum as an additional 
independent concept. By contrast in the picture developed here the 
emphasis is on consistency between the concepts of length, time and 
symmetry in describing the phenomenology. This picture is one in which 
a symmetry has in the language of A  intrinsic angular momentum and 
energy in the gravitational context. Combining the 2nd and 3rd law in their 
integral form40 gives for all orbits 
 

3
3

222422
2

2 akva4akT  /ðð .                     (10.4) 
 

Rearranging (10.4) and describing the phenomenology only in terms of 
length and time, circular and spherical symmetry gives, where �a� is now 
the radius of the homologous circular orbit with the same energy and 
intrinsic angular momentum if the concept of mass is employed. Strictly 
speaking, I should not use these terms, because so far I made no reference 
to the concept of mass whatsoever. I have simply arrived at an expression 
in which the conditions of the homologue are made precise. For obvious 
reasons I also show two trivial variation of presenting (10.4) to illustrate 
Newton�s genius. Acceleration is the same concept in EM, SR and GR. 
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40 With the same implicit relationships to each other. 
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The last two terms in (10.5) of this generic homologue constitute the 
cradle of Newton�s inverse square law of gravitation, but without as yet 
assuming a cause or an explanation and that of energy as a derived concept. 
From (10.5) we obtain (10.8). The constant defining the numerator on the 
right I will call the Kepler constant. It is the same constant for all 
planetary orbits in the context in which the mean radius is defined as 
above, and particularized to circular symmetry consistent with the 2nd and 
3rd law. Consistency determined the form of the necessary constraint in 
relation the Kepler constant. Angular and linear momentum is potentially 
intrinsic to this symmetry if the concept of mass is tautologically added. 
 

1
3

2
Kepler

k4G  ð  

 

The last two terms of (10.5) give the acceleration of the planets with 
respect to this symmetry, without introducing the concept of mass, as 
 

2
Kepler

2

1
3

2

2

2

a

G

a

k4

dt
ad


ð

.                           (10.8) 

 
The relationship to some aspects of the formalism of quantum mechanics 
should now be clear. Kepler�s 2nd law in the context of circular symmetry 
is now associated with the concept of constant circular motions, equal 
angles in equal time, and the group (1)U  in the form 
 

ööö sincosexp)( ii1U   
and                          ööö titittU sincosexp)(  .                    (10.9) 

 

§11. This section deals with the concept of mass, the circle within the 
circle. People having been taught physics in the usual manner have often 
difficulty seeing there is anything problematic or questionable about how 
they are taught and how their conceptual structure is conditioned. The 
fact the picture of an ellipse can be reconstructed, by integration, using 
Newton�s law of gravitation and conservation of angular momentum, is 
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taken as confirmation the elements used to reconstruct a particular picture 
must be the right ones. That construction presents an understanding of 
how particular elements can be fitted together. This leads to the 
relationship below, the circle within a circle, and can be found in many 
standard textbooks 41  of theoretical physics. This equation is associated 
with each of the symmetries in figure 3. 

 

NewtonSun

23

Kepler

23

GM
a

2
G
a

2T
//

ðð                         (11.1) 

 

Here, I am not trying to show yet that the imposition of my constraint was 
successful. Instead, I am trying to escape from the circularity connecting 
concepts inA , to see its pictures in a new light. (11.1) represent the same 
two pictures with different conceptual backgrounds. They simply 
demonstrate one only gets out what one puts in. My picture, related to the 
2nd term assumes no explanation. Those who reconstruct the second 
believe they have one. 
 

To drive the point home, I calculated the Kepler constant for the orbits of 
the planets in the solar system from their period T and from their semi-
major axis �a �. The results are shown in table II below. The data is taken 
from [17]. The reader should be aware that many of the values for the 
period T and the semi-major axis �a � for some orbits, are calculated from 
observation and theory because the periods of some of the planets are 
greater than the time since their discovery. However, recent spacecraft 
data provide good parameters for the orbits of Jupiter and Saturn. The 
orbital uncertainties are those of Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto, but this is 
not really important for the point I am going to make. For the reader 
interested in current research and values I recommend the IPN42 Progress 
Report 42-178� August 15, 2009 �The Planetary and Lunar Ephemeris DE 
421� 

                                                   
41 Readers desiring a better understanding of how the concept of mass is used to 
tie the notions of eccentricity, angular momentum, energy and Newton�s law of 
gravitation together, I suggest �§6 Gravitationskräfte, Planetenbewegung� p83-86 
in G. Joos, �Lehrbuch der theoretischen Physik�, AVG, Leipzig 1959.  
42 IPN stands for Interplanetary Network. The report can be found on the net. 
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Table II 

The Kepler constant KeplerG for the planets 

 
Planet a x109m T  (days) KeplerG  x1020 m3s-2 

Mercury 57.909 87.96 1.3274 
Venus 108.209 224.68 1.3273 
Earth 149.598 365.25 1.3272 
Mars 227.939 686.95 1.3272 

Jupiter 778.298 4334 1.3274 
Saturn 1429.394 10821 1.3190 
Uranus 2875.039 30924 1.3142 

Neptune 4504.45 60435 1.3234 
Pluto 5915.799 90474 1.3376 

 

Dividing the Kepler constant, for the orbit of Venus for example, by the 
mass of the Sun, also from [17], gives for obvious reasons Newton�s 
constant of gravitation. 
 

21311
Newton skgm10x67296G  .  

 

The obvious reason is of course that Newton saw the Sun as responsible for 
the orbits of the Planets. His genius lay in relating the acceleration of 
objects dropped here on Earth to the acceleration of the moon around the 
Earth and to the acceleration of the planets around the sun. In creating a 
quantitative link within the framework of our intuition, logic and 
common sense, it is eminently reasonable to make the objects which exist 
and which we can see, responsible for the phenomena in which they 
partake. This simply injects our intuitive notion of causality into this 
picture. Anything else would be mythology. In brief, it is logical and 
appears to makes good sense to explain things in terms which are already 
familiar and which we can see. However, there may always be something 
more than meets the eye. 
 
Injecting, what I call intuitive causality into Kepler�s laws and Newton�s 
synthesis of them, is done in terms of the eminently reasonable concept of 
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quantity of matter in an object. In other words, it is the fact that the sun is 
made from stuff, and the planets, which are also made from stuff, go 
around the sun. However, stuff or quantity of matter are undefined 
concepts, although in our experience these concepts correspond to the fact 
that different size objects of the same stuff on Earth have different weights. 
We use this aspect for defining quantitatively the quantity of matter in an 
object.  Newton [11], in book three �The System of the World� in 
Proposition 6, Theorem 6, put it this way: 
 

�All bodies gravitate towards each of the planets, and at any given distance 
from the centre of any one planet the weight of any body whatsoever 
toward that planet is proportional to the quantity of matter which the 
body contains.� This expresses the reasonable assumption that the 
acceleration of the planets is causes by the stuff in the Sun and the stuff in 
the planets. This assumption is injected into Kepler�s constant in relation 
to the inverse square law as shown below. I will do this in two steps; the 
first, (11.2) is to model the cause of this phenomenon as due to the stuff in 
the sun. This has no effect on the acceleration of the Planets in their orbits, 
as seen on the left. To say this explains anything is in my view pushing the 
meaning of �explanation� a bit too far. This is simply the homologue (10.6) 
I developed in which time and length in Kepler�s 2nd and 3rd laws are 
represented in a consistent symbolic context, no more no less. 
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          (11.2) 

 
This extends the experience of falling bodies here on Earth and our 
intuitive understanding of weight to objects and planets in general and to 
the solar system in particular. This connects the concept of quantity of 
matter in a body, a fuzzy anthropomorphic notion, to the weight of the 
object and to the notion of force. By arbitrarily defining an object as being 
one unit of matter, calling this its mass, the particular quantification the kg, 
makes it possible to define, after the second step, in conjunctions with 
Newton�s axioms, the masses of the planets and the sun relative to this 
object once the gravitational force has been defined between particular 
masses in the context of (11.2). This was of course done in the Cavendish 
experiment. The second step is another tautology in which the term (stuff 
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in planet) in (11.3) can be replaced by the term (stuff in anything) without 
affecting the tautology43. 
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The accelerations of the planets are of course whatever they are and for 
whatever reasons. However, because of the way concepts and symbols are 
grafted onto concepts algebraically expressed they do not change anything, 
nor do they explain anything. They simply represent measured physical 
data or physical facts within a tautological quantitative Euclidean 
structure This make it possible, using the phenomenology of gravitation, 
to quantify various concepts with respect to particular objects within this 
phenomenology and create a consistent language from the generic 
homologue to create symbolic pictures between phenomenology and its 
description. 
 

I like to iterate these points to make quite clear what Newton did. With 
respect to (10.8), in which Kepler�s 2nd law is already compatible with his 
3rd, he did the following: What I call the Kepler constant is transformed 
into Newton�s gravitational constant as follows:  
 

NewtonKepler GSuninstuffG )/( . 
 

Then, Newton�s law of gravitation (11.3) follows tautologically. The 
generalization to any object of the concept �amount of stuff m� is defined 
and quantified with respect to this very phenomenology. The undefined 

                                                   
43 I changed the symbol R to r to emphasize the difference between R in the 
mathematical modeling of Kepler�s laws and their relationship to the particular 
constraints which define an ellipse and their generalization to a particular 
differential context. 
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concept �amount of stuff in the Sun� is hidden now in Newton�s constant of 
gravitation and our notion of mass in the context of macroscopic objects, 
as a bulk property and linked of course to the concept of force and 
acceleration within the framework of Newton�s axioms and definitions. 
The fact that bodies of different masses accelerate at the same rate in a 
gravitational field is related to the circumstance that our notion of mass 
has really nothing to do with this. 
 

Newton�s laws of motion are unfalsifiable propositions. Hitching them to 
Kepler�s laws by the tautology (11.3) provides no explanation for the 
phenomenology whatsoever. Mass, as shown above, is an empty tautology 
in the context of providing an explanation for the phenomenon of 
gravitation. Actually it is the other way around; the phenomenon of 
gravitation is used to define the concept of mass in a quantitative context. 
It is an illusion of knowledge with respect to the ontological context, but 
has of course tremendous practical value. However, without putting too 
much of a fine point to this, the above is a bit embarrassing as an 
explanation of gravitation. I am afraid the notion that mass tells space-
time how to curve and space-time tells mass how to move are of a similar 
construct; lovely illusions of knowledge.  
 

This should not be construed as a denial that the sun is responsible for 
determining the orbits of the planets, or that planets effects the orbits of 
other planets, e.g. the prediction of the existence of a planet, Neptune, by 
Urbain Leverrier based on perturbations of the orbit of Saturn. Leverrier 
asked astronomers in Berlin for help in locating this planet and Neptune 
was then discovered in 1846 by astronomers at the Berlin observatory. 
Anyone who even only reads some of the articles in VI-2 (1905-1906) of 
the �Encyklopädie der mathematischen Wissenschaften mit Einschluss 
ihrer Anwendungen�, Leipzig 1896. on spherical astronomy and celestial 
mechanics quickly realizes that astronomy is a very complicated art in 
which Newton�s laws of motion and his law of gravitation do not quite 
play the starring role conveyed by teaching fundamental physics. 
However, they provide an effective means to relate concepts in a 
quantitative language within the phenomenology in which they were 
defined. These issues should not be confused with the question as to what 
is the relationship between the properties of mass, length and time in a 
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non-tautological context. Having demonstrated that mass is not an 
explanation for gravitational phenomenology44 but is a concept defined by 
it, the point I want to make is the following. The assumption the orbits of 
stars in galaxies can be �explained� in the same manner as the orbits of the 
planets around the sun, by Newton�s law of gravitation, a universal law, 
true for all time and everywhere is an illusion. The same is also true for 
Einstein�s general theory of gravitation. People inventing concepts such as 
dark energy, dark matter, quintessence etc, because existing theories don�t 
seem to provide adequate �explanations� for other phenomenological 
aspects, do not seem to understand the conceptual framework of 
theoretical physics is tautological to start with.   Existing theories do not 
explain, they describe in a language specifically invented for that purpose. 
  
Understanding this, and how Einstein�s theory of gravitation fits into this, 
makes the so called task of the unification between quanta and gravitation 
in principle rather easy. One eliminates the tautological aspects of A  
through the use of the properties of the things which are; whose 
properties are well known and defined, namely quanta. The key element I 
introduced, only possible with hindsight, was to put the �explanation� of 
gravitation on hold, by using symmetry with intrinsic constraints in the 
language ofA . In short I put my assumptions regarding my understanding 
of the relationship between the concepts of mass, energy, time and electric 
charge for example on hold, so that I am able to transcend the imposed 
tautological relationships by using the tools of symmetry and quantum 
standards to help in that endeavor. How the equal area law intrinsic now 
to symmetry in *A  appears in the context of quantum properties, 
interpreted as quarks in A , is shown in figures 6 and 7. 
 

§12.  A few additional comments on tautologies and symbolism are 
perhaps in order. Generalizing further from the formalism into which the 
gravitational context is forced, for any two objects having the amount of 
stuff 1m  and 2m , 21 mm  leads to the following pictures.  
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44 This may of course depend on specifics of the sun and our galaxy. 
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The ratio of the above equations eliminates the Kepler constant from this 
picture as well as the notion of mass and leads to 
 

][; 232
22

2
11 TLrara                               (12.3) 

This is related the second ontological symmetry 2S
D

, a concept introduced 

in chapter II as a tool to relate the picture of gravitation to that of quanta. 
This will be done using one irreducible standard of quantum rest mass and 
another one to escape the tautology by consistency between quantum time, 
length, energy and symmetry. 
 

The relationship of the ontological aspects of quantum energy, length and 
time of any free photon to the Planck length is shown below. I have 
tremendous admiration for Planck (and for Newton and Einstein). I 
suspect when Planck contemplated the concept of natural units he may 
have been remiss in understanding the historical context in which Newton 
created Newton�s constant of gravitation. Of course I am speculating. He 
may also just have been carried away a little at the end of his magnificent 
article of 1900 referred to earlier [13]. As demonstrated below, the square 
of the Planck length scales the homologue containing Kepler�s laws. The 
scaling factor is the product of the electromagnetic inertia of any free 
photon with its wave length divided by the mass-energy of the sun as 
constructed in the formal language of physics. I find it sad to hear 
cosmologists taking about the significance of the Planck length in 
cosmology and having in my view no clue what it actually represents. The 
same goes for those extolling the significance of Planck�s natural units in 
particle physics. However, the public, quite ignorant of science, naturally 
think they are drinking from the fountain of wisdom.  
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These relationships indicate that the concept of length applied to quantum 
and gravitational phenomenology will become clearer once  the circular 
definition between the concepts of energy, mass and force is eliminated, 
the cosmological constant problem is solved and it is shown how Einstein�s 
field equations fits into this. I will just make a few preliminary comments. 
 

Newton�s constant of gravitation G in Einstein�s field equations is afflicted 
by the same tautological context as in Newton�s law of gravitation. That is 
the reason the Ë -problem has to be solved in this analysis. Solving 
Einstein�s field equations for the Sun in the context of spherical symmetry 
lead to the Schwarzschild solution [18], with the cosmological constant 
term set to zero. GMSun can be replaced in that solution by its non-
tautological form KeplerG . Then 

22
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44g  is simply rcG21 2
Kepler / . What in this analysis is conceptualized 

as ctemem  /ë  is interpreted in the context of differential geometry as 

defining length and time coordinates by 222 ctr / . This line element, 

referred to as the Schwarzschild solution, with the condition 0ds2  , is 
interpreted as the velocity of light of a photon originating from the surface 
of the sun, given in terms of the coordinates � r � and � t �, see [18], (83.26), 
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A curious and spurious fact, at the moment, about this expression in 
general, regardless of how it is interpreted, is that its sign changes at a 
value of r of about 2953.25 m because it becomes zero at that point if r is 
positive. Any significance this expression may have cannot lie in its 
quantitative aspects because of our arbitrary quantification of the concepts 
of length and time and is independent of the concepts of mass, length and 
time. It must represent some generic relationship45. That will be shown in 
chapter V. It also has to be remembered these pictures are based on a fixed 
canvas whereas the sun, and the solar system itself hurtles through space 
at a rate greater than the orbital speeds of the planets, at about 200 km/s 
with respect to our galactic system. 
 

I now come back to the ephemeris report DE 421. The data is similar to 
that in Table II, except this data has an apparently greater accuracy, shown 
in Table III. Readers can download the report from the web and read the 
comments on the data, how it was massaged and refined. The reason for 
showing the data was to point to the significance of my definition of what 
I call the Kepler constant. In this report that constant is of course 
represented as SunGM . In the units used in Table II the value of the 

Kepler constant is given in DE 421 as 2320 sm10x094400032712440041 . . 
 
Another point I like to make is that although tautological, but because the 
concepts of physics are used consistently within this phenomenological 
setting and context, the resulting language is meaningful for embedding 
physical observations as facts in this language, as facts by definition and 
belief [3]. However, to use the associated conceptual and mathematical 
structure to create explanatory pictures of the solar system or even of the 
universe as a whole are completely unwarranted. The difficulty, in my 
view the impossibility, of creating a unified picture of gravitation and 
quanta in A  should now be clear. However, if one should appear and be 
declared to be so by some experts, declaring universal assent, [3], I would 

                                                   
45 Encapsulated in the context of symmetry by 2S

D
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consider that abstract nonsense because it is ontological meaningless. That 
would be what MacGregor in �The Power of  � calls mathology. 
 

Table III 

Mass parameters of planetary bodies/systems used in DE 421.  
 

Body/System 23skmGM   GMsun/GMplanet 

Mercury 22032.090000 6023597.400017 
Venus 32485                       8.592000 408523.718655 
Earth 398600.436233 332946.048166 
Mars 42828.375214 3098703.590267 

Jupiter 126712764.800000 1047.348625 
Saturn 37940585.200000 3497.901768 
Uranus 5794548.600000 22902.981613 

Neptune 6836535.000000 19412.237346 
Pluto 977.000000 135836683.767599 
Sun 132712440040.944000 1 

 
 

§13. It is now necessary to discuss the concept of energy and mass as 
defined within the Newtonian framework with respect to the generic 
relationship 2mcE  because this analysis uses the quantum energy of 
photons, and the quantum mass of the electron as absolute standards, and 
not the relative standards of mass, length and time on which the 
conceptual and formal structures of theoretical physics are based.  
 

I will avoid vector notation and use Newton�s definition of force to be in 
the direction of acceleration (2nd law of motion) as applied in Newton�s 
explanation of Kepler�s laws of planetary motion. However, for obvious 
reason I do not invoke the concept of mass as an explanation of gravitation. 
For an infinitesimal displacement dr in Newton�s picture, but avoiding the 
tautological explanation46 of using the terms mass, force, etc. 
 

                                                   
46 The reader may note the arbitrary injection of the terms dr here is somewhat 
analogous to the terms ùd or ëd  appended to each side of Planck�s radiation law. 
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However, I will now play Newton�s and theoretical physicists game by 
pretending the right hand side represents a force applied to a unit mass 
over the infinitesimal distance dr and integrate along the radius vector 
over this infinitesimal distance. The right hand side of (13.1a) is easily 
integrated. Therefore, whatever is represented by the left hand side, its 
integral is represented by the integral on the right.  To save space used by 
equations, the subscript on the Kepler constant is shortened to K.  
 

For an infinitesimal displacement from R to RR Ä , work is done against 
an opposing force. The integral gives the energy required to do this. I also 
like to point out that the concept of time plays no role in defining energy 
on the right hand side of (13.2a) but is here purely a function of length. 
This is convenient and makes it possible to relate the formalism of 
gravitation to *A and to create *AA . 
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I am of course using the calculus developed to help frame the tautological 
conceptual and mathematical structure of Newton�s axioms within a 
formal symbolic system and make use of the fact that it is a tautological 
formal system as shown earlier. I will rewrite the right hand side of (13.2a) 
using the notion of limit to make a particular point, true for all orbits, 
which without mass and angular momentum as two separate explanatory 
elements are now intrinsic to circular symmetry as developed earlier. 
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I divide both sides by 2R . 
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I now create a generic relationship from the above which is independent 
of the Kepler constant. To do that, I substitute the phenomenological 
description which is independent of any particular quantification of length 
and time. 
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I inverted a tautology written on the canvas of space and time (1st term, 
Euclidean context) to one written on the canvas of space and time (2nd 
term, Euclidean context) to one of time (3rd term, symmetry, Euclidean 
context). I can bring the linear variables of length and time as involved in 
the symmetry implicit in this representation to one side in (13.4), valid for 
all orbits. This relates the concept of gravitational energy to the circular 
homologues of radii between R and dRR  . This should make it clear that 
if mass is introduced as an explanation, that concept must be related in a 
logarithmic context. The space of �mass� must have a representation by a 
Riemannian manifold relative toA and be a variable in a logarithmic space. 
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In this symmetry, vTR2 /ð , the speed of whatever in the �orbit� is 
consistent with angular momentum, (13.4) can be written as (13.5), where 
the concept of force/mass in the Newtonian context, represented by the 
integral, is perpendicular to the velocity,  
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We can also write  
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Our perception of time, length and space and related concepts are 
expressed in the formal symbolism as (13.6) below 
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where 
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This demonstrates, from (13.1) to (13.5), our perception and concepts of 
length, time and space, when quantified and represented by linear dummy 
variable in Newton�s formal axiomatic system, are related within a square 
root structure within this system. This will make it easier to understand 
aspects of chapter II. The concepts associated with Newton�s inverse 
square law of gravitation are now logarithmically related to length (with 
intrinsic energy etc.) within this symbolic structure. This has implications 
for how the notions of inertia and mass are related to gravitational 
phenomenology, but expressed within a symbolic system which claims to 
explain the very phenomenology. The reader will of course have noticed 
that the term 22 dtrd / refers to the element along the orbit in which it 
deviates from the straight line in accordance with Newton�s 2nd law of 
motion. I calculate the energy associated with this also without assuming 
mass to be a cause, but as a symbol or concept involved in the definition of 
energy inA . 
 

The foregoing was obtained as a result of integrating the right hand side of 
(13.1) over an infinitesimal element along which the planet is accelerating 
within the symmetry defined to which the concept of angular momentum 
in the Newtonian context is intrinsic. I continue to use Newton�s 
tautological relationship between force and mass, but without mass, to 
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frame the picture of the phenomenology described by Kepler�s laws on a 
fixed canvas in relation to Newton�s inverse square law. The symbolism of 
the left hand side of (13.1) has the standard interpretation within the 
conceptual structure associated with Newton�s laws of motion as shown 
below, when adding the concept of mass. This has of course no effect on 
the integration just carried out. The corresponding conceptual structure is 
given by 
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To connect the above conceptual structure and language to the context of 
quanta, i.e., establishing the relationship between gravitation and quanta, 
not only conceptually but also within the formalism of A , the relationship 
between energy and mass 2mcE  has to be used. The speed of light is 
constant in A . Then, whatever (13.8) represents, )(RdEgrav  must be 

identified with dmc2 . This leads via (13.9) back to (13.2b) and (13.3).  
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This formalism relates the concepts of relativistic energy, gravitational 
energy, inertia and mass, length and time as follows. 
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The right hand side of (13.11) expresses phenomenology without any 
assumed causation. Kepler�s constant remains intact, but we can see how 
the conceptual structure engendered by Newton is related in the 
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formalism of differential calculus. (13.11) relates two invariants, the 
Kepler constant and the speed of light. Using the concept of mass to link 
Newton�s laws to Kepler�s clarifies the relationship between the concepts 
of gravitational potential energy, relativistic mass-energy and the intrinsic 
symmetries. This leads to 
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The fundamental concepts of physics linking gravitation and quanta are 
trivially related in the algebraic context. The relationships become rather 
complicated when connected consistently within this formal symbolic 
system to phenomenology. The point I am making is the concept of 
gravitational potential energy and hence that of kinetic energy is 
exponentially related to the concept of mass assumed responsible for 
gravitational phenomenology inA . The reason why angular momentum is 
difficult to discern within the formalism of general relativity was already 
pointed out. The reason the concept of energy is difficult to recognize in 
the same symbolism will now be made apparent. I illustrate this using the 
Schwarzschild solution for the Sun by going back to the Newtonian 
tautology and multiplying each term in (13.12) by 2.  
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I then divide out the tautological term and simply somewhat. Then 
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The variables of mass, length and time are quantified as linear variables. 
Many first year students of physics are aware after a good introductory 
course on classical mechanics that the first term is equal to dR as a linear 
variable. Therefore we have the following identities: 
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The first identity is usually found in every textbook in classical mechanics 
and gravitation. The second identity is related, for reasons the reader my 
want to figure out, as a deviation from unity as a component of the metric 
tensor in Einstein�s theory and the Schwarzschild solution for example. 
For the gravitational field of the Sun, the spherically symmetric 
Schwarzschild solution leads to 
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In the third identity, dR  is represented as a perfect square of two 
nonlinear square root structures. The significance of this will emerge in 
the next chapter, but should also be apparent from figure 3. 
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I will come back to the theme developed in this chapter after I lay the 
foundations for transcending A in chapter II, where I formulate some of 
the technical requirements for what I consider the unification of quanta 
and gravitation. That question will boil down to determining symmetries 
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consistent with the approach adopted here and their scale relative to 
quantum standards under quantitative morphisms between A and *A . I 
trust the reader has noticed that transcending the Newtonian tautology 
shows the paradigm of the theory of general relativity does not make use 
the concept of mass at all but simply �scales� the Kepler constant up or 
down in the context of our arbitrary standards of length and time. The 
reason I point this out, although obvious, is my recollection of one of the 
Brother Grimm�s fairy tales �The Emperor�s New Clothes,� making a 
particular point on the relationship between gullibility, power and ego.  
That recollection was stirred by the comment in lrr-2011 p.9 (29 Sept. 
2011) �The reader, however, is assumed to have a solid grasp of differential 
geometry and a deep understanding of general relativity.� I am quite 
certain the authors believe that statement to be meaningful.�  
 
The reason G can be calculated in terms of quantum properties is precisely 
because the quantum mass of the electron as well as that of the proton are 
used later to define the meaning of the paradigm of general relativity and 
the symmetries it scales; more on that in chapter VI and VII. 
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Chapter II  
Existence of Quanta & Implications for Theoretical Physics 

Quanta as physical standards to transcend tautology 
 

They only believe what they see, 
but they are better at believing than at seeing. 

Santayana 
 

�The significant problems we have cannot be solved at the same level of 
thinking with which we created them47.� In the previous chapter I made 
clear the tautological nature of using the concept of mass and angular 
momentum to explain the phenomenon of gravitation. In this chapter a 
mode of thinking is introduced which is required by the problem at hand 
to construct the elements of the conceptual and mathematical framework 
to transcend the Newtonian tautology. 
 

§14. The foundation of this analysis is a deceptively simple 
hypothesis H , but one with surprising consequences. Having outlined the 
problem of logic vis-à-vis ontology with respect to A in chapter I, this 
hypothesis will be the bedrock of *A ; the formal structure in which its 
elements are not tautologically related. On the basis of this hypothesis, it 
will be possible to show how the quantified fundamental concepts of mass, 
length and time in A are actually related to the properties of the quanta 
used as physical standards. 
 

H. The phenomenological aspects of the physical world are 
determined by the existence of physical quanta and their 
properties48. 
 

This hypothesis has its roots in two related factors. The first is we exist in a 
world containing energy and matter as understood in the usual language. 
These, as experiments and technological applications have shown consist 

                                                   
47  Quote from the Centre for Philosophy and Foundations of Science website 
attributed there to Einstein. 
48 These replaces, among others, concepts associated with bulk properties such as 
� amount of stuff in matter�, or �electrically neutral.�  In the context of 
Wittgenstein�s epistemology, they are the simple objects. 
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of, or are associated with, quanta. Their properties have been accurately 
measured and theoretical physics has embedded their generic and 
quantitative aspects within particular conceptual and mathematical 
frameworks49 ; an information and belief systems consisting of physical 
laws and theories; the laws of physics, not to be confused with the concept 
�laws of nature� if indeed there are such things. The second is the 
tautological relationships between concepts from which the pictures of the 
physical world are constructed by theoretical physics. These particular 
tautologies are avoided in this analysis. This imposes certain requirements 
which have to be recognized before they can be addressed. This is done in 
this chapter. However, before going into technical aspects I will make 
some general comments relevant to H. 
 

The notions of electromagnetic, gravitational and nuclear phenomena are 
anthropomorphic notions created in particular historical and technological 
contexts. Such distinctions are useful, but artificial nevertheless. They are 
aspects of language by which we delimit conceptual structures to 
particular phenomenological aspect of the behavior of quanta, singly or in 
conglomerations. Such distinctions are associated with the notion of scale 
in relation to our concepts of length, time and energy. 
 

To determine the relationship between properties of quanta, Einstein�s 
special and general theory of relativity and Newton�s theory of gravitation, 
the relationship of the common concepts of mass, length and time are 
examined in the context defined by H. This requires establishing the 
meaning of the terms mass, length, time and energy, viewed as physical 
properties of quanta, relative to the meaning of these terms as defined by 
the quantification of the concepts of mass, length and time in a 
phenomenological context50 and as used the conceptual and mathematical- 
conceptual structure defined by Newton�s axioms. 
 

                                                   
49  These frameworks I consider to exist on a Euclidean lattice whose linear 
elements are the fundamental quantified concepts of physics, mass, length and 
time. 
50 With respect to who and what we are, that context is macroscopic. 
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This poses an immediate problem. A quantum represents a whole with 
intrinsically interrelated physical properties. The corresponding 
conceptual-mathematical structure acknowledging this, denoted by *A , 
must also represent a unified conceptual-mathematical object reflecting 
the fact quantum properties are intrinsically interconnected. This 
structure has of course to be synthesized from the knowledge encoded in 
the existing theories of A . This is in contrast to the methodology 
employed in A  as pursued for example in elementary particle physics; 
examining phenomenology at ever higher energies. This process generates 
of course knowledge in A , namely what happens when one smashes 
quanta together at very high energies. 
 

Exploring the above hypothesis must throw new light on relationships 
between existing physical theories and the pictures they represent of the 
physical world. This follows, because the fundamental elements of mass, 
length and time from which the theories of physics are constructed and in 
which they, as well as concepts constructed from them, are interrelated, 
are viewed as independent. Its pictures are reconstructions within a self-
referential system. That is not the case with *A  . The physical properties 
of quanta are whatever they are although they are quantified and 
described within A . The system A and *A  will differ because one is 
afflicted by particular tautologies while the other is not. The challenge is 
to create the pictures of *A correctly so the intrinsic interrelationships of 
quantum properties are respected. The foundation for this is developed in 
this chapter. 
 

The hypothesis H and the position taken in this assay with respect to what 
is normally considered theoretical physics is somewhat revolutionary 
because I give primacy to fundamental concepts defined by objects, quanta, 
rather than to concepts defined by relationships between objects. This is 
contrary to the attitude instilled in theoretical physicists as illustrate by a 
quote from Planck�s reminiscences regarding the finding of the quantum 
of action [19]. �What had interested me foremost in physics from the 
beginning were the major general laws which posses meaning for all 
natural processes, independent of the properties of the objects taking part 
in these processes�. For that reason the two major laws of 
thermodynamics held a special fascination for me.�  
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To be meaningful, my approach has to meet certain requirements, which 
then have to be translated into a practical methodology. The major one is 
defined by the fact physics is a quantitative science. Therefore, to perform 
this analysis in a meaningful manner requires quantitative morphisms 
between appropriate quantified concepts associated with the physical 
standards of A and *A . This must lead to valid quantitative relationships 
between the pictures of A  and *A . Some of those were already presented 
in the preface and prologue51. The purpose of the symbol *A  was briefly 
explained earlier.  Its meaning at this point is related to the following. It 
represents a conceptual and symbolic structure of which, at this stage of 
presenting this analysis, only the following points are known. *A  must be 
quantitative; its quantification based on quanta as physical standards and 
constructed from the knowledge embedded in A . The bridge 
between A and *A has to be based on quantitative morphisms between 
fundamental elements of each structure, the morphisms must be such as to 
eliminate tautological relationships among concepts and symbolisms inA . 
 

The above points define the methodology by which the hypothesis H has 
to be explored and the construction of *A carried out. Addressing the first 
point, of making the structure *A  quantitative, poses particular problems 
because quantum properties are intrinsically interrelated and cannot be 
quantified arbitrarily. A characteristic of A is that it has three quantified 
fundamental standards supplying the variables from which its formalism is 
constructed. From a purely technical point, the vicious circle problem 
involves three fundamental quantified concepts and how they are 
mathematically related. That is the reason three different kinds of stable 
quanta are needed to solve the problem, quanta whose properties are well 
defined in A , some of which must be identifiable with a corresponding 
physical property quantified by a fundamental standard of A . The only 
suitable quanta are photons, electrons and protons. When I use the term 
quanta in this essay I refer to one class in this set. 
 

                                                   
51 There cannot be many because the fundamental concepts to be related are very 
few and have to be consistent with the properties of photons, electrons and 
protons with respect to these concepts. 
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The first issue I address is whether the tautological aspects between the 
concepts of mass, length and time and those constructed from them can be 
eliminated by constructing a quantitative image of A which is not self 
referential. This can be achieved by making use of the very difficulty 
posed by the interconnectedness of quantum properties, by using the 
property of wave length of photons as the quantum standard of length, 
identifying it with the standard of length in A , and using the intrinsic 
quantum energy of these very same photons as a quantum standard of 
energy. This class of photons is defined by the quantitative 
correspondence of their wavelength, the quantum standard of length of 

*A , with the standard of length inA  whatever that may be52. Quantum 
standards of mass, length and energy are denoted by }{ em , }{ emë  and 

}{ emE ; those of mass, length and time of A  by }{M , }{L  and }{T . 
Quantitative correspondence between standards is defined by  , i.e., 
 

1Lem  }{}{ ë .                                    (14.1) 
 

Inertia and mass is then defined in relation to quantum energy by (2.3), 
2mcE   and  by  2242

0
422 cpcmcmE  , q.v. Einstein�s 1934 Gibbs 

lecture from which I quoted earlier. 
 

Therefore, different lengths are intrinsically associated with different 
energies and with different inertias on *A . The symbol }{ em  represents 
the electron mass as a quantum standard of mass. Because of the way this 
standard is used, no distinction between the concepts of rest mass and 
relativistic mass need be made. Physical properties of quanta are 
interpreted as ontological and denoted in this essay by three dots over the 
corresponding symbol. The dots on the traditional standards pay homage 
to the fact that they are defined in a phenomenological context. The 
quantified concepts used to construct *A  are of course not the ones from 
which A  is constructed. 
 

                                                   
52 That is the reason why I made the comment regarding units and standards 
earlier in this essay. 
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It may be helpful to point out the concepts of gravitational energy, mass, 
length and time associated with Newton�s law of gravitation, is in the2-D 
mathematical context associated with circular symmetry described by the 
concepts of length and time, but with other intrinsic aspects, to the Kepler 
constant. The linear oscillator model can be considered a projection of the 
associated dynamics to a 1-D subspace.  In terms of observation from a 
perpendicular axis through the centre of this 2-D symmetry, this requires 
a 3-D picture or manifold, a rotation of 2ð / to the 1-D subspace brings us 
back to the oscillator model. As mathematical models relation our notions 
of length and time, they are generally connected by dimensioned 
constants to some lattice in the descriptive context of A . 
 
Using quantum length as a physical standard to which energy is intrinsic 
make it possible to eliminate the concepts of mass and time as independent 
elements because time, the reciprocal frequency of photons is also intrinsic 
to the quantum standard of length. The problem of tautology has thus 
been transferred to the problem of consistency between our concepts of 
mass or inertia and time. The concept �consistency� or �consistent� can 
only be applied to the descriptive context ofA . In the ontological context, 
defined by quanta and their properties, �inconsistent� is an oxymoron and 
�consistent� redundant. Quanta and their properties are whatever they are; 
unknowable. I consider quantum energy in *A  a fundamental magnitude 
and like to point out the difference in conception between Campbell [3] 
and mine as an aid to the reader. He writes53 
 
�Again though the measurement of some derived magnitude necessarily 
involves the previously establishment of systems of fundamental 
measurement, there is no reason why, when derived magnitudes have 
been discovered and ways of measuring them found, these derived 
magnitudes should not take the place of fundamental magnitudes in the 
establishment of a numerical law. A numerical law may state an 
experimental relation between derived magnitudes as well as between 
fundamental magnitudes, and the constants determined by such laws may 
once again be found to measure other derived magnitudes.� This is more 

                                                   
53 P 347 in the section on Derived and Fundamental Magnitudes. 
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or less what I will do except the situation is here complicated by the fact 
the ontological aspect of quantum energy is intrinsic to quantum length. 
 

One of the differences between the constructive elements of *A and A is 
that the quantum standards introduced are absolute standards, whereas 
those of A are relative ones. The latter concepts are represented by linear 
variable defining a ratio of two properties related in a phenomenological 
context in which one property so defined was arbitrarily assigned the 
value unity an discussed in §5. The quantitative bridge between A and 

*A  will be build on the quantitative correspondence of (14.1) and the 
generic relationship (2.3). 
 

Using quantum energy as an intrinsic property to the quantum standard of 
length makes it possible to transcend the structure ofA . The fact I use 
simultaneous quantum standards of energy and length, one intrinsic to the 
other, is indicated by }{}{}{}{ LE ememem

  ëë . The symbol  
defines quantitative correspondence and not approximately equal. Thus, 
quantum energy is now intrinsically embedded in the notion of length in 
the formalism and conceptual structure of *A . 
 

*1LE emem AA}{}{}{   ë ,                     (14.2a) 

AA}{}{  hc;*1E emem ë .                 (14.2b) 
 

The conceptual-symbolic structure of A  makes it now possible to create 
quantitative pictures on *AA  consistent with the existence of quanta 
and their properties. Energy in these pictures is intrinsic to the concept of 
length in *A , while inA that concept or magnitude is related to others by 
dimensioned constants, e.g., (2.3) and (15.1). For that reason the pictures 
on *AA will also involve some fundamental constants, namely those 
associated with a �flat background�, h and c. 
 

The approach just outlined makes it possible in principle to eliminate the 
self-referential aspects between the concepts of mass, length, time, force 
and acceleration in �explaining� gravitation. 
 

§15. To make the pictures emerging from this analysis on *AA  
quantitative so they can be compared to those ofA , a common standard 
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has to be established. This has been done and requires a brief discussion. 
The system A is constructed in a manner which makes it possible to 
express the same quantitative picture in different units. A change of units54 
in A leaves a particular picture invariant, only changing its numerical 
presentation. A change of the unit of length inA  is equivalent to a change 
of its standards of length, changing the value of all dimensioned constants 
involving the dimension of length. The invariance of the picture under 
this change results from a change in the values of dimensioned constants 
within this picture. This cannot happen in *A . There are no dimensioned 
constants in *A . 
 
A change in the standard of length or a change in the unit of length in A  
is automatically associated with a different class of photons in *A , i.e., 
with a different wavelength, energy, momentum, time and inertia This is 
what I mean by quantum standards being absolute. 

 
 A new class of photons is selected as a new quantum standard to which 
certain properties are again intrinsic. The question of consistency becomes 
an aspect of the invariance of pictures inA under a change in standards or 
units being consistent with the corresponding properties of the new 
quantum standards. This will impose stringent requirements which lead to 
high accuracy in the pictures produced by *A . That has already been 
shown by the examples in the prologue. A picture whose quantitative 
aspect changes as a result of such a procedure in A  is considered to leave 
it invariant because the transformations involved are tautological. 
However, the corresponding picture in *A contains no such tautologies. 
Nevertheless, corresponding changes are in *A  associated with different 
classes of photons whose relationships to their intrinsic properties must 
remain consistent whatever they are as well as with those of electrons and 
protons. 
 

The relationships arising on *AA  make it possible to determine the 
truth value of some quantitative pictures ofA . This makes constructing 

*A and *AA  an interesting exercise, obtaining results impossible purely 

                                                   
54 I restrict my use of the word units to the quantified concepts of mass, length 
and time in A. 
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from within A . The quantitative bridge between A  and *A  must, by the 
nature of this analysis, result in relationships among some fundamental 
constants, namely those playing a role in linking paradigms of A  to 
quantum properties and those relevant to the construction of *AA . Not 
only that, but there may also emerge relationships between quanta 
themselves. In short, *A  may be viewed as capturing fundamental 
invariances hidden withinA by creating consistency with *A . 
 

This imposes specific requirements on the quantitative morphisms 
between the fundamental elements of A and *A . The transformation 
properties under a change of standards in A  which keeps its pictures 
invariant must be reflected precisely in the corresponding ontological 
properties of the new class of quanta serving as new quantum standards 
for *A . At first sight this seems a very difficult requirement and daunting 
task. However, because of the feature ofA  just discussed, this turns out to 
be relatively simple, making it possible to solve the three metaphorical 
equations. 
 

The fact quanta have intrinsically interconnected properties, which at first 
seemed to present a problem, can new be seen as the feature making this 
analysis possible. The quantitative morphisms between A and *A cannot 
be based on a one-to-one correspondence between the quantified concepts 
of mass, length and time of A and *A . Instead, the generic relativistic 
mass-energy relationship (2.3) defines the bridge between A and *A . InA , 
physical properties are interrelated within a conceptual-mathematical 
structure by definitions and dimensioned constants. In *A  there are 
intrinsically interrelated physical properties of quanta and I have no idea 
how nor what they are. However, the purpose of this analysis is not to 
find out what they are, but to determine how they are related in a non self 
referential context to the language and formalism of A . That I can do. 
 

To put the above outline into a sharper focus, I define now what I mean 
by the term characteristic property of quanta. I use this term to specify a 
property of a quantum which, when specified quantitatively, determines 
ontologically, as well as quantitatively in A , the rest of its characteristic 
properties. In short, defining one of them implicitly defines the rest 
in A and of course in *A . In A , they are made explicit and quantitative 
and are related by algebraic manipulations and dimensioned constants. 
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The five elements of the set, },,,,{ ememememem pmtE  ë , represent the 
characteristic properties of photons55 . When any one of these, e.g., a 
wavelength emë  is quantitatively specified, the others are implicitly fixed. 
In short, defining quantitatively one, defines the rest.  Having defined any 
one in A , defines a particular class of photons. Any of the other 
characteristic properties of this class as quantified in A can be obtained 
within its conceptual and symbolic structure; with respect to any set of 
physical standards of mass, length and time. For example, using 
wavelength as the quantitative link between A and *A , as given by (14.1), 
defines the other characteristic properties of that class by (15.1). This is a 
trivial exercise of manipulating two fundamental constants. 
 

;
c

t em
em

ë
   ;;

em
em

em
em

hphcE
ëë 




     
em

em c
hm
ë

  .     (15.1) 

  
However, fundamental constants, in particular, h, c, G and BK , are not 

intrinsic physical properties of quanta. They are part of the descriptive 
framework of A , the interpretation of which creates a particular 
perspective56 of quanta and of the physical reality they create. The view 
taken in this essay is that physical reality is defined by the existence of 
quanta, whatever they may be, and by their properties, viewed not as 
mathematical variables, but as intrinsically related properties. 
 

Fundamental constants connecting quantified concepts in A  become 
functions of the standards which define them when the standards on 
which they are based are changed. In *A , this must correspond to a 
change of the standard of length, to a different class of photons serving as 
quantum standards, while any change of the other standards must be 
consistent with the electron mass as its quantum standard as well as with 
the existence of the proton, with respect to quantum energy and the 

                                                   
55 For a nice article dealing with the historical evolution of the concept of the 
photon I recommend ref. [23]. 
56  A perspective which in my view has given rise to much abstract and 
philosophical nonsense, such as that of collapsing wave functions in the physical 
world, quantum gravity, etc. 
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characteristic properties of all classes of photons. Therefore, these 
functions must on *A  be purely functions of length.  This puts stringent 
constraints on the formal relationship between the relevant fundamental 
constants and the properties of the quanta serving as standards. This 
determines the relationships between quantum properties and 
fundamental constants at a more fundamental level than at the trivial one 
of Planck�s natural units. 
 

§16. From the set of characteristic properties of photons, it is clear 
the quantitative bridge between A and *A  could also be established on the 
basis of identifying the standard of time57 inA with the quantum standard 
of time in *A . The quantitative link on *AA would then be based on the 
correspondence between the standards of time. The functions of length 
referred to in the previous paragraph must then be equivalent to functions 
of time. The quantum standard of time would then be quantitatively 
related to that of A by 

1Ttem  }{}{  .                                      (16.1) 
 

Quantum energy is also intrinsic to this quantum standard of time. This 
selects the class of photons as quantum standard whose reciprocal 
frequency corresponds quantitatively to the standard of time inA . The 
starting point for this analysis would then be a different class of photons58 
than the one based on identifying the standards of length on *AA .  
 
However, the results from that analysis would be the same, because this 
analysis is independent of any particular class of photons chosen as 
quantum standards for the same reason the knowledge embedded in A  is 
independent of any of the physical standards chosen there. The important 
point is to recognize the quantum energy intrinsic to the two standards is 
different. That means with respect to *A  the length and time standards 
of A  are inconsistent. 
 

                                                   
57 The quantum standard chosen must allow for a continuous property to vary. 
58 The reader may consider (1.a) and (1.b) to see if a new �understanding� of the 
symbol h can obtained regarding its role in constructing equations from (3.11) 
using correspondence and differential operators. 
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1TtE emem  }{}{}{                                (16.2a) 
 

AA}{}{  h;*1tE emem  .                     (16.2b) 
 

These two classes of photons corresponding to the standards of length and 
time inA  are randomly selected because our standards of length and time 
were chosen arbitrarily. To obtain a clear projection of pictures from *A  
to *AA  they have to be passed through the lens defined by any one 
class of photons as quantum standards. Otherwise we just get a statistical 
mix of stuff and we are back were we started. Hence, we have to make 
certain that whatever formalism is developed must refer to the properties 
of the same class of photons used as standards of length and energy when 
using the concept of time in the quantum context. Only then is the same 
quantum energy associated with both length and time. 
 

I refer to this condition as consistency between length and time and must 
of course reference the symbolism ofA . I encourage the reader to analyze 
the derivation of Planck�s formula for the normal spectrum in this context. 
If he or she does, it will be found that my expression for the cosmic 
temperatures are the conditions for consistency between quantum length, 
time, energy and inertia for the three classes of quanta serving as quantum 
standards relative to the descriptive context of A . 
 

One reason why the unification of gravitational and quantum phenomena 
appears so difficult is because A uses unrelated standards of length and 
time and chooses a random object to define the concept of mass within a 
tautological context. The descriptions which arise are based on 
inconsistent relationships between the ontological aspects of the physical 
properties of the things which exist. I certainly do not claim to know what 
they are beyond the descriptive context. In 1LE emem  }{}{}{  ë , 
quantum energy and quantum time etc. are inconsistent with time as a 
general linear variable, while with 1TtE emem  }{}{}{  , quantum 
energy and quantum length etc. are inconsistent with respect to length as 
a general linear variable onA and as yet on *AA . This inconsistency is 
hidden or bridged in A  using dimensioned constants such as c, h and G 
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and is manifested in the apparent difference in the background of various 
theories. 
 

Here, on *AA , consistency has to be created by imposing the condition 
so quantum time will be consistent with respect to quantum length in the 
descriptive system, i.e., transformations have to be made so that time as a 
quantified variable refers to the same class of photons which provide the 
quantum standard of length and energy. This implies then consistency 
between characteristic quantum properties as well as fixed relationships 
between some fundamental constants and quantum properties. The 
conditions for assuring consistency for the process of changing standards 
in A  I have yet to determine. The importance of the conditions for 
consistency between quantum length and time has to be viewed with 
respect to the concept of relativistic energy. That determines the meaning 
of inertia and mass in *AA  through the use of (2.3). 
 

To make the foregoing more concrete, the quantified quantum properties 
of the classes of photons discussed are shown in Tables IV and V. The 
speed of light c acts here as an operator changing the quantification in 
terms of the standard of length into that length corresponding to the 
length intrinsic to the standard of time. This is a purely formal 
relationship. The meaning of c and h with respect to *A , still in the self 
referential context ofA , is shown in (20.1) and (20.2). 
 

The two tables illustrate that in a quantitative context the imposition of 
two arbitrary standards, one of length and one of time lead to 
inconsistencies with respect to the characteristic quantum properties of 
photon },,,,{ ememememem pmtE  ë . They are different for each of the 

standard, while quantitatively the speed of light c and Planck�s constant h 
remain invariant as expected. They hide or bridge that inconsistency inA . 
For *AA  to be consistent, the conditions have to come from *A  for 
the reasons already given. A priori, the physical aspects of *A  are 
consistent. I have to make certain its mathematical representation is. 
 

Table IV 
Physical qualities of photons with  = 1m. 

{In the descriptive context of the standards of A } 
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Physical 
Magnitude 

Physical 
dimension 

Representation 
in A 

Quantitative 
aspect 

Length [L] 1em }{ë  1 m 

Time [T] ct emem /ë   3.33564095x10-9 s 

Mass [M] 2
em chm /í  2.210219x10-42 kg 

Energy [ML2 T-2] emem hcE ë /  1.9864456x10-25 J 
Momentum [MLT-1] emem hp ë /  6.62607x10-34Jsm-1 

Angular 
Momentum 

[ML2T-1] ðë 2p ememem /L   1.0545717x10-34Js 

 

These two independent choices of standards give a better understanding of 
the role of the constants c and h with respect to the two classes of photons 
involved in each case. They connect descriptive aspects of each. 
Multiplying a quantum length by the (dimensioned) constant c, the speed 
of light in A , (quantum time is intrinsic to quantum length) creates the 
following image in *A . It changes the context of the classes of photons, 
whose wavelength is expressed with respect to the standard of length 
in A by }/{}{ Lem

ëë  to the physical properties of the class of photons 
whose wavelength is now related to the standard of length in A by 

cLem  }/{}{ ëë . We think of this as multiplying the time intrinsic to 
quantum length by c. The physical dimensions make the pictures of 
A consistent with respect to the arbitrary standards and the corresponding 
dummy variable. Consistency between quantum length and time implies 
all quantum properties refer abstractly to the same set of quantum 
standards, i.e., to the same class of photons. The symbolic representation 
of *A  has to be in terms of the concept of length and symmetry, or time 
and symmetry. 

Table V 
Physical qualities of photons with s1Ttem  }{}{   in the time basis 

{In the context of the standards of A} 
 
Physical 
Magnitude 

Physical 
dimension 

Representation 
in A 

Quantitative 
aspect 
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Length [L] emem ctë  2.99792458x108m    

Time [T] 1ct emem  /}{ ë  1 s 

Mass [M] 2
em chm /í  7.3724964x10-51 kg 

Energy [ML2 T-2] emem hcE ë /  6.62606928x10-34 J 

Momentum [MLT-1] emem hp ë /  2.2102188x10-42Jsm-1 

Angular 
Momentum 

[ML2T-1] ðë 2p ememem /L   1.05457168x10-34 Js 

 

This should not be confused with setting the speed of light to unity for 
convenience in writing things down inA . Whatever electromagnetic time 
may be, it is intrinsic to the other characteristic quantum properties; an 
ontological aspect outside our control. Going through the infinite possible 
number of arbitrary standards of time will assign to A/}{ incL  simply a 

corresponding infinity of numbers, a point moving on the number line, 
while the fundamental constants go through their dance as variables if 
they contain time as a physical dimension. My choice of quantum energy 
as an intrinsic standard to quantum length constrains this dance to a few 
still-pictures. 
 

The dimensioned constants c and h connect the characteristic properties of 
quanta in each of these two different sets relative to the notions of mass, 
length and time quantified by the standards ofA . It should be clear that 
�c� acts as a switch between two sets of photons, each with different 
intrinsic quantum properties, while �h� arranges properties in the sets to 
correspond to the descriptive definitions. The same reasoning as in the 
previous paragraph can be carried out with respect to the concept of time 
and its standard inA . The concept of consistency in this context should 
now be clear outside the context of dimensioned constants. Because inA , 
c and h are viewed as properties independent of any particular class of 
photons I call them overarching quantum properties.  
 

Once the reader understands the role of c and h in the formal systemA  
vis-à-vis *A , it should be understood that the numerical dance they go 
through under a change of standards or units is simply to connect the 
description of the properties of the corresponding two new classes of 
photons defined by the new standards of length and time. One I have 
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solved the problem of creating consistency between quantum length and 
time with respect to the formalism of A , and imposed the facts of 
quantum mass trough (14.1) and (2.3), c and h will connect the properties 
of all class of photons to the quantum properties of electrons and protons 
in a consistent manner.  
 

In this context, h and c are defined by that class which represents really all 
classes. This has important implications for this analysis. In the 
quantification of properties, the quantity of momentum in the length basis 
becomes the quantity of energy in the time basis; the quantity of inertia in 
the length basis becomes the quantity of momentum in the time basis. 
This is why the constraint (2.3) has such surprising consequences when 
establishing consistency between quantum length and quantum time, i.e. 
having absolute quantum standards. The symbolic relationship between 
these two properties on *A  cannot be a dimensioned constant but must in 
some form be defined by circular and spherical symmetry to which 
quantum properties are intrinsic; in accordance with the approach 
outlined in chapter I. How that will turn out is indicated in figures 6 and 7, 
where length and time have become mere shadows associated with 
symmetry. This differs markedly from the thinking in constructing A . 
That difference is well illustrated by the discussions in [3]; chapters X , 
Fundamental Measurement, XI, Physical Numbers, XII, Fractional and 
Negative Magnitudes. 
 

§17. In *A , quantum time cannot be transformed into quantum 
length and vice-versa, because they are intrinsic to one another; as 
phenomenological aspects, and are not viewed as descriptive variables 
within a mathematical structure.  The following fact is fundamental. To be 
consistent with quantum properties as described inA , only one degree of 
quantitative descriptive freedom59 is available to establish the structures of 

*A  and *AA . That degree of freedom can formally be identified with 
either the concept of length or that of time. This fact is labeled C-0. 
                                                   
59 Those who have carefully read [12] will have noticed that Planck made the 
same comment but in a different context. He identified his linear damped 
oscillator model with one degree of freedom which is then related this to the 
linear variable of temperature. To me his formalism has four degrees of freedom 
with certain constraints. 
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C-0. In creating a quantitative isomorphism between the standards and 
concepts ofA and *A as outlined, only one of the properties of quantum 
length or quantum time can be used as an independent physical quantum 
standard to be quantitatively identified with the corresponding physical 
standard of A . Other characteristic quantum properties become implicit 
quantum standards to the one explicitly chosen. By the meaning of 
standard, they are all, in that context, unity60.  
The above defines abstractly a multidimensional unit cube, a lattice on *A  
and the meaning of consistency with respect to whatever quanta are. The 
common arbitrary standard chosen on which to build a quantitative bridge 
between A and *A on *AA  in this essay is that of length. This is 
required to establish quantitative correspondence. Therefore, the only 
truly independent physical standard allowed on *A  is the quantified 
notion of wavelength. In particular, the quantum standard of length will 
be the wavelength corresponding to whatever the standard of length is 
in A . This provides an apparently infinite number of possibilities to relate 
the two systems in which the fundamental constants have now become 
variables. However, having only three quantified concepts and three kinds 
of quanta, that difficulty can be overcome. 
 

If on the other hand, had I chosen to construct *A and *AA  using time 
as the common quantitative physical standard, i.e., 1Ttem  }{}{  , my 

construction would simply start with a different reference class of photons 
and their quantum properties. Consistency then determines the 
relationship between quanta and the phenomenology of inertia, mass, and 
hence the relationship between quanta and gravitation in a symbolic 
language in which the concept of length as a geometric element has been 
replaced by that of time. In the consistent pictures time and length are 
related by symmetries, i.e., by constraints, and not by dimensioned 
constants. 
 

                                                   
60 Geometrically this creates a multidimensional unit cube whose dimensionality 
will be reduced, relative to the pictures of A, by symmetries intrinsic to the 
concept of length in that geometry, see figure 4a. Contrast this with [3] cited 
above to contemplate the required quantitative morphisms between A  and *A  
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Of courseA is inconsistent. The formalism of general relativity, as will be 
shown later, represents a quantum theory; it�s formalism attempts to 
create consistency between two inconsistent pictures, relating the 
quantum properties of two classes of photons, one defined by 
correspondence with the length basis the other by correspondence with 
the time basis. The latter is represented by the condition emem tc  ë . The 
constants G and c in the formalism attempt to create consistency with 
respect to the generic condition (2.3). Unfortunately few relativists want 
to be aware of this. The time basis is represented by the variable 4x , 
Consistency in the context of spherical symmetry is enforced by the 
condition 1gg 4411 / . 
 

The fact that quantifying one characteristic quantum properties defines 
intrinsically the remaining ones has the implication I refer to as C-1. 
 

C-1. Using photons, whose wavelengths correspond to the standard of 
length in physics, not only as the standards of quantum length but also as 
the standard of quantum energy, implies the usual standards of mass and 
time in physics are irrelevant with respect to specifying the ontological 
aspects of characteristic properties of photons in *A , i.e.,  
 

   }{},{}{}{ TME ememem
 ëë . 

 

This has of course already been clear from the discussion on quantification 
in the prologue and chapter I, because the variables representing the 
quantified concepts of mass, length and time in physics are linear and 
dummy variables from which the phenomenological aspects have been 
expunged. C-1 simply restates the obvious. 
 

The fact that physics, and the natural sciences in general, evolved with an 
arbitrarily chosen independent standard of time has the consequence that 
I can choose the class of photons whose time is equal to the standard of 
time and their intrinsic energy as simultaneous quantum standards for 
these properties to construct *A . This implies C-2: 
 

C-2. Using photons, whose time correspond to the standard of time in 
physics, not only as the quantum standard of time but also as the quantum 
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standard of energy, implies the usual standards of mass and length in 
physics are irrelevant with respect to the ontological aspects of the 
characteristic physical properties of photons, i.e.,  
 

   }{},{}{}{ LMttE ememem
 . 

 

Together, C-1 and C-2 imply (17.1) below 
 

   }{},{}{ TME emem
 ë , and    }{},{}{ LMtE emem

 .  
(17.1) 

The classes of photons serving as standards for these two choices are not 
the same. However, the generic relationship (2.3) will guaranty my 
conclusions. The implications of (17.1) provide another key conceptual 
element for the construction of *A ; on how to impose the requirement of 
consistency between quantum length, quantum time and quantum inertia. 
They are connected by quantum energy. (The key to obtain the 
relationship between quantum properties relative to the tautological 
context of A  is to create consistency between quantum length and time so 
that },{ ememE ë and },{ emem tE  in (17.1) always refer to the same class of 
free photons, i.e., true for all such classes.) 
 

This leads immediately to the further conclusions, but also contains some 
subtle points whose consequences will take some time to explore. For the 
first choice of establishing *A , we can use the quantum property of length 
as the element bridging the ontological and the descriptive. In the second 
choice we can use the quantum property of time as bridging the 
ontological and the descriptive. It will not matter which choice is made 
for this analysis. The conclusion is that none of the variables of mass, 
length and time of physics has any ontological significance. They are 
purely descriptive variable and as such have also no explanatory values. 
Any value resides purely in the underlying generic relationships whose 
particularizations lead to the abstract pictures in the minds of those 
trained to believe in their respective conceptual structures61 (of A ), and to 
maintain this information system. These conclusions are stated as C-3.  

                                                   
61  The reader may think back to the comment I made on the two pictures 
represented by equation (11.1). 
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However, that should no be taken to mean the paradigms of physics are 
devoid of significance and information, far from it. Because we are 
creatures with limited capacities, that is probably the only way to gather 
information about the physical world. The purpose of this essay is to 
extract just what additional information they contain. However, whatever 
information will be extracted will be consistent with the existence of 
quanta and their ontological properties, as well as with their descriptions 
in A but in a non-tautological context. I do not arbitrarily create new 
concepts to make new physical facts fit into the existing structures and 
pictures ofA . 
 

C-3. None of the fundamental standards of mass, length and time in 
physics has ontological significance with respect to the corresponding 
physical properties of quanta. The variables of mass, length and time in 
the paradigms of physics, and hence the corresponding concepts, 
correspond to purely descriptive and dummy variables without ontological 
significance62. 
 

The choice of the standard of length and time ofA correspond on *AA  
to two vastly differing standards of quantum energy. Although obvious, 
the significance of this point may emerge only gradually. The important 
point is that the standards of length and time are not only irrelevant but 
are also inconsistent with respect to *A , and so is that of mass. In this 
descriptive context, where phenomena are divided into electromagnetic, 
gravitational nuclear etc, we use different dimensioned constants to 
maintain the algebraic structure of the framework of physics. In one 
context, constants like h, c and BK  connect the concepts represented by 

dummy variables within one paradigm. In another, for historical reasons, 
we use the constants c and G instead. The generic condition (2.3) connects 
the theories, the formalisms and the conceptual structures, of 
electromagnetism, quantum and quantum field theory, special and general 
relativity. 
 

                                                   
62 They are part of a language used to encode and relate physical �facts� defined in 
a phenomenological context  
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Going back to the issue at hand, the more subtle and more important point 
is that the notions of inertia and rest mass are irrelevant to both possible 
constructions63 of *A . As properties they are intrinsic to either one, just at 
different scales. Developing quantitative morphisms between A and *A , 
to work towards consistency, must reference the same class of photons as 
simultaneous },{ ememE ë  and },{ emem tE   standards. In either case, 
regardless of where one starts, the structure *A  must in the end be the 
same; it must be independent of the choice of any particular class of 
photons as quantum standards. 
 

§18. Because quantum energy, in the context developed here is 
intrinsic to quantum length and time, it cannot be related to other 
intrinsic quantum properties on *A by dimensioned constants 64  whose 
transformation properties are defined by more than one standard. 
However, energy, instead of length, can be viewed as the independent 
element. Then, all the remaining characteristic quantum properties are 
intrinsic to quantum energy. For obvious reasons, because energy inA is 
defined inconsistently with respect to quanta, I chose the quantum 
standard of length to be quantitatively equal to the standard of length 
in A in order to build the quantitative bridge between A  and *A . This 
bridge, in the language of A , because it is quantitative relates a Euclidean 
lattice of A  to one of *A . These lattices are defined by (2.3). (14.2) and 
the following statement. 
 

A*A*  hc1EQ emem ë                              (18.1) 
 

Q* as defined in (18.1) does not exist in nature. It is an anthropomorphic 
mathematical object I constructed from which to start a logical analysis of 
the tautological structureA . In this context, *A  is an analysis ofA , with 
respect to some of its fundamental notions and assumptions, of its 
conceptual structure and symbolism, consistent with the properties of 
quanta. Let us now examine the attributes of Q* as an image ofA . 
 

                                                   
63 This should have been clear already from the discussion in chapter I. 
64 The only exception can be a constant whose physical dimension is constructed 
from either length or time. This is the reason the cosmological constant problem 
can and has to be solved in this analysis.  
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All free photons travel at the speed of light and all have the same intrinsic 
spin. The latter, in units of   is unity. So we are faced with an apparent 
logical conundrum. The right hand side of (18.1) is not a characteristic 
property of photons as defined in this essay. The speed of light is the same 
for all free photons; an intrinsic property. It does not distinguish 
individual photons or classes of photons from one-another65; but h and c 
connect their intrinsic properties. Therefore, the left hand side of (18.1) is 
a true statement for all photons, not just for any particular class. That is 
also true for the expression on the right hand side. In the context of 
Wittgenstein, it is the initial proposition, which is true by definition, the 
initial tautology from which all others follow. Here, it replaces the 
unfalsifiable axioms of Newton but in a different (geometric-symmetry-
conceptual) context.  
 

If Q* is unity for one class of free photons, it is unity for all such classes. 
Hence, Q* is independent of any of the physical standards of A  and is a 
universal quantum invariant with respect to A . It can be used to define 
the fundamental Euclidean lattice of  *A  
 

This in my view is the reason for the requirement of normalizations in 
quantum mechanics and QFT and has little to do with nature being 
probabilistic. The reader may consider this statement while changing 
mentally, in whatever triple infinity of manner, the standards of A . In 
that case the right hand side of (18.1) goes through its corresponding 
numerological dance in a space with three degrees of freedom, a 3-D space, 
defined by the standards of mass, length and time, while the left hand side 
is invariant, it remains unity, figure 4 below. 

         

                                    (a)                              (b) 

                                                   
65 However, it can be used to make the quantum property of time consistent with 
the quantum property of length. 
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Figure 4 : (a) generic unit cube, a Fundamental Euclidean lattice element, 
and (b) a symmetric bounded 3-D manifold in A in the usual context of 
Euclidean geometry. It is assumed the concept of volume has meaning in 
relation to the concept of length as a Cartesian product of length. The 
volume of the cube is simply unity and that of the unit sphere is 3ð4 / . In 
A* other quantum properties such as energy, inertia, time etc are intrinsic 
to the concept of quantum length. For that reason the geometric concepts 
and the respective unit cubes of A and A* have to be connected by some 
densities defined by quantum properties. These pictures arise in the 
context of 1S

D
, 2S

D
, are determined by quantum properties as described in 

A, and define the value of  the cosmological constant in this analysis. 
In particular, *Q  remains unity for all possible standards of length inA  
regardless of the choice made for this standard; with a lower limit of 
course. This is simply a consequence of C-3. However, on *AA , by 
definition, each change of the standard of length of A selects a different 
class of photons as the new quantum standard of length and energy, while 
a change of the standards of mass and time have no effect on that selection 
whatsoever. That is simply a consequence of C-1.  
 

Analogous comments apply of I had chosen time as the element for 
constructing *AA . Then, changing the standard of time would only 
affect the selection of the corresponding class of photons as quantum 
standard for energy and time. However, then we have a different quantum 
invariant 66  TQQ *  whose image with respect to A is (18.2) in the 

context of 1Ttem  }{}{   
 

AA  h*1tEQ ememT
                         (18.2) 

Consistency between quantum length and time is achieved when the 
characteristic quantum properties of all classes of photons reference the 
same fundamental lattice of *A . 

                                                   
66 Abstractly, solving the problem of quantum gravity can be considered 
here as the requirement to develop consistency with respect to (18.1) and 
(18.2) on *AA . 
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The standards of mass, length and time ofA are irrelevant; a consequence 
of C-1  C-2.  For that reason, to construct a quantitative bridge on 

*AA  consistent with all characteristic quantum properties, I have to 
bring in one aspect of the descriptive system A  I have not used yet, the 
concept of physical dimension. These define the transformation properties 
in A of fundamental constants under a change of physical standards. As 
stated earlier, consistency has to be established by transformations with 
respect to the symbolic pictures constructed inA . These transformations 
are defined by the dimensioned constants in terms of which the pictures 
were created with respect to the dummy linear variable of mass, length 
and time. In particular the fundamental lattice elements ofA and *A have 
to be related by the transformation properties of Q* as defined inA . 
 

For the pictures of A to be consistent with quantum properties, i.e., with 
*A , in a quantitative manner, the right hand side of (18.1) has to be unity 

for all possible choice of the standards of mass, length and time of A . This 
has the following implications. The first implication is that only one 
standard of A can formally and quantitatively link A and *A . Whatever 
the standard of length inA , this will pick out of all classes of photons the 
class satisfying the condition 1Lem  }{}{ ë . 
 

This imposes a condition between the possible choices for the standards of 
mass and time which has to guarantee quantitative equivalence of pictures 
on *AA . I call this condition the first ontological symmetry and denote 
this condition, the constraint 1MT 2  }{}{  , by 1S

D
. It has its roots in 

the transformation properties of the image of A* Q , determined by its 

physical dimension, A][*][  23TMLQ . Quantitative correspondence 
and consistency between quantum length and time on *AA  has to be 
established in the context of 1Lem  }{}{ ë . Other physical standards 
become irrelevant as they must.  
 

The constraint 1MT 2  }{}{  is now intrinsic as a particular symmetry to 
the fundamental constructive element of the relevant geometry, length as 
a line element, between the concepts represented by the standards of mass 
and time of A . For the variables appearing in the descriptive context and 
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serving on *A  to describe intrinsic properties of quanta, this constraint is 
expressed by 2

emem tm    in a Euclidean context. This Euclidean geometric 
context, initially created here for *A  requires a class of objects whose 
physical properties can be identified with a continuous variable and 
physical standard ofA . These are my quantum standards of energy and 
length, photons, and the continuous variable is the concept of length, 
identified in *A  with the wave length of photons. 
 
The condition 1Lem  }{}{ ë  is purely formal because the standard of 
length is itself irrelevant with respect to the aspect of quantum length as 
phenomenologically manifested by wavelength. This implies the second 
ontological symmetry 2S

D
 representing the constraint 1TL 23  }{}{  . 

This is formally equivalent to setting the constant in Kepler�s 3rd law equal 
to unity. 1S

D
 and 2S

D
, as intrinsic constraints to the geometric element of 

length and its Cartesian products, area and volume, are related to circular 
and spherical symmetry by the concept of density. That emerges later and 
is where the cosmological constant enters. At first, the reader may 
consider these symmetries simply as constraints between simultaneous 
changes of standards. In the case of 2S

D
 for example, the standards of 

length and time change subject to this constraint. For the variables on *A  
describing intrinsic properties of quanta, the constraint 2S

D
 is 2

em
3
em t ë . 

The symmetries 1S
D

 and 2S
D

 guarantee the projection of pictures from A  

to *AA  remain quantitatively invariant. 
 

1S
D

 is easy to interpret. This constraint imposes consistency between the 

concepts of relativistic energy, quantum energy and electromagnetic 
inertia with quantum energy intrinsic to length in *Q . 
 

A*A*  hc1EQ emem ë  
 
In A , 1S

D
simply represents the generic constraint of 2mcE  expressed in 

terms of the concepts of mass (inertia), length and time. Energy in that 
equation is defined by the quantum standard of energy of photons 
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intrinsic to the quantum standard of quantum length, wavelength. This 
makes the representation of Q* in *A a 3-D bounded manifold whose 
fundamental geometric element, length, contains the intrinsic 
symmetry 1S

D
. This is easily seen67 from (18.3) and formally identified with 

our intuitive concept of length and space through }{}{ Lem
 ë . 

 

*1x1x1Së
t

m
ëEQ* 3

em
1

em2
em

2
emem

emem AA
D

 ë
ë 


 .   (18.3)  

 

In the context of quantification, used as equivalent fundamental elements 
within an algebraic structure, 2

emem tm    and 1tm 2
emem  / are subtly 

different. The significance of the second ontological symmetry 2S
D

 is the 

constraint imposed between quantum time and quantum length in terms 
of which the concept we identify with the property of inertia or mass will 
be solved in the non-tautological context. How that will be done is not 
important at this stage, but the reader has already seen its results. This 
occurs in the context of 21 SS

DD
  on *AA  and with the electron as the 

absolute standard of mass or inertia.  
 
I now turn to another issue related to the fact I have only one independent 
degree of descriptive and quantitative freedom to construct *A . This has to 
do with the transformation properties of fundamental constants which 
connect concepts and variable in the algebraic structure A to its standards 
of mass, length and time, i.e., the issue of connecting the lattices 
of A and *A in a quantitatively valid manner. 
 

§19. This requires the concept of ontological dimension which will 
now be defined. They are denoted by D , and represent a concept 
required as a consequence of the ontological symmetries 1S

D
 and 2S

D
 just 

introduced and by the fact quantum properties in quanta are intrinsically 
interconnected. They imply the dimension of the manifold representing 

** AAQ is three D -dimensional. Because all characteristic quantum 
properties are intrinsic to the concept of quantum length, wavelength, I 

                                                   
67 The unit cube in figure 4a, a Euclidean 3-D volume element. 
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use a different symbol to emphasize the difference between the concepts 
of dimension associated with concepts on each side of the quantitative 
correspondence 1Lem  }{}{ ë and to keep that in the foreground.  
 

These symmetries and dimensions transfer the Euclidean structure 
associated with the quantification of concepts, dimensioned constants, and 
algebra to a Euclidean context on *AA . I indicate this by the subscript 
on the symbol ç][ 3L which denotes a 3-D geometric object or manifold 

analogous to an element of Euclidean space inA , but defined by the linear 
and independent variables representing the quantified concepts of mass, 
length and time. This makes it possible to project an image fromA to the 
mathematical object representing *A  in the language of A . This is 
indicated by 

3QS1  **] AAD[
D

,                             (19.1a) 

*[Q** AA][][][] //
DD

 ççççë 232333
em

21 LxLLQSS 

    (19.1b) 
(191.b) and (2.3) also imply the concept of quantum rest mass must be 
represented by a 3- D  non-Euclidean manifold, identified here by the 
subscript g, satisfying the condition (recall Kepler�s laws and figure 3) 
 

*AA][][][ //  g
23

g
23

g
3

e LxLLm  .               (19.1c) 

The reason is I interpret Riemannian geometry as defined by a non-linear 
constraint, (2.3), on some underlying higher dimensional Euclidean space 
with respect to its fundamental lattice elements defined by the 
characteristic quantum properties of my quantum standard of length. The 
corresponding fundamental Euclidean lattice elements ofA  are defined by 
the quantification of our concepts of mass, length and time. The reason for 
the other constraints with respect to the lattices of A and *A  have been 
made clear earlier. 
 

Characteristic quantum properties are intrinsic to each other. Therefore, 
they must now be characterized in terms of the concept of length alone 
from which the manifolds, my metaphorical equations, will be constructed. 
In the pictures painted inA , the five characteristic quantum properties of 
photons are },,,,{ ememememem pmtE  ë . Their transformation properties 
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under a change of standards are defined by their physical dimension. 
However, as already established, the ontological aspects of quanta have no 
relationship to these standards whatsoever. In the language of 
mathematics, characteristic quantum properties are dependent quantities. 
That dependency can be expressed in a variety of ways. For example, the 
relationships in (19.2) are considered to be true in A  as relationships 
between the indicated ontological aspects for each and every free photon. 
 

0htE emem  ,  0c
tem

em 


ë
, 0c

m
E 2

em

em 



            (19.2) 

 

The relationships (19.2) provide the foundation for creating consistency 
between the quantum properties of time, length, energy and inertia 
between the two arbitrarily selected classes of photons discussed earlier, 
defined by the arbitrary standards of length and time inA . In Planck�s 
radiation formula this is dealt with by using dimensioned constants, 

BK , h and the variables of temperature T and frequency and defining the 
differentials ùí dord and ëd  with respect to the constraint. cëí . The 

coefficient of the exponential part is defined by a condition between 
wavelength and a three dimensional lattice. 
 

My metaphorical �equations68�, are bounded manifolds and are not defined 
in terms of our usual notion of Euclidean geometry because to its 
fundamental element, length, all other characteristic quantum properties 
are intrinsic. However, the preliminary ansatz must be so because the only 
quantitative link to A is the concept of length and symmetry. Their 
preliminary form is created by projections of the standards and the 
symmetries inherent inA  onto the D-geometry of *A , figures 4a, 4b. The 
corresponding spherical symmetry in this 3-D space, defined by the 
fundamental Euclidean lattice, 4a, is represented by the unit sphere 4b. 
 

The new aspect here is that other quantum properties are intrinsic to its 
fundamental element of length from which this �space� or geometric 
object is constructed. Here, however, the concept of length associated 

                                                   
68 These should not be confused with (19.2). 
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with the �unit cube� is related to the object represented by the constraint 

we think of as resulting in a �sphere�, by 3 3 3R4L /ð . The connection 
between concepts on A and *A  requires some dimensionless density K  
defined by the ontological symmetries introduced and the quanta 

themselves, so that in that then, abstractly 3 3 3R4L /Kð . 
 

Our intuitive conception of �space� is challenged here because the 
fundamental cube, or 3-D Euclidean lattice, although formally defined by 
the concept of length, is in this space related to the cube of our notion of 
energy, to the square of time, to inertia, in some manner to momentum, to 
the square of electric charge and to angular momentum intrinsic to certain 
geometric symmetries, connecting the respective fundamental lattice 
elements and �spaces� ofA and *A . This makes the projection of the unit 
Euclidean lattice from A to that of *AA  a nonlinear transformation 
with respect to the linear variables ofA . This is made possible through 
the concepts of ontological symmetries and ontological dimensions and 
gives them their significance. 
 

In Euclidean geometry the concept of length, quantified by the standard of 
length }{L , defining the volume of a unit cube and the volume of a sphere 

of radius R for example are related by 3 3LL   and by 33 LR
3

4
V /

ð
 . 

Once quantitatively defined for a particular standard of length, the 
invariance of these volumes under a change of standards or unit of length 

}{}{ LaL0
   is trivial, where }{LkR  as shown in (19.3) below, 

where the volume is related to the new standard of length }{ 0L .  The 

reason I use this example is the fact the quantum invariant Q* remains 
unity regardless of the standards chosen. In the geometric context below, 
this correspond to whatever is represented by the volume of the sphere in 
the context of D - dimensions and D � geometry, whatever it represents 
has to remain quantitatively the same, and absolute standard. This imposes 
a constraint on the variables k and a, which abstractly make up the density 
K  mentioned earlier, defined by the quanta themselves. 
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    (19.3) 
 
In the D-geometry, the boundary of any cross-section of the sphere, the 
circle, is associated with our notion of intrinsic angular momentum, as 
implied in the discussion in chapter I. Consistency between the quantum 
masses and the quantum properties of photons, including that of intrinsic 
spin will then determine a particular �size and intrinsic geometry� of the 
sphere in 4b.  However, that is still somewhat down the road, when the 
electron mass will be used as an absolute standard of mass consistent with 
quantum energy and length. 
This is no longer trivial in *A because we have no idea what quantum 
properties are except we can describe and relate them in our knowledge 
base. The concept of �unit volume� in *A  is also an invariant, unity, under 
a change of the quantum standard of length and intrinsic energy. This 
simply selects a different class of photons as standard. Abstractly, this 
volume is defined by five characteristic properties, now characterized by 
ontological dimensions and constrained by ontological symmetries which 
reduces the representation of the fundamental lattice and associated 
symmetries to a 3- D structure. 
 

Geometric symmetries, as we understand them from Euclidean geometry, 
inject geometric constants into its picture, figures 3 and 4b. The intrinsic 
geometry of these manifolds is determined by how quantum properties are 
intrinsically connected. Hence, as a first task, the dimensioned constants 
which hide the inconsistencies within A have to be eliminated from (19.2). 
This leads to 

em

em
2

em

2
em

m
E

t 








ë
                                           (19.4) 

1S
D

and (19.4) imply the quantum property of energy of photons has the 

irreducible ontological dimension ][]D[ 2
em LE   in relation to the formal 

identification of 1Lem  }{}{ë  and ][][ Lem ë . By irreducible I mean 
in lowest form. The generic relationship between the notion of energy, 
force and displacement (a length) inA  implies the ontological dimension 
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of force is ][]D[ LF  . The relationship (19.4) also shows that the 
ontological dimension of quantum inertia and quantum time must be 
related by ]D[]D[ 2

emem tm   . The latter are isomorphic with respect to 

the physical standards ofA in the sense of 1MT 2  }{}{  . This should 
not alarm the reader because the standards defining the variables and 
constants of A  have no relation to the ontological aspects of quanta 
anyway. These D provide the tools to project proper images from A  to 

*AA  and to establish consistency conditions with respect to intrinsic 
quantum properties. 
 

The ontological symmetries 1S
D

and 2S
D

define the ontological dimension of 

the manifold representing quantum rest mass as ][]D 3
ep Lm[  . I use the 

subscript p on D  because this dimension refers to a quantum with rest 
mass, a particle in the traditional language. The corresponding ontological 
dimension of time is therefore ][][D / 23

emp Lt  . (19.1b) and (19.1c) are 

stringent condition relating the quantum properties of energy, length, 
time and inertia. 
 

][]D
D

3
ep2

em

3
em2 Lm[*Q1

t
S 










 



ë
            (19.5) 

 

The electron mass on *A  has to be represented by a 3-D manifold, g
3L ][ , 

in a geometry which has to be related in a consistent manner to the unit 
lattice represented by Q* with all quantum properties intrinsic to length in 
this geometry. It has to be understood that the �size� of the corresponding 
unit lattice is not determined by our standard of length, nor that of time 
in A  because Q* is unity for all quanta independent of any standards. 
However, its size relative to our standards is determined by consistency 
between quantum length (and energy) and quantum time as described 
in A  as well as by consistency between the inertia of electrons and 
protons, intrinsic spin etc. The solution of the cosmological constant 
problem has to be understood in this context and that indicated by (19.3). 
 

Consistency between the quantum properties of all class of photons and 
the inertia of electrons and protons makes it possible to transcend the 
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Newtonian tautology. This requires both ontological symmetries as 
constraints between the two quantum masses in the following context; 
  

e

3
em

2
em

p21

mt

m
SS







 ë


DD
.                                  (19.6) 

The historical origin of this lies of course in Newton�s �explanation� of 
Kepler�s laws by mass and angular momentum. Projecting this image back 
to A , by imposing consistency with respect to the things which are as 
described by physics, the underlying relationships can be determined. The 
simultaneous constraint expressed by (19.6) make it possible to solve for 
the relationship between gravitation and quanta; by scaling the Euclidean 
conceptual structure in which gravitation is perceived and tautologically 
explained in terms of arbitrary concepts and physical standards, to the 
proton/electron mass ratio, which is of course independent of any of such 
standards.  
 

To make our notion of rest mass as it enters the paradigms of physics 
consistent with the property of quanta I will use the electron mass as the 
quantum standard for this property, as an absolute quantum standard, 
consistent with respect to that of quantum length, time and intrinsic 
quantum energy. Because the concept of fundamental electric charge of 
electrons and protons is an intrinsic property of these quanta, this concept 
too becomes in my solutions intrinsically related to that of rest mass. With 
respect to the linear variable of mass in A this defines a discrete value 

1me }{  on *AA . The imprint of reality on my construction is then 
administered to (19.6) by the mass of the proton. The magnitude if the 
length associated with this structure with respect to the standard of length 
in A , the meter then emerges. 
 
Consistency between quantum time and length is achieved when the 
manifold defining the inertia of the electron is consistent with quantum 
time and a corresponding geometric-symmetry structure on *AA .  
Then (19.6) is equivalent to the form shown in figure 5 below. 
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(19.7) 
 
The cosmological constant problem is determined by how the Euclidean 
lattice of A , defined by hc, is projected to *A ; by *QSS 21 

DD
, 

specifically by the non-Euclidean structure of the manifolds indicated in 
(19.7) in the spirit of Riemann�s 1854 lecture �Concerning the Hypotheses 
which lie at the Foundations of Geometry� presented in chapter IV. 
 

 

 

çÙ ][ 3
ee Lm                   çÙ ][ / 23

pp Lm   x ç][ / 23L  
                  (a)                                                             (b) 
Figure 5 : Consistency condition for quantum length, time, energy and rest 
mass as Euclidean structures defined by the constraints 1

D
S and 2

D
S  

 

In (19.7), geomÙ  is a geometric constant which is determined by how we 

have drawn pictures of nature on a canvas determined by our intuitive 
notions of space, time and symmetry and by consistency with respect to 
the image of a fundamental 3-D lattice element of A projected onto the 
fundamental lattice and symmetry element, figure 4, and the constraint on 
the manifold of *A  defined by (19.7), figure 5a. 
 

With ][]D[ Lem ë , ][][D 3
ep Lm  and ][][D / 23

emp Lt  all physical 

properties in this context, of quanta with rest mass, can now be 
characterized in terms of ontological dimension. The inertia and time of 
photons are of course intrinsic to quantum length. However, because of 
the way A was constructed, the ontological dimension of some photon 
properties differ from those of quanta with have the property of rest mass 
as defined in the context of A . These have now to be determined. The 
ontological dimension for length and energy are the same for both kinds of 
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quanta because photons provide the quantum standards of energy and 
length for all three kinds of quanta.  
 

The concept of irreducibility of D  for quantum properties is related to the 
following conceptual structure. The physical quality of energy associated 
with a quantum is whatever it is. We don�t know what energy is, although 
we have a formal system in which this concept is defined with respect to 
its relationships to other concepts. A quantum is a concept representing a 
physical thing we can describe but cannot comprehend as a whole. 
However, we can describe and define what a rose is in relation to other 
plants and have the feeling we can comprehend it as a whole, as a 
complete picture of a rose in our mind. We might even find a way to 
quantify its aspect of beauty in relation to other flowers in some formal 
system. We might even discover the beauty of a rose in that system to be 
the square of the beauty of another flower. 
 

However, a rose is a rose is a rose! The concept of beauty as a descriptive 
aspect in a formal system may be useful to those who use it. With respect 
to quanta, the concept of squared energy is no more meaningful than the 
square of beauty, the square of time, the square of wavelength or the 
square of mass. These are all anthropomorphic concepts inA , not physical 
properties of things. These are words we associate with describing aspects 
of the world we cannot otherwise comprehend and express. This has to be 
kept in mind when dealing with the concept of ontological dimensions 
characterizing physical properties of quanta. They are the consequence of 
constraints required to establish quantitative consistency between the 
properties of quanta, pictures ofA and the pictures of *A . Developing the 
mathematical and conceptual structure is a gradual process because A is 
inconsistent with respect to *A  in more that one aspect. 
 

One element which helps in this regard is the generic condition (2.3). Its 
square root, because of 1Lem  }{}{ë , is in (19.9) viewed with the 
positive sign. 

2242
0

222 cpcmmcE  )()( .                           (2.3) 

6332
emem

23
em2

em

2242
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2
em 1LxLE

t
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)cpcm  ççëëë ][][)()(( 


  (19.8)             
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)(
D

31
emem SE ëë                                (19.9) 

 

This may be interpreted as an abstract representation of the 
phenomenology of gravitation, electromagnetism and quanta, with respect 
to the formal system established by Newton. Consistency between 
quantum length and time corresponds abstractly to the requirement of 
consistency between a structure and its square root structure. In this 

context, whatever is represented by 2242
0 cpcm   is intrinsic to derived 

mathematical structures below, built from the quantum concept of length.  
 

  ][Lem ë , ][ 22
em Lë , ][ 33

em Lë .                   (19.10) 
 
Therefore the 3-D manifolds which will represent the rest mass of 

quanta, g
3L ][ , cannot be Euclidean in the manner in which the term is 

understood in A . The Euclidean image of A projected onto *A  will be 
changed when passed through the lens defined by Einstein�s field 
equations and the solution to the Ë -problem. The square root structure 
arises from (2.3), coupled to (19.8) by my quantum standard of length with 
all its implications, and consistency with intrinsic symmetries of 3-D 
manifolds, but historically from Kepler�s laws.  
 

This leads to a stringent condition indicated in figure 5a and by (19.11). 
The conditions imposed by 1S

D
and 2S

D
 between length, time and rest mass 

lead to the requirement the manifold are related as shown, both manifolds, 
Euclidean and the non-Euclidean. This requirement determines the value 
of the cosmological constant. Below is the association with quantum mass.  
 

g
3

g
23

g
23

Geomep
23

em
23

em
3
em LxLLmmx ]/[]]/][][][ //// Ùëëë ççç     

(19.11). 
The multiplication of one sphere by another, as indicated in figure 5, does 
not make sense and has to be understood as a constraint between concepts 
and their representation by variables associated with this symmetry. Of 
course, the mathematical operation with these variables and their powers 
is standard procedure. Another way of interpreting the above is as 
relationships on a point by point basis, in terms of two component spinors 
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and stereographic projections. For that reason, I show the stereographic 
projection of the unit sphere in figure 5c below. 

    
 
Figure 5c : Two identical stereographic projections but without necessarily 
assuming the symmetry of the unit sphere is defined by the constraint 
between the variables in (19.12), namely purely as a constraint between 
coordinates representing distance from a given point. 
 

I labeled the diagram to correspond with figure 1.1 in [20] and use the 
same notation for the convenience of the reader who may want to consult 
that reference. However, here too I take a different view. I will first 
outline the traditional view, starting with representing the unit sphere as 
defined by the constraint  

1zyx 222  .                                (19.12) 
 

The significance here is that the concept of Euclidean 3-space, with a 
constraint between three variables, is projected onto the two space defined 
by a diameter and the corresponding cross section perpendicular to the z-
axis within this 3-D manifold. The reader may recall figure 3 in this 
context. The definition of two-spinor uses the similarity of the triangles 
SP�O and SPQ on what I call the Euclidean lattice. Then  
 

z1
1

y
y

x
x

SP
SP




,,,

.                          (19.13) 

                 

(as NP  , (19.14) becomes ½ and some of the other stuff gives then 
difficulties.) The xy-plane is now represented by the complex plane. This 
leads to 
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                 (19.14) 

 

The next step is to define the numerators in (19.14) by ,, iyx ò and 
,, iyx* ò and using the constraint (19.12).  This leads to 

z)z)(1-(1yxz)(1
1 *

22

*

2 







òòòò
.              (19.15) 

 

The complex number ò is then expresses as the ratio øöò /  of two 

complex numbers subject to the unitary constraint 1 ** ööøø . 
** ööøø z  is found from (19.15) by canceling the factor z)(1  in 

(19.15) to obtain from the simplified  expression *òò )z1z)/(-(1 , using 

øöò /  and 1 ** ööøø . The relationships for x and y are obtained 
from (19.15) through the definition of the symbols as 
 

)(iyx öøøööøøö **** ;                  (19.16) 
 

Every point on the sphere is in this manner brought into correspondence 
with the pair of complex numbers ), öø( . Because of the condition 

1 ** øøöö , the pair ), öø(  is called a unitary spinor. Their arguments 

are only related to within an arbitrary constant. Hence, a point, a vector, 
in a three dimensional Euclidean space can be represented by elements of 
a complex two dimensional vector space, the space of spinors. The object 
which emerges here I associate with the quantity î  in the prologue. 
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For a somewhat similar approach, but defining the SO(3) covering group 
instead, see [21]. I will now present a different view based on figure 5a and 
5b as constraints in solving the three metaphorical equations. 
 
For that purpose, I do not assume the sphere to be defined by (19.12) as 
representing a picture in the context of our spatial intuition, but as a 
symmetry, as a constraint between three quantified concepts constructed 
from the fundamental ones of mass, length and time. Our definitions of 
mass, length, time, force, energy are all defined on the Euclidean lattice 
and the concept of quantum energy will be used in this analysis to 
transcend its tautological aspects. In that endeavor the relationship (2.3) is 
crucial, viewed as )()()()( 22422 mcxmcExEcmE  , as a perfect 

square on each of the symmetries of the �unit sphere� in figure 5b, 5c. This 
relates the Euclidean lattice to geometric symmetries. Then, the 
undetermined variables in (19.13) will be defined to be related by the 
following 
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 '''        (19.17) 

 

The symbols x, y and z represent now a variable associated with the square 
root of our intuitive notion of length or distance. However, one of them, z, 
in the context of the �geometric� constraint, connects both pictures. I will 
leave this digression at this point and return to the development of the 
required concepts. The additional constraint implicit in (19.17) defines the 
�arbitrary phase factor�, as already shown above, between the pair )( öø ,  

and will emerge later in this analysis. The reason for the difference of the 
point of view here should be clear. The five characteristic quantum 
properties of my quantum standard of length and energy are abstractly 
included in this constraint. The significance of expressing the square of a 
sphere in this context becomes apparent in the mathematical expression 
giving the relationship between the magnetic moments of electrons and 
protons in §52. 
 

§20. I will now derive the ontological dimensions of the quantum 
property of inertia and time for the quantum standard of length and 
energy, photons. The quantum property of inertia of photons is 
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characterized by a different ontological dimension than that associated 
with our notion of rest-mass. The dimension 3Mp ][D   of the latter is 

historical. The reason for that should be clear from chapter I.  The concept 
of energy inA  is defined with respect to the physical standards of mass, 
length and time, where the standard of mass corresponds to the physical 
property of rest mass as it entered the conceptual and mathematical 
structure ofA . The fundamental constants G, c, BK , h and temperature T 

relate the notion of energy in general to these standards. However, h, 
defines the energy of photons directly with respect to the variable of time 
and hence with respect to the standard of time. To make the context of 
this chapter clearer I indulge in a short digression [[ ]]. 
 

[[ hc*Q  A , where c is a random number determined by the arbitrary 
standards of length and time. This is of course true also for the Kepler 
constant. I will quickly show what the image of c represents when 
projected onto *A  in its preliminary Euclidean form. In this projection, 

2c  makes the quantum basis }{}{ ememE ë  , (14.2), consistent with the 

quantum basis }{}{ emem m ë  of the same class of photons. The 

generic expression 2mcE   is used here to project the associated 
conceptual-mathematical structure of A to *A  ; for the same class of 
photons  in which all characteristic properties are intrinsic to one another. 
The pictures below illustrate the role played by 2c  in relating the 
Euclidean lattices of A and *A . 2c acts like a projection from one to the 
other. 

AA}{}{  hc*1E emem ë                     (20.1a) 

AA}{}{ 
c
h*1m emem ë                     (20.1c) 

AAA}/{}{  2
emem c*1mE                   (20.1c) 

 

In 20.1, the left had side remains unity regardless of the choice of 
standards ofA for the reasons given earlier, while the right hand side can 
take any positive values whatsoever. 
 

The term 41/c in Einstein�s field equations relates the properties of energy 
and electromagnetic inertia of all classes of photons on *A  by 
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AA}/{  4
2

emem c
1

*1x1Em  .                      (20.2) 

It is the unification (consistency) with quantum mass which determine the 
specific non-Euclidean nature of the D-manifolds with respect to the 
conceptual and mathematical structure of A . The Euclidean and non-
Euclidean structures are related by the concept of mass, here by the 
quantum property of mass. That is why I show both forms of  h below; one 
from (20.1) although it will not be until after I solved the Ë problem that 
the reader understands how the result on the right was obtained from the 
Euclidean projection ofA  on the left , to *AA . 
 

AAA}{ //  h*mE 21
emem

21
em  ë   ;  *

m
2h

67e AA
/


á

îð


 

(20.3) 

The four-fold symmetry between (20.2) and (20.3) with respect to A is 
manifested in î . 
 

The notation and the notion of emm intrinsic to our standard of energy 
and length should not be confused with the quantum standard of rest mass 
of the electron }{ em . The ontological dimension of h in the right hand 

relationship is ][][D / 27
p Lh  , whereas in the relationship on the left it 

is ][][D / 23
w Lh  , see Table VI below. 

 

The symmetry 1S
D

 defines the relationship between the ontological 

dimension of time with respect to inertia, as intrinsic to length and energy 
in each context. I have to distinguish between the characterization of 
these properties for quanta such as photons which in A are defined as 
having no rest mass and those which have that property, such as electrons 
and protons. The corresponding ontological dimension of inertia and 
hence of time is different for each case. To avoid confusion I use the 
notation wD  to define the ontological dimensions which characterize the 
quantum properties of photon. The reader should be clear on one point. 
The ontological dimensions of rest mass and time arise from Kepler�s laws 
and from Newton�s tautological explanation of them by the word mass. 
This is the historical origin of connecting the concept of mass with length 
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and time in the mathematical and quantitative, but tautological, paradigms 
describing and �explaining gravitational phenomenology.�]] 
 

Consider now the quantum properties of  the quantum standard of length 
and energy and the relationship between wavelength and electromagnetic 
inertia emm . 

chmemem /ë                                  (20.4) 
 

The generic relationship between photon momentum ë/hp   and 
photon energy íhE   are related in A by wavelength and frequency, 
reciprocal time, by cëí  all connected by arbitrary standards of mass, 
length and time. The notion of electromagnetic inertia is defined by 

2
em

2
emem

2
emem tEcEm ë //  . This is consistent with the generic 

relativistic mass-energy relationship with photon momentum given by 

ememememem tmcmp  /.. ë . Therefore, ememm ë as well as emem tp   
are identical universal quantum invariants of all photons and hence are 
completely independent of the standards of mass, length and time ofA . 
These are simply expressions of electromagnetic inertia intrinsic to 
quantum length and electromagnetic momentum intrinsic to quantum 
time in the Euclidean projection to *AA . 
 

AAA 
c
h*

tE
mtp

em

2
emem

emememem ë
ë


 .        (20.5) 

 

With respect to the standard of rest-mass inA , the right hand side of the 
equation has the physical dimension of ][ML . For a photon of a given 
wavelength, emm is ontologically fixed and is whatever it is once its 
wavelength is defined. The only quantitative formal connection between 
the two sides allowed is *on1Lem AA}{}{  ë . That implies the 

ontological aspect of electromagnetic mass must be described with respect 
to the notion of rest-mass in A as having the ontological dimensions 
of ][][D 1

emw Lm  . This guarantees that the right hand side is 1 
whenever the standards of length agree on *AA  in the quantitative 
context. That can always be done in the formal system A .  
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1*Q   is true whatever the standards of length, ][][D 1
emw Lm  . Then, 

1S
D

 implies the wD  of electromagnetic time is ][][D / 21
emw Lt  . This 

completes the dimensional aspects of the required quantitative morphisms 
between A  and *A . The results obtained for the two morphisms are 
summarized in Table VI.  
 

These ontological dimensions of quantum properties make it possible to 
characterize the same properties defined in the context of �relationships 
between objects� and embedded in the concept of �field� in A , where 
variables such as energy, momentum, angular momentum, force, etc. are 
defined in terms of relationships between objects and how they change 
with respect to our intuitive notions of time and space. The ontological 
dimensions in *A  define the D -dimension of manifolds, in which every 
characteristic quantum property is intrinsic to any other. That means the 
fundamental elements from which the generic manifolds are constructed 
are subject to intrinsic constraints which are defined inA by its symbolic 
and conceptual structure and its language.  
 

Table VI 
Ontological dimension Dw and Dp of some physical quantities and 

constants 
 

Physical Quantity Physical 
Dimensions 

Particle Dp 

Exp of L 
Wave Dw 

Exp of L 
 

Length [L] 1 1 
Force [MLT-2] 1 1 

Energy [ML2T-2] 2 2 
Electric Charge [M1/2L3/2T-1] 3/2 3/2 

Electric field [M1/2L-1/2T-1] -1/2 -1/2 
Magnetic field [M1/2L-1/2T-1] -1/2 -1/2 

    
Time [T] 3/2 -1/2 
Mass [M] 3 -1 

Momentum [MLT-1] 5/2 1/2 
h [ML2T-1] 7/2 3/2 
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c [LT-1] -1/2 3/2 
G [M-1L3T-2] -3 5 

KB Boltzmann const. [ML2T-2K-1] 2 2 
 

For example, in this language the concept of �time per length� as a 
fundamental building block of a manifold of time, i.e., length as intrinsic 
to time has the ontological dimension, in the context of pD , of 21L / . 

Similarly, �length per momentum� in the context of wD  is also 21L / . 
That is as it should be, because the intrinsic quantum properties of the 
quanta I use are connected in some manner. Similarly, �time per electric 
charge� with respect to pD , is D-dimensionless, whereas �electric charge 

per length� in either context is also 21L / . The concept of �electric charge 
per time� can then possibly be thought of as associated with a 
dimensionless density of the bounded manifolds representing the quantum 
property of rest mass (figure 4b)  
 

Although we say photons carry no electric charge, length per electric 
charge is represented by 21L / , the wD  of electromagnetic time. Once the 
reader reflects on these relationships I suspect he or she may be able to 
hazard a good guess as to how things will turn out in the end. The 
quantum property of energy, in the context of pD , has the dimension of 

intrinsic spin (angular momentum) per electric charge. Recall how angular 
momentum is intrinsic to symmetry; chapter I. The wD  of energy are 
those of electric charge per time of photons. We should keep in mind 
what we call time and its corresponding standard is defined by 
relationships between objects with rest mass.  
 
The notion of length, corresponding to the physical property of 
wavelength is described in A as phenomenologically related to the 
fundamental constant c, expressed in terms of the dummy variables of 
length  and time t. In *AA , the speed of light connects two physical 
properties, emë and emt , only one of which can be used as a quantitative 

link between A and *A . The relationship of emt  to emë  in *A  must be 
defined by symmetry; e.g., see figure 6 below. 
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                 a                     b                       c                                 d                          
 
Figure 6: Relation between symmetries on *AA . 6a - the usual concept 
of a circle in Euclidean geometry. 6b - Riemannian manifold representing 
the electron rest mass in P-space (chapter III). 6c � geometric structure 
representing consistency between quantum properties as described in A. 
6c is related to figure 3 as shown in 6d. Length and time represented by 
one geometric structure 
 

I demonstrated earlier that quantifying the concept of length and time by 
independent standards creates inconsistency with respect to *A . The 
quantum invariants (20.4) from which the wD of inertia of photons was 
determined belong to the same class as those defining the standard of 
quantum energy and length, and from which the quantitative morphisms 
between A and *A are constructed. InA , (20.4) differs from 1*Q   by a 

factor of 2c . Consistency, when achieved in this essay will be achieved 
when both ontological symmetries and the implied third 
one 213 SSS

DDD
  are realized within the manifolds to be constructed; 

when the quantum standard of rest mass and the proton rest mass are 
consistent with quantum energy, length and time for all classes of photons. 
 

As noted earlier, the quantum standard of length, in the context of a 
variable, corresponds in the paradigms of physics, and especially in the 
formalism of general relativity, to the variable denoted there either 
by 4x or 0x . I will use the former notation. I mention this again because of 
what I explained at the end of the previous section, namely that the 

descriptive element 2242
0

cpcm  is absorbed into emë .  Despite what 

the reader may have been taught in graduate school, and by studying 
MTW, the formal structure of general relativity is essentially a scaling of a 
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spherical symmetry with intrinsic constraints defined by Kepler�s constant 
and of the particularization in A of the generic relationship (2.3). The 
theory of general relativity is no more an explanation of gravitation than 
Newton�s, but it is a model relating some properties of electromagnetic 
quanta within A  because it is a particularization of (2.3), q.v. chapter V. 
 

Although connecting dummy variables inA , the fundamental constants c, 
h, 

B
K  and G, are related to physical phenomenology of quanta. In the 

context developed here, and as stated before, their relationships to the 
overarching quantum properties must emerge in this analysis. Some I 
already showed in the preface and prologue, such as the expressions for 
the cosmic background temperatures in (6.7) and (6.8). However, having 
made clear the meaning of ontological symmetries and dimensions and 
why they are required to relate the properties of quanta vis-à-vis the 
concept of A , I will also make some additional comments; why different 
relationships emerge from this analysis, as already shown but which 
cannot be obtained within A , i.e., arising through a unification of our 
description of gravitation and quanta inA  by transcending the Newtonian 
tautology. 
 

§21. The set },,,,{ ememememem pmtE  ë of characteristic properties 
of photons contains more elements than the three fundamental concepts 
from which they are constructed. This creates redundancy when solving 
three equations in three unknown in *A . This is the reason why, when 
using quanta as physical standards, one obtains several solutions, different 
relationships, in which fundamental constants are interconnected by 
quantum properties. Their interconnection is defined by consistency with 
respect to the quantum properties of energy, length, time, rest mass and 
electric charge in a non-tautological context defined by using these quanta 
as absolute physical standards of length, energy and rest mass.  
 

This implies also the view that protons don�t have equal but opposite 
electric charges compared to electrons and requires no �explanation� as to 
why their inertias differ. Instead, abstractly, proton inertia is associated 
with quantum length and time as structure whereas that of the electron is 
associated with quantum length; or the other way around when viewed 
from the time basis. 
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In principle, *AA  can be constructed as a projection from A , by 
quantitative morphisms between the standards of either length or time 
between those of A and *A , and certain symmetries. There are two 
fundamental choices. I could in principle choose any other of the 
characteristic quantum properties of photons on *A as simultaneous 
quantum standards in the context of the quantitative morphisms defined 
by the two fundamental choices of length and time.  Instead of using 
quantum energy and length as explicit simultaneous quantum standards, 
an ansatz in the context of using quantum length and momentum for 
example has to produce the same *AA . However, its image with 
respect A is likely to appear as a different picture.  
 

The various solutions are instantiations of such pictures. Of course, in 
order to transcend the structureA , one of the quantum property chosen 
as simultaneous standards, besides length or time has to be associated with 
the concept of inertia or mass in A , as for example in }{ ememE ë  , 

}{ emem tE   , }{ ememp ë  and }{ emem tp   . No intrinsic angular 
momentum here, except for the strange pictures within (20.3), which are 
consequences of defining the concept of mass and angular momentum to 
explain gravitational phenomenology. 
 

One of the results shown earlier as (0.1) supports my view I have solved 
the equation for the concept of rest-mass in the quantum context correctly. 
That relationship, independent of any standard, should be written not as 
 

0m
2
1m

2
7m

2
3m ep  ìô ,                  (21.1a)

  
  but as                       

 

2
1

m
m

m
m

2
7

m
m

2
3

eee

p  ôì .                            (21.1b) 

 

However, from tautologies always follow tautologies, even when escaping 
from the circularity between concepts. The intrinsic tautologies have been 
transferred to symmetries. This in my view is the reason for the numeral 
½ on the right hand side. The reason is related to the Newtonian tautology. 
The above can be written as: 
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and as                    2
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or even as 
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As the speed approaches c the relationships revert back to (21.1b) because 
these pictures are independent of the canvas. Multiplying by our 
quantified notion of mass, a linear variable in A , as well as others, 
including dimensioned constants, can also be done but is meaningless here. 
This simply supports the fact the quantum properties of mass, length and 
time have no relationship to the notions quantified in relation to the 
standards of physics. The above relationship shows the Newtonian 
tautology was properly transcended. I leave it to the reader to relate this 
result to the symbolism and conceptual structure of the special theory of 
relativity, the Lorentz transformation, to the notion of intrinsic angular 
momentum electric charge etc. 
 

§22. I will now revisit the implication the use of quantum standards 
has on the form of my metaphorical equations and give a short summary. 
The formulation of the problem was shown to require the construction of 
bounded manifolds. Here, I like to explain how they arise in the context of 
ordinary physics as described in the formalism of A . In that context they 
are associated with a Compton wavelength. The wavelength of photons is 
their Compton wavelength. Abstractly, their Compton wavelength is my 
quantum standard of length and energy. 
 

The energy of electrons and protons has a lower bound. This is a 
consequence of the mass-energy equivalence in relativistic physics, 
expressed generically by 2mcE  . The lower bound on energy of the rest 
mass of electrons is 2

e0e cmE min , that of protons 2
P0P cmE min . 

Hence, using the energy of a particular class of photons as a quantum 
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standard of energy and length, implies the representation of the quantum 
property of rest mass, relative to the properties of quantum energy, length 
and time has lower bound; 0E i min . That lower bound is defined by a 

particular length and time intrinsic to the same quantum energy. In A , 
this picture looks like the relationships below. 
 

emem
emem

hc
t
hhE

ë
í 

                           (22.1) 

 

Therefore, if we consider the quantum properties of wavelength and time 
of photons as belonging to a continuum, the property of rest-mass of 
electrons and protons can be characterized and quantified on *AA  in 
terms of bounded manifolds whose fundamental elements are the 
quantum properties of either time or length, taken to correspond 
quantitatively to the standard of time or to the standard of length ofA . 
 

However, only one manifold can be constructed consistent with all 
quantum properties and my quantum standard of mass. The proton mass 
must then be expressed in terms of symmetries defined by consistency 
between quantum length, energy and time, ontological symmetries and 
the fact the electron charge and mass so expressed must generate the 
manifold associated  with the photon inertia; figures 6 and 7. Some readers 
will of course find it easier to think of the concept of mass represented by 
a linear variable or by a point on the number line of mass. Here it is 
defined by 3-D manifolds in P-space, q. v. chapter III. 
 

These bounded manifolds I refer to as P-spaces or ontological manifolds. 
They represent mathematically ontological properties of quanta. My 
designation �P-spaces� is related to the fact the pictures I draw have to be 
drawn with respect to the parameters and symbolism ofA . 
 

It is important to understand these P-spaces are images of A on *AA . 
In the preparatory work done here they are Euclidean. This is determined 
by the linear structure ofA resulting from quantification of concepts by 
linear manifolds connected by dimensioned constants. The solutions to the 
metaphorical equations are defined later by the form of the corresponding 
Riemannian space, a subspace within a larger Euclidean structure with the 
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constraint (2.3), 1S
D

 and 2S
D

. The final structure of that Riemannian space 

is not determined by me, but by the quanta themselves as determined by 
experimental physics inA , by the masses of electron and protons, with 
the electron rest mass as an absolute quantum standard. The construction 
of these manifolds for the electron and the proton constitutes the 
mathematical or technical aspect of this essay. The connection to the 
gravitational context is (19.6) and Kepler�s laws as discussed earlier. 
 

 

 
 

      
 

       
 
Figure 7: The inertia of the proton defined by the symmetries of *A , as a 
sum of symmetries in P-space, in which the linear variable representing  
mass inA  is logarithmically related to the symmetries in P-space. These 
symmetries exist in an exponential space relative to the linear variables 
of A . I suspect these symmetries are the ones first associated with the 
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concept of quarks. The question as to what gives mass to quanta I think 
inappropriate. The reader should understand at this point why. 
 

To show how Riemann�s famous 1854 lecture is related to the context of 
this essay, I present my translation of his lecture in chapter IV. Another 
reason is of course that Einstein�s field equations must quantitatively 
define the Riemannian geometry of the P-spaces. The evolution of the 
connection between the concepts of consistency between time, length and 
inertia as defined in this essay, and geometric symmetry as understood in 
the context of Euclidean geometry, representing and determining the 
context of quantification of concepts by linear manifolds is represented by 
figure 6. How this unfolds becomes clear in the remainder of this essay. 
 

How the inertia or mass of the proton in relation to these symmetries will 
emerge in chapter VII is shown in figure7. The transition from the sphere 
to the torus is a consequence of making quantum time consistent with 
quantum length with respect to the formalism of A . The philosophical 
implication of this analysis is that we live abstractly in quantum time and 
quantum space as interchangeable concepts. Our perception of separation 
of objects in space can be viewed as a misinterpretation of space and time 
as separate aspects of the physical world. 
 

§23. In the first chapter I briefly showed how the concept of 
gravitational energy in the Newtonian symbolism is related to relativistic 
mass-energy; (2.3). For that reason I look at this generic relationship 
particularized to the rest mass of electrons and protons, the one I use to 
determine the meaning of mass in *A in relation to other quantum 
properties. The Euclidean geometric context arises from having classes of 
object, photons, with continuous quantum properties identified formally 
with continuous variables inA , and by how concepts are quantified in 
terms of continuous linear manifold. These are flat and denoted for the 
concept of rest mass for example by çç ][][ 3

e Lm  . In the context of 1S
D

 

by 
*tLxLLm 223233

e AA][][][][ //  çççç ,        (23.1a) 

*tLxLLm 223233
p AA][][][][ //  çççç .        (23.1b) 
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Their relationship to one another will be determined by consistency with 
respect to the formalism of A , between quantum length and time 
on *A and (2.3). The Riemannian nature of the corresponding 3-D non-
Euclidean manifolds is defined by the proton/electron mass ratio; another 
quantum invariant. 
 

*tLxLLm 2
g

23
g

23
g

3
ge A][][][][ //               (23.2a) 

*tLxLLm 2
g

23
g

23
g

3
gp A][][][][ //              (23.2b) 

 

The reader may well ask �What is the difference between the right hand 
sides of (23.1) and (23.2)?� The answer is nothing in A or in *A . Their 
quantum properties are defined by the same aspects of my quantum 
standards. The difference in their rest masses is viewed here a 
consequence of the proton having structure consisting of quantum length 
and time whereas that of the electron is defined by one or the other. The 
circularity between concepts of the conceptual structure in terms of which 
we define and quantify the notion of mass and of electric charge makes it 
difficult to separate these notions from those of quantum length and time. 
I will not pass on my thoughts or research on that issue in this manuscript. 
 

However, I will present a brief summary on the context of the descriptive 
pictures developed here. This is a bit tricky to convey, but I will try. The 
electron is my absolute quantum standard of quantum mass. That quantum 
is also associated with electric charge and energy; so is the proton. If one 
defines the relationship of three qualities, mass, length and time, in a 
consistent manner, with mass represented in terms of a 3-D  manifold. 
That is it! There is no wiggle room. The proton-electron mass ratio has to 
be used to define the Riemannian nature of that structure. This, by 
necessity will be a 3-D  sphere, mass is a scalar inA , corresponding to a 
3-D sphere in A , one whose intrinsic geometry is defined by the solution 
to the cosmological constant problem and the conditions established in 
this chapter.  
 

The fact we think of the proton mass as different, the proton responds 
differently in the context of Newton�s laws to electromagnetic fields and 
�nuclear fields� than the electron, the proton mass must also be consistent 
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with the absolute quantum standard of electron inertia. The difference is 
�explained� here as structure defined by quantum time and quantum 
length. The language is ambiguous here because each in *A  is intrinsic to 
the other. This connects the sphere with Riemannian geometry in figure 6 
to the torus; generated by revolution about any tangent. Each interior 
point of the torus is consistent with all quantum properties because each 
point of the sphere defining the torus is. 
 

It is important to understand the following. We have one degree of 
freedom, quantum length, to which other quantum properties are intrinsic 
to construct *A . Figure 4a is the initial projection from A to *A of a 
Euclidean 3-D lattice element. Because of the way the knowledge base A  
was constructed, the Euclidean geometric aspect is a consequence of 
quantification of concepts. The concept of Q*, defining quantum length in 
relation to quantum energy as simultaneous quantum standards is 
associated with the fundamental �cube� in *AA . For a particular side 
length emë for example, eR is related to the picture of the bounded 
manifold in figure 4b, of radius eR and with a dimensionless density of 

some kind, say eK  in the language A , by e3 eem R
3

4
K

ð
ë  . 

 

The constraint of relativistic energy momentum conservation, 1
DS  in 

figure 5, is related also to the definition of electric charge. For that reason 
*Q  is also shown in the form below:  

 

AAA]]

]

// 



hc*L[xL[

L[Q
á

2ðxQ
á
2ð

á
2ð

4ð
q

Q*

2323

3

0

2

å .               (23.3) 

 
In the above, 02qQ ðå/ , and  is the fine-structure constant. This 

is the reason why the fine structure constant and the property of the 
elementary electric charge appear in the solutions (6.4). Not only are 
electrons and protons connected in our pictures by mass but also by the 
concept of electric charge, each defined within the Newtonian tautological 
system. Because quantum energy as well as other quantum properties are 
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intrinsic to the quantum standard of length relationships among some 
dimensioned constants and quantum properties must arise. Using electric 
charge as an absolute standard would not solve the gravitation- 
inertia/mass-problem because the concept of electric charge is defined in 
the same tautological system and is afflicted with additional assumptions 
making the absolute value of that ratio for electrons and protons unity.  
 

For that reason I had to go back to the beginning, to Kepler�s laws and 
Newton�s tautological use of the concepts of mass, the inverse square law, 
and what we now call conservation of angular momentum, to �explain� 
them. This started the development of the knowledge system constructed 
on that basis, a magnificent edifice, significant for the phenomenological 
system in which it was developed, but definitely problematic when 
extrapolated to other systems and their phenomenologies. 
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Chapter III 
P-space69, relating the standards of A and A*. 

 
The motivation and the requirements for developing the link between the 
respective standards and corresponding conceptual structures of A  and 

*A are summarized in §24. In §25 the consequence of introducing an 
independent standard of quantum energy intrinsic to other quantified 
quantum properties is considered in relation to the concepts quantified by 
linear manifolds in A as independent standards of mass, length and time. 
In §26 the invariance of Q* is related to the concept of P-space, while the 
relationship of Einstein�s field equations to P-space is indicated in §27. 
§28 contains a few comments and the form in which Newton�s 
gravitational constant G emerges in this analysis from the quantum 
invariants Q* and the ep mm / ratio. 

 
§24. A problem within a complex structure, such as theoretical 

physics, is that if its fundamental elements and their relationships are not 
clearly understood, the structure build on such a foundation is not well 
understood either 70 . Professional training conditions one to become 
competent within particular conceptual-mathematical structures and 
fluent in the corresponding language. Once achieved, this is considered 
understanding and having mastered the subject. The process of learning 
and conditioning guides mental processes to operate within particular 
knowledge and belief systems.  
 
The symbolic language of theoretical physics is mathematics in which the 
rules of algebra and arithmetic apply. In his article on Feynman, Schweber 

                                                   
69 The P simply stands for parameter. This has nothing to do with the P = NP, 
one of the Clay Millennium problems problem in which PSPACE consists of all 
decision problems solvable in polynomial space.  
70  Readers familiar with �A House built on Sand, Exposing Postmodern Myth 
About Science�, which I read when it came out in 1998, and the Sokal hoax, may 
be forgiven for arriving at the conclusion that analogues of that hoax may occur 
unwittingly in science on a daily basis, but are considered good science by those 
involved. 
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[24] puts it this way �Feynman conceived of physics, even then, as many 
closely interrelated pieces: there were problems all about. The only thing 
that he really �knew� were algorithms to compute �something� and 
�that�s� what physics knowledge really is.� 
 

This analysis attempts to go beyond this definition of physics knowledge. 
For that, I went back to the historical origin of Newton�s paradigms to 
reconsider relationships between some relevant fundamental concepts in 
chapter I. For a better understanding of this system, although seeming too 
elementary, requires an examination of particular aspects of the structure 
of physics which make the knowledge and experience embedded within 
its structure quantitative. The basis for that is the quantification of the 
concepts of mass, length and time in a phenomenological context by 
physical standards. The concepts so defined are then wedded to the 
tautological conceptual structure of Newton�s axioms. The resulting 
structure encodes experience of the physical world and the concepts we 
use to communicate this experience. The mathematical symbolism creates 
pictures relating these concepts. Otherwise, simply defining standards 
would be a pointless exercise if there is nothing relating them to each 
other.  
 

Because these standards have no relationship to the corresponding 
physical properties of the things which actually exist, that language and 
knowledge system must of course be invariant under a change of these 
standards. Hence, in the ontological context, the mathematical concept of 
invariance can be considered to be a consequence of the irrelevance of the 
physical standards instead of assuming invariance results from particular 
symmetries with respect to particular pictures of space and time and their 
coordinates. Similarly, a covariant formulation of a theory I interpret as 
expressing an instantiation of particular generic relationship independent 
of any particular coordinate systems. 
 
However, because theoretical physics is the language of the quantitative 
knowledge under discussion, it is important to examine the relationship between 
the quantitative aspects of the mathematical formalism of physical theories under 
a change of standards, if for no other reason than to clarify the origin of the 
unreasonable effectiveness of mathematics and the marvelous degrees of freedom 
this language provides.  
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A more cogent reason for examining a change of standards here is that the 
quantum standards of *A have to be quantitatively related to those of A , 
and within the rules ofA , to create projections from A to *A . Abstractly, 
I represent the domain of these projections or pictures, by *AA . An 
important aspect of establishing this link is a clear understanding how 
changes of standards impact the conceptual structure associated with 
physical paradigms. Because I pursue the Ansatz outlined in chapter II, 
and because the quantum standards of energy and length are intrinsic to 
one another, the consequences of constrained changes of the fundamental 
standards of A  has to be investigated. In brief, relationships have to be 
developed between pictures engendered by the paradigms of physics 
constructed from the quantified concepts of mass, length and time, defined 
by the set of standard }{M , }{L and }{T , and those defined by the quantum 

standards of length }{ emë with intrinsic quantum energy }{ emE of *A .  
 

According to the logic and methodology of A , any element of the set of 
characteristic quantum properties uniquely determines the others when 
quantified because each element defines a particular quantum or class of 
quanta. This was demonstrated in chapter II and makes it possible to 
escape from the fundamental tautology between the concepts of mass, 
length, time, force, electric charge etc. of A and its consequences. This 
also makes it possible to determine the meaning of the relevant symbolism 
and concepts with respect to the corresponding aspects of the things 
which are; the quanta serving in this analysis as standards for properties to 
which we have no direct intuitive access. 
  
The main requirements for the projections fromA to *AA  have already 
been established. They have to be quantitative and accommodate the fact 

AA  hc*,1E*Q emem ë  is a quantitative invariant for all 
free photons. The fact photons have characteristic properties led to the 
conclusion they are independent of the properties represented by the 
physical standards of mass, length and time or the derived concepts 
constructed from them. The requirement of quantitative correspondence 
between these pictures required the introduction of the concepts of the 
ontological symmetries 1S

D
 and 2S

D
, and that of ontological dimension D . 
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The symmetries iS
D

represent constraints on simultaneous changes of the 

physical standards ofA , encode relativistic mass-energy conservation and 
determine the ontological dimension of quantum properties and that of Q* 
relative to the pictures ofA . The physical dimension of mass, length and 
time I denote by ][M , ][L and ][T . Standards always have the value 1 in 
this analysis. The variables which represent their property carry the 
characteristic physical dimension of the magnitude they represent.  
 

Because the physical standards ofA are arbitrary in the sense of quantity, 
the concepts so quantified are represented by independent linear variables. 
Therefore, the manifolds representing derived quantified concepts in this 
language are Euclidean. Hence, the manifolds in terms of which Q* is 
initially represented are also Euclidean. This is a consequence of 
independence being associated with orthogonality with respect to physical 
dimensions.  The reader may perhaps see already why quantum mechanics 
and quantum field theory are Euclidean and why their �background space-
time� is flat. The role of fundamental constants of connecting concepts on 
this structure is critical to that. 
 

For the following discussion, because we use concepts requiring linear 
manifolds for their quantification, it would be useful to have read 
Riemann�s Habilitationsschrift which I translate in the next chapter. 
Nevertheless, I place this chapter first for the following reason. Having 
read and translated Riemann�s lecture and having thought about it in four 
languages, German, English, mathematics and physics, I am amazed at the 
variety of the writings and comments attached to it by various scholars. 
Sometimes I wonder whether they even read it. The reason for the 
different pictures his lecture invokes for different scholars I attribute to 
the context, the pictures in their minds, which exist prior to reading. 
Words without context have no meaning, are simply meaningless symbols 
or sounds. This makes this variety perhaps natural and unsurprising. 
Placing the examination of some aspects of quantification and of physical 
dimensions prior to his lecture may make it perhaps possible for the reader 
to read the lecture through a lens similar to mine, one I naturally assume 
to be reasonably close to the mark. I say this not because I think I can read, 
but because the results of this analysis derive from my interpretation of 
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Riemann�s lecture dealing with the quantification of concepts requiring 
linear manifolds for their quantification.  
 

My view that Riemannian geometry results simply from constraints 
between fundamental elements connected on a Euclidean Lattice, leading 
to a Riemannian subspace of a larger Euclidean structure derives directly 
from Riemann�s characterization of the metric element as given in his 
lecture. For that reason, the results of my analysis should not be surprising. 
He states �The metric relationships of these manifolds depend only on the 
value of the measure of curvature. With respect to the analytic 
presentation it may be remarked that when this value is denoted by  , 
the expression for the line element can be given the form 

Î
á




2

2
dx

x
4
1

1

1
.�  

He also states �The manifolds in which, as in the plane or in space, the line 

element can be brought into the form   2dxds  constitute 

therefore only a special case of the manifolds to be investigated here. 
Hence, they deserve a special name and therefore, I will call these 
manifolds in which the square of the line element can be transformed into 
the sum of squares of independent differentials, flat.�  
 

As stated earlier, because I consider quantum properties unknowable, I 
denoted the above by Î , and hence my use of the phrase connecting 
Euclidean lattices onA and *A , refers to the picture below, whereÎ , in a 
lose sense, connects quantum properties to a conceptual-mathematical 
Euclidean framework defined by quantification and generic constraints. 

)(  22 x
4
11dx áÎ  

This framework on *AA becomes transformed into quantitative pictures, 
defined by quantum properties and symmetries, representing non-linear 
relationships between quantum properties and relevant fundamental 
constants. This is important for example in understanding later how to 
calculate G, the so called cosmic background temperatures and to 
determine the relationship between the magnetic moments of protons and 
electrons. The reader can of course create a multitude of pictures from the 
above. 
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At the end of this chapter I show one of the results of this analysis, the 
form of Newton�s gravitational constant, first in the Euclidean context and 
then in the non-Euclidean context determined by what may be called 
Riemannian geometry, defined by the Schwarzschild solution and the 
solution of the Ë -problem. This is in my view an interesting and 
necessary result of this analysis. The reader may see a connection at this 
point to the form in which G emerges here and Chapter I, namely where 
the concept of mass and gravitational energy was considered in relation to 
the context of relativistic energy-momentum conservation without 
assuming mass to be a cause of gravitation. 
 

The manifolds constructed in this analysis to represent the quantified 
concepts of mass, length, time, energy, etc. based on the morphisms 
between A and *A , are subject to intrinsic constraints. These constraints, 
imposed by quantum properties intrinsic to length onto the concept of 
length, make these structures, in the language of A , non-Euclidean. 
Expressing these constraints, consistent with respect to the quantum 
concepts of mass, length and time, leads to the particular results of this 
analysis71 . Symbolically, what this analysis attempts to accomplish can 
perhaps be summarized in the following picture, where C stands for 
consistency among the quantum properties of energy, length, time, inertia, 
rest-mass and momentum. 
 

p

ep

e

mmassquantumtime

solutionmm

mmassquantumlength







C

/C

C





 

 

In A , the ratio ep mm /  is viewed as dimensionless because in the 

quantification of the concept of mass the relevant phenomenological 

                                                   
71By consistency between length and time is meant here that the same ontological 
aspect of energy is associated with each of the characteristic properties  and t of 
all free photon, with inertia intrinsic to energy, independent of A�s standards. 
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aspects cancels and we are left with linear variables which indicate only 
greater than, less than or equal, but no absolute magnitude. However, I 
showed in chapter I this leads also to an intrinsic relationship between 
two lengths. This is where quantum standards enter. Our education may 
have created the tendency to think arbitrary standards are also 
independent standards and this leads to objective knowledge. However the 
invisible threads72, the physical properties of quanta are still there, woven 
into the tautological cloth underlying the description in terms of mass, 
length and time defined by �relationships between.� 
 

Issues addressed in this chapter helps to reconstruct the invisible threads 
which became hidden in the pictures based on �relationships between� by 
the process of quantification in A . There, these invisible threads are 
linked to linear manifolds using fundamental constants relevant to the 
context of the pictures presented. In *A , these threads must lead to 
relationships between fundamental constants and the quantum properties 
of quantum standards as in the case in the picture of G presented in (28.8). 
 

I leave the reader with a thought, actually more of a question. What is the 
meaning in the operational context of letting an interval on a number line, 
representing the variable t, quantified by }{T as ],[ 10  approach zero? 

What are the implicit assumptions with respect to the phenomenology 
used in its quantification? Has this limit any relationship at all to the 
phenomenological context in which the concept was quantified and 
defined in the first place? Apply this now to the concept of speed and 
acceleration in the context of limits and differentials. What I am getting at 
is that in *A  quanta are whatever they are. Their properties are also 
whatever they are. No derivatives, dimensioned constants, matrices, 
spinors or tensor fields connect them; everything is simply whatever it is. 
 

§25. The fact Q* is a quantitative invariant under any change of the 
standards of mass, length and time of A has now to be examined to make it 
possible to look for the hidden threads. Simply saying the cause of this invariance 
is the irrelevance of the standards in the first place will lead nowhere. On the 
surface, the task set in this analysis may seem impossible because it was 

                                                   
72 In A, this role is played by the quite visible dimensioned constants. 
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established in chapter II that the quantum properties used as physical standards in 
this analysis have no relationship to the linear manifolds quantifying the concepts 
of mass, length and time in A , nor to the concepts constructed from them. 
However, the concepts 73  of iS

D
 and D, laid the basis for establishing a 

quantitative morphism between the corresponding concepts inA and *A . Then, 
using the quantum invariants Q* and the mass ratio ep mm /  make it possible to 

relate the pictures of A to those of *A .  The set inA  I loosely characterize as 
based on algebra, that in *AA  based on manifolds. Let us look at the former to 
determine how they may be are related.  
 
I start by examining the consequence of the introduction of an ontologically 
defined, but quantitatively undefined, quantum standard of energy intrinsic to 
length with respect to the usual physical standards of A . This, on the surface 
appears to be a contradiction. For a photon of any wavelength we can calculate its 
energy. However, our notion of energy is circularly related within our conceptual 
structure. In quanta it simply is whatever it is. That is the context of the above 
statement. 
 

The concepts, }{M , }{L and }{T , and }{}{ ememE ë  , constructed from 
the former, have to be quantitatively related on *AA . The symbol   
indicates that in *A one element is intrinsic to the other. One set is defined 
by ratios involving phenomenology, the other is defined by characteristic 
quantum properties, properties defined and described by the methodology 
associated with the former. Going back to the simple, let us consider the 
relationship between our notion of physical standards and the concepts 
they quantify. 
 

The quantitative aspects of a physical quantity such as Q* for example is 
expressed in A  by two elements, a number and an associated physical 
dimension. The latter shows the transformation property of the numerical 
part of that quantity under a change of units relative to fixed standards. 
However, because as shown in chapter II, these quantified notions have no 
relationship to the corresponding properties of the things which exist, a 
change in standards in the symbolic and quantitative language of A should 
not, and does not change the reality of *A , nor the reality created byA  as 

                                                   
73 They are the key to the vault in which part of the answer to the question of the 
unreasonable effectiveness of mathematics in physics lies. 
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described by its language. We express concepts requiring a linear manifold 
for their quantification in just these terms. In the pictures painted here 
quantitative facts are expressed using a decimal system.  
 

In such picture, a quantity AQ  is expressed to N+1 significant digits 
relative to a particular set of standards }{M , }{L  and }{T  by  
 

TLMQ
N

0i
i

i TLM10x
10
q

Q i }{}{}{)( 


 .                  (25.1a) 

 

Because a change in unit is equivalent to a change of standard in A I do 
not distinguish between the notation of standard and physical dimension. 
 
This can also be expressed by an equivalent expression, one which entails 
a greater degree of conceptual freedom. The similarity as well as the 
difference between the two makes it possible to construct paradigms 
cranking out significant digits one at a time. I trust the reader knows 
enough about physics to think along these lines and knows what I am 
referring to, with either emë or emt formally related to the corresponding 

standards, the connection to emE established by dimensioned constants. 
The subtle difference between the two will be made more precise shortly. 
 

TLM1Q
N

0i
i TLM10xqQ i }{}{}){( 


 .                (25.1b) 

 

}N3210{i ...,,, , }9210{q i ...,,, and }3210{Q k ,...,,,  . The 

symbols M, L and T, as exponents, define how the numerical part of Q  
transforms under a change of the standards. }3210{TLM ,...,,,,,  . 

Abstractly, a change of standards is associated with curves along which 
fundamental constants change in a 3-D Euclidean space, constructed from 
Cartesian products of the number lines representing each standard. Its 
fundamental unit cube is defined by the three standards.  
 

The challenge is to relate this unit cube to the absolute 3-D unit cube of 
*A which is constructed from one kind of quantity or magnitude with the 
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others intrinsic. It may be interesting to contemplate the implications of 
closed curves, symmetry (constraints) in relation to the behavior of 
dimensioned constants in this context, of connectingA and *A . 
 

The quantum invariant Q* for example, given below in SI units is, with 
respect to *A , a random number; generated from the arbitrary standards of 
A  in the form of (25.1a).  
 

23125
320 TLM10x

10
6

10
8

10
9

10
1Q  }{}{}{)(*      (25.1c) 

 

The subtle difference referred to above is related for example to forms 
such as those below in which numerical part and the exponents 2 and 3 
for example are related differently to the Euclidean exponential space 
defined by the physical dimensions. The two forms below are significant 
in the context of having only one quantitative descriptive element in *A . 
 

)}{}{}{)()(* 231241
320 TLM1010x

10
6

10
8

10
9

10
1Q    

 

)}{}{}{)()(* 231272
320 TLM1010x

10
6

10
8

10
9

10
1Q    

 
With the formal identification 1Lem  }{}{ ë  between A  and *A , Q* 
is always unity74. The beauty of Q* is that it remains so for all standards of 
mass, length and time inA . Nevertheless, our training makes it difficult to 
relate these two conceptual structures although looking at the same facts. I 
think the conceptual difficulty arises in the algebraic context presented 
below. 
 

A}{}}{{A}{  23
emem TLMhc*1E*Q  ë       (25.2) 

 

                                                   
74 The reader should not assume that length and energy of photons as quantum 
properties are related as in this picture. This picture is a consequence of the 
Euclidean structure erected by quantification in A in which a physical property is 
defined in terms of linear variables related linearly to their standards defined in a 
process which abstractly cancels the underlying phenomenology.  
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In descriptive physics we think of emE and of emë as distinct and separate 
concepts, qualities or magnitudes, represented by distinct mathematical 
variables, related by dimensioned constants. The above expression is 
broken down into the corresponding pictures: (25.3) 
 

}}{{}{}}{{
}{

);(A 1LTLM
L
hcExE*Q em

23
ememem   


 ëë       

 

To put Humpty Dumpy back together here requires consistency imposed 
by 1S

D
 , 2S

D
 and the proton-electron mass ratio ep mm /  .  Then this 

analysis can create the proper conceptual and formal structure presenting 
the picture of 
 

1E**Q emem  }{A ë .                         (25.4) 

The key lies in the constraints iS
D

with respect to the invariance of 
23 TLM }{}}{{  =1. The fact we have only one degree of freedom75 has 

philosophical as well as technical implications and leads to constraints 
described by the pictures ofA , but determined by the actual properties 
of quanta as determined in A . Because the manifolds required to be 
constructed here are not one-dimensional, their structure in the end will 
be whatever they turn out to be. I expect the reader to be surprised if 
they would happen to be Euclidean. Indeed, because inA , energy, or 
more accurately a change in energy, is defined as the scalar product of 
force and displacement, both having the ontological dimensions of length, 
the reader may already see the connection between the concept of 
parallel displacement, energy and force, and the role of Riemannian 
geometry with respect to the manifolds of *A  and its role in solving the 
problem at hand. 
 

A characteristic feature of the language and conceptual structure ofA  is 
that a particular invariance of a derived quantified concept, such as that of 
energy for example, under a change of standards, can be obtained by 
different classes of transformations. That is so because the standards of 
                                                   
75 This is the reason for the importance of the linear oscillator model in Classical 
Mechanics, QM and QFT. 
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physics are relative standards. Because I am interested in quantum energy 
as an absolute standard with respect to quantum properties I consider a 
more general case, that of a real change of the standard of energy inA . 
 

I consider three particular classes of transformations defined by a change 
of only one of the three standards of mass, length and time to determine a 
new standard of energy. This can always be followed by an infinite 
number of constrained changes between the remaining two standards76. 
That means energy, considered as an independent quantum standard inA , 
can always be expressed and changed by any of the three concepts defined 
and quantified by their standards, and with the help of dimensioned 
constants connecting the variables in this language. In the examples below 
the last one does not formally fit77; TKB has to be considered as a separate 

circle within a circle. Unraveling this on *AA  leads to the expressions 
for the cosmic background temperatures. 
 

2mcE  , 
t
h

E  , 
ë

hc
E  , 

ëë
NewtonSunKepler GmMmG

E   ,  

TK
2
1E B etc. 

These particular examples illustrate why some fundamental constants 
must appear in the solution of our three metaphorical equations. The 
relationship between quanta and gravitation must be a particular length. 
The reason is I have only one descriptive quantitative degree of freedom78, 
quantum length, to construct *AA . The task of finding the threads 
unifying these pictures with those of *A  will take a bit longer. The 
discussions in this chapter are small but important steps in this direction. 

                                                   
76 In the geometric context this can be considered as creating a tangent plane to a 
curve along which the dimensioned fundamental constants vary. The condition 
they don�t imposes symmetries, constraints, onto this space. 
77 This example shows that if this analysis is done correctly, KBT must appear in 
one of its solutions; related to my quantum standards, i.e., in the context of 
quantum properties. 
78 There is nothing very deep about this, it is simply the result of the manner in 
which we historically quantified concepts. We see the world on the basis of what 
we are. 
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The concept of gravitational energy in the above is associated with two 
objects and their separation, whereas the mass-energy relationship can be 
associated under certain conditions with one object, one quantum with 
rest mass and one without, and with respect to a fixed frame. In this 
analysis, energy intrinsic to length and time plays the role of the Lorentz 
transformations connecting pictures painted with respect to different 
backgrounds or reference frames inA . With respect to quanta as standards 
the generic expression 2mcE  in the form below may also be of interest, 
where â is some expression in the language of A , defined by absolute 
quantum standards linked by some fundamental constants. 
 

emem
2 t

m
E

mcE ëâ                              (25.5) 

 

Lets us assume I want to refer to a new quantum standard of energy }{E  

in *A , the new one is related to the old one by }{}{ EE New
 î . This 

changes the picture in A from hcE }}{{ ë  to hcE NewNew }{}{ ë . 

On *AA , 1EE 1
NewNew   }{}{}{}{ ëîîë   involves a new quantum 

standard of length with a different intrinsic energy. The parameterî  is 
linear with respect to energy, whereas its reciprocal is linear with respect 
to length.  
 

Let us consider now a change of the standard of energy inA . The physical 
dimension of energy is ]][[[][ 22 TLME  . A new standard of quantum 
energy related to the previous one by 0New EE }{}{  î  can be obtained 

in terms of an infinite variety of possible changes of standards. I choose 
first a new standard of mass and do this in two steps. First 
let 000 Mchm }{}{   , in which 00ch is simply a scaling factor without 

physical dimensions defined by these fundamental constants relative to 
the existing standards. Then, let the standard of mass be changed 
to }{}{ mm New

 î . This can be followed by an infinite number of 

constrained changes between the standards of length and time in which q 
is a parameter which, for obvious reasons, should not be zero. This is 
shown below. Because energy is intrinsic to quantum length, the concept 
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of mass relative to A must become on *AA  a function of length and 
time79. 

}{}{ LqL New
   and }{}{ TqT New

                    (25.6a) 
 

2222
New TLmTqLqmEE   }{}}{{}){(}){}({}{}{  îîî   (25.6b) 

 

On the other hand, in the context of Q*, this implies 1q î , while in A 

this constraint does not exist. The choice of the parameters simply 
determine changes the value of dimensioned constants according to their 
physical dimensions. 

23
2

3

NewNew TLm
q
q

LqELE  }{}}{{}{}{}{}{  î
î .       (25.6c) 

 

Compared with 1EE 1
NewNew   }{}{}{}{ ëîîë  on *AA , we see 

that although the transformations of the standards of length and time in 
(25.6) appear independent of the standard of mass, to be consistent with 
Q*, the transformations between the three cannot be independent. 
 

On A these are considered as trivial transformations of units changing the 
numerical value of dimensioned constants. I like to point out that only one 
factor of the parameter q in the numerator of (25.6c) is related to the 
change in the standard of length the other two are in the denominator. 
This is of course all trivial in the context of A , but relevant to 2S

D
 because 

the concepts of mass, length and time are now intrinsically interrelated in 
these parameters on *AA . In the context of (25.6c) , 1S

D
 becomes the 

constraint 21 qS î:
D

 in 
 

31
Newemem LQS1EQ }{}}{{

D
  ** ë . 

 

Consistency on *AA is achieved when the three 3-D parameter spaces, 
with 1q  î , are interchangeable with each other under both ontological 

                                                   
79 That reason is of course historical and why the particular discussion in chapter I 
was presented first.  
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symmetries and have the same intrinsic geometries in terms of mass, 
length and time in the geometry defined by ontological dimensions. 
 

1TLmLELELE 2
0

3
0000NewNewNew  }{}{}{}{}{}{}{/}{}{  î

      (25.6d) 
In A , this leads to different pictures. In the first picture, let the standard 
of quantum energy be a photon of energy 0E , as 0000 chE ë/ . Let the 

new quantum standard of energy be related to the old by the factorî , and 
not consider this picture as related to any changes in the standard. Then, 

000New chE ëî / . In A , this is seen as the quantum energy of a photon 

defined by a new wavelength with respect to 0ë by îë /0 and is the usual 

interpretation of the formalism with respect to fixed standards. 
 

Another picture is the following. I choose a new standard of mass, so that 
the standard of quantum energy intrinsic to the standard of length is unity. 
The energy 0New EE }{}{  î  can be considered to be defined by the 

linear variable î  with respect to the standard of energy 0E}{  , or with 

respect to a new standard of mass, with respect to which 00ch has become 

unity; i.e., 00ch has abstractly been absorbed by the new standard of 

inertia intrinsic to that of quantum energy, }{}{ Mchm 00
  . With 

respect to electromagnetic inertia we can write Q* with }{}{ ememE ë   

and 1Lem  }{}{ ë , keeping in mind Q* = 3 D, as 
 

22
emem

2
00emem TtmcEm  }{}}{{/}{  ë .                 (25.7a) 

 

Here, the standards of time between A and *A are still inconsistent. (25.7a) 
is a good picture for the reader to contemplate the roles of 1S

D
 and 2S

D
 and 

how to achieve consistency between quantum length and time on *AA . 
It should also be possible to read off the ontological dimensions of 
electromagnetic time relative to the concept of length in A .  
 
Let us also introduce a new standard of time by scaling with the random 
number defining the speed of light in that system of standards: 
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0cTt /}{}{   . The reader may recognize here the definition of 4x as 

the old time unit, the second, transformed to the wavelength of a photon 
of period one. Then 2

0
22 cTt   }{}{  , and 

 

}/{}{}}{{}{/}{}}{{/}{ LtLmLcTLmcEm 232
0

232
00em

            

(25.7b) 
We can formally multiply by }{L which is always unity anyway, but 

keeping in mind that }{}{ ememm ë  and 1Lem  }{}{ ë , then 
 

1323

em
2
00emem

SLtmL

cEm

D
}{]}}{[{}{

}{/}{}{}{





 

 ëë
         (25.7c) 

 

The last equation indicates quantum inertia and energy are also intrinsic to 
the Euclidean lattice defined by the concept of length in A in the context 
of the symmetry 1S

D
on *AA . Its conceptual structure with other 

quantum properties intrinsic to length constitutes the fundamental 
Euclidean lattice element on *AA required to transcend the Newtonian 
tautology. The �size� of the lattice relative to the standard of length 
in A will be determined by the quantum energies involved in the various 
pictures. 
 

Attempting a seemingly impossible task involves usually some conceptual 
difficulties. To avoid confusion I will point out the following. In *A , 

1Lm emem  }{}{}{  ë ; the electromagnetic inertia of photons is 
intrinsic to the quantum standard of length and energy. With respect 
to *A and A , we have the following picture where }{m represents our 
usual notion of mass as defined in the gravitational context of rest mass.  
 

0
0

01323
em M

c

h
SLtmLLm }{}{}}{{}{}{}{

D
   .  (25.8) 

 

The picture (25.8) can also be viewed in the context of Q* for which 
consistency has to be established with respect to quantum length and time 
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in the formalism of A as well as with respect to the quantum mass of 
electrons and protons, with }{ em unity by definition as a standard. 
 

2
e2

3
3

2emem Sm
t
L

mL
t
m

m
D

}{
}{

}{
}{}{

}{

}{
}{}{  








 ë      (25.9) 

 

§26. I will go back now to the form in which Q* is quantitatively 
presented by (25.1c) and use the fact Q* is an invariant independent of the 
particular standards on *AA . This invariance in A  arises from its 
language, its tautological conceptual structure and through the process of 
quantification. 
 

A change in standard is trivially related to a change in units. That means 
Q* as shown in (25.1c) can be represented by an infinite number of 
equivalent quantitative pictures in A but by only one in *A . However, 
their contexts differ. InA this represents the same concept or picture, but 
painted with respect to different standards. This simply changes its 
numerical representation. By contrast, its quantitative representation stays 
the same in *A . However, the elements which constitute Q* correspond to 
an infinite set of different photon classes. Each of these classes can be 
considered to provide a quantum standard of length and energy for the 
corresponding standard of length inA . 
 

231Q
N

0i
i

iM TLMp10x
10
q

pQ i 


 }{}}){{)()((*            (26.1)   

  

23Q
N

0i
i

iM TLm10x
10
q

pQ i 


 }{}}{){)((*                  (26.2) 

 

The picture (25.7), with respect toA , can be trivially changed from one of 
quantum inertia to one of quantum energy }{ emE . This also indicates the 
cosmological constant problem must be automatically solved in some form 
in terms of energy per unit volume, D-lattice, associated with 
electromagnetic energy consistent with electromagnetic inertial density. 
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This shows that a one-dimensional infinity of pictures can be constructed 
in the context of leaving Q* invariant; by changing the standard of mass 
for example in (26.1). In our minds eye so to speak, the picture we have of 
the concept of mass and its standard can range between zero and 
infinity ),( 0  without changing the fact Q*. Only its numerical 

expression changes inA by redefining the standard of mass as in the above 
example, where the exponent of Mp in the numerical part is simply the 
physical dimension of mass in the representation of Q* inA , i.e., in (26.1), 

1M pp  .  
 

In principle, this can be done for each of the three standards and generates 
a triple infinity of pictures leaving Q* invariant. This, in general, is the 
basis for Newton�s relationship between 3-D space and absolute time. The 
concept of absolute time lies in the standard of time being viewed as an 
independent linear variable. The same can be said of the other two 
fundamental quantified concepts of mass and length. Although we do have 
the concept of absolute space, that of absolute mass never took hold80 
although these concepts should be logically equivalent81. This asymmetry 
is rooted in the role the concepts of length and time play as descriptive 
variables in the context of �relationships between�, whereas the concept of 
mass and its corresponding variable was interpreted as a cause by Newton 
as well as a physical property associated with macroscopic objects to 
explain gravitation and to model its phenomenology in terms of mass, 
length, time and force in the context of his axioms. Wheeler�s pithy phrase 
�Mass tells space-time how to curve and space-time tells mass how to 
move.� is restating the Newtonian tautology discussed in chapter I in 
different terms.  As concepts, mass and force are related to our intuitive 
perception within the context of gravitational phenomenology quite 
differently. I suspect we have intuitive notions of length, time and force, 
but none of mass. 
 

                                                   
80 Historically, the concept of conservation of mass may have been somewhat 
along these lines. 
81 More accurately perhaps in the context of the concept of inertia rather than 
that of mass because we tend to identify mass with objects we can see and assume 
inertia is somehow related to what we see. 
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In describing and defining the quantified concepts of energy with respect 
to gravitational phenomenology for example, the concept of mass is 
associated with the cause of gravitation. At the same time, a change in the 
kinetic energy of a falling object involves also the concept of mass to 
quantify the very concept of energy. This is another instantiation of the 
tautological relationship between concepts. The consequence with respect 
to the formalism of general relativity emerges in chapter V. Concepts can 
also be quantified in terms of different standards of length and time, 
though we do not consider time and length causal elements. However in 
the language and conceptual structure of GR mass, space and time are 
given an ontological status as encapsulated by Wheeler�s quote. I think 
this is another reason to again quote Wittgenstein�s �Philosophy becomes a 
battle against the bewitchment of our intelligence by means of language.� 
 

On the other hand, we should not expect from this analysis to gain an 
understanding as to the cause of various phenomenologies beyond that of 
the language ofA , but an appreciation of the fact that from tautologies 
follow only other tautologies. Knowledge about the physical world beyond 
the applicability of paradigms in which it is encoded and verified in an 
experimental context cannot in my view be obtained from pursuing beliefs 
within logical (tautological) structures. For example, concepts such as that 
of wave function describing phenomenological aspects of atoms or 
molecules, extrapolated to the concept such as the wave function of the 
universe is a mindless extrapolation, an example of what I consider to 
represent some of the worst aspects in some areas of theoretical physics 
and navel gazing.  
 

Just a personal note, I stopped taking theoretical physics seriously in the 
eighties when I read �A Brief History of Time� and an article in a 
�respected� physics journal on how to construct a monopole detector by 
positioning it perpendicular to about a dozen or so dimensions of the 
universe. I wonder how biologists would take to reading an article in their 
professional literature of how to detect unicorns with golden fleeces by 
constructing traps set up perpendicular to the first dozen or so dimensions 
of the universe. Of course, only the cleverest biologists, those with 
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unlimited horizons82 would understand the significance of this regarding 
the question of Life, The Universe, and Everything. 
 

 (25.9) showed a particular normalization of Q* in A . This process is not 
unique and was done using numerical values associated with dimensioned 
fundamental constants. Therefore, this was done in the Euclidean context 
of. A . This can always be done; usually by scaling some quantity. I assume 
this has been done and I have some such set of standards representing Q* 
as normalized inA . Because of the identification of the actual standards of 
lengths in A and *A  that standard was left as it is in considering the 
invariance of Q* although that is not necessary.  
 

There may be some discomfort associated with representing Q* in terms of 
pictures referencing physical standards. It is much more common to use 
physical dimensions instead and consider a change in units. However, to 
paint pictures in terms of physical standards and determining how these 
pictures change when the standards change is appropriate for this analysis. 
These pictures are equivalent in A , and I use the notation below to 
indicate this. 

TLMTLM TLMTLM }{}{}{][  . 
 

In chapter II, I introduced the notion of ontological symmetries. They 
constrain changes between physical standards which quantify our 
intuitive notions 83  as a tool to develop the picture of Q* with respect 
to *A and to accommodate the fact only one descriptive fundamental 
concept is available for solving the task at hand. The fact **Q A  is 
always unity has to be understood in the context of the invisible threads 
between the properties of quanta having been eliminated during the 
process of quantification of concepts in terms of linear manifold. I attempt 
to reconstruct these by examining the structure of this symbolic language. 
Abstractly, as discussed in the prologue, in the quantification of concepts, 
they themselves cancel and we are left with the ratio of two lengths on the 

                                                   
82 The reader will find the reason I use this phrase in the next chapter. 
83 Although I don�t believe we have an intuition regarding the concept of mass we 
quantify the concept in the context of force and length. Our intuition is of course 
associated with weight and I admit to being sloppy here. 
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number line and a picture in our minds from which the essence has been 
removed. No pun intended! 
 

Let us write Q* in a normalized version with respect to the standards 
appropriate to (25.8). We have to remember that the standards of mass, 
length and time are arbitrary including the ones which normalized Q* and 
that the physical standards of A have no relationship to the physical 
properties of the quantum standards, but are connected only formally to 
them by the ontological symmetries and by 1Lem  }{}{ ë regardless of 
what the standards onA are. 
 

1tLm*Q 23  }{}}{{                                    (26.3 
 

The ontological symmetry 1S
D

in (26.3) represents now not only the 

generic relationship 2mcE  , but is now also associated with the concept 

00 ch /  as electromagnetic inertia in the context of 1Lem  }{}{ ë , but 

not its value, because that is arbitrary. Hence, we can expect this quantity 
to appear in the solution. In *A  this concept is intrinsic to the quantum 
standards of length and energy }{ ememm ë  . 
 

The invariance of Q* under 1S
D

and 2S
D

is indicated with respect to 

different but constrained changes of standards ofA . Under 2S
D

for example, 

the changes of the standards of length and time are constrained, by 

1tLm
pp

p
*Q 23

2323

3

 }{}}{{
//

 .                (26.4) 

 

Consistent between 1S
D

and 2S
D

requires that the same picture is associated 

with the change in the standards of length and time as well as with that of 
rest mass and time. In chapter I it was shown that the concept of inertia, as 
rest mass, to be consistent with the concept of mass-energy equivalence, is 
exponentially related to length in the mathematical formalism. For that 
reason I will write (26.4) as follows. 
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1tLmppp*Q 2323
10

23
10

3
1010  }{}}{]{loglog[logexp //        

(26.5a) 
In the above, the reader may recognized Kepler�s laws not scaled to show 
the meaning in the quantum context, with respect to different standards, 
in which the quantum invariant with respect to the standard of quantum 
mass has not yet been introduced and its consequence not yet determined. 
That has to be done in terms of quantum length and time. The picture 
(26.5) is a condition yet to be enforced. That condition must satisfy 
both 1S

D
and 2S

D
, and in the Euclidean context ofA  

 

0ppp 23
10

23
10

3
10  // logloglog                  (26.5b) 

 

and provides the context for figures 4a and 9 in the Euclidean and 
Riemannian context respectively. 

23
1023

3

10 p
p

p /

/
loglog   and )pxp(p 2323

10
3

10
//loglog   

 

Although tautological in the purely symbolic and Euclidean context, it is 
not when placed in the context of the quantum invariant ep mm / , 

which is a non-Euclidean when consistent with quantum properties. The 
above is a condition related to the fact that our quantum standard of 
energy and length has characteristic properties and that the above is a 
picture drawn in a Euclidean context. It is important to understand that 
the term 3p in (26.4) must represent quantum rest-mass as a 3-D space to 
which inertia is intrinsic, consistent with electromagnetic inertia intrinsic 
to wavelength, while the term 23p / represents time, which has to be 
consistent with quantum length etc. This is where the cosmological 
constant will play its role. Its role is to replace the tautological definition 
of gravitation in terms of mass and NewtonG . It replaces the role of the 

Kepler constant, and hence NewtonG  in 
Kepler

GmE /ë , in the context 

of 1S
D

. Although I don�t like to use the term, I will say �quantum gravity� 

appears when, in the context of quantum standards, the Kepler constant is 
about unity. 
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The spaces defined by the parameters in (26.4a) I call P-spaces. The 
condition (26.5b) must also hold for the non-Euclidean context. In chapter 
II these bounded manifolds were denoted in the Euclidean and 
Riemannian context respectively by 
 

ççççëë ][][][][ //

D

2323331 LxLLS1EQ*    

*LxLLmSm1EQ* g
23

g
23

g
3

e
2 A][][][}{ //

D
  ë  

 
The context in the first is Euclidean because Planck�s constant and the 
speed of light connect quantified concepts as linear variables in linear 
spaces defined by physical standards and physical dimensions. It should 
not be assumed both of the above objects live in the same exponential 
space because the mathematical operator representing acceleration is a 
second order differential. 
 

§27. Formally the parameter p, in the Euclidean context, operates on 
the various number lines. It represents a variable in the space of the 
quantified concepts of mass, length and time as physical standards. It exists 
in the space of physical dimensions, in the space of concepts we think of as 
mass, length and time. The object of this essay is to unravel the threads, 
represented here by parameters such as p, between the physical properties 
of the things which are, but were lost in the process of the quantification 
of intuitive concepts defined in a phenomenological context in terms of 
linear manifolds. For that reason, I approach the concept of p now in a 
somewhat different context which may be useful. 
 

Let p define a change of the standard of mass, i.e., as a linear variable. 
However, because the systemA  is tautological, p can also be associated 
with an equivalent change of any of the other standards. In that context p 
would then be considered as a function of length and time. For the 
purpose of this discussion it may also be helpful to introduce the concept 
of a primary84 standard. Let a change of what I call a primary standard be 

                                                   
84The parameter p is the linear variable representing this quantified concept in the 
paradigms of A with respect to the usual standards. In the context of a change of 
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defined by 1mMp1M 1   }{}}{{}{  . The significance of this 
concept lies in the following. The phenomenology is eliminated in 
quantification of the primary standard and we are left with a relationship 
operationally defined in the practice of physics of less than, equal to, or 
greater than, quantified by the parameter p. Equality between 

}{}{ mandM  as standards is then defined by }}{{}{ mpM   . The 

threads hidden in quantification put a constraint on the function of length 
and time which would quantify any other concept constructed and 
quantified by the three standards if I had changed the standards of length 
and time in an equivalent manner, instead of that of mass, to obtain the 
same quantification of that concept. 
 

This is an aside: In the context of gravitation, that constraint should be 
geometrically described by an ellipse and Kepler�s 2nd and 3rd law. 
However, as shown in chapter I, mass has nothing to do with this. Every 
other object made from more or less stuff with the same orbital parameters 
at one point of the orbit follow the same orbit. The proper constraint here 
is circular symmetry without mass as developed in that chapter. However, 
once inertia is introduced it is intrinsic to this symmetry and so is angular 
momentum. 
 

Because we define standards in a phenomenological context, conceptually 
p can be associated with other factors entering the phenomenology, as 
described in A , when considering different standards. Considering p 
conceptually a part of the phenomenology in terms of which the concept 
M is quantified by }{M , and equivalently by }}{{ mp  , is in my view a 
step in uncovering the threads which became hidden in this process. The 
threads remain hidden when considering only fixed standards, 
dimensioned constants and units. Hence, }}{{}{ mpM   is associated 
here with a nontrivial conceptual structure and certainly not with a linear 
one with respect to the quantified concepts other than the one 
corresponding to the primary standard. 
 

                                                                                                                         
standard, p selects a different physical standard, larger or smaller, in the same 
phenomenological context as the usual one. 
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Taking mass as the primary standard we have the following equivalences 
in the case of the quantum invariant Q*. Instead of showing an irrelevant 
numerical part I assume Q* has been normalized inA by dividing by the 
numerical part or by having changed the fundamental standards to 
accomplish this. The quantity *Q , whichever way it is viewed in A , I 

denote for the purpose of this discussion by }{ *Q , as a standard in 
both A and *A . In the latter it can be any of the intrinsic quantum 
properties of our quantum standard of energy and length viewed 
as A}{A}{}{  L*E emem

 ë . 
 

23311 tLpmp*Q  }{}}{}}{{{}{ /                        (27.1a) 
22131 tpLmp*Q  }}{{}{}}{{}{ /                   (27.1b) 

221331 tpLpm*Q  }}{{}}{{}{}{ //               (27.1c) 
 

A particular point I want to make is the following. Relating the concepts 
of mass, length and time and their standards on which physics as a 
quantitative science is constructed to the physical properties of quanta 
leads necessarily to fractional dimensions when constructing the equations, 
in terms of manifolds, required to solve for the relationships between the 
ontological aspects of quanta with respect to the descriptive context ofA .  
 

These manifolds or P-spaces connect the pictures of A and *A  in a 
quantitative manner. Because they are constructed from their respective 
standards, these manifolds must be constructed from the parameters 
linking and representing these standards. 
 
The emergence of particular fractional dimensions, as quantum numbers 
in A , can be understood by focusing on the quantum invariant Q* and the 
fact only the formal correspondence 11L em  }{}

~
{ ë  between the 

standards of length ofA and *A exists. A change of the standard of mass 
and its equivalent compensating change of other standards in this context85 

                                                   
85 The context is the fact the concepts of mass, length and time are tautologically 
related. 
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introduces the exponents 21311 /,/,  . The two signs arise 

depending on the domain of the parameter p, whether it belongs to: 
],( 10p   or to ),[  1p . 

 

Let length be now the primary standard. 
Then 1Lp1L 1   }{}}{{}

~
{   and we have the following 

equivalences assuring the invariance of Q* as unity, as }{ *Q . 
 

2313 tLpmp*Q  }{}}{{}}{{}{                            (27.2a) 
22333 tpLmp*Q  }}{{}{}}{{}{ /                         (27.2b) 

22331 tpLpm*Q  }}{{}}{}{{}{ /                      (27.2c) 
 

The exponents arising here are 2331 /,,  . The additional point 

made here is that if length is considered a linear variable, then length and 
time, length and mass, and mass and time, are non-linearly related. Hence 
the ontological quantum properties are non-linearly related. The P-spaces 
defined by quantum standards are non-Euclidean. Finally, let time86  be 
the primary standard, i.e., time is taken as a linear variable, then mass and 
length, mass and time, and length and time, are non-linearly related. This 
is shown by the following equivalences. 
 

2132 tpLmp*Q  }}{{}{}}{{}{                         (27.3a) 
23322 tLpmp*Q  }{}}{{}}{{}{ /                     (27.3b) 
21332 tpLpm*Q  }}{{}}{}{{}{ /                     (27.3c) 

 

The exponents relevant here are 3221 /,,  . Attempting to extend 

the tautologically related concepts of A to the quantum domain, in the 
context of A , will introduce these numbers and fractions as quantum 
numbers for reasons which should be clear now. 
 

                                                   
86 This corresponds to a picture in which energy and time would be the primary 
quantum standards. 
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One of the points I wanted to make in this discussion is that 
*1*Q A  is invariant with respect to A  under continuous but 

constrained transformation on a 3-dimensional parameter space, a 3-D 
manifold defined by the quantification of the concepts of mass, length and 
time while maintaining quantitative correspondence between the pictures 
of. A and *A . The beauty here is the constraints can be expresses in terms 
of quantum standards and their properties instead of the dummy 
parameters of mass length and time.  
 

To relate the quantitative language of A to *A by 1Lem  }{}{ ë , 
transformations representing changes of physical standards have to be 
constraint with respect to each other. This leads to symmetries within the 
P-space representing the concept of rest mass. 
 

The parameter p in the equivalences presented above does not have to be 
the same with respect to each standard. We could have written, using the 
last example  

2132 tpLmp*Q  }}{{}{}}{{}{                        (27.4a) 
23322 tLqmq*Q  }{}}{{}}{{}{ /                    (27.4b) 
21332 trLrm*Q  }}{{}}{}{{}{ /  .                 (27.4c) 

 

This should also give a clearer picture why there is not only one solution. 
It is the role of the fundamental constants to relate the arbitrary 
parameters p, q and r, and to create from these the Euclidean structures 
satisfying the paradigms of arithmetic etc. Using quantum standards leads 
to the more difficult exercise of determining the threads which became 
hidden in quantification. That this must lead to relationships among some 
of the relevant fundamental constants should now be rather obvious. To 
emphasize what I mean by the Euclidean structure of A , I show equation 
(29) of Planck�s paper [13], as a brief digression, 
 

}( 222 ZYXu4 ð ,                                  (29) 
 

based on the assumption the spatial density of the electromagnetic energy 
at a point in the vacuum u, given by 
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}( 222222 NMLZYX
8
1u 
ð

.                       (28) 

 

The elements on the right hand side of (28) are the squares of the 
components of the electromagnetic field represented as slowly varying 
quantities and hence are denoted as mean values by the line above the 
symbols. Equation (29 arises because for each ray the mean electric and 
magnetic energy are equal. I show this here so the reader may consider 
these relationships in a logarithmic context related to figure 4a, and to 
emphasize the underlying assumptions of equality of two kinds of energy 
and hence of the equality of two scalar product in the formalism ofA . 
 

}()( 222222 NML
8
1ZYX

8
1u 

ðð
 

End of digression. 
 

The modulus I terms in the above provides the context for the P-spaces. 
Einstein�s field equations defining the Riemannian nature of the P-spaces 
is in the following context and requires the solution to the Ë -problem. 
 

}]][/][]{[[logexp //
g

m3
g

t23
g

t23
AA LLL1   

}{exp 0gRg
2
1R1 A  ìíìíìí Ë .                 (27.5) 

 

Explaining things before they are done in a new context is difficult. Hence, 
I don�t really expect the reader to fully understand how this fits before 
chapters IV, V and VI have been read. Doing is easier than explaining and 
will be done in the context of doing.  
 

§28. Although as much has been said on the topic as is needed, I 
will add a few comments of a personal nature. I realize people who have 
never gone through the process of solving for the Schwarzschild solution 
may not quite see this as readily. My exposure to this solution in the 
quantum context was a problem in a course in advanced quantum 
mechanics while a graduate student. I chose my exercise to be �The Dirac 
Equation in a Space-Time Described by the Schwarzschild Line-Element.� 
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The solution for this topic was to be based on the paper by Ryoyu Utiyama 
[25] in which he introduced the notion of the compensating field.  
 

The radial equation in my solution lead to two cases; one based on 
assuming 2

ecmE  was a good approximation for the interaction energy, 
and one in which this was not so. I suspect some aspects which on the one 
hand puzzled me about my solution to the problem and on the other 
intrigued me, helped keep this problem alive in some manner in the 
background. Utiyama�s use of the symbols Q and Q* in his paper and mine 
are I think, looking at it again after over 40 years, purely incidental. I am 
les puzzled now and I see now how my solutions fit into the scheme of 
things. 
 
We construct conceptual-mathematical pictures in which the concepts of 
mass, force, energy, velocity, momentum and angular momentum are 
intertwined within Newton�s axiomatic framework and with geometric 
symmetries such as represented by the circle and the sphere. This is so, no 
pun intended, because the connections between the concepts are circular. 
Circular symmetry arises from associating acceleration with motion in a 
circle as rv 2 / so that 
 

1
dt

Ld
F
m

2

2

 and
r

v2

 are related by
r

v
m
F

dt
Ld 2

2

2

 .       (28.1) 

 

This implies 2mvFr  . Using scalar products and because r is opposite in 

direction to F, we have 2mvFr   and so 42222 vm)mv)rF(  (


. 

This symmetry painted on the canvas of space-time becomes the product 
of two spheres as shown in figures 4a for the Euclidean and the 
Riemannian projection ofA to *A . 
 

2242
0

42222 cpcmcm)mc)rF(  (


               (28.2) 
 

Newton�s inverse square law of gravitation transforms the circular 
symmetry to spherical symmetry. These geometric symmetries become 
abstractly receptacles for depositing the conceptual-mathematical 
structures into which information about the phenomenal world is encoded. 
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The connection of the aforementioned symmetries that of the torus will 
emerge when the problem of quantum gravity, formulated here as 
establishing consistency between intrinsic quantum properties in a non-
tautological context, is solved. The formalism of general relativity puts the 
infinitesimal form dEmcdrdFd 2  )(


, of the above, representing 

energy in the infinitesimal context, into the form 
 

ãâá
âã

á îî dxLd   .                                           (28.3) 
 

The condition that the scalar product of two vectors at P, taken as 
contravariant and covariant vectors, is invariant under parallel transport is 
encoded as 
 

0dxLdddd  )()( ã
â

â
áãá

áá
áá

á
á

á ììîîììîìî .     (28.4) 
 

This imposes the following constraint on the change of the vector ì  
defined by the affine connection and by the coordinates. 
 

ã
â

â
áãá ìì dxLd                                               (28.5) 

 

I return to this topic in chapter V after my translation of Riemann�s 
famous lecture. The above, especially (28.2) should make clear the origin 
of complex numbers in the mathematical formalism of QM and QFT when 
concordant and consistent with this constraint. 
 

Reading the 2008 CODATA recommended values report [26], I was not 
surprised to come across the following by way of introducing an analysis 
of the experimental values obtained for the gravitational constant G.  
 

�Because there is no known quantitative theoretical relationship between 
the Newtonian constant of gravitation G and other fundamental constants, 
and because currently available experimental values of G are independent 
of all other data relevant to the 2006 adjustment, these experimental 
values contribute only to the determination of the 2006 recommended 
value of G and can be considered independently from the other data. The 
historic difficulty of determining G, as demonstrated by the 
inconsistencies among different measurements, is described in CODATA-
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86, CODATA-98, and CODATA-02. Although no new competitive 
independent result for G has become available in the last 4 years, 
adjustments to two existing results considered in 2002 have been made by 
researchers involved in the original work. One of the two results that has 
changed is from the Huazhong University of Science and Technology 
(HUST) and is now identified as HUST-05; the other is from the 
University of Zurich (UZur) and is now identified as UZur-06. These 
revised results are discussed below.� 
 

The reason why G is not related to other fundamental constants within 
A should have become clear while reading chapter I. Newton�s 
gravitational constant is tautologically related to the concept of mass, force 
and acceleration. One has to go outside the conceptual and symbolic 
structure of A  to establish the relationship between G and the properties 
of the things which exist and of which we know something about. This 
may be a good place to show how Newton�s gravitational constant emerges 
later. Its Euclidean projection to *A  is given by (28.6), defined by the 
context of quantifying concepts in terms of linear manifolds. The non-
Euclidean projection is given by (28.8). In these equations Q2 is the square 
of the elementary electric charge q divided by 0ð4 å . 

21311
2
e

2
4
1
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ð
,     (28.6)              

where 
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.            (28.7) 

 
The non-Euclidean aspect of mass is corrected for by 510x88241  .Ä . 
This arises from the proton/electron mass ratio, from a picture consistent 
with the Schwarzschild solution of Einstein�s field equations, the solution 
to the -problem, consistency withA and *A , and consistency between 
quantum time and length. Thus, NewtG is determined by consistency 

among quantum properties and the assumptions which were implicit in 
creating the structure of A  in the first place. Correcting for the non-
Euclidean aspects between length, time energy and inertia as defined by 
the quantum invariant ep mm / leads then to 
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(28.8) 
The first factor should be roughly accurate to order 2Ä . However, how all 
this comes about and fits together in detail will only emerge in chapter 
VIII. 
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Chapter IV 
Riemann 

Extended quantities and geometric structure. 
 

The only thing that interferes with my learning is my education. 
A. Einstein 

 

§29.  This chapter deals with the notion of �continuous 
mathematical manifold�, and concepts requiring a continuous manifold for 
their quantification and for their representation, a topic important in 
relating the different viewpoints ofA and *A . These are related to the idea 
that properties of objects can be transferred to the notion of space inA . 
This practice is so deeply imbedded in its conceptual and mathematical 
structure that it is taken as natural and necessary. Particular examples of 
this are the notion of distance transferred from objects to that of space, the 
notion of inertia transferred from objects to space (Einstein�s 1919 
cosmological constant paper), the notion of time converted to length and 
transferred to space, associated with our notion of causality etc. In *A , 
these pictures are projected back to the things which exist. 
 

Associations between concepts exist in the mind. In a formal system such 
as mathematics and theoretical physics I hold that to be true also. A formal 
symbolic structure such as theoretical physics is defined by particular rules 
connecting its elements. If the connections between the rules, the 
elements and corresponding concepts and the context in which they were 
quantified is lost sight of, reasoning within this symbolic system may have 
no relationship to the phenomenology for which a deeper insight is hoped 
to be gained. To think and to reason consistently within this system 
requires precise definitions and special vocabularies to encode 
experimental and other perceived facts of the physical world into this 
knowledge base. In brief, we are constructing a virtual world following 
particular rules related to �things that work�. This is an extremely valuable 
and precious structure. Stability and continuity are important elements of 
this system. This requires stability of belief because human belief is one of 
the prime movers for human action. 
 

The uniqueness of this analysis is that I dare go outside this virtual system 
to examine the consequence of it being constructed on a particular set of 
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unfalsifiable axioms, and to solve for relationships existing implicitly in 
this system but which cannot be obtained from within. Simply accepting 
arbitrary rules for the basis of a framework into which physical knowledge 
is deposited prevents a deeper understanding of the physical world as well 
as of the relationship between the physical world and us. The approach 
taken to discourage a closer look at such issues and to enforce adherence to 
the rules takes many forms. In the sciences, this is not done through state 
terror or coercion using the law, but takes more benign forms87. I will 
illustrate only one approach by using a quote from a well respected 
theoretical physicist88, Bryce De Witt [27], that of intimidation. 
 

�It was possible, in those days, to divide theoretical physicists into two 
camps, according to their role of gravitation in physics, just as it is possible 
to divide mathematicians into two camps according to their answer to the 
question: Is mathematics there, to be discovered, or is it a free invention of 
the human mind? With very few exceptions mathematicians of world class 
stature say it is there. Those with limited horizons � the second raters - say 
it is a free invention. �..Neither Pauli nor Schwinger had limited 
horizons, nor Feynman who began to think about quantum gravity �.� 
 

The implication of mathematics being there, to be discovered, I assume as 
part of the physical universe, reserved to be found by those with unlimited 
horizons, would give the little black symbols in the paradigms of physics 
and the corresponding mental pictures in peoples minds an ontological 
aura. i.e., the laws of nature for example are out there for us to be 
discovered, they have nothing to do with us, we simply discover �objective 
knowledge.� I think that idea has been laid to rest in chapters one and two.  
 
The question as to who has limited horizons is not even well posed and 
should not really be answered by people who think they don�t have them, 

                                                   
87 See some reactions to Peter Woit�s book �Not Even Wrong� or to Lee Smolin�s 
�The Trouble with Physics� which can be found on the net, including the benign 
reaction of characterization as rant literature and the less benign one of accusing 
one author of terrorism, the new buzzword for the mentally challenged. 
88 I consider him a brilliant mathematician and first came across his tour de force 
�Dynamical Theory of Groups and Fields�, in the late sixties, in �Relativity Groups 
and Topology� Gordon and Breach, 1964. 
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nor by those who are assumed by the former to have them, without a 
precise definition of the terms. The above quote is a rather transparent 
attempt to intimidate those holding a different opinion for the purpose to 
defend a particular belief system, gain new converts, funding and prestige. 
After all, who likes to be labeled an idiot by those having power within 
certain institutional structures of which one likes to be accepted as a 
member? I think too many institutions are crowded with people of 
unlimited horizons. Even at this early stage the results of this analysis 
imply we can create the concept and the representation of laws of nature, 
but then we don�t know the ontological meaning of and the connections 
between the words, or we can determine the ontological meaning of the 
words, but then the concept of �laws of nature� as envisioned inA  goes 
out the window. The reader may also consider Russell�s thesis �The 
fundamental thesis of the following pages, that mathematics and logic are 
identical, is one which I have never since seen any reason to modify� in 
the introduction to the second edition of [28]; his discussion with respect 
to the formalists and intuitionists is enlightening. (Russell   DeWitt   
logic in the universe, there to be discovered by those �.) 
 

§30. I am somewhat proud to have limited horizons. That makes it 
possible for me to dig between the bricks, mortar, stones and rafters etc. to 
see how the cathedral was actually constructed instead of assuming it was 
put there by some superior being, or as having sat around, before time89, as 
nothing, got bored at one point, and then created itself out of that and on 
mathematical principles to boot. Instead, I turn to the fundamental 
building blocks, the concepts requiring a continuous manifold for their 
quantification to represent our intuitive notions of mass, length, time and 
space, as well as concepts constructed from them; such as energy, force, 
momentum etc. from which we constructed our mental pictures of how 
nature, the universe, works. These picture are constructed from our 
quantified notions of mass, length and time, represented as linear variable, 
differential equations, matrices and other mathematical entities and 
dimensioned physical constants forced into a conceptual-mathematical 
framework which has been shown earlier in this essay to have serious 
shortcoming with respect to the ontological aspects of the things we 

                                                   
89 Whatever that may mean in the popular imagination. 
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believe to exist. However, this provides wonderful opportunities for 
philosophers and interpreters of this knowledge base to arrange words into 
ever newer and more appealing permutations to the human ego. 
 

In the resulting conceptual structure, the cathedral, associated with the 
paradigms of physics, I consider dimensioned constants and some generic 
constraints 90  to be the mortar holding together these �dimensionally 
homogeneous structures� which become quantitative when particularized. 
It is important to distinguish between the generic and the particular. 
Kepler�s third law is a good example. Its generic form in A  is 

./ constTR 23  , while on *AA it becomes 2S
D

 in the context of 

changing physical standards, a constraint between the meaning of length 
and time. Some of its particularizations to the solar system were discussed 
in chapter I. In this section possible origins of geometric constants arising 
from the Euclidean geometric elements of the structure A are considered.  
 

For that, I go back to fundamentals and examine the generic notion of a 3-
D space and some of its subspaces constructed from quantified conceptual 
element such as 1L }{   for example. Quantifying the notion of length 

by 1L }{  enables the construction of the quantified notion of unit area 
and unit volume respectively in terms of the Cartesian products of length, 

1LxLA  }{}{}{   and 1LxLxLV  }{}{}{}{  . Objects, rigid or 
otherwise, can be moved, translated 91 , in the intuitive �space� of our 
perception or move in physical space, whatever that may be, without any 
apparent change in shape or size92. Of course experience has shown us this 
can be a tricky issue, especially when walking with a cup of coffee which 
is somewhat too full. However, ignoring such minor details, it is easy to 

                                                   
90 e.g., the mathematical expression of relativistic energy-momentum conservation. 
91 I exclude rotation here. 
92 Because an object is considered to undergo so many different kinds of motion 
depending on the imagined reference frame, it should be clear that none of them 
is ontologically relevant. The object standing still on Earth is moving with the 
Earth around the sun, which in turn has a motion with respect to the galaxy, 
which in turn has motion with respect to the others etc. For fast moving objects, 
generally quanta, we use the Lorentz transformation to relate the concepts of mass, 
length and time etc. in different reference frames. 
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assign or transfer the �properties of objects invariant under motion in 
space� to an abstract mathematical manifold representing the very notion 
of space. 
 

Similar comments also apply to the quantified concepts constructed and 
defined by }{M , }{L and }{T . Mary Hesse said it nicely in [29], discussing 
�Models and Analogy in Science� with respect, to among others, to N. R. 
Campbell�s views in [3] �Physics, the Elements.� �A different kind of 
denial of the relevance of the Campbell account comes from those who 
hold that there is no problem of the meaning of theoretical concepts 
because these are learned like any other linguistic terms by their use in the 
development of theoretical science. Theoretical terms in this view are in 
some way extensions of the language about observables used to refer to 
nonobservables.�  
 

I have some sympathy with this view, and in particular as it applies to the 
concept of number, going from the discrete to the continuous, but I also 
like to go beyond that. 
 

The Cartesian product of unit lengths }{L  of the form }{}{}{ LxLA   

defines the concept of unit area. Similarly, }{}{}{}{ LxLxLV   defines 
the concept of unit volume. The transformation properties of dimensioned 
constants, fundamental or otherwise93 are defined by the scaling of such 
Cartesian products. The nature of this analysis gives support to Campbell�s 
theses that area and volume may also be used as fundamental magnitudes. 
That simply changes the relationship between conceptual elements in the 
resulting pictures; as on *AA for example, where the representation I 
construct of the fundamental magnitude of mass inA  is a volume with a 
particular intrinsic geometry. 
 

In *A we have only one quantified conceptual element which is unity. 
Other elements intrinsic to it, considered as equivalent intrinsic quantum 
standards, are also unity by definition of this concept. Then, characterized 

                                                   
93 The Cartesian nature is also implied by quantification, by numbers and their 
connection to the concept of infinity. See D. Hilbert Über das Unendliche, Math, 
Ann. 95, p 161-190. 
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in terms of ontological dimensions D with respect to A , they form 
initially Euclidean structures defined by the Cartesian products of 
quantified concepts. In establishing quantitative morphisms between the 
fundamental concepts of mass, length and time between A and *A , 
implicit assumptions made about space become important. These will 
naturally play a role when going from the generic to the particular because 
of the way they were introduced in A  via the implicit and explicit 
assumptions regarding the properties of space with respect to defining 
properties of things in terms of relationships between them. Rotation and 
translation invariance of the standard of length is transferred to space as 
the property of isotropy and homogeneity. 
 

Conceptually 1Lem  }{}{ ë  is constrained by }{}{ ememE ë  . This 

makes h, and c functions of quantum properties defined by the conceptual 
element length. The ontological symmetries and dimensions assure the 
invariance of these constants in A  under changes of standards in this 
dimensionally homogenous formalism. In this context, }{}{ Ttt emem

   , 

}{}{ Mmm emem
  , }}{{}}{{ TLt emconstem

 ëÙ . The last expression, 
the speed of light, is over-specified because only one of length or time can 
be quantified but not both. This invariant inA , the speed of light, must, 
be of the form }{}{}{ emconstememt ëÙ   ë , a symmetry, when 
consistency has been achieved. This symmetry turns out to be the torus 
generated by the fundamental magnitude of mass represented as a 3-D 
manifold, figure 6. 
 

It is here that the distinction between the conceptual structures associated 
with A and *A  becomes important. The ontological aspects of inertia and 
wavelength of photons written as chm emem /ë , is an invariant on the 
left hand side but is represented by an expression on the right which 
depends on the choice of standards. Using quantum standards, the left 
hand side is always unity when emë  coincides with the standard of length 

in A whatever that may be. This is guaranteed by 1S
D

and 2S
D

. This simply 

restricts the relationships between the quantum standard of length to 
other quantum properties as described inA using dimensioned constants. 
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The same is true for hcE emem ë and of htEp emememem   ë . All of 
these are then unity not only for one class of photons, but for all classes 
because other characteristic properties are quantum standards intrinsic to 
the standard of length.  
 

The reader may again consider my digression with respect to Planck�s 
paper [13] in chapter III at this point. What in A may be considered to be 
the problem of doubling the cube becomes in *A not doubling it. This 
involves determining how the circle, the circular cylinder, the conic 
sections 94  and the torus associated with that in A become related to 
representing quantum properties in terms of mathematical manifolds [30] 
This reference, available on the net, presents a lovely discussion of the 
problem of doubling the cube in the spirit of the work of Archytas which 
is described there in a context which may be called physical geometry. 
 

The Euclidean lattice of A , the cube figure 4a, becomes simply a 
corresponding D-cube on *AA related to the former by the constraint 

1S
D

and 2S
D

.  The simple interpretation inA  becomes more difficult and I 

will not go into that at this time except to say that the conceptual 
structure ofA imposes certain symmetries on any geometric interpretation 
of  Q*. 
 

§31.  Riemann presented his Habilitationsschrift 95  as a lecture 
delivered in June of 1854 at a colloquium arranged with the philosophical 
faculty of the University of Göttingen. This explains the form of the 
presentation in which more detailed analytic investigations could only be 
vaguely outlined. It should be kept in mind that in 1840 Lobachevski�s 
�Geometrical Researches on the Theory of Parallels� was published in 
Berlin. The interest of mathematicians and philosophers was focused on 
the fact that different kinds of Geometry can be consistently constructed 
in which Euclid�s parallel postulate is not required. This has formal 

                                                   
94 How the conic sections are related to the pictures of A is of course well known. 
The relationship to the torus in the context of this essay will emerge later. 
95 This is a lecture required to be given in order to obtain the privilege to lecture 
at a German university. 
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consequences which mathematicians were eager to explore. That was the 
light in which Riemann�s lecture has generally been interpreted. 
  
I think it quite reasonable to consider the parallel postulate as defining the 
concepts of �Euclidean geometry� and that of �straight line� in relation to 
other geometries in which the concept of �straight line� has been 
generalized to that of geodesic for example. Global symmetries of 
geometries involving straight lines as defined by the parallel postulate and 
geometries involving the general notion of geodesics are quite different. A 
particular symmetry simply represents a particular constraint. For example, 
the generalization of the concept of �straight line� to �geodesic� can be 
considered analogous to the generalization of the word �rest-mass� to that 
of �relativistic mass�. These generalizations simply reflect additional 
constraints associated with the new generalized terms which, because of 
the constraint, are no-longer independent of other concepts, and hence 
can in general no longer be represented by Euclidean geometric structures; 
the algebra becomes more complicated. Expressing generalized conceptual 
and mathematical relationships in geometric terms leads in the case of 
non-linear constraints to the notion of non-Euclidean geometry.  
 

The view adopted in this essay is that the notion of a non-Euclidean 
geometry of n-dimensions simply results from constraints imposed within 
a Euclidean geometry of 1n    dimensions. Defining the constraint 

1xy   within the 2-D Euclidean geometry of the plane leads to the 1-D 
non-Euclidean geometry of the hyperbola, etc.  The constraint of 

azyx 222   within a 3-D Euclidean geometry defines the 2-D non-
Euclidean geometry of the sphere96. There are of course other means to 
relate Euclidean and non-Euclidean geometries, but the above serve as 
simple examples. With respect to the Euclidean geometry induced by 
quantifications of the standards of mass, length and time, the relevant 

constraints are       22222
0

2 mcpccmE  , 2
0cmE   and 

 

                                                   
96 I again refer the reader to the short digression in chapter III, on equation (28) 
and (29) in Planck�s paper. 
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*LS
t
mE*Q 31

D
3
em2

3
emem AA][  çëëë 


 ,        (31.1) 

*LSSm
t
mE*Q 321

2
3

emem AA][
DD

 çëë 

 .   (31.2) 

 

With respect to the standard of length on A  these unit cubes will of cause 
not have the same physical length. The one associated with (31.2) is 
determined in relation to the formal space of the meter cube 
in A projected to *A . However, their quantitative relationship is 
determined by consistency with quantum time, length and energy with 
the two quantum masses. The important point to understand here is that 
neither involves fundamental dimensioned constants. The Riemannian 
nature imposed on the ontological symmetries connecting the concepts in 
an abstract Euclidean space is imposed by the quantum invariant ep mm / . 
  
A simple example of how geometric constants arise in the context of 
symmetry in a Euclidean space will be used to illustrate the relationship 
between the notion of a constraint in the context of Euclidean geometry 
and that of non-Euclidean geometry. Consider a geometric structure 
defined by one quantified concept, for simplicity call this length, to which 
other aspects may be intrinsic. The constraint, namely that R, the length 
from a given fixed point is independent of orientation with respect to the 
concept of a 3-dimensional space defines a ball of radius R in Euclidean 
geometry; spherical symmetry. The generic relationships between R, and 
the geometric notions of length, area and volume area respectively given 
by 

LR  , 2R4A ð  and. 3R
3

4V ð
 .                     (31.3) 

 

The Euclidean nature of this space is implied by the quantification of the 
concept of length }{L  represented by a linear continuous manifold used 

for the quantification of R by }{LRR   regardless of its �orientation in 

space�. We define area by the Cartesian product of }{L , so that  

}{}{ LRxLRR 2  . 

The volume of the corresponding cube is  
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}{}{}{ LRxLRxLRR3   etc. 
 

The physical dimensions associated with the fundamental concepts of 
length, area, volume etc. are abstractly represented by these Euclidean 
structures. The algebraic representation of the Pythagorean Theorem 
applies in the corresponding quantitative algebraic two-dimensional 
context. 
 

The �lines� we can imagine within the spherical surface of the ball are at 
all points perpendicular to R as a radius vector drawn from the fixed point, 
the center of the ball to any point on that surface. This surface, defined by 
a qualitative as well as a quantitative constraint, a particularization, is a 
finite 2-dimensional non-Euclidean manifold with curvature. It is simply a 
sub manifold of a three-dimensional Euclidean space defined by a non-
linear constraints with respect to its fundamental element, the straight line; 
the number line. Its area A , expressed in terms of this quantitative and 
qualitative constraint, is related to the scalar product 2RRR 


by  

 

A
R4

1
2ð

 , or 2R4
A1
ð

 , or by 0
R4

A1 2 
ð

 1
R4

A1 2  )exp{
ð

 

                                (31.4) 
We could also express the relationship between the volume and surface 
area of the ball by an invariant which has nothing to do with any 
particular quantification of length, or quantities intrinsic to it in the 
geometry of *A  for example. 
 

ðð
ð

36
1

R64
R

9
16

A
V

63

62

3

2

                              (31.5)       

 

23A
V1

6
1

/


ð
, etc.                                      34.6) 

 

The fact a spherical surface is a Riemannian manifold and represents, in 
the context of a particular language and conceptual structure, a non-
Euclidean geometry is really irrelevant to the intrinsic quantitative 
relationships expressed. They are all true by definition when seen in the 
larger context. The points I want to make here are that (a) a non-
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Euclidean geometry can be viewed as the result of constraint between 
fundamental elements of a Euclidean geometry representing quantified 
concepts and (b) that abstractly the product of certain �powers� of 
Riemannian manifold as shown below arise from constraints on Euclidean 
manifolds and the rules of algebra and arithmetic. I consider this an 
important point because the �three equations� in this essay have to be 
manifolds as a consequence of physics being a quantitative science, and 
because mass, length and time as physical properties of the fundamental 
objects are intrinsically constrained. The above example leads also have 
the generic relationship 
 

22323
3

2

V6VxV36AxAor
A

V36
1 )(, // ðð

ð
 .      (31.7) 

 

In (31.7), A  is the area of a quantified finite 2-D Riemannian manifold 
defined by a particular constraint with respect to the concept of length, 
viewed as a particular symmetry. We know how all the pieces fitted 
together because we defined all that in the first place. Considering R a 
variable, then the element represented by 21A / is also a variable related to 
R by R2A 21 ð/ . Similarly, 21V / is related to R by 

2321 R
3

2
V // ð , and hence 3

V
R

2
3

21

23

/sin
/

/

ðð  etc. 

These are of course simply tautologies obtained from definitions, but I 
thought they might be useful in demonstrating the relationship between 
constraints between the elements of a Euclidean geometry and 
Riemannian geometric structures, geometric constants and their Euclidean 
context. Physicists familiar with QM, intrinsic angular momentum, spin, 
may also see a connection here to the historical context discussed in 
chapter I as well as to the expectation value of the angular momentum of a 
spin ½ particle, but interpreted here in the context of *AA . 
 

21

23

V
R

2
3

/

/ð
  and  21

23

V
R

2
3

/

/ð
 . 

§32. I will now apply analogous considerations to the concepts 
related to Figure 10, which represent also a Euclidean structure induced 
by the fact the concepts in A have been quantified in terms of linear 
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manifold and linear variables. I do this specifically to show how the 
constants in the exponential defining the Euclidean part of the solution 
giving Newton�s gravitational constant, equation (28.8), may be considered 
to arise. I say �may�, because these constants really arise through the 
solution of the cosmological constant problem in a Euclidean context. That 
will be done in chapter VII. 
 

In *A , the fact quantum inertia and time are intrinsic to the quantum 
standard of length and energy is expressed on *AA  by the first 
ontological symmetry 1S

D
. This makes the representation of Q* on 

*AA  a 3-D manifold. Let us consider some relationships between a 
few relevant concepts and their variables as well as the product of the two 
fundamental constants defining the quantum invariant Q*.  
 

çë ][][
D

313
emem LSLE*Q  .                      (32.1) 

 

Quantum inertia, including the quantum property of rest-mass, in relation 
to the quantum standard of energy is defined in A by 2mcE   and is 
linked to a bounded 3-D manifold on *AA  by 21 SS

DD
 . The 3-D 

bounded manifold corresponding to quantum rest-mass is defined by the 
constraint 2S

D
. 

 

1LmS1tm*Q g
3

e
22

em
3
emem  ][/

D
ë .           (32.2) 

 

The length scale of the first manifold is the meter. The length scale of the 
manifold representing quantum rest-mass will be relative to that but 
determined by the quanta with rest-mass themselves consistent with the 
quantum property of energy of photons. 
 

Photon momentum is emememememphoton tmcmhp // ëë  and 

their. wavelength is their Compton wavelength, cmh emem /ë . They 
have intrinsic angular momentumwhereas electrons and protons have 
intrinsic spin 50. . Let us denote these respectively by

phot
S and FermionS . 

The latter represents the intrinsic spin of electrons, protons, neutrons etc. 
This is the origin of some of the geometric constants we will encounter 
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later. The quantum invariant Q* can now be represented as a relationship 
between different concepts which may be of interest. They are 
 

ememFermionFermionemem tS4cS4E*Q  /ëððë  ,       (32.3) 
 

and             ememphotphotemem tS2cS2E*Q  /ëððë  .           (32.4) 

 

I view intrinsic angular momentum a consequence of the over-
specification of the concept of angular momentum in the classical context 
arising from Newton�s explanation of gravity in a system in which mass, 
length and time are quantified independently. For every photon, in a time 
basis consistent with the quantum property of length, i.e., for the same 
class of photons used as a standard of quantum energy intrinsic to length, 
the same energy is intrinsic to time emt as to emë . In the descriptive 

systemA  they are constrained with respect to each other by emem tc  ë . 
In that context we have 
 

photemem S2tE  ð  and also Fermionemem S4tE  ð .               (32.5) 

 

In *A , the phenomenology of the speed of light connects the 
ontological/physical aspects of length and time of photons as intrinsic 
properties. In A , the speed of light c plays the role of a transformation 
between the bases defined by the arbitrary quantification of length and 
time with correspondingly different quantum energies. We have to be 
clear that in *A , in the context of intrinsic quantum standards, 

1tEE*Q emememem   ë  are equivalent expressions of Q*. However, 
in A they are viewed as different, respectively as hc  and as h . One of the 
bases is superfluous in establishing a relationship between the quantitative 
concept of energy inA and the ontological aspect of energy of quanta. The 
invariant c in *A  can thus be given in the form below.  
 

phot

emem

Fermion

emem

S
E

2
1

S
E

4
1

c
ë

ð
ë

ð
 .                         (32.6) 
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This constraint links the spin, energy and wavelength of my quantum 
standards. In a time basis, the speed of light vanishes from sight. The 
relationship becomes97 
 

 
phot

emem

Fermion

emem

S
tE

2or
S

tE
4  ðð ; .                       (32.7) 

 

The descriptive context of A has vanished giving rise to relationships 
connecting every quantum of electromagnetic energy to the spin of either 
the proton or the electron and to a time and indeed to the concepts of 
mass and time as used on A . This may seem all trivial, but I wanted to 
show how the Euclidean component of the exponent in the expression for 
G, equation (28.8), may be viewed. I refer to these as geometric constants 
because they arise from Euclidean geometry, Newton�s explanation of 
gravity in terms of mass, by associations with our perceptions and with the 
manner in which we quantify concepts by linear manifolds and from 
anthropomorphic constraints imposed on the conceptual-mathematical-
geometric structures. 

)(}{)(
emem
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ð
ð                        (32.8) 

 

§33.  How Riemann�s lecture was interpreted in the historical 
context may be gleaned by reading Russell�s 1897 �An Essay on the 
Foundations of Geometry� [31]. For readers able to read German, I suggest 
Klein [32] as well as Riemann�s lecture followed by Weyl�s commentary 
[33] .There is also a translation by Clifford98 which appeared in Nature in 

                                                   
97 Equation (1.17), when expressed by theories phrased in terms of space and time 
variables on A suggest that spinors and U(2) are required to deal with fermions 
while U(1) is appropriate for photons. As I said, the algebra gets more complicated. 
98  This was pointed out to me by Hubert Gönner of Göttingen after I had 
completed my translation and discussed a particular point with him. After I read 
Clifford�s translation [33], I realized his was also one I saw on the net and 
considered somewhat inadequate. My own translation was by then essentially 
complete. 
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1873 which is also reprinted in [31] and can also be found on the internet. 
I find Clifford�s translation of the German noun �Manigfaltigkeit� into the 
adverb �manifoldness� somewhat unsatisfactory. Instead, I have translated 
�Manigfaltigkeit� into the noun �manifold� as representing a mathematical 
object representing the German concept implied by its German noun.  
 

The central theme of Riemann�s lecture is the construction of a multiply 
extended quantity from general quantifiable concepts, concepts which 
require for their quantification and representation in mathematical terms 
the notion of a continuous manifold. That is not obvious from the title. 
One actually has to read his lecture to understand that. It is quite possible 
that I read Riemann�s lecture by a different light. In any case, I think it is 
the proper light because some anthropomorphic elements will emerge in 
this light and demystify somewhat the notion of Riemannian geometry 
with respect to modeling space-time, by seeing it in a light cast by a 
different lamp. 
 

I also like to make some elucidatory remarks regarding my translation 
starting with some general comments. One reason I translate Riemann�s 
lecture, his Habilitationsschrift, is to give the reader a sense of continuity 
of the approach taken in my analysis and the past. The metaphorical 
solutions to our three equations have to be manifolds because language 
and quantification of concepts is the only link between *A and A . For that 
reason the relationship between the notion of quantification and 
manifolds has to be clearly understood because they are the relevant 
concepts linking *A and A . We use manifolds to represent quantified 
concepts which we associate in our language with physical properties. 
Similarly we construct what I call compound physical properties, 
constructed from the quantified concepts of mass, length and time, which 
we view as physical properties constituting the fundamental elements of 
physics as a quantitative science.   
 

I prefer to translate the German term �Grösse� as �quantity� and not as 
�magnitude� as admitting of other qualifiers in the context of having 
particular relationships to other quantities. So my use of the concept of 
magnitude is restricted to the context of how large something is. My use 
differs thus from the philosophical context. I consider energy a quantity of 
a particular kind defined by its name, energy. I prefer to think of energy as 
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a quantity, a rather complex one in the context of A , rather than as a 
magnitude. The latter term is too restrictive and one-dimensional for my 
liking. Using the phraseology of Whitehead one can say a mathematical 
manifold represents polyadic (i.e., many-termed) relationships. Hence, my 
use differs from that of Campbell [3], but I think this of little importance 
with respect to the conceptual structure developed here. See for example 
Russell�s considerations regarding the terms quantity and magnitude in 
[32], chapter XIX. 
 

The fundamental concepts discussed by Riemann in his 
Habilitationsschrift are of a very general nature and may not correspond 
precisely to the mathematical definitions by which these concepts are 
defined now. Some of them were developed and refined later, such as that 
of a general n-dimensional manifold for example. This creates the 
possibility of ambiguity regarding the translation. A factor which 
contributes to this is that in German, words are easily compounded from 
others in which case the meaning of the compound word so constructed 
arises from its various roots. In the cases where I thought such ambiguities 
may arise I have added numbered footnotes to the text of the translation. 
All numbered footnotes are mine. Most have the purpose to indicate that 
the translation of the term or phrases in question are based on my 
understanding and interpretation and to clarify why I used a particular 
form. Others I added to draw attention to points relevant to my analysis. 
 

As an example, I cite the case of the expression �ausgedehnter Grössen�. 
These are the objects of Riemann�s investigation, which I translate as 
�extended quantities.� �Ausgedehnt� simply means stretched or extended as 
in �Das Metall hat sich beim erwärmen ausgedehnt = the metal expanded 
as it was heated.� The term �Grössen� generally signifies �quantities� or 
�magnitudes�. The concept itself implies, at least in German, that for a 
given �Grösse� its own �Grösse�, its quantitative measure can be specified. 
Hence under the general concept of �Grösse� one has to include all 
concepts which are quantifiable by one means or another, including those 
which are the subject of this essay; not only such notions as length, given 
meaning as a measure on geometric structures such as lines or curves and 
its higher dimensional counterparts, such as surfaces and spatial structures 
having area and volume etc., but include also concepts such as mass, time, 
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energy, momentum, angular momentum, electric charge, etc. These too 
are �ausgedehnte Grössen�, i.e., extended quantities, whose mathematical 
representation is in terms of continuous variables and continuous 
manifolds. In the context of arbitrary standards of mass, length and time, 
fundamental constants too correspond to ausgedehnte Grössen or 
continuous manifolds. 
 

My translation was also motivated by other factors. One emerged when 
reading the preface to Abel�s 1829 �Treatise on a Special Class of solvable 
Algebraic Equations� [35], reprinted in the series of books called �Klassiker 
der exakten Wissenschaften�. I was struck by a particular paragraph in the 
preface which outlines the motivation for the printing of the books in that 
series. This particular paragraph is reproduced below.  
 

�Der grossartige Aufschwung, welchen die Naturwissenschaften in unserer 
Zeit erfahren haben, ist wie allgemein anerkannt wird, zum kleinsten 
Maasse duch die Ausbildung und Verbreitung der Unterrichtsmittel, der 
Experimentalvorlesungen, Laboratorien, u.s.w., bedingt. Während aber 
durch die vorhandenen Einrichtungen zwar die Kenntnisse des 
gegenwärtigen Inhaltes der Wissenschaft auf das erfolgreichste vermittelt 
wird, haben hochstehende and weitblickende Männer wiederholdt auf 
einen Mangel hinweisen müssen, welcher der gegenwärtigen 
wissenschaftlichen Ausbildung jüngerer Kräfte nur zu oft anhafted. Es ist 
dies das Fehlen des historischen Sinnes und der Mangel an Kenntniss jener 
grossen Arbeiten, auf welchen das Gebäude der Wissenschaften ruht. 
Diesem Mangel soll duch die Herausgabe der Klassiker der exakten 
Wissenschaften abgeholfen werden.� 
 

For those not fluent in German, I have translated this paragraph: 
 

�The magnificent progress which the natural sciences experienced in our 
time is, as is generally recognized, contingent to the smallest measure on 
the training and spread of the instructional materials, the demonstration-
lectures, laboratories etc. However, whereas by means of the existing 
facilities the knowledge of the current content of science is most 
successfully disseminated, high standing and farsighted men have 
repeatedly had to point to a shortcoming which only too often afflicts the 
education of the younger workers. It is this, the lack of the historical 
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context and the lack of familiarity with those great works on which the 
edifice of science rests. This shortcoming should be ameliorated by the 
publication of �Classics of the exact Sciences�.�  
 

I am going to add my 2 cents worth to this topic. The training of 
professionals, I am not using the term �education� on purpose, is to make 
them quickly and efficiently useful and productive cogs in the machinery 
of modern civilization. For that, it is not necessary that they �understand� 
but that they can �function� as desired. This is the hallmark of modern 
training, emphasis towards functionality rather than understanding. This 
generally results in functionality in a very circumscribed context. Some 
individuals may eventually use their training as a springboard towards 
education. However, this is not a luxury available to the young starting out, 
nor to those who struggle within the professional sphere of their training.  
 

Few had the luxury of reading many of the classic papers and books of the 
19th century which has determined the current context of our thinking 
and culture. It is marvelous that the University of Göttingen has made so 
much of that material freely available in digitized form on line. Another 
university which should be mentioned in this context is the University of 
Michigan with its freely available digitized historical mathematics 
collection. Through these, the work of pioneers like Gauss, Fregge, 
Plücker, Riemann, Cantor, Clebsch, Weierstrass, Dedekind, Dirichlet, 
Klein, Killing, Hilbert, Lie, Cayley and Russell, just to mention a very few 
are now readily available to the young and old alike. 
 
I addition, an understanding of Riemann�s lecture is also important to the 
understanding of the solution to the cosmological constant problem which 
on A is related to Einstein�s field equations.   
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§34.  The translation of Riemann�s 1854 inaugural lecture: 
 

Concerning the Hypotheses which lie at the Foundations of 
Geometry 

by  
Bernhard Riemann 

 
(From the thirteenth volume of the Transactions of the Royal Society of 

the Sciences at Göttingen.) 
 

Plan of the Investigation 
 

It is well known that geometry takes for granted the concept of space as 
well as the first fundamental concepts99 for the constructions in space as 
something given. Of these she gives only nominal definitions whereas the 
essential determining rules appear in the form of axioms. The relationship 
of these initial elements remains thereby in the dark; one neither 
recognizes whether their connection is necessary nor whether, a priory, 
possible. 
 

This veil of darkness was not lifted from Euclid to Legendre, to name the 
most famous and newest innovator in geometry, not by the 
mathematicians nor by the philosophers who occupied themselves with 
this. The reason for this may well be that the general concept of multiply 
extended quantities, which contain the spatial quantities of physical space, 
remained completely outside their sphere of investigation. Therefore, I 
have set myself the task, to construct the concept of a multiply extended 
quantity from general quantifiable concepts. It will emerge from this that 
a multiply extended quantity is capable of a variety of quantifications and 
that space is hence only a special case of a three-fold extended quantity. 

                                                   
99 �die ersten Grundberfiffe für die Constructionen im Raume� I consider these to 
be the concepts of points, lines planes, etc., and the structures created from them. 
Hilbert later refers to these also as the �ideal elements� [35]. I am also thinking 
here of Plücker�s work �Geometrie des Raumes�. 
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This has the consequence that the axioms of geometry cannot be derived 
from general quantifiable concepts, but that those properties which 
differentiate physical space from all other possible imaginable three-fold 
extended quantities can only be determined by experience. From this 
arises the task to determine the simplest facts from which the quantitative 
relationships in space can be determined � a task whose nature is not 
completely determined because several systems of facts can be given 
which would be sufficient to determine the quantitative relationships in 
space. The most important for the current purpose is that based on Euclid. 
These facts are like all facts, not necessary but are only of empirical 
certainty, they are hypotheses; one can therefore investigate their 
probability, which however is quite large within the limits of the 
observation, and judge their admissibility beyond their limit of 
observation in the direction of the immeasurably large as well as in the 
direction of the immeasurably small.  
 

I.  Concept of an n-fold extended quantity. 
 

In undertaking of these tasks the first, attempting to solve the 
development of the concept of multiply extended quantities, I believe to 
be entitles to be judged leniently because in such endeavors of a 
philosophical nature, where the difficulties lie more in the concepts than 
in the construction, I have little practice; and apart from a few short hints 
of the Geheimer Hofrath Gauss published in his second treatise on 
biquadratic remainders in the Göttingenschen gelehrten Anzeigen and in 
his Jubiläumsschrift100 and a few philosophical investigations of Herbart�s, 
there were absolutely no previous works I could build on.  
 

1. 
Quantifiable concepts101 are only possible there, where a general concept 
already exists which allows for different kinds of quantification 102 . 
                                                   
100 Anniversary publication   
101  Grössenbegriffe- one of those German compound nouns constructed from 
Quantity and Concept, i.e., concepts which are quantifiable. This is where I start 
to see Riemann�s lecture in a different light. 
102 Bestimmungsweisen �literally � kinds of determination�. I take that to be in a 
quantitative context. 
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According to whether a change in the quantification from one form to 
another103 is continuous or not does the concept form a continuous or a 
discrete manifold; the individual quantifications are called points in the 
first case and elements of this manifold in the latter. Concepts whose 
quantifications form a discrete manifold are so abundant that for 
arbitrarily chosen objects, at least in the more developed languages, one 
can always find a concept in which they are included (and the 
mathematicians could therefore, in dealing with such discrete quantities, 
start without qualms with the requirement, to view such things as 
equivalent). By contrast, the necessity for concepts whose quantification 
form a continuous manifold are so rare in everyday experience that the 
location of the objects of our perception and the colours are probably the 
only simple examples whose quantifications form a higher dimensional 
extended continuous manifold. A more frequent need for the formation 
and refinement of these concepts one finds only in higher mathematics. 
 

Particular parts of a manifold, differentiated by a certain characteristic or 
boundary, are called quanta. Their quantitative comparison occurs for 
discrete quantities by counting, for continuous ones through measurement. 
The process of measurement consists in the placing on top of each other of 
the quantities to be compared; to measure requires a means to apply one 
quantity as a standard104 for the other. If this is not possible, when one is 
part of the other, two quantities can only be compared with respect to the 
more or less. The how much cannot be decided. The investigations which 
can be carried out regarding such quantities in this case form a general 
area of the theory of quantification105 independent of particular measuring 
standards, where the quantities do not exist as independent of their 
location and are not expressible in terms of a particular unit, but have to 
be considered part of a manifold. Such investigations have become for 
several areas of mathematics, specifically for the treatment of many-valued 
analytic functions, a necessity, and the lack thereof is probably the main 
                                                   
103 Verschiedene Bestimmungsweisen I consider to correspond to a change of the 
respective standard. 
104 Massstab � compound noun �Measure- Rod� - it is meant in the abstract sense. I 
use the term �standard.� 
105 I have translated �Grössenlehre� here as �theory of quantification� because I 
will apply Riemann�s ideas and Riemannian geometry in this context. 
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reason why the famous theorem of Abel and the achievements of Lagrange, 
Pfaff and Jacobi in the theory of differential equations have remained 
unproductive for so long. For the purpose at hand it is sufficient, from this 
general part of the theory of extended quantities, where nothing further is 
assumed not already contained in the concept, to emphasize two points of 
which the first is the construction of the concept of a multiply extended 
manifold, while the second concerns the relationship of the determination 
of a location on a given multiply extended manifold in relation to the 
processes of quantification106 , and which will make clear the essential 
characteristic of an n-fold extension. 
 

2 
If for a concept whose quantifications form a continuous manifold one 
changes from one particular standard to another, then the possible changes 
of that standard forms a simple extended manifold whose essential 
characteristic is that in it, from a given point, motion is only possible in 
two directions, forwards and backwards, in a continuous manner107. If one 
now imagines that this manifold goes over into another, a completely 
different one, and in a particular manner, namely so that each of its points 
goes over into a particular point of the other, then all quantifications so 
obtained form a two dimensional manifold. In a similar manner one 
obtains a three dimensional manifold, if one imagines that a two 
dimensional one goes over in a particular manner into a completely 
different one. It is easy to see how one can continue this construction. If 
instead of considering the concept as quantifiable, one considers its object 
as variable108, then this construction can be called an amalgamation of a 

                                                   
106 I assume the quantification of an abstract concept is understood 
107  Riemann�s conceptual structure is determined by thinking in terms of 
independent standards, and not of intrinsically interconnected ones like quantum 
standards. That changes the viewpoint and the conclusion. 
108 In the context of A* this corresponds to viewing our photon standard as an 
element of a continuous class. By considering �its object as variable�, I believe 
Riemann refers to the concept defined in terms of the quantifiable properties 
requiring a continuous manifold for its quantification by which the object is 
defined. That may be a geometric figure or object in A or a compound concept 
such as energy in A*. 
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variety109 of 1n  dimensions arising from a variety of n-dimensions and 
from a variety of 1-dimenions.  

3. 
I will now conversely show, starting from a variety whose domain is given, 
how it can be divided into a variety of one-dimension and into a variety of 
fewer dimensions. To this end one considers a variable portion of a 
manifold of one dimension � so that calculated from a fixed starting point 
the values on it can be compared to each other -, which for each point on 
the given manifold have a definite continuously varying value, in other 
words, one assumes within the given manifold a continuous function of 
position, and specifically a function that is not constant along a part of this 
manifold. Each system of points on which the function has a constant 
value forms then a continuous manifold of fewer dimensions than the 
given. These manifolds, under a variation of the function, transform 
continuously into each other; one can therefore assume that from one of 
these the remaining ones arise, and that this will occur in such a manner, 
speaking in general terms, so that each point is transformed into a 
particular one of the others. The exceptions whose investigations are 
important can be ignored here. In this manner, the specification of 
location in the given manifold is traced back to a particular quantification 
of quantities and to a particular location of a lower-dimensional extended 
manifold. It is now easy to demonstrate that this manifold has 

1n  dimensions if the given manifold is an n-fold extended one. 
Therefore, through an n-fold repetition of this process is the specification 
of a location on a given manifold traced back to n quantifications and 
hence, the specification of location in a given manifold, if this is possible, 
is traced back to a finite number of quantifications. However, there exist 
also manifolds in which the specification of location does not require a 
finite number, but either an infinite series or a continuous manifold of 
quantifiable concepts. Such manifolds are formed for example by the 

                                                   
109 Riemann uses the word �Veränderlichkeit�, a noun created from the adjective 
veränderlich = variable by adding the ending �keit�. The literal translation would 
be variability, but considering the mathematical context the term variety appears 
to be more appropriate although it may not coincide with the concept of �variety� 
as defined for example in Lang�s �Algebra� (Springer GTM). 
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possible definitions of a function over a given domain, by the possible 
construction of a spatial figure etc. 
 

II. Metric relationships110  which a manifold of n-dimensions is able to 
accommodate under the constraint that the lines have a length 
independent of their location or orientation, hence that every line is 
measurable in terms of every other. 
 

Now, that the concept of an n-fold extended manifold has been 
constructed and its essential characteristic found to be that the 
determination of location in it can be traced back to n quantifications, the 
second task defined above follows, an investigation regarding the metric 
relationships possible on such a manifold, and regarding the conditions 
which are sufficient for the determination of these metric relationships. 
These metric relationships let themselves only be investigated in the 
context of the abstract, in terms of quantifiable quantities, while their 
interrelationships can only be represented in terms of formulae. However, 
under certain conditions they can be broken down into relationships 
which considered by themselves are capable of a geometric representation, 
and thereby is it made possible to express the results of calculations 
geometrically. Therefore, to develop a solid foundation, an abstract 
investigation in terms of formulae will not be avoidable; however, the 
results of the same can be represented in the language of geometry. The 
foundations of both are contained in the famous treatise of the Geheimer 
Hofrahts Gauss on curves surfaces. 
 

the quantities x . To find the simplest cases, I search first for an expression 
for the 1)-(n -fold extended manifolds for which the distance from the 
origin of the line element is everywhere the same, i.e., I am looking for a 
continuous function of position which distinguishes them from among 

                                                   
110 B. Russell, in his Foundations of Geometry, translates �Massverhältnisse� as 
�relations of magnitude�. I use the phrase �metric relationships� even though the 
extended quantities represented by manifolds may be, and generally are, a product 
of dissimilar qualities; i.e., I use the phrase �metric relationship� even though each 
dimension may represent or characterize a different quality. That implies, in 
applications to physics, that metric relationships must generally involve 
fundamental constants such as c and G for example. 
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each another. This function must either increase or decrease in all 
directions from the origin; I will assume it will increase in all directions 
and hence has a minimum at that point. Then, if the first and second 
differential quotients are finite, the first differential must vanish and that 
of second order may never become negative; I assume it will always 
remain positive. This differential expression of second order remains then 
constant when ds  remains constant, and increases as the square of the 
quantities dx  as well as ds  when all change in the same proportion 
Therefore, we must have (for the 2nd order differential expression) 

2const.ds , and consequently it follows that ds  the square root of a 
permanently positive complete homogeneous function of second degree of 
the quantities dx   in which the coefficients are continuous functions of 
the coordinates x . 
 

For space, if the location of the points is expressed in terms of right angled 

coordinates, one obtains   2dxds ; physical space is therefore 

included in this special case. The next simple case would likely include the 
manifolds in which the line element can be expressed as the fourth root of 
a differential expression of degree four. The investigations of this more 
general class, although not requiring any essentially different principles, 
would be rather time consuming and cast relatively little new light onto 
the theory of space, especially because the results cannot be expressed 
geometrically. I therefore restrict myself to manifolds in which the line 
element is expressed in terms of the square root of a differential expression 
of degree two.  
 

One can transform such an expression into a similar one by substituting 
for the n independent variables, functions of n new independent variables. 
However, by this procedure one will not be able to transform each 

expression into every other because the expression contains 
2

1nn 
 

independent coefficients which are arbitrary functions of the independent 
variables. Through the introduction of new variables only n-relationships 
can be satisfied and hence, only be made equal to the n quantities 

associated with the n coefficients. The remaining 
2

1nn 
 are then 
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already completely determined by the nature of the manifold to be 
constructed111, and hence, for the determination of its metric relationships 

2
1nn 

 functions of position are required. The manifolds in which, as in 

the plane or in space, the line element can be brought into the form 

  2dxds  constitute therefore only a special case of the manifolds 

to be investigated here. Hence, they deserve a special name and therefore, 
I will call these manifolds in which the square of the line element can be 
transformed into the sum of squares of independent differentials, flat. In 
order to bring out the essential differences of all manifolds characterizable 
by the forgoing forms, it is necessary to eliminate those elements which 
arise through the form of their presentation. This will be achieved by 
choosing the variables according to particular principles. 
 

2. 
To this end one considers, from an arbitrary point, the system of shortest 
lines constructed and emanating from it. The position of any other point 
can then be determined by the initial direction of the shortest line on 
which it lies and by the distance along the same from the starting point 
and can therefore be expressed through the proportions of the 
quantities 0dx , i.e., of the quantities dx  at the origin of this shortest line 
and through the length s  of this line. Instead of 0dx  one now introduces 
such linear expressions ád  formed from them, so that the initial value of 
the square of the line element is equal to the sum of the squares of these 
expressions so that the independent become variables112: the quantities s  
and the relationships of the quantities ád : and finally substitute for ád  
such quantities n321 xxxx ,....,,, proportional to them so that so that the 

sum of the squares becomes 2s . If one introduces these quantities, then 
for infinitesimal small values of x , the square of the line element becomes 

                                                   
111 This part of this paragraph represents one of the key elements to understanding 
the introduction to this essay and why the relationship between the arbitrary 
constants making the function homogeneous, namely the fundamental constants, 
must emerge. On A* the three, n(n-1)/2 determine the manifold. 
112 This part of the sentence in German is somewhat ambiguous, but I think I 
probably translated it correctly.  
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  2dx , while the term of next highest order in the same forms a 

homogeneous expression of second degree of the 
2

1nn 
 quantities 

),...,(),( 13311221 dxxdxxdxxdxx  hence an infinitely small 

quantity of the fourth dimension, so that one obtains a finite quantity if 
one divides them by the square of the infinitesimally small triangle whose 
corners are the 
points ),...,,,(),,,(),,...,,,(

,..., n321n321 dxdxdxdxxxxx0000 . This 

quantity retains the same value as long as the quantities x  and dx are part 
of the same binary linear forms, or as long as the two shortest lines from 
the values 0  to the values x  and from the values of 0  and dx remain 
within the same element of area, and thus depends only on its location and 
its direction. This becomes obviously 0  if the manifold represented is 
flat, i.e., if the square of the line element is reducible to   2dx , and can 

therefore be considered as a measure of the deviation of the flatness of the 
manifold at this point and occurring in the direction of this surface 
element. Multiplied with 43 / this becomes equal to the quantity which 
the Geheimer Hofrath Gauss calls the measure of curvature of a surface.  
 

It was found earlier that for the determination of the metric relationships 
of an n-fold extended quantity, characterized in the previously mentioned 

form, 
2

)1(n
n


 functions of position were required; therefore, if the 

measure of curvature is given at a point in the direction of 
2

)1(n
n


 area 

elements, then the metric relationships of the manifold can be determined, 
provided among these values exists no identical relationships, which in 
fact, to speak in general, is not the case. Hence, the metric relationships of 
these manifolds, in which the line element has the form of the square root 
of a differential expression of degree two, can be represented in a form 
which is completely independent of the choice of the variable quantities113. 

                                                   
113 I draw the reader�s attention to this fact, that the manifold is determined 
independently of the variables, i.e., of the variables associated with the arbitrary 
standards of A. 
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A quite similar approach for this purpose can be used for manifolds for 
which the line element has a less simple expression, e.g., as expressed by 
the fourth root of a differential expression of degree four. Then, to speak 
in general, the line element could no longer be brought into the form of 
the square root of a sum of squares of differential expressions and hence, 
would be in this expression for the square of the line element, the 
deviation from the flatness of an infinitesimally small quantity of the 
second dimension, whereas it was in the former manifolds an infinitesimal 
small quantity of the fourth dimension. This characteristic of the latter 
manifolds can therefore be called flatness in the smallest elements. The 
most important characteristic of these manifolds for the purpose at hand, 
and the sole reason why they have been investigated here, is however the 
following, that the relationships of the twice extended can be represented 
geometrically in terms of areas and those of the manifold extended can be 
traced back to the areas they contain, which requires now a short 
clarification. 
 

3. 
Included into the conception of areas, besides the intrinsic metric 
relationships which concerns only the lengths of the paths within them, is 
also their orientation to points external to them. However, one can 
abstract the external relationships by making such changes in them that 
the length of lines remains invariant i.e., by thinking of them as arbitrarily 
curved � without stretching - , and to consider all areas which so arise 
from one another as equivalent. For example, arbitrary cylindrical or 
conical surfaces are equivalent to a plane because they can, through simple 
bending, be formed from it, during which the interior metric relationships 
remain as they are and all theorems regarding them � hence all of 
planimetry remains valid. By contrast, they are considered as essentially 
different from a sphere which cannot, without stretching, be transformed 
into a plane. According to the foregoing investigation, at each point are 
the interior metric relationships of a twofold extended quantity, if the line 
element can be expressed as the square root of a differential expression of 
degree two, which is the case for areas, characterized by the measure of 
curvature. This quantity, with respect to the areas, can be given a visual 
interpretation as the product of the two curvatures of the area at that point, 
or alternatively that the product of the two is equal to half the excess of 
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the sum of the angles over two right angles in the infinitesimal triangle 
formed by the shortest lines. The first definition would assume the 
theorem that the product of the two radii of curvature remains invariant 
under pure bending of the surfaces; the second assumes that at the same 
location the excess of the sum of the interior angles over two right angles 
of an infinitesimal triangle is proportional to its area. To give a tangible 
interpretation to the measure of curvature of an n-fold extended quantity 
at a given point and in a direction of area passing through it, one has to 
assume that a shortest line emerging from a point is completely 
determined when its initial direction is given. Accordingly, one will 
obtain a particular surface if all initial directions passing through a point 
and lying in the given element of area are extended along shortest lines, 
and this surface has in the given point a particular measure of curvature 
which is at the same time the measure of curvature of the n-fold extended 
manifold at the given point and in the given surface direction.  
 

1. 
The determination of metric relationships require an independence of the 
quantities from their location, which can be realized in more that one 
manner; the natural assumption which suggests itself and which I will 
pursue here is that the lengths of lines are independent of their position, 
hence that each line is measurable in terms of every other one114. Is the 
determination of location on the manifold traced back to quantification, 
that is, the coordinates of a point in the given n-fold extended manifold 
are expressed in terms of n variable quantities 321 xxx ,, and so on up 

to nx , the determination of a line will boil down to expressing the 
quantities x as a function of one variable. The task then is to develop for 
the length of the lines a mathematical expression in which the quantities x 
must be considered as expressible as, and representative of, units115. I will 
treat this problem only under certain constraints, and restrict myself 

                                                   
114 That means the manifold is locally homogeneous. In the symbolism of physics 
homogeneity is achieved using dimensioned constants. 
115 This is a subtle point. �Einheit� in German can be an Einheit, a unit of any 
quantifiable concept, such as for example mass, length, time, energy, speed etc. A 
function of mass, length and time for example, on which mass is constant, is a 
lower dimensional manifold than the one defined by the function as a whole. 
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initially to such lines, in which the relationships between the 
quantities dx  vary continuously. Then, the lines may be thought of as 
divided into elements, among which the relationships between the 
quantities dx  can be considered to be constant. The problem reduces then 
to the construction of a general expression for the line element ds  
emanating from each point which contains the quantities x as well as the 
quantities dx .  
 

Secondly, I assume now that the length of the line element, apart from 
quantities of second order, remains unchanged if all points of that element 
experience the same infinitesimal small change in location, which implies 
that if all quantities dx  grow in the same proportion, the line element too 
changes in the same proportion. Under these assumptions, the line 
element can be an arbitrary homogeneous function of first order of the 
quantities dx  which remains unchanged when all quantities dx  change 
their sign and in which the arbitrary constants are continuous functions of.  
 

4. 
There remain, before proceeding to the applications of space, a few 
considerations which have to be made regarding flat manifolds in general, 
i.e., regarding those in which the square of the line element is expressible 
by complete differentials. 
 

In a flat n-fold extended quantity the measure of curvature is at each point 
and in every direction zero; but according to the earlier investigation it is 
sufficient, in order to determine the metric relationships, to know that at 

every point and in 
2

)1(n
n


 surface directions, whose measure of 

curvatures are independent of one another, the measure of curvature is 
zero. The manifolds whose measure of curvature is everywhere 0 can be 
considered as a special case of those manifolds whose curvature is 
everywhere constant. The common characteristic of these manifolds, 
whose curvature is constant, can also be stated as that the figures in them 
can be moved without stretching. Obviously, figures in them could not be 
arbitrarily displaceable and rotatable if not in every point and in all 
directions the measure of curvature would not be the same. However, on 
the other hand, the measure of curvature completely determines the 
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metric relationships of the manifold; therefore, about a point and in all 
directions, the metric relationships are exactly the same as about any other, 
and hence at it, the same constructions can be made, and consequently in 
the manifolds with constant curvature the figures can be given any 
arbitrary orientation. The metric relationships of these manifolds depend 
only on the value of the measure of curvature. With respect to the analytic 
presentation it may be remarked that when this value is denoted by  , 
the expression for the line element can be given the form 
 




2

2
dx

x
4
1

1

1

á
 

 

5. 
For a geometric elucidation the consideration of surfaces of constant 
curvature may serve. It is easy to see that the surfaces whose curvature is 
positive can always be rapt over a sphere of radius 1 divided by the square 
root of the measure of curvature; however, to obtain an comprehension of 
the entire manifold of these surfaces, one of them is given the form of a 
sphere and the remaining the form of surfaces of rotation which touch it 
at the equator. The surfaces of greater curvature than this sphere will then 
touch the interior of the sphere and assume a form like the external part of 
the surface of a ring facing away from its axis; these could be wrapped 
around zones of spheres of smaller diameter, but would extend more than 
once around. Surfaces with a smaller positive measure of curvature are 
obtained if one cuts out a region bounded by two greatest half-circles from 
spherical surfaces with larger radii and rejoins the cut-lines. The surface 
with the curvature measure of zero will be a cylindrical surface standing 
on the equator; however, surfaces of negative curvature will touch this 
cylinder from the outside and will be formed like the inner part of the 
surface of a ring pointing towards its axis. If one thinks of these surfaces as 
locations in which surface elements may move, analogous to objects in 
space, then in all these surfaces the surface elements are displaceable 
without stretching. The surfaces of positive curvature can always be so 
formed that the surface elements can also be moved arbitrarily without 
bending, namely to spherical surfaces; but not for surfaces with negative 
curvature. Apart from the independence of the surface elements from 
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location one finds for the surfaces of zero curvature also an independence 
of direction from location, which is not the case for the other surfaces. 
 

III. Application to physical space. 
 

1. 
Following these investigations regarding the determination of the metric 
relationships of an n-fold extended quantity, the conditions can now be 
stated which for the metric relationship in space are sufficient and 
necessary if the independence of lines from their location and the 
expressibility of the line element in terms of the square root of a 
differential expression of degree two, that is flatness in the smallest parts, 
is assumed. 
 

They can firstly so expressed, that the curvature at every point in three 
surface directions 0 , and the metric relationships in space are therefore 
determined if the sum of the interior angles of a triangle everywhere is 
equal to two right angles. 
 

But secondly, if one assumes like Euclid not only the existence of lines 
independent of their location but also that of objects, it follows that the 
curvature must be everywhere constant and the sum of the interior angles 
of all triangle are determined if it is determined in one. 
 

Finally, as a third possibility, one could instead of assuming the lengths of 
lines as independent of location and direction also assume the 
independence of their length and direction from their location. According 
to this conception the changes of location or the local differences are 
expressible as complex116 quantities in terms of three independent units. 
 

2. 
In the course of the previous considerations the extensive � or regional 
relationships - were initially separately from the metric relationships and 
it was found that under identical extensive relationships different metric 
relationships are conceivable; then we searched for the systems of simple 
metric-determinations through which the metric relationships in space are 

                                                   
116 Complex is meant here in the sense of not simple. 
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completely determined and from which all theorems about it are a 
necessary consequence. It now remains to discuss the question, how, and 
to what degree these assumptions are justified through experience. In this 
connection an essential difference emerges between the purely extensive 
relationships and the metric relationships insofar as with respect to the 
former, where the possible cases form a discrete manifold, the verdict of 
experience is never completely certain but not too imprecise, whereas in 
the latter, where the possible cases form a continuous manifold, every 
determination based on experience always remains uncertain � despite 
however large the probability that it is nearly correct. This circumstance 
becomes important upon extending these empirical determinations 
beyond the limits of observation to the immeasurably large and to the 
immeasurably small, because the latter can obviously become beyond the 
limits of observation ever more imprecise, but not the former. 
 

In the extension of the constructions of space into the immeasurably large 
one has to distinguish between boundless and infinity, the former belongs 
to the extensive relationships, the latter to the metric relationships. That 
space is an unbounded 3-fold extended manifold is an assumption which is 
used in every conception of the outside world, according to which at every 
instant the domain of the actual perception is extended and the possible 
locations of a looked for object are constructed and which under these 
applications are always confirmed. The boundlessness of space is therefore 
of greater empirical certainly than any other external experience. 
However, in now way does infinity follow from this, rather, space would 
be, if one assumes the independence of objects from their location in space, 
hence ascribes to it a constant curvature, necessarily finite as long as this 
curvature has as small a positive value as one likes. One would obtain, if 
one extends the initial directions lying in a surface element along shortest 
lines, an unbounded surface of constant positive curvature, which in a 
given three-fold extended manifold would assume the form of a sphere 
and which consequently is finite. 

3. 
The question regarding the immeasurably large are for the explanation of 
physical phenomenology idle questions. That is not the case with respect 
to the questions regarding the immeasurably small. The precision in terms 
of which we can follow the phenomenological aspects into the 
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infinitesimally small is based essentially on the cognizance of their causal 
connections. The progress during the last centuries regarding the 
knowledge of the laws of nature117 are almost solely contingent on the 
accuracy of the construction, which through the development of the 
analysis of the infinite and made possible through the simple fundamental 
concepts discovered by Archimedes, Galileo and Newton of which 
contemporary physics avails itself. However, in the natural sciences, 
where the simple fundamental concepts for such constructions are as yet 
unavailable, one pursues, to uncover the causal relationships, the 
phenomena into the spatially small as far as the microscope allows. The 
questions regarding the metric relationships of space in the immeasurably 
small hence do not belong to the idle ones118. 
 

If one assumes that the objects exist independently of their location, then 
the curvature is everywhere constant, and it then follows from the 
astronomical measurements that it cannot be different from zero; in any 
case its reciprocal value must be a surface at which the region of 
observation accessible to our telescopes must vanish. However, if such an 
independence of the objects from location is not the case, then from the 
metric relationships in the large one cannot infer regarding those in the 
infinitesimally small; then at every point the measure of curvature can 
have an arbitrary value in three directions, provided the total curvature of 
every measurable element of space is not noticeably different from zero. 
Still more complicated conditions can arise if the assumed expressible form 
of the line element as the square root of a differential expression of degree 
two is not realized. It appears however that the empirical concepts on 
which the metric relationships are founded, the concept of the solid object 
and the light ray, lose their validity at infinity; it is hence quite 
conceivable that the metric relationships of space do not, at infinity, 
conform to the assumptions of geometry, and this in fact one would have 
to accept provided that as a consequence the phenomena can be more 
simply explained. 
 

                                                   
117 I translate here �mechaniche Natur� (the mechanical aspect of nature) as �the 
laws of nature�. 
118 That, on the surface, in the context of A, is what this essay is about. 
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The question concerning the validity of the assumptions of geometry at 
the infinitely small is related to the question for the intrinsic reason for 
the metric relationships in space. In this question, which may still be 
counted as belonging to the theory of space, the above remark is applicable, 
that for a discrete manifold, the concept of relative quantity is already 
subsumed in the concept of this manifold, but for a continuous one must 
come from somewhere else. Therefore, either that which is fundamental 
to the reality of space must form a discrete manifold, or the reason for the 
metric relationships must be looked for outside 119 , in the acting and 
constraining forces on it. 
 

The decision regarding these questions can only be found, by starting with 
the through previous experience proven conception of the phenomena, for 
which Newton laid the foundation, and through gradual modification, 
driven by facts which cannot be explained by the former; such 
investigations, like the one carried out here, which starts with general 
concepts, can only serve the purpose to ensure this task is not impeded by 
the limitation of the concepts and that the progress in the recognition of 
the relationship among the things of the world is not inhibited through 
passed down prejudices120. 
 

This leads into the realm of a different science, into the arena of physics, 
which the nature of today�s lecture naturally prohibits from being entered. 

                                                   
119 In the context of this essay this is simply A*, a different perspective. 
120 Amen. 
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Overview 

 

Plan of the investigation:  
 
I.  The concept of an n-fold extended quantity 
 

§1.  Continuous and discrete manifolds. Particular part of a manifold are 
called quanta. Division of the theory of continuous quantities into the 
theory of 1) pure domain-relationships in which the independence of the 
quantities on location is not assumed. 2) metric relationships121 in which 
such an independence must be assumed 
§ 2. The construction of the concept of a 1-fold, 2-fold,�, n-fold extended 
quantity. 
§ 3.  Tracing back the determination of the location in a given manifold to   
quantifications. Essential characteristics of an n-fold extended manifold. 
 

II. Metric relationships a manifold of n-dimensions is capable of 
accommodating *) under the constraint that the lines have a length 
independent of their location or orientation, hence that every line is 
measurable in terms of every other. 
 

§ 1. Expression for the line element. Manifold are considered as flat in 
which the line element is expressible as the root of a sum of squares of a 
complete differential. 
§ 2.  Investigations of n-fold extended manifolds in which the line element 
can be represented by the square root of differential expression of the 
second degree. Measure of their deviation from flatness (Measure of 
curvature) at a given point and in a given surface direction. For the 
determination of their metric relationships it is (under certain restrictions) 
permissible and sufficient, that the measure of curvature   at every point is 

given in
2

)1(n
n


 arbitrary surface directions. 

                                                   
121 B. Russell, in his Foundations of Geometry, translates �Massverhältnisse� as 
�relations of magnitude�. I use the phrase �metric relationships� even though the 
extended quantities represented by manifolds may be, and generally are, a product 
of dissimilar qualities. 
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§  3.  Geometric clarification. 
§ 4.  The flat manifolds (in which the measure of curvature is everywhere 

0 ) can be considered as a special case of manifolds of constant 
curvature. These can also be so defined, that in them, the n-fold extended 
quantities exist independently of their location (they can be moved 
without stretching). 
§  5.  Surfaces of constant curvature. 
 

III. Application to physical space. 
 

§ 1. Systems of facts which, for the determination of the metric 
relationships of space, as assumed by geometry, are sufficient. 
§ 2. To what extend is the validity of this empirical determination 
probable beyond the limits of observation in the immeasurably large ?  
§ 3.  To what extend in the infinitesimally small? The connection of this 
question with natural laws**} 
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Chapter V.  
Space � the canvas of polyadic relationships 

 
I am enough of an artist to draw freely upon my imagination.  

Imagination is more important than knowledge.  
Knowledge is limited. Imagination encircles the world. 

Albert Einstein 
 

§35. I now draw attention to a characterization of the problem of 
quantum gravity by Rovelli [37] phrased in the context of A . He considers 
the problem addressed in this essay as arising from the disunity between 
the notions of space-time as backgrounds in quantum mechanics and 
quantum field theory versus that of general relativity. In the latter, that 
background is interpreted as a dynamical structure characterized by 
Wheeler�s pithy phrase �Mass tells space-time how to curve and space-
time tells mass how to move 122 .� That is not the case in quantum 
mechanics and quantum field theory. There, the background, the space-
time, is neither dynamic nor Riemannian in the sense of GR. Quanta 
themselves are the dynamic entities. Rovelli views the effort of 
constructing a theory of quantum gravity as the merging of the conceptual 
novelties of quantum mechanics and of general relativity.  
 

I interpret him to mean this task is to be attempted in the context of the 
existing practices, beliefs and conceptual structures of A , i.e., in the 
context of pictures already created by the interpretation of the respective 
symbolism � in terms of finding a unifying mathematical symbolism 
which also unifies the  conceptual structure within the existing context. 
This is to be attempted from the top down and in the context of the 
dummy variables. In my view this is a pointless exercise because dealing 
with relationships between dummy variables and dimensioned constants  
will provide little insight into the ontological relationship between quanta 
and gravitation; defining in this essay the meaning of quantum gravity.  
 

This is achieved in this analysis by going back to basics, to Kepler and 
Newton, and to develop the ontological context of *A  from the bottom up. 
In short, the difficulty in A  arises from the belief mathematical 
                                                   
122 The tautology between mass and force has been shifted to mass and space-time. 
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formalisms, the manifolds constituting the domain of the concepts, 
equations � differential or integral, operators etc. are more than simply 
elements of a symbolic language of a particular knowledge system, but that 
somehow they have ontological significance and are not simply extensions 
of language to describe observables and nonobservables. That in my view 
does not correspond to the facts. 
 

The �background�, the manifolds on which the concepts of quantum 
mechanics and quantum field theory operate, are flat because the notions 
of length, energy123, time, and hence relativistic mass are related on linear 
manifold connected by constants such as h and c as well as by q, em etc. in 
a context consistent with Maxwell�s equations in essentially a Euclidean 
context facilitated by the dimensioned constants h and c. In the 
ontological context where 1Lem  }{}{ ë  there are no mappings 
between manifolds using dimensioned constants and we have to be aware 
of the special role of geometric constants arising in A . On *AA  the 
relationships between the various powers of length related to P-spaces are 
relationships between fundamental concepts of A . Their quantitative 
relationships are set in a Euclidean context. The concept of mass, force, 
acceleration, length, time and the gravitational constant are all 
tautologically related. What then does Wheeler�s dynamic background 
correspond to? In this chapter the Riemannian nature of the geometric 
canvas defined by Einstein�s field equations is related to the generic 
constraint giving rise to it. 
 

I agree with Russell and Whitehead that the word »space« extended here 
to »space-time« is simply the canvas on which to draw or paint polyadic 
relationships. It provides the concept on which to encode relationships 
»between things - objects« in a symbolic context. Whitehead [38], 
discusses the punctual124  concepts in part II. Concept I,-(The Classical 
Concept). � �This is dualistic, the class of objective reals being subdivided 
into points of space and particles of matter. The essential relation has for 
its field the points of space only. Slight variants (not considered here) can 
be given the concept by varying the properties of the essential relation, so 
                                                   
123 The kind I use as quantum standard. 
124 Used in the context of - relating to or having the nature of a point. 
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as to make geometry non-Euclidean, or, retaining Euclidean geometry, so 
as to give various forms to essential relations and the resulting axioms.�  
 

The position taken in this analysis is that the concepts defined through 
these polyadic relationships in terms of which the processes and the 
properties of things of the physical world are defined and encoded as 
relationships between points � represent relationships between objects of 
the physical world, e.g., between a test particle and the object responsible 
for the »fields« represented by the space-time manifold. At the same time, 
the properties of objects are characterized in terms of concepts constructed 
from the same fundamental elements. 
 

Whitehead could not have performed the analysis carried out here. He 
lived too early. The knowledge about the stuff - the quanta - which makes 
up the physical world was just being developed. Besides, he was an 
outstanding mathematician, logician and geometer interested in the 
axiomatic basis of mathematics, logic and geometry, not so much in 
theoretical physics. One aim of this essay is to clarify the relationship 
between the conceptual and mathematical structures associated with 
gravitation and quantum physics. For that reason it is important to 
understand the difference of the polyadic relationships to the two 
different canvases of space-time of quantum mechanics and quantum field 
theory and of general relativity. The polyadic relationships are of course 
relationships between simple concepts, defined and quantified in a 
phenomenological context125, and then encoded in terms of mathematical 
symbolism. In this chapter the comment by Whitehead will be 
demonstrated using a concrete example to show that the same generic 
relationship gives rise to the two apparently different canvases. 
 

For the example, for the view taken by Russell and Whitehead of space, as 
a canvas of polyadic relationship, as an anthropomorphic construct woven 
from our ideas and their interrelationships, I use the canvas of non-
Euclidean geometry defined by Einstein�s field equations in the form 
(35.1).  

                                                   
125 Of course, describing or defining » phenomenology « requires a canvas to write 
or to paint on. 
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They define the canvas on which the relationships of the concepts of mass, 
length and time and others constructed from them, e.g., energy, 
momentum etc. are interwoven by a generic constraint.  
 

It is fundamental that the quantifiable concepts constructed from the ones 
of mass, length and time and related within A by constants with physical 
dimensions represent relationships on Euclidean manifold. That should be 
clear from the transformation properties of such quantified concepts under 
a change of the standards used to quantify them. Non-linear constraints 
imposed between such quantities lead to mathematical structures, 
subspaces, which correspond to lower dimensional non-Euclidean 
geometric structures within a higher dimensional Euclidean manifold. The 
2-D surface of an ellipsoid, defined as a constraint between three 
independently quantified elements, which may not have any relationship 
to the normal notion of length, say ìçù and, , i.e., independent in the 

context of the language of mathematic, can be represented by 
 

1
cba 2

2

2

2

2

2


ìçù

.                                    (35.2) 

 

If 2ì and 2c are connected by some intrinsic constraint such that their 
ratio may be constant, then (35.2) can be viewed as the remaining two 
describing an ellipse on a two-dimensional canvas. I trust the reader can 
find conditions to turn this into circular symmetry. 
 

.const
c

1
ba 2

2

2

2

2

2


ìçù

                           (35.3) 

 

The circular cylinder defined by the constraint below is another example, 
where the reader may take Ea  , 2

0cmù and pcç to represent 

generic relationships between concepts quantifiable in terms of the 
standards ofA which can also be particularized to characteristic properties 
of the quantum standards used, and to the three equations which have to 
be represented by manifolds and their intrinsic geometric properties. 
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Let us go back to the fundamental initial conceptual structure inherent in 
the axiomatic basis of physics, Newton�s laws. Because the motions of 
objects in a gravitational field do not depend on their mass126 Einstein 
wove a canvas of length and time, scaling the phenomenology 
encapsulated by Kepler�s constant though without being aware of that. 
This corresponds to moving the tautology between mass and force to one 
side of the equation. In terms of these concepts this is best expressed as: 
 

22 dtdmassForce // ë  
 

In terms of the ontological dimensions of my quantum standard of energy 
and length the corresponding geometric structure is characterized by 

][D 2
w L . In terms of the unit of energy as defined with respect to 

Newton�s laws and rest mass, not by Planck�s radiation law, the ontological 
dimensions are ][D 2

p L . Because (35.1) is coordinate independent, the 

relationships represent a picture not in terms of relationship between 
points, but in terms of relationships between scalar products representing 
concepts generally requiring coordinate systems because of their 
dependence on relative orientation. One could for example consider the 
following: 
 

  .)(.)(.)(/ displacemacceldisplacemmassForce   
or 

  .)(.)(/ displacemaccelmassEnergy                   (35.5) 
 

On *AA  (35.5) represents the square of the speed of light. In this case, 
the left hand side is an invariant with respect to A as well as *A , 
namely 2c , where mass is used in terms of its relativistic definition 
connected to any inertial coordinate system by a Lorentz transformation. 

                                                   
126 This can be considered a result of the tautology mentioned in chapter I in 
which the concept of mass is made responsible for its own phenomenology and its 
further analysis in II. It is ontologically irrelevant. 
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Because of the form of the right hand side of (35.1) I write (35.5) as 
follows and leave it for the time being. However, I like to leave the 
following question. What are the consequences when conservation of 
energy is build into a paradigm, with energy as an independent concept, 
defined and quantified with respect to the physical standards, including 
that of rest mass and with the help of fundamental constants? The reader 
may want to consider the case of electrodynamics and that of gravitation. 
 

 
2

2

massEnergy
displacemaccel

1 






 


/

.)(.)(
                       (35.6) 

  
Newton�s second law defines the change in the state of motion to be in the 
direction of the force. In the context of *A and differential geometry this 
becomes local conservation of energy by making the product of force/mass 
and displacement an invariant. This defines the affine connection on the 
Riemannian manifold in question. It is a local differential invariant of the 
scalar product of two infinitesimal vectors shown below and gives rise to 
the notion of parallel transport on an affinely connected manifold. The 
affine connection127 establishes a correspondence between the totality of 
all vectors at a point P of a point manifold and the totality of all vectors at 
a nearby point Q. Corresponding vectors are said to be parallel. The 
change of the vector î  from a point P to a nearby point Q under this 
infinitesimal displacement is defined to depend linearly on the coordinates. 
 

ãâá
âã

á îî dxLd                                        (35.7) 
 

The condition that the scalar product of two vectors at P, taken as 
contravariant and covariant vectors, is invariant under parallel transport is 
encoded as 
 

0dxLdddd  )()( ã
â

â
áãá

áá
áá

á
á

á ììîîììîìî .      (35.8) 
 

This imposes the following constraint on the change of the vector ì  
defined by the affine connection and by the coordinates. 
                                                   
127 See for example T. Y. Thomas� excellent book, The Differential Invariants of 
Generalized Spaces. 
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áãá ìì dxLd                                      (35.9) 

 

In this manner, elements of a conceptual structure are transferred or 
encoded into properties of a mathematical manifold. They are now 
expressed in terms of coordinates and in terms of the affine connection. 
The tautology in the fundamental elements of the conceptual structure has 
been shifted to one side which, from (35.8), can be written as 
 

0dxLd
d

 )(
)( ã

â
â
áãá

ó
ó

á

á
á

á
á

ìì
ìî
î

ìî
ìî

.             (35.10) 

 

The relationship of the affine connection and tensors as mathematical 
objects is not of interest here and can be found in any standard book on 
tensor analysis or differential geometry. Here, the conceptual structure is 
of interest. Therefore, I consider it pointless for the purpose of this 
analysis to examine many solutions128  of (35.1). Instead of viewing its 
solutions within a particular belief system, the generic constraint between 
concepts represented by it is of much greater interest. However, before 
leaving (35.10) I like to make a point arising from these definitions, 
namely the following, which is relevant with respect to using quanta as 
standards, where á

áìîS = constant in a Euclidean context of 
quantification, whatever î andìmay represent, and where 1c is a constant 

of integration assumed to be not zero. á
áìîS = constant may just be a 

definition involving concepts, variables and dimensioned constants within 
a theory. 

0dxLd
S

Sd  )(ln ã
â

â
áãá

á

ììî
.                       (35.11a) 

S
c

dxLd
S
1S 1  )(ln ã

â
â
áãá

á ììî                    (35.11b) 

 

1
S cdxLd)S(   )(ln ã

â
â
áãá

á ììî                     (35.11c) 

and 

                                                   
128 These are determined by the conditions imposed on it 
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dxLd

S
1)S(   )(ln / ã

â
â
áãá

á ììî           (35.11d) 

This leads to 

2
1

2
S1

S

c
2dxLd

S
1)S(   )(ln / ã

â
â
áãá

á ììî           (35.11e) 

 

)dxL
c2
1

1
S
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d

S
1
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á
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)dxL
c2
11)dS(S

c2
1

1

S12

1
  ã

â
â
áã

á
á

á ìîìî (ln( /    (35.11g) 

 

The reader may inject his or her own pictures into this, such as 

2r
mMG

î  or any of the hundreds of others in their various combinations 

and permutations of any concept corresponding to a line or a vector when 
represented in this mathematical language. 
 

The point of the above is to show the separation between the Euclidean 
conceptual and mathematical context and the Riemannian, but still 
connected by the constant of integration. The latter, in this conceptual-
mathematical structure, by the proper choice of standards can generally be 
transformed to any values, unless it was zero to start with. 
 

In A , S in (35.12) represents an expression constructed from quantified 
concepts represented by linear variables and connected in the paradigms 
of physics by dimensioned constants. Here, it represents a Euclidean 
projection of a constraint inA to a Euclidean image in *A  of unit length, 
unit area or unit volume etc. depending on the relationships between to 
the concepts and symbols involved. The right hand side of (35.11g) will be 
the Non-Euclidean image in *A connected by one constant to the language 
and imagery ofA . 
 

*10dxLd
S
1S A})(exp{   ã

â
â
áãá

á ììî          (35.12). 
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The weave of the canvas defined by the left hand side of (35.1) is rather 
delicate. Its weave relative to the coarse cloth added on the right hand side 
is scaled down by a factor of roughly ][ 11243 LMT10x2   in MKS units. 
This becomes in *A , because of 1S

D
, meter10x2 43 / . One could also 

consider the left hand side as determining the input on the right hand side, 
the stress-energy tensor, determined by what we see and believe in, 
namely the input determined by the objects of the world represented by 
quantified concepts. In *A that picture is determined by the quanta which 
determine the phenomenology we experience. From that viewpoint, (35.1) 
should be written as (35.13).  
 

In this new picture, the intrinsic relationships between quantum 
properties, expressed as properties intrinsic to length, within the bounded 
P-manifolds, still have to be made consistent with respect to time, 
because quantum energy with respect to our linear variable of time, 
defined by 1T }

~
{ , is different from that corresponding to our measure of 

length defined by 1L }{  . This �adjustment� will be made by the degree 
of �freedom� facilitated by the cosmological constant. Its value relative to 
the meter will be determined by the quantum invariant ep mm / . 
 

ìíìíìíìí Ë
ð

TgRg
2
1

R
G8

c4







  .                 (35.13a) 

 

(35.13) can be viewed in two ways. As it stands, the Riemannian geometry 
of the P-manifolds are defined by (35.13b) and projected onto *A  by 
(35.13c). 
 

0gRg
2
1R  ìíìíìí Ë                            (35.13b) 

10gRg
2
1

Ra 





  ìíìíìí Ëexp                 (35.13c)                              

 

This is the Euclidean image ofA  onto *A . The reader should note here 
that the cause of gravitation, the mass of the Sun and G cancel in ìíT or 

become simple length ratios, force ratios or mass ratios in our conceptual 
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structure, to be replaced by the context of the Kepler constant and the 
manifolds it defines. I let the reader fill in the details. I simply scale this 
down to the absolute quantum standard of rest mass to transcend the 
tautological aspects. (35.13a) can of course be viewed as a scaling up to ìíT . 

In that picture Newton�s constant of gravitation projects with the speed of 
light, pun intended, nonlinear quantum relationships between inertia, 
length, time, electric charge etc, into the Euclidean structure induced by 
the quantification of concepts by linear manifolds. 
 

From this perspective the coarse cloth 129  defined by quantifying our 
macroscopic notions is simply the fine weave of the cloth woven by 
quanta scaled up by roughly a factor of 4210x5  in length in the context 
of 1S

D
. There really is no conflict with Wheeler�s famous phrase modified 

here to: The structure underlying the background defined on the left of 
(35.13) defines also the structure on the right of (35.13). 
 

Before going to the task at hand I would like to make another comment on 
the concept of covariance, on the coordinate independence of these 
equations. There was a discussion between Kretschmann [39] and Einstein 
regarding this concept. Kretschmann argued it has no physical significance. 
From Einstein�s reply [40], I infer he did not really feel like going into the 
issue. The point which has to be made is that A and its concepts are 
defined by relational aspects which require a reference frame with an 
origin. That is not part of the relationships (35.1) or (35.7). Such concepts 
are required to be added ad hoc later in order to construct particular 
solutions in the context of relational aspects between points (objects or 
object locations- potential or otherwise). The reason for the coordinate 
independence is that these equations represent a generic constraint 
between concepts analogous to the generic constraint mentioned in 
chapter I and II, and emphasized again in the above. 
 

       §36. The equations (35.1) with suitable assumptions define conditions 
between the components of the metric tensor ìíg and the stress energy 

                                                   
129 I call it coarse because of the scales relative to those of individual quanta we 
use to quantify our notions of mass, length and time. 
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tensor ìíT . The solution to these conditions is a relationship between the 

metric tensor ìíg  and the infinitesimal interval on that canvas. In that 

manner, the metric field of the manifold is determined by the stress-
energy tensor on the right as well as by the symmetry of the physical 
situation modeled. Because I use quanta to define the concepts of length, 
energy, mass and time by their physical properties, as objects, the 
corresponding picture modeled should also be a static one. This picture 
corresponds to the static gravitational field surrounding a spherically 
homogeneous non-rotating mass m as described by equation (35.1) whose 
solution is the square of an infinitesimal interval íì

ìí dxdxgds2  , 

describing the intrinsic geometry of a space-time manifold considered as 
background. For the above, this is given by the Schwarzschild line 
element below. 
 

222
2

2
2

2
2 dtcr

3
1

rc
mG2

1d
r

3
1

rc
mG21

dr
ds )( ËÙ

Ë



    (36.1) 

 

The cosmological constant is usually set to zero because it is believed to be 
very small in the normal context of applying the theory of general 
relativity to the gravitational field about a star like our sun. (Why  is 
essentially zero in the above picture will emerge during the solution of the 
-problem.) The line element then has the form 130  below with 

22222 dsinrdrd öèèÙ  . 

22
2

2

2
2 dtc

rc
mG2

1d

rc
mG21

dr
dxdxgds )( 


 Ùíì

ìí       (36.2) 

 

Readers who understood the essence of Riemann�s lecture as well as the 
implications of the quantification of concepts requiring  a continuous 
manifold for their quantification, such as length, mass and time, energy 
etc., will recognize in íì

ìí dxdxg the connection between the notion of 

length, i.e., in ìdx and íìdxdx , as defining external relationships, the 
                                                   
130 How the particular solution is obtained is not relevant here but it will be used 
in chapter [VII]. Any standard textbook on general relativity such as  [18] has that. 
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infinitesimal distances between points, while the coefficients ìíg  of the 

interval íìdxdx  define what I call the internal relationships of mass, 
length and time which are intrinsically connected by Newton�s tautology 
and hence are intrinsic also to all other concepts derived from them. In 
the infinitesimal, the relationships between ìíg  and the infinitesimal 

�interval ìdx � become relationships between ìíg  and �points� in the 

context of the limit of 0dxds ì/ on this particular manifold. In short, 
macroscopically defined notions ofA are transferred in this manner to the 
infinitesimal. The consequences of that will now be made apparent. 
 

With respect to geometric structure, the term131 Ùd  simply encodes the 
rotation invariance of the quantities described by dr and by cdtd ë . The 
meaning of the symbols and their relationship to the conceptual structure 
arise in the historical context of classical or Newtonian mechanics. The 
term rmG /  represents energy/unit mass, related to energy by 

rGmm 21 /  (through the concept of ldfddE


  ). The latter is related 

to the concept of gravitational potential energy between two masses a 
distance r apart. To build conservation of energy into the formalism based 
on relationships between, i.e., to weave conservation of energy into the 
canvas, potential energy is defined to be zero at infinite spatial separation 
of the two masses. Each is assumed to be at rest at this point with respect 
to the other. Assuming uniform motion at infinity, constant velocity or 
constant momentum, with respect to each mass would simply introduce 
an arbitrary constant132.  
 

It is important to recognize here that »that which is not« has been pushed 
to infinity. It is also important to be cognizant that the notion of rest in 
the Newtonian context is used here to define the zero of potential energy. 
The corresponding notion of mass in the quantum context must be that of 

                                                   
131 It does not matter where mass is quantified in Europe or Australia. The rotation 
invariance of cdtd ë  is shown by the Michelson-Morley experiment [10]. 
132 I encourage the reader to think about the connection between this notion of a 
constant and the conceptual framework of the special theory of relativity which 
can be applied here. 
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rest-mass. The question as to what constitutes spatial infinity133 is simply 
defined by the symbols themselves and human imagination. I think it 
appropriate to remind the reader that time is now operationally defined in 
terms of length, so that geometrically they are represented by the same 
concept. I mention this not because this is significant in the ontological 
context � it is not - , but because of the ideas associated with spatial 
infinity inA . In that context, spatial infinity can for example be taken to 
be equivalent to temporal  , i.e., associated with the temporal infinite 
past in terms of the dummy variable of time.  
 

One mass, the one considered to produce the gravitational field, is now 
taken as fixed in space. It anchors the formalism and the corresponding 
conceptual structure to the canvas of a particular manifold and normally 
defines the origin of coordinates. One has to distinguish between the 
description of external relationships and intrinsic relationships which are a 
consequence of quantification. The mass taken to anchor the coordinate 
system, defining the origin from which to measure r and for defining the 
metric at that distance from the origin, correspond to the concept of rest 
mass in (35.1) and (36.1). Because the standards of mass, length and time 
enters the mathematical formalism of physics as linear 1-D manifolds, the 
canvas now woven from length and time, implies we have to use spherical 
symmetry to determine the relationship between mass, length and time 
because the only relevant physical concept is that associated with length 
and that quality of our standard when transferred to space implies isotropy 
and homogeneity. 
 

Mathematical definitions create conventions within which one is required 
to think. The mathematical symbolism is simply a substitute for words 
defining particular relationships between concepts � leading to 
anthropomorphic conventions in the view of those with limited horizons 
and to uncovering the laws of nature for those without. To enforce 
conservation of energy globally, to build it into the formalism, the energy 
of the system has to remain constant, namely zero as defined by external 
relationships on the interval )0(r  , .  

                                                   
133 I refer the reader here to a general discussion of the concept of infinity by 
Hilbert {X}. 
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This is a one paragraph digression. The energy of quanta is my quantum 
standard, is intrinsic to length and vice versa. They are always and for all 
free photons related by 1E*Q emem  ë each concept intrinsic to the 

other. Hence, 0*Qa log , and emaema E ë loglog  . Expressed 
superficially in positive terms, the preliminary Euclidean projection from 
A to *A , before solving the -problem, is 
 

em

1E aa em ë
 loglog  ,                              (36.3) 

2
em

1E aa
2
em ë
 loglog  .                              (36.4) 

I continue. In this picture, it is now envisioned that one mass starts to 
accelerate towards the one held stationary, the one defining the origin of 
the coordinate system of the manifold serving as canvas for these polyadic 
relations. As the »free« mass approaches the fixed one it acquires kinetic 
energy. However, conservation of energy requires the sum of the kinetic 
and potential energy to remain zero.  Thus, when the separation of the 
two masses is considered finite, the kinetic and the gravitational potential 
energy are no longer individually zero. Instead, they are linked by the 
above requirement. Enforcing global conservation of energy requires the 
sum of the two energies to remain zero because their sum was defined to 
be zero on )0(r  ,  by definition134. It is also important to realize that 

interchanging the role of the two masses interchanges the role of zero and 
infinity on )(0,r  135. Thus, if we take 1m as the mass anchoring the 

reference frame, then we have a relationship of the form 
 

0vm
2
1

r
Gmm 2

2
21  .                               (36.5) 

                                                   
134 For convenience, the gravitating mass is considered a point particle. This has 
no bearing on the argument. 
135 The reader may want to consider the implications of one of the two �masses� 
canceling out in this conceptual and mathematical structure as it relates to energy, 
where now m is associated symmetrically with 0 and  . 
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Mass is defined as a positive quantity and 0v 2  . That means the 
gravitational energy must be defined as the negative of the kinetic energy 
acquired by the object free to move on the canvas anchored by the other 
object. Because 1m  defines the origin it is natural to consider the radius 

extending from the origin to be positive. With this convention we have to 
write 0PEKE grav  . In that form, and consistent with the conceptual 

structure of Newton�s laws of motion and the relationship between energy, 
force and displacement, one of the forms (36.5), namely (36.6) represents 
now global conservation of energy with respect to Newtonian gravity.  
 

0
r

Gmm
vm

2
1 212

2  .                               (36.6) 

 

This convention enforces conservation of energy in the conceptual 
structure associated within this formalism. Of course there are no objects 
with rest mass coming from infinity in this manner. If they did, we would 
have no way of knowing. This is part of a language game associated with 
the mathematical symbolism. In the above, the relationship (36.6) was 
selected to represent the conceptual structure just outlined by defining the 
concept of gravitational potential energy to be negative. Adhering, i.e., 
being consistent with the conceptual structure underlying these 
conventions, leads then to defining electric charges as either positive or 
negative. 
 

Einstein made the fact the symbol 2m in this mathematical-conceptual 

structure can be canceled into the equivalence principle. Canceling the 
redundant symbol satisfies the equivalence principle. Then (36.6) leads 
directly to the relationship between the components of the metric tensor 
in (36.2) and the ã  of special relativity. This connects the concept of 
gravitational potential energy to the concept of rest-mass of gravitating 
objects and to the kinetic energy of an object falling from infinity towards 
the former. Let M be the mass of the sun in the following. 

r
mMGdR

R
mMGmv

2
1KE

r

2
2  



               (36.7) 

The fact that the gravitational acceleration does not depend on the mass of 
the test particle muddies the waters somewhat. It shows that gravitation 
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has in the quantum context little to do with mass. It is simply part of the 
tautological aspect between the concept of force, the concept of change in 
motion, acceleration, and of making mass responsible for its own 
phenomenology, gravitation. These are expressed as relationships between 
mass, length and time in general. Consequently it infects all of the related 
conceptual structure consistent with Newton�s fundamental axioms and 
definitions, classical or quantum, relativistic or non relativistic.  
 

Having built conservation of energy into this paradigm, (36.5) - (36.7) 
leads to 
  

2
K
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22
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1
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 .            (36.8) 

 

According to the basic hypothesis of this essay, quanta and their physical 
properties determine the case that is the world. Because the theory of 
general relativity is a good descriptive theory it should be related to the 
physical properties of quanta. Some of these relationships, as the reader 
can see immediately from (36.8), will now emerge. 
 
  § 37. The above shows the Schwarzschild solution (36.2) is simply a 
special-relativistic correction to Newton�s theory of gravitation in which a 
Lorentz transformation connects the notion of mass to the metric field of 
the space-time manifold. Let us approach the problem from a slightly 
different angle. I will now explore how the metric tensor of the 
Schwarzschild solution relates the concept of mass-energy in the context 
of quanta. For that purpose, let us consider a »test particle« of mass m with 
initial velocity zero at spatial infinity (or at time  ) starting to fall 
towards an object of mass M (spherical symmetry is assumed; mass is 
considered a scalar quantity). At a distance R from M, the kinetic energy 
of m is given by (I show the non-circular context in brackets) 
 






 Kepler

2 G
R
m

R
mMGmv

2
1

; .                      (37.1) 

 

In(37.1), the symbols M and m have to be interpreted as masses in a 
relativistic context relative to free masses at infinity, where they are not 
bound to one another, but where they are �free particle� while (36.8) 
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expresses energy conservation in the Newtonian context as developed 
earlier. 
 

With respect to atoms and nuclei the mass-energy of a structure of bound 
particles is less than the sum of the mass-energy of the unbound particles. 
In the process of formation, energy in terms of electromagnetic quanta, 
other quanta, or both are emitted. That aspect will be ignored in the 
following preliminary considerations. The conceptual structure of the 
special theory of relativity will be used as a first refinement of the 
relationship (36.8). Subscripts are now used to indicate the notion of rest 
mass as a quantity depending on the reference frame. Then, in the rest 
frame of the test particle 0m , the mass 0M  at a distance R from 0m , in 

Minkowski space-time, is moving towards 0m along R at the speed v and 

is therefore given in the rest frame of 0m  by  

2

2
0

0

c
v1

M
MRM



 ã)(  .                        (37.2) 

 

The relationship (37.2) is a consequence of the symmetries underlying 
electrodynamics described by Maxwell�s equations and the fact that the 
speed of light has been shown to be locally invariant with respect to 
rotation in physical space by the Michelson-Morley experiment. 
Substituting for the square of the velocity from (37.1) into (37.2) leads to 
an equivalent expression for the central mass relative to the frame of the 
test particle at R. 

2
0

0

Rc

GM2
1

M
RM



)( .                                (37.3) 

 

The components of the metric tensor of the Schwarzschild metric (36.2) 
are, in the context of local relativistic energy conservation, the 
dimensionless ratios 
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 ),(/),( RMfg1)RMf(g 1144  . Spherical symmetry, homogeneity and 
isotropy imply that 1gg 3322  . The notation )),(( RMfgìí  relates 

the mass M relative to the rest frame of 0m . The metric components 

associated with a mass distribution deviating from spherical symmetry can 
be constructed from first principles along the above line of reasoning in 
the pictures ofA . Therefore, the metric tensor components relate to the 
ratio of the square of two energies. In the static and spherically symmetry 
case there is only one component which can be considered really 
independent. That is woven into the canvas as causality and by the 
assumption of the global invariance of the speed of light and of 
conservation of energy built into this paradigm. 
 

In the general theory of relativity the above metric is associated with the 
gravitational field of the mass 0M and does not involve the mass of test 

particles. Nevertheless, because of the symmetry between mass and length, 
necessitated by the quantification of the concept of mass, and having only 
one length here to connect two masses, one of which is the test particle, 
the metric contains the symmetric information about the relativistic 
momentum of the test particle at R. The reason is the formalism of 
Einstein�s field equations describes the intrinsic geometry of a sphere with 
respect to something taken as the origin of coordinates � the right hand 
side. For that reason the symbols 0m and 0M  can be interchanged, they 

are simply linear scaling factors for the remaining symbols on the right 
hand side of (35.1). That can be seen as follows. The relationship between 
relativistic mass-energy and momentum conservation is 
 

 422242
0

2 cmcpcmE  .                            (37.5) 
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This expression relates the concept of rest-mass and energy as classically defined, 
i.e., not ontologically by the quanta themselves as emE , but by the concepts of 
mass, length and time onA as related to the invariant c in the following manner 
 

42
0

242
0

4222222 cmEcmcmcvmcp   .              (37.6) 
 

The proper substitution for 22 cv /  subject to relativistic energy-
momentum conservation is here 
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Substitution into (37.2) gives 
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Therefore, we also have 
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 ã ,                     (37.9) 
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 ã  .                          (37.10) 

 

There are two significant aspects to (37.9) and (37.10). First, they show the 
canvas of GR represents the fundamental polyadic relationship (37.6) for 
quanta. The second important point is that this relationship contains only 
one fundamental constant, the speed of light, connecting in the 
description of quanta the notion of energy and mass in terms of the 
dummy variables of length and time. In (35.1) this polyadic relationship is 
connected to the notion of rest mass by G and c. It is this which will made 
it possible to tease out the value of G in the quantum context, where time 
is the only free variable left and because (37.5) is only linked by c to Q*, 
the generic structure of the bridge linking A to *A , whereas the non-
Euclidean nature of the geometry defined by (35.1) involves c and G, and 
hence the quantified notion of rest mass. The difference between the 
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Euclidean and non-Euclidean nature of the two geometric canvasses will 
define the relationship between the fundamental constants in terms of 
ontological quantum properties. 
 

To achieve that, we have to use two test particles, quanta, with different 
rest masses. That means two spheres with the same intrinsic geometry 
defined by (35.13b) subject to the constraints developed in chapter II. The 
masses of the two stable quanta have to be expressed in terms of length 
and time, consistent with our quantum standards of energy and consistent 
with the notion of potential and kinetic energy inA . In the picture ofA , 
this involves Plank�s constant, c and G. The reader may now see more 
clearly that a relationship must emerge among these fundamental 
constants as well as between them and Boltzmann�s constant BK  and a 

particular temperature.  
 

However, because Newton�s gravitational constant G is not an intrinsic 
part of the constructing of Q*, there must exist an independent 
determination of G, whereas for h and c there will exist no such 
independent determination in terms of quantum properties. Abstractly, we 
then have two particularizations of equations (37.5) as well as equations of 
the form (35.1) which must be consistent with Q*. This defines now the 
solution to the cosmological constant problem and the value of , because 
G must be eliminated in the context of quanta supplying the physical 
standards for energy, rest mass, length and time. 
 

The dogma to which physics students are exposed is well represented by 
the quote below which I took from a 3rd year physics undergraduate course 
from a respected American university. » Newton�s law of gravitation 

2rGmM / describes the attraction between any two masses in the 
universe. The constant G is obviously fundamental, in the sense of the 
electron charge or Planck�s constant. « The only thing which in my view is 
obvious from this kind of assertion is that this creates a rather simple 
minded picture of the universe created by people who did not head 
Santayana�s warning, have not learned the lessons of history and 
consequently have little understanding of the context of the language they 
now use. It is one formed by enforcing particular anthropomorphic 
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conceptual structures on the pictures painted of nature, pictures I have 
shown to be irrelevant in the ontological context.  
 

One can perform experiments and collect data which can be used to 
eliminate and test some assumptions. However, when experiments are 
performed and data gathered is allowed to be interpreted only within one 
particular conceptual structure or framework, then information about the 
physical world is simply embedded into a particular virtual reality.  
Relationships within this virtual reality have tremendous practical value 
in the context they are designed to explain within whatever tautological 
logical system is constructed to do that. But explanations in this context 
are no explanations at all. They are simply experimentally obtained facts 
embedded in a particular language. Extending our knowledge of nuclear 
and reactor physics to astrophysics is, within limits, a valid extrapolation. 
Extrapolating the concept of gravitation in the context of Einstein�s field 
equations is inane, at least until we can transcendA . 
 

The discussion above shows the components of the metric tensor are 
associated with the ratio of the square of two energies � a rest-mass energy 
- and a rest-mass + kinetic energy +, whereas the 
term 22222 dsinrdrd öèèÙ   introduces a geometric constant upon 
integration which in the above deconstruction of the geometric picture 
introduces 34 /ð . Equivalently, if c is considered as an invariant, the 
metric tensor is related to the ratio of the square of two masses. The 
physical significance of the metric tensor is that it represents local 
relativistic energy-momentum conservation. If a subscript is added to the 
momentum variable to indicate to which object it belongs, then, 
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Equivalently 
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          (37.12) 
This should somewhat demystify the relationship between the formalism 
of general relativity and the assumptions made about its canvas. For some 
recent and interesting views as to the conceptual structures associated 
with the symbolism of GR and its interpretation see [16] and [41], as well 
as any other of the articles on that site.  
 

The above is of course consistent with Riemann�s definition of the interval 
of the non-Euclidean geometry given in his lecture 
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I consider the above a constraint on a Euclidean structure with 
][][][ Ëá  2L , on a 1-dimensional infinitesimal subspace defined by 

relationships between of the form.. 
 

A
D

  )cpcm(cmE)dxS()d( 2242
0

422212ë        (37.14) 
 

Mathematical expressions of physical paradigms are designed to be 
dimensionally homogeneous. This homogeneity is achieved by means of 
fundamental dimensioned constants. That means with the proper 
dimensioned constant anything can be expressed in this system by length. 
Moreover, the quantification of the relevant concepts are linearly related 
to the three fundamental standards and represented as linear variables. 
Hence they, as well as multiply-extended quantities such as energy, 
momentum etc, are then represented in terms of n-dimensional linear 
manifolds. The fact that non-linear constraints, such as (36.5) and (37.5), 
relate such concepts leads to geometric representations in terms non-
Euclidean structures. The view from *A is simpler because the physical 
properties of quanta are described as intrinsic to length as well as to each 
other. 
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         §38. In summary, Einstein�s field equations and its spherically 
symmetric solution, the Schwarzschild metric, represents a refinement of 
Newton�s law of gravitation in the context of special relativity, one in 
which the concepts of mass, length and time are related to the coordinate 
system by Lorentz transformations. In other words, the symbolism 
representing concepts is defined by the context of electrodynamics and 
Maxwell�s equations136. The relationships between mass, length and time 
as defined by the special theory of relativity are satisfied locally in a 
gravitational field as just demonstrated. Of course, Eötvös type 
experiments have also demonstrated that and the above interpretation as 
to the physical meaning of the metric is appropriate. Ascribing ontological 
relationships to the formalism of the general theory of relativity is not 
justified. What one believes and what actually is the case are rarely if ever 
the same. 
 

Anchoring the rest frame to the test particle of mass m interchanges the 
roles of M and m and leads to the same generic relationships. Then, for 
any mass, down to the smallest particles having rest mass, such as the 
electron and the proton, i.e., structures having rest mass and subject to 
relativistic energy-momentum conservation, the following relationship 
holds137. The tautology below is simply a consequence of quantifying mass 
in the context of length and equilibrium and making mass responsible for 
its own phenomenology. 
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136 This conceptual-mathematical framework is of course also afflicted with the 
Newtonian tautology. 
137That may have to be modified later in the context of ontological symmetry 
where mass or inertia can be considered to be constructed from space or from 
time. Strict correspondence with GR and the use of the metric then has 
consequences which will show up once the-problem is solved. 
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Then, for any two masses separated by a distance R their rest masses 
defined at spatial infinity, with their binding energy defined there to be 
zero, we have the tautological relationship 
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The two masses are considered to belong to a closed one dimensional 
system with the binding energy defined to turn into internal kinetic 
energy within the system as the notion of length or distance between 
them becomes finite. I think this can be traced back to the quantification 
of mass, i.e., defining the ratio of the notion of two masses in terms of the 
ratio of two lengths, defined by two forces, and then attributing particular 
qualities to these words and symbols. That will be discussed in more detail 
later. I would just like to take a few moments to consider the definition of 
energy as defined by the physical standards and its relationship to the 
quantum standard of energy as defined by Q*, unrelated to fundamental 
constants. 
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The inverse square law on *AA becomes 
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This is the origin for the encoding of the relativistic mass-energy 
relationship into Einstein�s field equations and the reason for the existence 
of what Kleinert [42] characterized in his book on path integrals as square 
root geometry. The reason is that the notion of length in the formalism of 
physics is associated with to the intuitive notion in the context of a 3-D 
space. Constructing the proper morphisms between the words and 
meaning in the descriptive and the ontological context leads naturally to 
two identical copies of mathematical structure in which the concepts are 
no longer related by definitions. The reason that is difficult to do inA  is 
because there they are linked by dummy variables and fundamental 
constants in homogeneous mathematical expressions. 
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A difference betweenA and *A  I like to emphasize here is that a change 
of a physical standard in A  corresponds to an automorphism on the 
number line with three invariant points and10, . Because of the rules of 

arithmetic their mirror images 0and1, are also special points. Which 

set is taken as primary and which as the corresponding mirror image is 
simply a matter of convention. That is true for all quantifications of 
concepts in terms of linear continuous manifolds. Defining a concept such 
as gravitational potential energy in terms of the three invariant points is 
the feature which makes it such a useful and flexible concept in the 
context of a quantified mathematical language or system. This invariant 
aspect is a feature of all automorphism in the context of changing the 
three fundamental standards. Another difference between A and *A  is 
that the quantification on *A is by the thing itself (bei dem Ding an sich), 
and the only invariant is the notion of standard itself, which is 1 which 
requires in the context of quantification on *AA  the additional point 0. 
However, the is no zero with meaning on A* . The zero of A is in this case 
related to the unit of *A by a logarithmic function. 
 

Another important difference is that on *A the standard of quantum 
energy is inversely proportional to the standard of quantum length, 
whereas the anthropomorphically defined standard of energy is 
characterized by ][][ 22TMLE  . In the context of 1S

D
 it is defined by the 

invariance of 1LE 2 }/{}{   if we consider the standard of energy on A  as 
having its own unit depending only on the concept of length. The 
conceptual structure of defining energy in relation to fundamental 
constants is then related to the invariant structure 1LE 222 }/{}{   
on *AA . This implies the descriptive context, to reflect the ontological, 
requires then a 4-dimenional manifold for a representation in this form. 
The irrelevance of the standards of mass and time are expressed by the 
constraint 1S

D
. Hence, 1LLE  }}{{}{   expresses the invariance of the 

automorphisms of quantification in terms of which the pictures are drawn 
on A . It is this which leads by necessity to what Kleinert referred to as 
square root geometry in quantum field theory and its formalism. The key 
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point is that squaring a length in A to which quantum properties are 
intrinsic creates two identical copies of the corresponding P-space. 
 

     §39.  Some consequences of the foregoing will be briefly indicated 
starting with the relationship (38.2), which is tautological inA , see (37.2), 
(37.3), i.e., with 
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The Earth is moving in an approximately circular orbit around the sun. 
The reader can put that easily right. The rest frame is determined by the 
sun. In the usual way of making approximations in physics one might be 
tempted to set 
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However, that is not appropriate in the quantum context because mass, 
length and time are intrinsically connected and the approximations below 
are equivalent to 222 cvc  , with v becoming zero as R . 
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This is a consequence of how the concept of conservation of energy and 
the concept of kinetic energy are encoded in the mathematical and 
conceptual structure. 
 
This approximation should not be made in isolation; the tautology (39.2) 
should not be broken up into individual elements which by themselves are 
no longer tautologically related to phenomenology. Instead, they are 
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connected by the fact that when 0v 2  , where v is the speed of approach 
MM0   and mm0  . The notion of spatial infinity is bogus in this 

context as a spatial measure with respect to the space of our intuition. I 
recommend Hilbert [43] on that point. The automorphisms on the number 
line with respect to the Schwarzschild solution as a solution to Einstein�s 
field equations are  
 

2Rc
MG21e ë  and

2Rc
MG21

1e


ë .                                (39.5) 

This maps the invariant point 0 on the number line of the linear manifold 
on which ë is the variable to infinity and zero on their respective number 
lines on which R and M  are the variables. To understand this linkage, it is 
important to understand the quantification of mass in the 
phenomenological context as discussed in the first chapter, by the generic 
relationship 2211 mm ëë   which is now related to the universal quantum 

invariant representing the generic relationship 1EE 2211  ëë  . The quest 

of what mass is in terms of length and time reduces to the quest for 
consistency between length, time and energy in the formalism of A  is 
shown below but requires the solution to the cosmological constant 
problem.  
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(39.6) 
That means all relationships are valid for all and any classes of photons, i.e., 
when the standards of length and time are related so that t ë ; when the 
picture painted on the canvas of space become identical to one painted on 
the canvas of time. I close this chapter with a comment by the editor of 
Minkowski�s �Two Treatise on the fundamental Equations of 
Electrodynamics� [44], Otto Bluhmenthal from 1910. 
 

�May the hope be realized that through this publication others  will be 
motivated to penetrate deeper into Minkowski�s ideas and to further the 
theory of relativity, each in his part, so that Minkowski�s daring dream, 
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that after generations in the consciousness of humanity space and time 
descent to shadows and only the space-time transformations remain alive.� 
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Chapter VI 
Einstein and the cosmological constant  

 
You can only find truth with logic if you have already found truth without it. 

Gilbert Keith Chesterton 
 

§40. The cosmological constant problem and  have been extensively 
discussed over decades. References [45], [46]. [47] and [48] introduce the 
historical and current context. Carroll, in a review of  remarks in [47], 
�We know of no special symmetry which could enforce a vanishing 
vacuum energy while remaining consistent with the known laws of 
physics; this conundrum is the �cosmological constant problem�. In section 
4 we will discuss a number of issues related to this puzzle, which at this 
point remains one of the most significant unsolved problems in 
fundamental physics�.  
 

In this chapter I outline some aspects of the Ë -problem and then present 
my translation of Einstein�s 1917 paper138 [49] in which he introduced the 
cosmological constantË . The first step in solving theË-problem requires 
an understanding of how it arose and what assumption define its context. 
In the previous chapters, the context in which it is going to be solved has 
already been indicated. �Abstractly, we then have two particularizations of 
equations (37.5) as well as equations of the form (35.1) which must be 
consistent with Q* and with quantum time and length. This determines 
the solution to the cosmological constant problem and the value of Ë , 
because G  must be eliminated in the context of quanta supplying the 
physical standards for energy, rest mass, length and time. That is done by 
means of the degree of freedom Ë  supplies by its physical dimensions.�  
 

In a general sense its solution involves the connection between the 
mathematical and conceptual structure of the general theory of relativity, 
of quantum mechanics and quantum field theory, and in a particular sense, 

                                                   
138  After translating that paper I found that an English versions of this paper 
appeared in the 1923 Methuen Co. book �The Principle of Relativity�. If readers 
prefer, they may consult that version as well, which also appeared in a Dover 
book of the same title and is also reprinted in �Cosmological Constants, Papers in 
Modern Cosmology� by Bernstein and Feinberg, Columbia University Press.  
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the phenomenology and the properties of quanta as described in A .  
Because the latter form the basis of this analysis, the solution of theË - 
problem is not only an appropriate but an essential task for the following 
reason. Ë  is a key element in relating the mathematical and conceptual 
structure of QM, QFT and GR becauseËmakes it possible to �eliminate G� 
from the tautological conceptual and mathematical structure associated 
with stress-energy tensors etc. on the right of (35.1). The dimensioned 
constant G is tied to the ontologically irrelevant physical standards of mass, 
length and time to the formalism of general relativity and of gravitation in 
general. It also relates a non-Euclidean canvas to the particularization of 
the generic relationship (37.5). The symmetries necessary for its solution 
alluded to by Carroll in this context are the ontological symmetries 

1S
D

and 2S
D

. Only the non-Euclidean canvas representing (37.5) is of 

interest in *A , but on *AA we have to consider both. 
 

Therefore, relating the properties of quanta within the mathematical and 
conceptual framework of the general theory of relativity, in terms of a 
non-Euclidean manifold, the mathematical context of theË -problem has 
particular implications forA as well as for *A . I will start by discussing the 
problem first in the context of the former but shift gradually to the 
context of the latter.  
 

§41. Since their introduction by Newton and Einstein, G andË  have 
become embedded within an ever larger conceptual framework. The Ë -
problem arises in the context of attempting to relate the concept of energy 
density in the theory of general relativity and in quantum field theory. 
This is based on the assumption the mathematical canvas of physical 
theories has ontological significance, an assumption shown to be false in 
the preceding chapters. However, in the context of that belief system, the 
cosmological constant can be related to the energy density of the vacuum. 
With respect to Einstein�s field equations (35.1), shown again here as 
(41.1), this is done as outlined below. 
 

ìíìíìíìí
ðË T
c

G8gRg
2
1R 4                    (41.1) 
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Before discussing the assumptions related to theË -problem, it should be 
crystal clear that the mathematical and conceptual structure 
relatingË , ìíg and ìíT in the quantum context must be solved in terms of 

manifolds representing the generic relationship (37.5), but in the context 
of ontological dimensions. That implies using the Schwarzschild solution 
in a manner consistent with the quantum property of mass as defined by 
(37.5).  
 

Several assumptions enter into this picture inA . They are stated explicitly 
so the problem as well as its solution is easier to understand. It is assumed 
a vacuum energy density139 exists and is common to the paradigms of the 
general theory of relativity, interpreted as a macroscopic theory, and 
quantum field theory140. It is then assumed this energy density can be 
represented by a tensor. In the context of these assumptions, the vacuum 
energy density is then related to a stress-energy tensor of the vacuum and 
the metric tensor as follows  

ìíìí ñ gT vac
vac  .                                      (41.2) 

 

The vacuum energy density acts here simply as a scaling factor between 
the components of the metric tensor and the corresponding components of 
the stress-energy tensor of the vacuum 141 . It is further assumed 

vacTìí and ìíT  have the same relationship to the field equations. This 

assumption leads to the relationship 
 

ìíìíìíìíìí ñððË g
c

G8T
c

G8gRg
2
1R vac4

vac
4  .        (41.3) 

                                                   
139  This notion is a consequence of believing the pictures drawn based on - 
relationships between objects � has the same ontological significance as the 
properties of the objects which actually exist. 
140  Another assumption or belief is that which I call the canvas of polyadic 
relationships is the vacuum. 
141 From the previous chapter it must be clear that this cannot work. We need 
�two independent equations� to obtain the value of a mathematical object having 
two degrees of freedom, one of which can be tied to length on *AA and also 
connected to two sets of Einstein�s field equations, i.e., in the context of (4.12), 
and in the context of solving a set of three equations in three unknown in terms 
of manifolds.   
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The vacuum energy density acts here simply as a scaling factor between 
the components of the metric tensor and the corresponding components of 
the stress-energy tensor of the vacuum 142 . It is further assumed 

vacTìí and ìíT  have the same relationship to the field equations. This 

assumption leads to the relationship 
 

ìíìíìíìíìí ñððË g
c

G8T
c

G8gRg
2
1R vac4

vac
4  .        (41.3 

 

For the vacuum, the pure canvas, the right hand side of (41.3) is then 
equated to the cosmological constant term. It is in this fashion that Ë  is 
connected to the assumed vacuum energy density. Then 
 

G8
c 4

vac ð
Ëñ  .                                       (41.4) 

 

(Note that ][]D[ 1
vac Lñ . Thus, ][]D[ LGc 14  , and 1S

D
is the relevant 

symmetry.) 
 

When applied in the macroscopic context, taken as determined by the 
average matter density at cosmological scales143, (41.4) leads to a value 
for vacñ of about 310 cmerg10x2 /  or 39 mJ10x2 / cited in [47].  
 

In quantum field theory, the vacuum energy density is estimated to be of 
the order of 31113110PL mJ10x2cmerg10x2 // Ëñ [47]144 at the Planck 

scale. It is this 120 order of magnitude discrepancy between the observed 
and the theoretical values which is considered to define the major aspect 

                                                   
142 From the previous chapter it must be clear that this cannot work. We need 
�two independent equations� to obtain the value of a mathematical object having 
two degrees of freedom, one of which can be tied to length on *AA and also 
connected to two sets of Einstein�s field equations, i.e., in the context of (4.12), 
and in the context of solving a set of three equations in three unknown in terms 
of manifolds.   
143 It is interesting to reflect that solutions applied to the wavelength of photons 
are then also applied to cosmological scales. 
144 I converted the values taken from [3] into MKS units because I use these as the 
reference standards. 
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of theË -problem. To better understand the context of the second footnote 
in this section I will rewrite (41.4) and contrast this with (41.1) on the 
same line. This should bring into focus the relationship between our 
notions of quantified concepts on the one hand and those of intrinsic 
geometric nature of a Riemannian manifold on the other. The manifolds 
associated with the quantification of mass, length and time are necessarily 
Euclidean, whereas the Riemannian manifold is connected to these by a 
bilinear mathematical object, the metric tensor, which was shown in 
chapter IV to represent generic relativistic energy-momentum 
conservation. 
 

ìíìíìíìí
ðË T
c

G8gRg
2
1R 4   and vac4c

G8 ñðË         (41.5) 

 

Showing these assumptions indicate the conceptual and mathematical 
frameworks associated with this �problem.� The assumptions appear of 
course to be »reasonable« in the belief system A associated with this 
symbolism. 
 

The concept of energy density scales the metric tensor to create the stress-
energy tensor of the vacuum as in (41.2). Identification of the vacuum 
energy tensor term with the Ë term as outlined above leads to the 
condition (41.6a) below, but one without any link to the standards of 
physics and its paradigms145. The cosmological constant will precisely form 
this link. 

0Rg
2
1R  ìíìí .                                   (41.6a) 

 

Therefore, in the quantum context on *AA  the most appropriate form 
of Einstein�s field equations is of the form (41.6b). 
 

0gRg
2
1R  ìíìíìí Ë .                         (41.6b) 

The assumption (41.2) implies 

                                                   
145 These paradigms, to be quantitative, have to be linked to the standards by 
dimensioned constants. 
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ìí
ìí

ñ
g

T

vac

vac

 .                                       (41.7) 

From (41.6a) we have 

ìí
ìí g

R

R
2  .                                      (41.8) 

These simply imply  
vac

vac
T

2
R

R2

g
R ìí

ìí
ìí ñ

 .                        (41.9) 

 

To connect A and *A  purely in the context of the canvas, in terms of 
relationships �between�, there are then two obvious views: 
 

0g
c

G8Rg
2
1R vac4  ìíìíìí ñðË )( ,             (41.10a) 

or 

0gR
2
1

c
G8R vac4  ìíìí ñðË )( .              (41.10b) 

The fact that the physical properties of the quantum standards are never 
zero imposes constraints on these relationships when representing them as 
aspects of a non-Euclidean manifold. In this context we may just as well 
redefine the terms in brackets as 'Ë and as *Ë , each characterized by the 
dimension ][ 2L . Then the case (41.10a) is written as 
 

0gRg
2
1R  ìíìíìí Ë' .                         (41.11) 

 

Here, the cosmological constant 'Ë  must be seen as a function of G, c and 
of a vacuum energy density determined by the quantum standard of mass 
and energy. The case (41.10b) is written as 
 

             0g*R  ìíìí Ë .                                   (41.12) 

Here,  

R
2
1

c
G8* vac4  ñðËË .                        (41.13) 

 

This leads to 0R ìí  if 0* Ë . Because the dimensions of these 

relationships are ][ 2L , 0* Ë  defines conditions at spatial infinity, or at 
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the corresponding temporal past with respect to the conceptual structure 
in terms of which conservation of energy was defined and encoded in this 
formalism in the first place. The following points should now be obvious:  
(a) a particularization to quantum standards, not in terms of equations 
relating symbols, but in terms of Riemannian manifolds encoding the 
relationship 2242

0
422 cpcmcmE  , will solve the Ë -problem; (b) 

provide a value for the cosmological constant with respect to the quantum 
standard of rest mass consistent with the ontological aspect of quantum 
energy and (c) will lead to the calculation of Newton�s Gravitational 
constant G in terms of quantum properties of the quanta serving as my 
quantum standards. (41.13) as an isolated entity has a degree of freedom 
between length and energy density. For this reason (41.11) is the more 
appropriate form.  
 

In A , the relationships between inertia, length, time and energy associated 
with quanta, with and without rest mass are related by 2mcE   and 
by íhE  , with the constraint cíë . The concept of energy density, 
transferred to the quanta, quantñ , in terms of the energy E of my quantum 

standard of energy and its Compton wavelength . 
 

44

4
4

3quant

3
em

3quant

hc
c

hc
c
h

Eh

ë
ííñ

ëë
íñ





                            (41.14) 

 

However, this is a formal procedure with questionable physical 
justification. Expression (41.14) gives rise to the values quoted by Carroll 
in [47] of 3111

quant
Pl mJ10x8691 /.ñ  for the Planck mass. Different 

values of energy density are obtained by choosing different quanta. For 
example, the value of quantñ  for the electron is 

321
quant

e mJ10x7325 /.ñ . The quantum energy density corresponding 
to the cosmologically determined energy density, vacñ , would then be 

associated with a Compton wavelength of about m10 4ë . Here of 
course, because it involves dimensioned constants, we are comparing 
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apples and oranges, a not very meaningful comparison in the quantum 
context of *A . 
 

Despite these negative comments, the solution to the cosmological 
constant problem is staring us right in the face. The energy density quantñ  

in (41.14) is defined by the energy of quanta and their Compton 
wavelength. Both are intrinsic qualities of quanta and each is physically 
determined once their Compton wavelength is specified. Therefore, to 
relate the mathematical and conceptual formalism of the theory of general 
relativity and that of quantum mechanics and its offshoots, it is only 
necessary to establish the correct relationship between the qualities of 
length and energy; to each other, as well as between these theories146. That 
requires that the standard of energy be associated with the physical energy 
of a particular class of quanta and that their Compton wavelength be 
identified with the physical standard of length as in Q*. Then, length and 
energy have the same physical meaning, are consistent, with respect to 
both theories, and also with respect to the concept of mass and time. The 
wavelengths of photons are of course also their Compton wavelengths and 
define the inertia of photons as electromagnetic mass. 
 

This quasi-unification of the mathematical framework of general relativity 
and that used in the description of the physics of quanta leads immediately 
to a problem. It arises because (41.14) includes photons, whose behavior is 
so famously interpreted within the mathematical and conceptual 
framework of the general theory of relativity from which the paintings of 
the universe are constructed inA . In that context, h and c in (41.14) are 
simply numbers scaling inertia, length, time and energy as defined 
macroscopically to the corresponding physical qualities at the quantum 
level. The concept of energy density of quanta as given in (41.14) would 
then be phenomenologically related to the fourth power of their 
frequency. However, macroscopically defined energy density has the 
physical dimensions ]/[ 322 LTML  . This phenomenological aspect of 
quanta, relating to the concept of energy density, cannot simply be 
cancelled by the purely anthropomorphic book keeping device of 

                                                   
146 The problem of energy in the theory of general relativity is still debated. For a 
review see [18].  
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mathematical variable carrying physical dimensions, or by the subterfuge 
of dimensional constants. This must be addressed by the symmetries 
required to solve theË - problem.  
  
Quantum length is here the only quantitative standard and we should note 
the ontological dimension of (41.14). 

444

4
4

3quant
*Qhc

c
hc

c
h

ëë
ííñ  .                 (41.15) 

Because 1*Q  for all free photons, if we define quantñ a quantum property 

in the Euclidean context, then our quantum standard of energy and length 
also defines an intrinsic phony quantum energy density standard, namely 

3
ememquant E ëñ  / .                                 (41.16) 

I say phony, because an intrinsic quantum energy density would be unity. 
In *A , this is equivalent to an intrinsic inertia because 

]D[][]D[ em
1

quant mL   ñ .                            (41.17) 
 

§42. My translation of Einstein�s 1917 paper �Kosmologische 
Betrachtungen zur allgemeinen Relativitätstheorie 147 � in which he 
introduced Ë into physics is presented below. His paper has a brief 
introduction followed by five sections. When Einstein wrote this paper, 
the debate between Harlow Shapely and Heber Curtis in the early 1920�s 
concerning the nature of the Milky Way, the spiral nebula and the 
dimension of the universe had not yet taken place. The picture we have 
formed of the universe now was largely determined by the outcome of 
that debate and the observations of Erwin Hubble in the late 1920�s and in 
the 1930�s, years after the general theory of relativity was developed. 
Friedman�s papers on Einstein�s field equations in 1922 and 1924 [50], [51] 
opened the way for the picture of an expanding universe and for the 
picture of scientific creation or creativity, in terms of the Big Bang. The 
development of quantum mechanics occurred also in the early and mid 
1920�s and thus lay still in the future.  
 

TheË term was added by Einstein to his field equations to maintain a 
particular conception of the universe. It is easy to overlook the fact that 

                                                   
147 Cosmological considerations regarding the general theory of relativity. 
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this conceptual endeavor is really one of reconciling our anthropomorphic 
notion of inertia, length and time in the context of our concepts of force, 
energy, equilibrium and motion within the mathematical formalism of 
general relativity. This formalism, rooted in the calculus and differential 
geometry, corresponds to a description of nature in terms of mathematical 
variables representing extensions of perceptions of local relationships 
between our intuitive notions of length and time. 
 

Einstein�s conceptual structure that lead to the introduction of Ë can for 
historical reasons not correspond to the image of the universe we now 
have. The theory of general relativity, then as now, was considered 
superior to Newton�s because it accommodated our notion of causality in 
modeling the phenomenon of gravitation, causal in terms of mass as stuff 
and in terms of time as a response time. Later observations, leading to our 
conception of the universe, were then naturally interpreted in terms of 
Einstein�s already existing theory, his field equations and some of its 
solutions. The facts about the universe still to be discovered were then 
fitted into this pre-existing mathematical and conceptual framework. 
 

Having been able to include causality into this formalism, it ought to be 
considered natural to also include the notion of inertia as an intrinsic 
element into the formalism, especially since the gravitational motion of 
objects is independent of their inertia, as an intrinsic inertial density of 
space. Perhaps Mach�s ideas may even have been a factor. 
 

This paper of Einstein is a magnificent historical document which 
illustrates succinctly the process of forcing an anthropomorphic imprint 
onto our picture of the universe. It is also an example of theoretical 
physics at its best, by combining mathematical, philosophical 
(anthropomorphic) and observational elements. So let us sit back and 
listen to the master himself. 
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Cosmological considerations regarding the general theory of 
relativity. 

by  
A. Einstein 

 

It is well known that Poisson�s partial differential equation 
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                                   (1) 

 

in connection with the equation of motion of a material point do not 
completely replace Newton�s theory of action at a distance. The condition 
that the potential Ö  approaches a definite limit at spatial infinity still has 
to be added. This is analogous to what happens in the general theory of 
relativity. Here too, boundary conditions have to be added to the 
differential equations at spatial infinity in case one wants to view the 
world really as infinitely extended. 
 

In treating the problem of planetary motion I selected the boundary 
condition in the form of the following assumptions. It is possible to select 
a system of reference so that all gravitational potentials ìíg  become 

constant at spatial infinity. It is not a priori obvious that the same 
boundary conditions can be applied by considering larger regions of the 
corporeal world. The remainder of the paper presents the results of 
consideration I have given so far to this principally important question. 
 

1. The Newtonian Theory 
 
It is well known that the Newtonian boundary conditions of a constant 
limit forÖ at spatial infinity leads to the interpretation that the material 
density becomes zero at infinity. That means we think we can find a 
location in space around which the gravitational field of matter, viewed at 
large, exhibits spherical symmetry. There exists a centre. Then, it must 
follow from Poisson�s equation that the average density ñ  must decreases 

faster than 2r1/ with increasing distance from the centre point to zero in 
order thatÖ can reach a limit at infinity. It is therefore in this sense that 
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the world according to Newton is finite, even though it can have an 
infinite total mass. 
Hence it follows that the radiation emitted from celestial objects leaves the 
Newtonian world-system along a radial path to loose itself without effect 
at infinity. Could not whole celestial objects have the same fate? It is 
hardly possible to deny this possibility. The reason is that the assumption 
of a finite limit for Ö  at spatial infinity implies that a celestial object 
endowed with finite kinetic energy can reach spatial infinity by 
overcoming the Newtonian attractive forces. This case, according to 
statistical mechanics has to occur again and again, as long as the total 
energy of the stellar system is sufficiently large, so that, transferred to a 
single celestial object, it is allowed its journey to infinity from which it 
can never return. 
 

One could attempt to escape from this peculiar difficulty by the 
assumption that the limiting potential at infinity has a very high value. 
This would be a possible approach if the form of the gravitational potential 
did not have to be determined by the celestial objects themselves. In truth, 
we are forced by necessity to the realization that the existence of 
significant potential differences of the gravitational field is contrary to the 
facts. These have to be of such small magnitudes so that the celestial 
velocities that can be generated do not exceed the ones actually observed. 
 

If one applies the Boltzmann distribution law for gas molecules to stars, by 
comparing a stellar system to a gas with stationary thermal motion, then it 
follows that the Newtonian stellar system could not exist at all, because 
the finite potential differences between the centre and the spatially 
infinite correspond to finite values of the densities. A vanishing of the 
density at infinity implies hence a vanishing of the density at the centre. 
 

These difficulties can hardly be expected to be overcome in the context of 
the Newtonian theory. One can pose the question whether they can be 
eliminated by modification of the Newtonian theory. We show first a way 
to do that, one that does not demand to be taken seriously: it serves simply 
to bring into better focus the following. Instead of the Poisson equation, 
we set 
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 ,                       (2) 

where Ë is a universal constant. If 0ñ is the (uniform) density of a mass 

distribution, then 

Ë

ñð
Ö 0G4

                                                (3) 

is a solution of equation (2). This solution corresponds to the case of the 
matter of the fixed stars being distributed evenly over space, 
where 0ñ would be the actual average density of matter in the physical 

space of the universe. The solution corresponds to an infinite extension of 
the averaged uniformly matter filled space. If one considers, without 
changing the averaged matter distribution, matter locally unevenly 
distributed, then, an additional Ö  will be superposed on the constantÖ  of 
equation (3), which in the vicinity of the higher density matter will be the 
more similar to a Newtonian field the smaller ÖË  is compared to ñðG4 . 
 

A world with this property would have with respect to gravitation no 
centre. A decrease in density at spatial infinity would not have to be 
assumed, but the average potential as well as also the average density 
would be constant to infinity. The apparent conflict of the Newtonian 
theory with statistical mechanics does not exist here. The matter is at a 
certain (extremely small) density in equilibrium without requiring for this 
equilibrium internal matter forces (pressure). 
 
2. The boundary conditions with respect to the general theory of relativity. 
In the following I lead the reader over the somewhat indirect and bumpy 
road that I traveled myself, because only then can I hope to arouse his 
interest by the end result. I am coming to the conclusion that the 
gravitational field equations championed by me require still a small 
modification to avoid, in the context of the general theory of relativity, 
the principal difficulties of the Newtonian theory outlined in the previous 
section. This modification corresponds exactly to the transition from the 
Poisson equation (1) to equation (2) in the previous section. It then follows 
that boundary conditions at spatial infinity disappear in principal, because 
the continuum of the physical world, with respect to its spatial extension 
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is to be viewed as a finite, spatially (three-dimensional) volume closed in 
on itself. 
My opinion, until recently, regarding the boundary conditions to be 
applied at spatial infinity was based on the following considerations. In a 
consistent theory of relativity, inertia relative to �Space� cannot exist, but 
only inertia of masses relative to each other. Therefore, if I remove one 
mass spatially sufficiently from all other masses, its inertia has to reduce to 
zero. We attempt to formulate this condition mathematically. 
According to the theory of general relativity, the (negative) momentum is 
given by the first three components, the energy by the last component of 
the covariant tensor which has been multiplied by g , 

ds
dx

ggm á
ìá ,                                            (4) 

where always148 

íììí dxdxgds2  . 

In the especially simple case, in which the coordinate system can be 
chosen so that the gravitational field is isotropic at each point, one has 
simply 

2
4
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2 Bdx)dxdxdx(Ads  . 

If in addition 

BA1g 3 , 
one obtains from (4) for small velocities, to first approximation, for the 
momentum components 
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dx

dx
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dx

dx

B
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dx

dx

B
Am . 

For the energy one obtains (in the case of rest) 
Bm . 

From the expressions for momentum it follows that 
B

Am  plays the role 

of the inertial mass. Because m is a peculiar constant independent of the 
coordinates of the mass-point, this expression, under the constraint of the 

                                                   
148 This equation is labeled (5) in the paper I have as well as the next equation (5). 
I omitted the label here. 
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determinant condition, can only vanish at spatial infinity if A approaches 
zero while B goes to infinity. Such deviant behavior of the coefficients ìíg  

appears to be required by the postulate of the relativity of all inertia. This 
postulate implies the requirement that the potential energy Bm of the 
mass point at infinity becomes infinitely large. Hence, a mass-point can 
never leave the system; a more detailed investigation shows that the same 
would also be valid for light rays. A universe with such behavior of the 
gravitational potential would not be endangered by the dissipation 
discussed with respect to the Newton�s theory. 
 

I want to mention that the simplified assumptions regarding the 
gravitational potentials which were the basis of these considerations are 
introduced because of the transparency of their consequences. On can find 
more general formulations for the behavior of the ìíg at infinity that 

express the essential aspects of the situation without additional restrictive 
assumptions. 
 

I investigated, with the kind assistance of the mathematician J. Grommer, 
spherically symmetric static gravitational fields which at infinity 
degenerated in the manner outlined. The gravitational potentials ìíg were 

constructed and on the basis of the gravitational field equations the stress-
energy tensor ìíT of matter was calculated. However, that shows that for 

the system of fixed stars such boundary conditions have to be ruled out, 
something pointed out recently and quite rightly by the astronomer De 
Sitter. 
 

The contravariant stress-energy tensor ìíT  for ponderable matter is given 
by 

ds
dx

ds
dx

T íìñìí                                                     (5) 

 

where ñ  represents the naturally measured matter density. With a 
suitably chosen coordinate system, the stellar velocities are very small 
compared to the velocity of light. Therefore, one can 
replace ds by 444 dxg . Thus, it is apparent that all components of ìíT  

have to be very small compared to the last component, 44T . However, this 
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condition could not be made compatible with the boundary conditions. In 
retrospect this result does not seem surprising. The fact of the low stellar 
velocities allows the conclusion that nowhere, where there are fixed stars, 
can the gravitational potential (in our case B ) be significantly greater 
that it is where we are: this follows from statistical considerations, 
precisely as in the case of the Newtonian theory. In any case, our 
calculations have led me to the conviction that such pathological 
conditions for the ìíg  may not be postulated. Following the failure of 

these attempts two possibilities offer themselves. 
 

a) One requires, as with the planetary problem, that at spatial 
infinity the ìíg  approach in a suitably chosen coordinate system the 

values below. 

1000
0100
0010
0001







 

 

b) One completely dispenses with the imposition of boundary 
conditions that are required to be valid at spatial infinity: one has to give 
particular ìíg in each single case at the spatial boundaries of the region 

under consideration in the same way one has been used to supply the 
temporal initial conditions. 
 

The possibility (b) does not correspond to a solution of the problem, but 
only to giving up on looking for one. This is an unassailable position that is 
currently taken by De Sitter149. However, I have to admit that I find it 
difficult to resign myself to giving up on this fundamental question. I 
would only decide to do that when every effort to reach a satisfying 
conception has shown itself to be useless. 
 

The possibility (a) is in many respects unsatisfactory. In the first instance, 
the boundary conditions presuppose a particular choice of the system of 
reference, which is contrary to the spirit of general relativity. Secondly, in 

                                                   
149 in De Sitter, Akad. Van Wetensch. Te Amsterdam, 8. November 1916. 
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this conception one gives up the requirement to satisfy the postulate of the 
relativity of inertia. The inertia of a naturally measured mass m is actually 
independent of the ìíg : these, however, differ little from the given 

postulated values at spatial infinity. Hence, the inertia of matter (present 
in the finite regions) would be influenced but not determined by it. If only 
one mass point were present, it would according to this conception possess 
inertia, namely of almost the same magnitude as in the case where it is 
surrounded by the remaining masses of our actual physical world. Finally, 
against this conception the statistical considerations have to be invoked 
which were expressed above with respect to the Newtonian theory. 
 

From what has been said so far, it follows that I have been unable to set up 
the boundary conditions for spatial infinity. Nevertheless, there still exists 
one possibility to manage without giving up looking for a solution as in (b). 
If it were namely possible to view the world as a spatially finite continuum, 
then such boundary conditions would be unnecessary. It will become 
apparent in the following that the requirement of general relativity as well 
as the fact of the low stellar velocities is compatible with the hypothesis of 
a spatially closed world: however, the implementation of this idea requires 
a generalizing modification of the gravitational field equations. 
 

3. The spatially closed world with uniformly distributed matter. 
 

The metric nature (curvature) of the four-dimensional space-time 
continuum is determined according to the general theory of relativity at 
every point by the matter and its condition present at that point. The 
metric structure of this continuum, because of the irregular distribution of 
matter is necessarily extremely complicated. However, if we are only 
concerned with the large scale structure, we may think of the matter as 
distributed evenly over the vast expanses of space so that its density 
distribution becomes an exceedingly slowly varying function. Our 
approach is similar to that of geodesists who approximate the at small 
scales extremely complicated Earth surface by an ellipsoid. 
  
The most important fact that we know from experience about the 
distribution of matter is this, that the relative velocities of stars are small 
compared to the velocity of light. Therefore, I believe that we may base 
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our considerations on the following approximate assumption: There exists 
a coordinate system relative to which the matter can be viewed as 
permanently at rest. Relative to this coordinate system, the stress-energy 
tensor ìíT  of matter has then, according to (5), the simple form 
 

ñ000
0000
0000
0000

                                                       (6) 

 

The scalar ñ , the average distribution density of matter can a priori be a 
function of the spatial coordinates. However, if we assume the world as 
closed on itself, the natural hypothesis that ñ  is independent of the 
location suggests itself: We take it as the basis for the following 
considerations. 
 

Concerning the gravitational field, it follows from the equation of motion 
of a point particle  

0
ds

dx

ds
dx

ds
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, 

 

that a point particle can remain only at rest in a static gravitational field if 

44g  is independent of position. Because we assume the independence of 

the time coordinate 4x  for all quantities, we can demand that for the 

sought for solution, that for all íx  
1g44  .                                                   (7) 

As usual with static problems, we further have to set 
 

0ggg 342414  .                                      (8) 
 

We still have to determine those components of the gravitational potential 
which define the purely spatial-geometric behavior of our 
continuum )gg(g 331211 ...., . From our assumption regarding the uniform 

distribution of the field producing masses it follows that the curvature of 
the sought for metric space must also be constant. Therefore, for this mass 
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distribution, the searched for closed finite continuum of the 321 xxx ,, , 

will be, for constant 4x , a spherical space. 
 

At such a space we arrive by the following manner. We start with a 
Euclidean space of four dimensions of the 4321 îîîî ,,, with a line 

element ód : therefore we have 
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2 ddddd îîîîó  .                             (9) 
 

In this space we consider the hyperplane where R is a constant. 
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2R îîîî  ,                                (10) 
 

The points of this hyperplane form a three dimensional continuum, a 
spherical space of curvature R. 
 
The four dimensional Euclidean space from which we started serves only 
for the convenient definition of our hyperplane. We are only interested in 
the points of the latter, whose metric properties should agree with those of 
physical space under a uniform distribution of matter. For the description 
of this three dimensional continuum we can use the coordinates 321 îîî ,,  

(projection onto the hyperplane 04 î ), because of (10), 4î  can be 

expressed in terms of 321 îîî ,, . If 4î  is eliminated from (9), one obtains 

for the line element of the spherical space the expression 
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,                                   (11) 

 

where 1ìíä if íì  , and íìäìí  if0, , and 2
3

2
2

2
1

2 îîîñ  . The 

chosen coordinates are convenient regarding the investigation of the 
region about one of the two points 0321  îîî . 
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Now we are also given the line element of the required four dimensional 
space-time world. We obviously have to set for the potentials ìíg  in which 

both indices differ from 4 
 

)xx(xR

xx
g 2
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 íì

ìíìí ä .                                      (12) 

 
This equation, in connection with (7) and (8), completely determines the 
behavior of measuring rods, clocks and light rays in the four-dimensional 
world under consideration. 
 

4. Regarding a term to be added to the gravitational field equations. 
 

The gravitational field equations I propose for an arbitrary coordinate 
system are 
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.                          (13) 

 
The system of equations (13) is by no means satisfied if one substitutes for 
the ìíg their values given in (7), (8) and (12) and if the values given by (6) 

are inserted for the stress energy tensor of matter. How this calculation is 
conveniently done will be shown in the next section. Hence, if it were 
certain that the field equations (13), which I have used up to now, were 
the only ones compatible with the postulate of general relativity, then one 
would have to conclude that the general theory of relativity does not 
allow the hypothesis of a spatially closed world. 
 

However, the system of equation (14) allows an obvious generalization, 
compatible with the relativity postulate, which is completely analogous to 
the generalization of the Poisson equation given in (2). That is because we 
could add to the left side of (13) the fundamental tensor ìíg , multiplied by 
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an as yet unknown universal constant, Ë , without destroying thereby 
the general covariance: instead of the field equations (13) we set 
 

)Tg
2
1T(gG ìíìíìíìí ÷Ë  .                             (13a) 

 

This field equation too is in any case, for sufficiently small, compatible 
with the facts gathered for the solar system. It also satisfies the 
conservation laws of momentum and energy because one arrives at (13a) 
instead of (13) if one, instead of the scalar of the Riemann tensor, one 
inserts this scalar multiplied by a universal constant into the Hamiltonian. 
It is after all the Hamiltonian Principle that guarantees the conservation 
laws. That the field equation (13a) is compatible with our hypotheses 
regarding field and matter is shown in the following. 
 

5. Performing the calculation. The result. 
 

Because all points of our continuum are equivalent, it is only required to 
perform the calculation for one pint, e.g., for one of the two points with 
the coordinates 0xxxx 4321  . Then, for the ìíg  in (13a) the 

values 
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have to be inserted where they appear differentiated only once or not at 
all. One obtains then 
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In view of (7), (8) and (13) it is easy to determine that all equations satisfy 
(13a) if the two conditions below are satisfied 
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or equivalently 
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÷ñË  .                                       (14) 

 

The newly introduced universal constant Ë determines therefore the 
average distribution density ñ  which can remain in equilibrium as well as 

the radius R of this spherical space and its volume 32R2ð . The total mass 
M of the world is according to our conception 
 

ñ÷

ð
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ððñ
3

2
232 32R4R2M  .                                    (15) 

 

The theoretical conception of the physical world would, if it does 
correspond to our considerations, be as follows. The radius of curvature 
character of space is based on the local distribution of matter and is 
temporally and spatially variable, but can, on a large scale, be 
approximated by a spherical space. In any case, this conception is logically 
consistent and from the point of view of general relativity the most 
satisfactory: whether it is viable in the context of current astronomical 
knowledge will not be investigated here. However, in order to reach this 
consistent conception, we had to introduce a new generalization of the 
gravitational field equations which, on the basis of our actual 
understanding of gravitation, is not justified. Nevertheless, it has to be 
emphasized that a positive curvature of space is produced by the masses it 
contains even if this additional term is not introduced; the latter is only 
necessary to make possible the quasi static distribution of matter that 
corresponds to the fact of the small stellar velocities. 
                                             ________________ 

Distributed February 15. 
 

§43. I would like to make a few comments on Einstein�s paper 
related to Poisson�s equation (1) with which he starts his consideration. 
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The potentialÖ in equation (1) is invariant under a change of the physical 
standards of mass and length because the right hand side has the physical 
dimensions of ][ 2T  . This gives Ö the physical dimensions of ][ 22TL  . 
However, with respect to quantum standards the only connection between 

*AA  is length. For this equation to be invariant with respect to a 
change of the standards of mass and time the right hand side should be 
divided by 2c . This makes the Ö in (43.1) dimensionless, like the 
components of the metric tensor and invariant under all transformations 
of the standards. 
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Because the concept of length on *AA is related to the formalism 
of A by ctx 4em ë , (43.1) is modified to corresponds to the 

quantification of mass, length and time in terms of linear manifolds and 
the corresponding algebra in a Euclidean context, but in terms of an 
energy density. This does not changeÖ .  
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Then, instead of Einstein�s equation (2), the relationship becomes one 
involving energy density instead of mass density. The reason is we have to 
define the quantum property of rest mass and inertia to be consistent with 
the quantum standard of energy and length. 
 
Then, instead of Einstein�s equation (2), the relationship becomes one 
involving energy density instead of mass density. The reason is we have to 
define the quantum property of rest mass and inertia to be consistent with 
the quantum standard of energy and length. 
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Another point is that there are no fundamental constants in the true sense 
of the word. They are a human abstraction. Hence,Ë is a variable in A . 
The only context in which it is a constant is in the context of quanta, i.e., 
on *AA , where it is required to link the Euclidean manifolds which 
arise through our quantification of mass, length and time, to the actual 
phenomenology hidden in our language and formalism to the non-
Euclidean space-time canvas of general relativity which represents a 
generic constraint as shown in the last chapter. This constraint is made 
consistent with the properties of quantum standards. Einstein�s equation (3) 
becomes then 

2
04 c

c
G4 ñ
Ë
ðÖ  .                                    (43.4) 

 

In the context of Einstein�s field equations and identifying Öwith 44g , the 

cosmological constant Ë becomes simply a scaling factor for a 3-D 
Riemannian manifold because we can integrate the energy cum mass 
density in the context in which it was quantified, in the Euclidean context, 
and identify this with the invariant defined by the quantum standard of 
mass to determine the relationship between the fundamental constants 
defining the Riemannian manifold. The role of the cosmological constant 
simply assures consistency between the quantum properties of energy, 
length and mass as can be seen from the dimensionless equation below. 
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Rather that trying to explain things more, it is best now simply to do it. 
The key point is that each term of (43.5) is dimensionless and completely 
independent of any transformations of the standards of mass, length or 
time as it should be on *AA . That means the equation is independent 
of the standards of mass, length and time ofA . 
 

It has been emphasized that the relationship between the definition of 
force and mass is tautological in the context of Newton�s laws of motions. 
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This renders the relationship between mass, length and time as well as 
other concepts constructed from them and representing physical qualities 
also tautological entering the entire mathematical structure and language 
in this manner. That should be kept in mind when dealing with the 
mathematical symbolism and the associated conceptual structure. 
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Chapter VII 
Calculating the cosmological constant on *AA . 

 
§44. In chapter V it was shown that the Schwarzschild solution with 

respect to the non-Euclidean canvas of general relativity represents the 
generic relationship below, but in relation to the fundamental constants G 
and c, within a conceptual structure in which energy is defined in terms of 
relationships between and their changes. 
 

422242
0

2 cmcpcmE  .                               (44.1) 
 

From this same generic relationship important partial differential 
equations associated with the paradigms of quantum mechanics and 
quantum field theory are derived. This is done by assigning mathematical 
operators, the fundamental constant h and the geometric constant ð2 , to 
the concepts of energy and momentum in this generic relationship using 
the following correspondence: 
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However, it has to be kept in mind that in generating partial differential 
equations from this correspondence the term 42

0cm  is not considered an 

integral aspect of the operators associated with energy, momentum or 
angular momentum in (44.1). This is explicitly shown below. This is one of 
the reasons for the difficulty in untangling the relationship between the 
mathematical formalisms describing quantum and gravitational 
phenomenology. The operators for the component of angular momentum 
follow from pxrL 

 , a required element explaining the relationship 

between gravitation and mass in the framework of Newton�s axioms and 
the inverse square law. 
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The reason for the stand-alone form of the rest-mass energy term is that 
with respect to the physical properties of quanta the physical standards are 
irrelevant and the concepts giving rise to the relationship between rest-
mass, energy, force, length and time are tautologically related and 
connected in the language of the respective phenomenologies by different 
sets of dimensioned constants. The reader should be able to interpret the 
significance of the above correspondences in light of the non-tautological 
description of gravitational phenomenology developed in chapter I in the 
context of circular symmetry and intrinsic �angular momentum�, but 
without the concept of mass. For a free quantum without rest mass such as 
our quantum standard of energy and length, the above correspondence 
leads to following equivalent pictures. 
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Planck�s constant in the formal symbolic structure could be considered 
irrelevant, a scaling factor depending on the standards of mass, length and 
time which can be canceled. This leaves an operator relationship between 
the variables of length and time. Dividing by 2C leads to the wave 
equation in (44.6c). Of course, I did not divide by 2C , but made the 
coefficients of both differential operators trivially equal. With respect 
to *A , I now view the term in brackets as a consistency condition between 
the operators with respect to the notion of length and time in the pictures 
of A and *A . For that reason the coefficient 22c is not thrown away. The 
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term in brackets represents the synthesis of Maxwell�s equations in free 
space. 
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Furthermore, 1E emem ë for all free photons in *A . It follows, that as 
mathematical symbols150 on *AA , the differential operators have to be 
identical, i.e., 
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Solving in this essay for the nature of the characteristic properties of 
quanta relative to the descriptive system, only one descriptive variable is 
available and no dimensioned constants are allowed. For this reason I will 

use the operator 2

2

t
 to establish a correspondence between the intuitive 

notion of time represented by this operator and electromagnetic time to 
properly eliminate the dimensioned constant   from the correspondence 

between energy and 2

2

t
 . The operators 22c  and 2  carry too many 

assumptions regarding the notion of length and physical space, the canvas 
on which they are assumed to paint in A . The reader should note the 
relationship of (44.8) to (43.1) in my comments following Einstein�s paper. 
The operator 22c  in (44.8) corresponds to 2  in (1) of that paper. The 
role of Ë , as creating consistency between A and *A  is best viewed as 
being integral to the functionÖ by treating (43.3) in not as 
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but as 

                                                   
150 It is important here to differentiate between a belief system, variables and 
operators, in particular with respect to viewing the difference between the 
concepts of time squared and length squared with respect to the canvas of space. 
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If Ö is a universal constant, Ë remains a variable in the Euclidean context 
of quantification as defined by the right hand side of the equations and 
only takes on a particular value independent of the standards and concepts 
which define the right hand side when particularized to the properties of 
our quantum standards. Otherwise I would only perpetuate the 
Newtonian tautology. 
 

Energy in A and *A  is a real quantity defined in terms of real variables. 
For that reason only the correspondence below, in which the imaginary 
aspect does not appear, is of interest. 
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Having defined a quantum standard of energy intrinsic to length it is 
necessary to relate the corresponding quantum standards through this 
correspondence to the variable defined by the standard of time inA . For 
that, I use the function ln(t)(t) Ø . This eliminates the operator and leads 
to a correspondence which is dimensionally correct and allows for the 
solution of the concepts of mass and time with respect to electromagnetic 
time. 
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With these relationships understood, the correspondence becomes  
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The consistency condition required to solve our three equations with 
respect to quantum standards becomes a consistency condition between 
mass, length and time on *AA . 
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The condition on the left with respect to the pictures of A is 
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, where either one of the symbols determines the other. 

That is the case because energy and length are our quantum standards and 
quantum time is intrinsic to length and hence to the same energy as the 
corresponding length. On the left of (44.12) is the square of a velocity, so 
we must have a square of a velocity on the right. We really have no 
understanding of the ontological aspect of electromagnetic time or of any 
quantum properties for that matter. On the right hand side we have the 
square of a velocity whose magnitude depends on the arbitrary standards 
of length and time chosen in A . The symbols on the left are not 
independent variables. Only in the descriptive pictures of A  on the right 
hand side can these be treated as linear variables whose combinations can 
yield any value at all depending on the choice of their standards. We now 
have 
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We now consider how energy is defined with respect to the notion of 
mass inA . We multiply both sides of the correspondence by the symbol 
for mass m , a concept which we conceptually associated with ponderable 
objects inA . This leads to a generic relationship determined by the fact 
we have an independent standard of time inA used to specify speeds other 
that that of light in the pictures we experience, see and paint. 
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What a moment ago represented correspondence between the square of 
electromagnetic energy intrinsic to electromagnetic time and dimensioned 
constants and mathematical operators has become through the elimination 
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of Planck�s constant151 a relationship between the concepts of mass energy 
and kinetic energy through the use of the concept of mass. The reader 
who still remembers my analysis of the Newtonian picture of gravitation 
in chapter I may see traces of this in (44.14). I am thinking of (10.2), 
written in the form below, in which can be seen the emergence of the 
concepts of 1S

D
and 2S

D
on the left and on the right respectively when 

introducing the concept of mass, by dividing by the variable representing 
this concept. 

3
32

2
2422

2
2 ak

v
2
1
a2akT  ðð  

 

The relationship (44.14) links, in the associated pictures ofA , the concept 
of kinetic energy in an arbitrary quantification to that of gravitational 
potential energy. This is the context in which energy conservation is build 
into the paradigm as was shown earlier. I should point out that with 
respect to *A , the inertia intrinsic to length is also intrinsic to 
electromagnetic time but it should not be assumed we know this 
relationship in the ontological context.  
 

All this should have been of course obvious from the beginning because 
quantum energy intrinsic to length implies the square of an energy being 
intrinsic to the square of a length. Of course using the concept of space as 
the 3-D canvas to paint on creates a different image of length and its 
description. Choosing random standards for length and time creates a 
random quantified relationship between quantum energy and the 
anthropomorphic notions of mass, length and time tautologically related 
in the fundamental axiom »either A or not A«. All this analysis will do is 
to sort this out and restore consistency with respect to quantum properties. 
 

With respect to our notion of gravitation, mass, displacement, force and 
energy are defined with respect to »relationships between« in terms of the 
variables of length and time and appropriate fundamental constants such 

                                                   
151 It is important to note that h was eliminated keeping the variables of time 
inA and *A connected and hence the concept of energy in *A  to the concept of 
length and time inA and now to energy there through the concept of mass. 
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as G. In the context of these pictures mass energy, as intrinsic to 
electromagnetic time, is related to kinetic energy as defined by the 
anthropomorphic notions defined by the standards of mass, length and 
time of A by the correspondence 
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2
1mc2 em

222   ëð .              (44.15) 

 

This concept of mass energy will now be treated with respect to our 
quantum standard of energy and length also as an energy associated with a 
particular length, but phrased in terms so that the variables of mass and 
time as defined by their standards in A are properly eliminated in the 
context of quanta by the notion of rest mass. That is necessary for solving 
our three equations because these standards of A and their variables have 
no ontological relationship to the quantum standards. To do that, we have 
to recognize that our concept of mass as defined by its standard inA , is in 
our picture a variable relating quantum length and time. Writing 

em
2 Emc  , the consistency condition becomes a relationship between 

mass and time, with the energy em
2 Emc   represented on *A as intrinsic 

to length and time. With respect to gravitational force, energy and the 
concept of mass we have the correspondence requiring now consistency 
between the concepts of mass and time, so that energy is still intrinsic to 
length in a consistent manner. The picture created on the right hand side 
of the correspondence below is still unconnected ontologically to the left 
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In terms of the descriptive variable of length connecting A and *A , the 
solution to our three equations must occur in the context of the ratio of 
two length defined by the physical quality of rest mass of quanta as 
physical standards as shown in the above correspondence. (The reader 
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may also consider equation (15) in Einstein�s paper now in the context of 
quantum standards, ontological dimensions and Q*.) 

§45. For the operator equivalent to the concept of relativistic energy 
which includes rest mass we simply take Einstein�s field equations. With 
respect to our quantum standards for energy, length and rest-mass we 
know that rest-mass in *A  must be represented by a 3-D manifold. That 
means the concept of rest-mass in the stress-energy tensor in (45.1) has to 
be replaced by a 3-D manifold in which the metric tensor absorbs the 
dimensioned constants. This is where the cosmological constant comes 
into play by starting with 
 

ìíìíìí
ð T
c

G8Rg
2
1R 4                              (45.1) 

 

Consistency of the concept of mass as 2cE /  and of mass squared 

as 42 cE /  in A  and *A , and which includes the concept of rest mass as a 
special concept dependent on the reference frame on which the 
description is painted, requires that the Schwarzschild solution of (45.1) 
must be equivalent to the Schwarzschild solution of (45.2) as a condition 
between the concepts of quantum energy, length and time. From this the 
relationships between the dimensioned constants which facilitate the 
tautological relationships between mass, length and time inA must now 
emerge. 
 

  0gRg
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1R  ìíìíìí Ë .                           (45.2) 

 

The Schwarzschild solution of (45.1) with a cosmological constant is 
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The term 2rcmG2 /  was shown in chapter V to represent relativistic 
mass-energy conservation. That is why I think the solution has to be 
approached in this manner, and to eliminate the dimensioned constants G 
and c. To relate energy and length consistently with respect to the concept 
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of mass, an inertial density K is defined for the3-D manifold required to 
represent the concept of inertia. This has to be consistent with the 
quantum property of energy, length, time, inertia etc. all intrinsic to 
length, our only descriptive variable on *AA . This density will define 
an implicit length scale for which we have to solve. The inertial density 
K  is related to the cosmological constant, to G and c, particularized to the 
electron rest mass as a quantum standard, by making Newton�s assumed 
cause of gravitation consistent with quantum energy and Newton�s and 
Einstein�s pictures 
 

G2
c

c
G2 2

e2
ËË  K;

K .                        (45.4a) 

 

In this context I can remove the tautological aspect between mass and 
gravitation and let quanta and their properties define the meaning of 
inertia and mass by particularizing to two separate quanta with mass. This 
eliminates the assumed cause SunM seen from two different perspectives 

engendered by the pictures below. From one, one can see this leads to a 
determination of G, from the other as escaping the circularity between 
concepts ofA . 
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In the field equations describing this manifold, Ë connects properly the 
concept of inertial as well as that of energy density, 2cKE  , as 
 

K2c
G2

Ë                                             (45.5) 

and 

EK 4
2

4 c
G2c

c
G2

Ë .                               (45.6) 

 

Integrating over 2dÙ give the factor ð4  and the right hand side of (45.1) 
without arbitrarily assigning a stress energy tensor. Einstein felt the latter 
was an imperfection of his field equations [52]. This imperfection is now 
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removed by changing (45.1) to (45.2), by integrating the Euclidian 
projection on *AA . 
 
ThisË corresponds to the function Ö in equation (3) of Einstein�s paper 
assuming the value of 2c2 ðÖ  . Here, Ö is seen as satisfying a 
consistency condition between the operators as outlined in (44.8) in 
relation to electromagnetic time and length. The factor ð2  arises from the 
way we paint our pictures on the canvas of the space and time of our 
imagination and of grammatical relationships in that language such as  
 

1i2 ðexp , 1i ðexp , i
2
1i ð )ln(  etc. 

 

The metric tensor in (45.3) defines the implicit constraints between the 
quantum properties of mass, length, time and energy as defined and 
quantified in A  as intrinsic geometry of the 3-D manifold representing 
the concept of mass as a quantum property. With respect to the physical 
properties of quanta serving as standards for energy and length, relativistic 
mass m and its relationship to the notion of rest mass is represented by a 3-
D Euclidean manifold because the relationships above involve 
dimensioned constants. The quantum standard of rest mass, the electron 
mass, will then be represented in the Euclidean projection to *AA  as an 
inertial density of a bounded manifold  
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Because the characteristic quantum properties of the quantum standard of 
length such as energy, inertia, time and momentum are intrinsic to length, 
I will not label properties intrinsic to the Euclidean manifold as distinct 
from those corresponding to the length calculated from the non-Euclidean 
ones. A refinement in length, because of the way the equations have been 
set up, implies a corresponding and consistent refinement in the 
relationships of the other characteristic properties. 
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Rest-mass as defined by (45.7) corresponds to something occupying space, 
such as associated with the objects of our perception. It should be kept in 
mind that quantum inertia intrinsic to my quantum standard of energy 
and length has the ontological dimension ][ 1L . With respect to *AA  

]D[][]/[ Ë 2
em LLm . In this manner the cosmological constant 

term in (45.3) and (45.6) becomes associated with the equivalent 
expressions 
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Integrating over the spatial part of the line element 2dÙ  of (45.3) with 
respect to length of the Euclidean integral to generate the concept of mass 
simply generates a factor if ð4  leaving the term which ensured relativistic 
mass-energy conservation as a function of length alone to which energy is 
intrinsic. This correspondence developed with respect to time in (44.16) is 
now used to solve for the quantum property of rest mass in terms of time. 
Consistency with the properties defined by the quantum standards with 
respect to the concepts of mass, length, time and energy as defined inA , 
and mediated there by the fundamental constants G, c and h, enters the 
manifolds consistent with (45.2) as a consistency condition defined by 
(45.8). This may seem confusing because I am relating two conceptual 
structure representing the same picture, one in terms of differential 
equations and the correspondingly integrated one, no pun intended, and as 
a manifold. 
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In *A  the first term is a sphere whose intrinsic geometry is defined by 
Einstein�s field equations and the solution to the cosmological constant 
problem with a dimensionless density. InA this is simply a length. The 
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square of the two length become the two spheres in figure 4, as well as the 
factoring of Q* as shown in (23.3). 
 
It should be clear that (45.9), because of ][][ Lem

 ë , represents a 
condition between the concept of mass, energy and time inA with respect 
to *A . The picture engendered by (45.8) with respect to tensor formalism, 
conceptual structure of mass, force and energy is 
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The equivalence to 4444 c
G8

c
G2

4 E
E ðð   , to the macroscopic, arises 

from integration of the fields equations. 3R
3

4 Ëð  is related to the solution 

for the metric tensor as 2R
3
1 Ë . These are the formal equivalences which 

still have to be particularized in the context of A  consistent both 
quantum masses. These are the pictures in which (45.1) � (45.3) are now 
connected in the context of relativistic mass-energy conservation.  
 

§46.  The time has come to apply these descriptive and conceptual 
relationships to the reality of quantum standards on *AA . The 
mathematical-conceptual structure developed for *A  will now be applied 
using Einstein�s field equation (45.1) with the cosmological constant as 
defined by (45.4). It has to be understood that the concept of inertia in 
that definition is a free variable related to the concept of length in terms of 
which Ë is defined. 
 

The mass ratio of the two stable quanta with rest mass and electric charge, 
i.e., the proton/electron mass ratio, will now be used to solve our 
equations. This ratio is independent of any of the standards of mass, length, 
or time in A . This is encapsulated by the ontological symmetries 

1S
D

and 2S
D

. Because rest mass has to be represented by a 3-D manifold, 
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our quantum standards and the electron mass, an absolute quantum 
standard, its reference structure will represent these symmetries in the 
context developed so far. The electron rest mass is first identified with a 3-
D bounded Euclidean manifold with 2S

D
and eK  intrinsic to our standard 

of energy and length, by 
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The superscript on 0
em indicates relationships represented within a 

Euclidean structure because we are dealing with concepts quantified by 
continuous linear manifolds and the corresponding constants which 
connect them,. This is a first approximation defined by the consistency 
conditions developed so far to whatever mass is in *A ; a first 
approximation to the structure g

3L ][  , as a condition on length..  Another 

rest mass is requires to represent a consistency condition between time 
and rest mass. That is represented by 1S

D
. It has to be understood that the 

m in 1S
D

is represented also by (46.2). Consistency between the concept of 

mass, length and time betweenA and *A requires also that for the concept 
of quantum mass, whatever it is, 
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The mass of the proton, a more complex object than the electron, must of 
course also be associated with this same structure. It can only differ by a 
geometric constant from (46.2) introduced inA by the peculiarities of its 
conceptual and representative descriptive and quantitative structure, 
having three arbitrary standards for intuitive notions. So we have also (see 
figure 9) 
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The inertia intrinsic to quantum length in the dimensionless expressions 
(45.8) is also intrinsic to quantum time. In (44.16) it has to be understood 
that we are dealing with the ratio of two energies which have to be 
consistent with the quantum properties of the same class of photons, i.e., 
with any. That corresponds also to a ratio of lengths and equivalently to a 
ratio of times with respect to our mathematical and conceptual framework. 
Quantifying the electron mass as unity is an arbitrary assignment like any 
other quantification. However doing it consistently with respect to the 
quantum standard of energy and length defines a particular length 
depending on whatever mass in the quantum context is152.  
 

Having derived (44.16) from the relationships between time inA and *A , I 
take the electron mass as unity so that the proton mass is used as the 
property to solve for consistency with respect to electromagnetic time. 
However, because of the way we describe quanta inA  we only have one 
variable representing energy and length in *A . Then from (44.16), length, 
in the manifolds representing rest mass of the two quanta is also related to 
time, where ][D]D[]D[ / pLR w

21
p  . In the quantum context of *A , 

in the analogue of the quantification ofA , the ratio of two energies here, 
gives when consistent with quantum time in the formalism of A , is a 
linear degree of freedom with an intrinsic weight not of unity, but of 22ð . 
 

e
22

p R2R ð .                                    (46.4)  
 

Applying this to the proton is equivalent to setting the energy associated 
with the 3-D space representing the electron rest-mass to unity. The 
proton mass in this context is then given as a dynamic structure where 

pK can be associated with a momentum density of the D manifold 

ç][ / 23L . The inertial density eK  of the manifold representing electron 

mass is then related to the momentum density pK of the manifold 

representing the proton mass by 2
pe KK  . Hence, the Euclidean 

projection of the proton mass to *AA is 

                                                   
152 One has to shake oneself free here of the pictures generated by the concepts of 
mass, length and time connected within the Newtonian axiomatic system. 
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(46.5) 
In terms of the required symmetries 1S

D
and 2S

D
, the electron mass as the 

absolute standard of quantum mass, unity, and consistency with quantum 
length and time gives the  Euclidean projection of the proton/ electron 
mass ratio to *AA  as 
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That picture is now consists with the Cartesian products of , defined by 
our context of quantifying concepts with respect to phenomenology, in 
terms of the real number line, and the fundamental constants connecting 
concepts in this Euclidean space, but now without dimensioned constants. 
In this context the electron and proton rest-masses in this picture should 
be given respectively, and consistent with the quantification of quantum 
properties inA , by 
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Now, we have to let the real world impinge on these pictures constructed 
from the logical analysis of a tautological system. The experimentally 
determined value for this ratio is actually153 
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Consistency with the quantum context, in which every characteristic 
property, according to A , is intrinsic to every other, the mass ratio must 

                                                   
153 The last digit changes from year to year. In 2001 when I first made these 
calculations the last digit in  was 1. That does not really make any difference to 
what follows. 
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then be expressed, to be consistent with quantum length as well as 
quantum time, by 
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Hence, relative to the Euclidean context of quantification in A  we are led 
to a non-Euclidean one representing real world constraints on the 
anthropomorphic pictures we have constructed inA  of nature and of the 
laws of nature. That constraint is hidden within )( Ä1 . Its pictures are 
painted partially by Einstein�s field equations. 
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The factors )( Ä1  relate the Euclidean and non-Euclidean form of the 3-
D geometry. The first is implied by the quantification of the concepts of 
mass, length and time in A in terms of linear variables and their 
connection by dimensioned fundamental constants to other quantified 
concepts. The second represents the non-linear constraints between the 
concepts of mass, length and time in terms of the ontological aspects of the 
properties of energy, length and time of our three classes of quanta relative 
to the tautologically related concepts ofA . We can now evaluate eR and 
determine the constraints, by necessity in terms of the pictures of A , 
represented by the non-Euclidean nature of these manifolds.  
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The spatial part of the metric defining the element of volume of this 
manifold is given by  
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The non-linear relationships between the quantum properties of length, 
energy and time contribute Ä to the rest mass of the electron and are of 
the order of e

5 m10 . The non-Euclidean component is thus calculated 
from the integral below. It has to be understood that the 3-D Euclidean 
manifold representing the electron mass is defined as the quantum 
standard of mass, as unity, although eK and eR are still free variables 
relative to each other. Their relationship is defined by the experimentally 
determined ep mm / ratio. 
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The non-linear relationships between the physical properties of quantum 
length and other intrinsic properties consistent with the picture of 
gravitation as painted inA are then contained in 
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Integrating over è  and ö  gives 
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The non-linear constraints defined by  are therefore, 
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The length154, the radius eR in the picture on *AA , is calculated from 
(46.14).  

                                                   
154 All calculations presented in this paper use the values listed in table IV of 
Appendix II. 
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The inertial density with respect to A and consistent with *A  is 
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However, *A  was constructed with all characteristic quantum properties, 
including our standard of energy, as intrinsic to length. Hence the 
quantity of interest arises from the correspondence is 
 

Lm3                                        (46.17) 

This assures that in the process of integration inertia eK is intrinsic to 
length, and gives  
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This is a remarkable result. It is essentially the ratio of the electrostatic to 
the gravitational force between electrons, the D-dimensionless ratio of 
two lengths as required by (44.16b). I take that to mean that *AA  has 
been successfully constructed and that the symmetries and physical 
attributes of A  have been correctly translated by means of the ontological 
symmetries and ontological dimensions to *AA . 
 

The accuracy of the value of (46.18) has to be seen as derived from a 
quantity that is e

5 m10x88241 . ; 4-figure accuracy here implies an 

accuracy of e
98 m10to10  . Thus, the projection of the unit 3-D lattice, 

figure 3a, fromA to *A , its dimensions relative to our standard of length 
determined by consistency with respect to intrinsic quantum properties is 
given by 
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 This projection I express analytically as  
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However, this gives a value for 53
e 10x327079852R  . . This slight 

discrepancy with the value of m10x72353272R 53
e

 .  from (46.15) 

will be examined in the next section. Using the value for Newton�s 
constant of gravitation 21311 skgm10x67426G  . , the latest official 

one, not mine, Ë  is 
2100
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The relationship between the electron rest mass, its gravitational radius 
and the cosmological constant consistent with the properties of quanta as 
standards is  
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Comparison with (45.5) shows how the tautological notion of mass in the 
Newtonian as well as in the relativistic theory of gravitation of Einstein is 
related to the picture constructed by �relationships between� and the 
canvas on which these tautologies are drawn. 
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Considering the uncertainty in the value of G, we may write the value of 
Ë as 
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21002log8log 1010 Ë ,                     (46.23b) 

21002log8log 1010 Ë .                     (46.23c) 
 

The expression (46.22) also shows that the cosmological constant with 
respect to the tautological pictures created inA is related to our view of 
gravity as intrinsic to mass as a relationship between energies and length 
as appropriate to *A , by writing 
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The only variable, length, consistent with our quantum standard of length 
and energy, can now be used with respect to the two terms on the right, as 
a ratio between gravitational energy and relativistic mass-energy as a 
result of having made electromagnetic time consistent with its other 
intrinsic properties.  
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In the foregoing analysis, it should be clearly understood and kept in focus, 
that neither the electron mass nor the proton mass played individual roles, 
only their mass ratio, independent of any particular standards did. That 
role was defined in this analysis by enforcing consistency between 
quantum energy, length and time as intrinsic quantum standards, made 
compatible with the pictures of A  using ontological symmetries and 
dimensions. 
 

As an aside, just to lighten the heavy fare a bit, and for readers who may 
remember I mentioned earlier this problem can also be compared to 
doubling the cube, I must admit the cube in figure 3 as well as the sphere 
are probably not quite Euclidean in nature because 
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The reader may realize the concept of equal and opposite electric charges 
is ontologically not meaningful and just a convenient definition like all 
others concepts. 
 
 

§47. The discrepancy in Re and the local gravitational potential, the 
second order calculation for  
  
Before examining the consequences of the result (46.18), the discrepancy 
between the values implied by the analytic expression (46.19) should be 
addressed. As already indicated in chapter V, the locally determined mass 

)(Rme is not really �free�. To address that issue requires a more accurate 
calculation to second order which is now carried out. This is done in the 
context of the ansatz (46.8). 
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The non-Euclidean nature of the metric only contributed Ä  to the 
electron mass and is of the order of e

5 m10 . For that reason, higher order 
terms in the expansion of the metric were previously ignored. The non-
Euclidean component was calculated from (46.12) 
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This led to (46.13) 
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The non-Euclidean contribution to the volume and hence to the mass was 
Ä  given by 
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The calculation of eR  depends on Ä obtained from the experimental value 
of the proton-electron mass ratio as well on the ansatz (46.8). Currently, 

510x88241  .Ä  and yielded from (46.15) 
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(The experimental value of the proton/electron mass ratio changed over 
the years, and hence, the value of .) Then, from (46.16) 
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Whence 42
e3 e 10x16451974Rm ./  and corresponds to the ratio of 

the strength of the electric to the gravitational force between electrons as 
expressed �analytically� by (46.19). 
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However, equation (5.19) yields a value of 53
e 10x327079852R  . m. 

The reason for this small discrepancy between the numerical values from 
(46.15) and (46.19) is already implied by how physical facts are encoded in 
the formalism inA ; the electron mass m measured at R with respect to its 
�free� mass 0m at   is related to the Kepler constant expressed here in its 

traditional tautological context of A , in terms of the variable of mass and 
Newton�s gravitational constant. 
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The second order calculations below tend to confirm this.  Instead of the 
first order calculation for   from the integral below 
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the result of the second order calculation ofÄ  will be denoted by 'Ä . 
Eliminating eRG /  through quantum properties155 and (46.19), we then 
have 
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Using the experimentally determined electron mass instead of 0
em leads to 

a cubic equation in *Ä . However, *Ä is given to a good approximation by 
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         (47.4) 
This leads to the value 510x49858821*  .Ä . The current experimental 

uncertainty in the proton/electron mass ratio determines the upper and 
lower limits of U = 1.88249x10-5. The upper limit is U = 1.88249x10-5 and 
L = 1.8824x10-5.  
 

That means the above cannot be reconciled unless we take the following 
approach, which by the way does not involve the constant of gravitation. 
That would simply let us slide back into meaningless tautologies. Instead 
one has to turn to relativistic energy-momentum conservation. This 
requires the rest mass of an object in a gravitational field, whatever that is, 

                                                   
155 It should be kept in mind that the mass of electrons and protons are 
determined in the context of electromagnetism and electromagnetic energy. 
Hence, my substitution is not only proper but essential. 
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decreases. This approach requires this be modeled by modifying the 

11g components. This allows one to estimate the difference in the energies 

involved corresponding to the various  as follows.  
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The analysis on the limits of Ä  shows that ç  in (47.5) cannot be zero. 
Thus, ç  assumes the role of a negative potential that effectively reduce 
the electron mass as determined on Earth. This negative contribution is 
now quantified in the context of the discussions in chapter V. 
 

In the language of *A , this corresponds to a decrease of the energy density 
of the space from which the electron rest mass arises in the ontological 
context. The second order expression for *Ä  is then used to calculateç . 
That determines the gravitational binding energy responsible for the 
discrepancy in question in the language ofA . Thus, 
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However, the easiest way to determine this effect is through the following 
approach. Let the energy corresponding to the measured electron mass be 
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In the language of A , the energy deficit (47.7) corresponds to a 
gravitational binding energy and is most simply related to the kinetic 
energy of a circular orbit by PEKE2  . The orbital velocity for a 

corresponding circular orbit with 510x88241  .Ä is then given by 
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The mean orbital speed of the earth about the sun is about 29.78 km/s. 
This energy deficit corresponds to about 9.5x10-9 parts of the rest mass of 
the electron. In this context, the second order calculation is essentially in 
complete agreement with the quantum properties in terms of which (46.19) 
is expressed. 
 

It is no surprise that the galactic gravitational potential does not enter 
because the explanation of gravitation by Newton and Einstein theories 
are based on tautologies which restricts the paradigms to the 
phenomenology thus explained. They work within the local physical 
system and within its phenomenology used to define the concepts as well 
as their tautological relationship. The question as to whether Einstein�s 
theory of gravitation can be extended to model galactic dynamics in its 
present form has I think be answered in chapter I and V. The above 
calculations suggest that which we call the local gravitational field 
influences the measured proton/electron ratio as well as their individual 
masses. That can be tested by experiment. These calculations were first 
performed in 2002. At that time Ä  = 1.8821 x 10-5 and 

21311 skgm10x6736G  . . The above analysis gave virtually the 

correct orbital speed. Including the additional gravitational binding energy 
of the Earth also gave excellent agreement. The case of 0ç  should be 
ruled out by the accuracy of the data associated with quanta.  
 

The idea that the proton mass may be affected differently than the 
electron mass in a gravitational potential in the above context may go 
against the current conceptual structure as it relates to the symbolism of 
GR. However, Eötvös-Dicke type experiments, dealing with gravitational 
and inertial mass as well as with internal energies will not detect any local 
effects from dynamics as relativistic energy conservation holds locally. 
That was shown in chapter V.  
 

The significance of G as a fundamental constant within the conceptual and 
mathematical structure of A should have receded somewhat into the 
background. In my view our notion of gravitation is an historical heritage, 
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of having discovered quanta and their properties much later, believing our 
mantra that electrons and protons have equal and opposite electric charges 
as defined within the tautological system set up within the context of the 
former. It would be an interesting exercise to examine the Pioneer 
spacecraft anomaly in the context developed here. The anomaly is the 
vacuous assumption »the laws of nature« as advocated by the language of 
science are everywhere and for all times the same. 
 

Quantum time and length are not the same. We can be glib in believing in 
our language. However, there may be some who like a better 
understanding of what human knowledge is. The issues discussed in this 
assay may serve as a good starting point for such investigations. 

_____ 

I had planned to put the explanation of how this particular work arose in 
the epilogue. However, it may be better to give a brief account of that here 
and now. In 1993 I found the precession of the perihelion of Mercury, or 
of any elliptic orbit for that matter, could be calculate from special 
relativity without any reference to Einstein�s general theory or using the 
field equations by violating some mathematical conventions associated 
with that paradigm of SR. This was surprising. 
 

I explored that issue, as well as letting the gravitational constant vary in 
that context. Doing that is of course equivalent to choosing a different 
object as a standard of mass, or to letting the effect of whatever the 
concept of �mass� stands for vary. This by the way led to interesting space-
time structures with real and imaginary components with closed loops. I 
did the modeling in 2-D. The fact the context of internal and external 
could be associated with this was really the most interesting aspect for me. 
The precession was determined by the magnitudes of changes in 
acceleration arising from the eccentricity of the elliptic orbit integrated 
over the orbit, i.e., determined by changes in the magnitude in 
momentum integrated over the orbit when viewed in the traditional 
Newtonian conceptual context.  
 

That seemed to imply the Lorentz transformations are in some manner 
intrinsic to the paradigm of general relativity. Now I consider GR to be a 
particularization of (44.1) and SR to Newton�s theory of gravitation as 
shown in chapter V. The analysis so far suggests gravitation, including 
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Einstein�s general theory of relativity can be interpreted as a theory of 
electrodynamics but without using either the concept of mass or that of 
electric charge as independent concepts. The notion of angular 
momentum is intrinsic to the circular homologue and so is momentum but 
without the concept of mass. The precession of a perihelion becomes then 
associated with the Lorentz force. However, the tautological relationships 
between the concepts of mass, force and acceleration, as well as all others 
derived from them or defined by them within an operational context, have 
to be taken into account in interpreting these paragraphs. This leads one 
back to the role of fundamental dimensioned constants, Riemannian 
geometry and the infinitesimal and macroscopic mathematical structure 
related by (3.1) to (3.3). 
 

That our concepts and their representation within this structure are 
intrinsically interconnected, �verschränkt� in German, �entangled� in 
English, I consider well explained at this point, as well as to why that is 
and how to transcend that. This is mentioned again as a cautionary note to 
anyone who through manipulating mathematical symbols and entangled 
concepts may suddenly understand clearly the unknowable, or be puzzled 
by it. 
 
References: 
 
[52]   Gönner, H. F. �On the History of Unified Field Theories� lrr-2004-2. 
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Chapter VIII 
Some fundamental relationships 

 
Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler. 

A. Einstein 
 
In §48, the relationship of the Planck length to this analysis is pointed out 
and a few relationships between fundamental constants are presented in 
relation to the quantum properties of the quanta used as standards. In §49, 
I give a brief summary of this analysis. In §50 the relationship between the 
proton and the fermion masses is developed. The relationship between 
Boltzmann�s constant, the concept of temperature and Planck�s constant in 
the non-tautological context is projected back ontoA  in §51. This gives 
the cosmological background temperatures. In §52, the relationship 
between the magnetic moments of protons and electrons is presented. In 
§53 the value of the gravitational constant in terms of quantum properties 
of my quantum standard of mass is derived.  
 

§48.  The concept of picture as expressed in Wittgenstein�s 
epistemology takes on greater relevance now. The solution for the three 
unknown, the ontological aspects of the concepts of mass, length and time, 
corresponding to our intuitive notions as quantified in a macroscopic 
phenomenological context has emerged. The solution was determined by 
the three objects whose properties defined the metaphorical equations by 
consistency conditions with the pictures of A , defined by words and 
concepts related within a logical-tautological symbolic structure or 
language whose building blocks are the quantified concept of mass, length 
and time. Relationships between some fundamental constants have to 
emerge from this analysis by its very nature. The very concept of a 
fundamental constant vise- à-vis the ontological is an illusion. The 
cognitive dissonance associated with the fact Einstein�s field equations are 
a particularization of the constraint of relativistic energy-momentum 
conservation will naturally create a reaction by those who believe in 
ontological aspects of the paradigms of A  and in the virtual pictures 
created by their interpretations. 
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Some pictures which emerge from this analysis are now made more 
explicit. The primary aspect of them is that with respect to A , they 
present, non-linear relationships. This is not surprising when analyzing a 
knowledge system constructed of linear variables and dimensioned 
constants into which the phenomenological aspects of the world are 
encoded within a Euclidean lattice. The picture associated with eR was 
really straightforward. The minute discrepancy between its analytic and 
experimental values was »explained« in the language of A in the previous 
section. 
 
Length, the only degree of descriptive freedom available in *A  was used in 
connection with geometric concepts of circular and spherical symmetry to 
express the constraints necessary for the construction of *AA . 
Instrumental in obtaining a solution for eR  from the proton electron mass 

ratio were the quantities 6
p

2
p RK and ee RK  connected by the 

constraint 3
ee

3
pp

3
pp

6
p

2
p RRxRR K][K][KK  . This defined a 

condition between the fundamental lattices of A and *A and that 
associated with bounded P-manifolds constructed from the linear variable 
of length of A , consistent with respect to characteristic quantum 
properties of my quantum standard of length in *A  as described and 
defined in A . By the fundamental lattice ofA , I mean the one constructed 
from 1M }{  , 1L }{  and 1T }{  . Most importantly, the tautological 
relationship between the concept of mass and other concepts connected by 
dimensioned constants was eliminated using quantum standards and the 
formally dimensionless ratio ep mm / . 
 

Consistency with respect to characteristic quantum properties implies 
there must exist relationships among fundamental constants, particularly 
among c, h, G and BK , because these are instrumental in relating the 

quantum standards of length, energy and inertia to time, and the concept 
of rest mass and energy defined in the macroscopic context to energy in 
the microscopic context; they relate the pictures ofA to its fundamental 
lattice. The difference in the pictures of eR and pR is the fact the proton 

has structure. Its inertia, apart from geometric constants, representing 
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constraints within Euclidean structures, was then represented in terms of 
the electron mass as an absolute standard of quantum rest-mass, by a 
consistency condition between quantum length, time and energy 
on *AA . 
 

The symmetry 1S
D

is really a consistency condition embedding relativistic 

energy momentum conservation into the elements to construct P-spaces, 
with inertia, length and time, intrinsic to the square root geometry and 
the fundamental lattice of *A . The P-manifolds are defined by this lattice. 
The square root geometry was of course defined by the 
condition 3

ee
3
pp

3
pp

6
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2
p RRxRR K][K][KK  . This made it possible 

to relate the Euclidean lattice of A  to the non-linear relationships 
between ontological quantum properties. That abstractly was done in the 
context of relating the continuum of the mathematical concepts of space 
and time to a continuum with intrinsic quantum properties. The concept 
of quantum with rest mass is then expressed in the form a bounded P-
space with respect to the latter continuum. 
 
Lattice elements of A were then projected to the structure satisfying the 
condition 3

ee
3
pp

3
pp

6
p

2
p RRxRR K][K][KK   on *A . Formally, 

][]D[]D[ / 21
ep LRR    can be viewed as a quantity corresponding 

to energy per time in the context of pD . Because the picture for pR in A  

must involve h and c, I write pR as a length defined by the fundamental 

constants multiplied by c. This gives pR  the Dp-dimension ][ / 21L  in the 

particle context and corresponds to the appropriate conceptual elements as 
inertia is intrinsic to quantum energy, length and time. The only non-
formal identification between the concept of length on *AA  which can 
be constructed from c, h and G defining the manifolds in terms of which 
the equations had to be constructed is the Planck length. The formal 
quantitative one serving as a reference is of course 1Lem  }{}{ ë .  
 

In this ansatz the Planck length becomes simply related to a geometric 
factor î  arising from pictures of A , required here to create consistency 
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with *A . It has to be understood, that the coefficient of c in this ansatz is a 
length defined by the fundamental constants. Because c is also a length 
in A , related to the standard of length, 2

pR  has to be viewed as the scalar 

product of two lengths. This scalar product too has to be formally 
identified with our intuitive concept of length in 1Lem  }{}{ ë , to 
which quantum energy and time is intrinsic. Therefore, pR is expressed, 

where G�s relationship to *A  is still as yet undefined, but one which is 
intrinsically linked to eR  in the context156 of *AA  by (46.19).  
 

c
GRor

c
GcR 2

p3p


 ;                           (48.1) 

 

Hence, (48.1) is a consistency condition157 between quantum length, time 
and energy with respect to the arbitrary quantification of the three 
fundamental concepts of mass, length and time inA . Only here, in pR , 

inertia, length and time are intrinsic to quantum energy as shown below, 
while in the pictures of A  they are not. To show this, pR  is expressed to 

be consistent with the properties of all classes of free photons.  
 

3emempp3p c
GtRasRviewbut

c
GcR  ë :; ,        (48.2)                             

ememppp m
2
GRasRviewbut

c2
GhR ë

ðð
 :;   .     (48.3) 

emem
2
p m

2
GR ë
ð

                                   (48.4) 

 

I illustrate the point explicitly by writing (48.2) in the form below, where 

emE is the same quantum energy, intrinsic to quantum length as well as to 
quantum time. That is not the case in the picture involving the 

                                                   
156This point is crucial to an understanding of why I am doing this and what 
follows. 
157 This picture is of course linked to that of the electron by relativistic energy 
conservation expressed by the constraint 3

eRe
3
pRpx

3
pRp

6
pR

2
p K][K][KK   
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dimensioned constants considered in A as having their numerical values 
defined by the physical standards. The reason the Planck length is 
ontologically irrelevant to *A  is that it is represented in an inconsistent 
context, one in which h, c and G are random numbers with physical 
dimensions based on arbitrary standards defining the Euclidean lattice of 
A . Combining them in a manner to generate a random number with 
physical dimensions of one kind or another is by itself ontologically 
irrelevant. However, the above relationships represent explicit consistency 
conditions on *AA  with respect to the quantum standards of energy, 
length and time. By themselves, they appear to melt away into tautologies, 
but they are linked of course to the electron as the quantum standard of 
mass by the constraints outlined earlier. 
 

em

em
ememememp3emememem

t
EEtR

c
GEEt

ë
ëë


  /      (48.5) 

For the emë �s �to cancel� in the right hand terms, all indicated quantum 
properties must relate to the same class of photons. This condition will 
now connect the dimensioned constants rather than the other way around. 
 

Readers having developed the ability to think in the context of *A will 
likely see that pR in the above was used to impose consistency between 

quantum length, time and energy with respect to the quantum quality of 
mass. This imposes relationships between the fundamental constants 
involved.  The above outlines the context of the relationship of pR to the 

Planck length. 
 

Having eliminated the tautological aspects of our intuitive notion using 
the proton-electron mass ration etc. to which pR was instrumental, (48.5) 

is a consistency condition, involving the Planck length, between quantum 
length and time, so that the same energy is intrinsic to each. This 
relationship, as a condition, was projected back ontoA in the last chapter; 
the context of solving theË - problem. 
 

The ratio of the parameters G and eR are intrinsically connected in the 
solution to the three metaphorical equations. Therefore, it is best to 
eliminate the element G  and express (48.2) as a D-dimensionless ratio. I 
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do this in two steps; first by forming the dimensionless ratio and then 
eliminating G  from the right hand side using (46.19) giving (48.6) and 
(48.7). 

0
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e
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e 4
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 ;                   (46.19) 
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                        (48.7) 

 

In A , ][][ 35TLG  , and ][][ 12
e TLcR  . I keep these two terms 

separate because the tautological relationships inA  are here embedded in 
the relationship between G and eR . Eliminating G gives î without 
resorting to the value of G or eR , which are tied to the particular standard 
of length through the formal identification on *AA , in terms of the 
pictures of A . Here, they are now drawn in terms of quantum properties. 
Part of this expression is defined in A as related to electromagnetic inertia. 
 

)( emememem
em

2em mm
c
h

c
h1

c
hm ëë

ë
í 


       (48.8) 

Hence, 

*)L(
c
h*;1m ememem AA}{}{A   ëë .           (48.9) 

 

The generic relationship represented by (48.7) is therefore158 , a pD -

dimensionless constant connecting the quantum property of electric 
charge and rest mass, including of course the concept of relativistic rest 
mass, to electromagnetic inertia. Considering î  a dimensionless invariant 
also in the context of wD makes îcGR e /  10-dimenional with 

                                                   
158 In A*, 1m emem ë , irrespective of the chosen standard of mass, length and 
time of A. 
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respect to the fundamental element of length, 21L / , i.e., of the spare-root 
geometry. This I think is a factor in being able to related the electron and 
proton magnetic moments in §52.  
 

The fundamental lattice element connecting energy, inertia and electric 
charge etc. is 3

ee
6
p

2
p RR KK  , defined now by the condition  
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 .  (48.10) 

 

The value ofî can be obtained from the middle term. It has varied little 
over the 10 years or so I have calculated it. Here, some linear relationships 
in the Euclidean context were canceled159. This leads to the ratio of two 
pictures, pD -dimensionless in *A , but which is neither dimensionless nor 

a linear relationship inA . 
 

00888889771
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37
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 î
.       (48.11) 

 

Relative uncertainty in some of the non-exact constants in (48.11) is about 
2.5 - 5x10-8. Because we are dealing with manifolds with D-
dimensionalities constrained by intrinsic symmetries, this ratio is more 
properly expressed as the pD -dimensionless ratio below from which the 

relationships (6.1) to (6.6) in the prologue arise. 
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)
/sin

/sin
(;

310
4i1 2 ð

ðóóóî                     (48.12b) 

 

                                                   
159  These arise naturally because we construct the description of scientific 
experience, a virtual world, and embed measurements and quantitative 
knowledge on the canvas of our intuitive notion of 3-D space or 4-D space-time. 
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With respect to quantification of concepts by linear variables in A , I 
expressó andó  in the forms below to remind the reader how flexible the 
concept of number in the virtual world is, regardless of how small or how 
large the reader imagines 1 to be. 
 

)
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(
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î
ð
ð

ð
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10210210 3
4i10

3
4i102 log)

/sin

/sin
(log)

/sin

/sin
(log   

 

We are dealing with what may be called square root geometries 160 
representing the connections between quantum energy, length, time and 
inertia to the pictures ofA . This form represents aspects of an intrinsic 8-
fold symmetry and well as a 6-fold symmetry. The former is a well known 
symmetry in particle physics, the latter a well known symmetry in 
Riemannian geometry and general relativity. In this square root geometry 

e
2
p RR /  may be interpreted as related to the inner product of two 

complex vectors óóî  , which can be associated with the spinors 
constructed from the stereographic projections in figure 4b, relating the 

                                                   
160  I came across this term, intuited by Hagen Kleinert, while reading his 
marvelous book �Pfadintegrale in Quantenmechanik, Statistik und 
Polymerphysik� Wissenschaftsverlag 1993. 
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square root geometry to our usual geometric concept of length as a linear 
variable. This leads also to the pictures below.  
 

óó ee
2
p RxRR  ,                           (48.15) 

or 
), óeppp

2
p RRwithRRR  .                 (48.16) 

 

This reminds me of some of the things I read in Morse and Feshbach a 
long time ago [12], in their presentation of analytic functions, conformal 
transformations, electrostatics etc. and leads to the following question. Are 
these complex numbers related to analytic function theory as a 
consequence of 1*Q  being a universal constant? 
 

Solving for the relationship between the phenomenon of gravitation, 
relative to its tautological explanation and the corresponding framework, 
consistent with 3-D ][L  and 6-D ][ / 21L  manifolds in terms of the 
proton/electron mass ratio leads naturally to a real 3-D manifold 

 33 *óóî  , each element î  is the product of the complex element ó  
and its conjugate. Again there is nothing very deep about this. It is a 
consequence of tautologies following from other tautologies, and from 
arbitrarily defining concept, which represent properties intrinsic to one 
another in the quantum context, quantitatively as unity in a number 
system to the base 10. Relationships described in this context are not 
consistent with this quantification and its Euclidean structure when seen 
from *A . The Newtonian tautology between concepts in A  has in (48.10) 
been transferred to one between concepts of electric charge and electric 
force. The implication is that gravitation is a consequence of our 
assumption that electric charges are equal and opposite, whatever that 
means, apart from saying one is +1 the other -1, and add up to zero when 
used to construct the picture of the hydrogen atom for example. Is it not 
wonderful that nature, the physical world, is so simple and so 
accommodating?  
 

Solving for the meaning of the concept of mass in the context of quantum 
properties using the ep mm / ratio leads abstractly to the ratio of two 
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descriptive pictures. These represent concepts defined by properties of 
quanta as described inA . Having used quantum energy of photons and 
their wavelength as standards of length and energy and the general theory 
of relativity for this analysis, it is not surprising the solution appears, in 
the language of A , as they must, in terms of quantum properties of 
electrons and protons, as the ratio of two kinds of forces or equivalently as 
two kinds of energies. 
 

§49. At the risk of offending some readers, I present a quick review 
of what I have done so far in order to make it easier to understand why 
certain results arise. 
 

Quantum length is the only degree of freedom from which this 
mathematical and quantitative analysis ofA A  is constructed on *AA . 
The formal correspondence between A and *A  is 1Lem  }{}{ ë . This 
correspondence maps a Euclidean lattice from A  to *A , a lattice which in 
the abstract has a square root structure. The fundamental lattice element 
of *A is defined by 3

ee
6
p

2
p RR KK   or 

 
3
ee

3
pp

3
pp

6
p

2
p RRxRR K][K][KK               (49.1) 

 

1
R

RxR
3
ee

3
pp

3
pp


][K

][K][K
                      (49.2) 

 

This addresses the tautological relationship between the concept of 
electric charge and mass and the arbitrary definition of electric charge as 
equal and opposite etc. Ontologically they are neither plus nor minus nor 
opposite. These are simply anthropomorphic definitions to create a 
quantitative language to construct a virtual world which can be fitted into 
the Newtonian structure. 
  
The virtual structures, the conceptual structures, associated with these two 
are fundamentally different. InA concepts are defined by linear variables, 
related by generic constraints, mathematical operators and fundamental 
constants within a tautological context introduced by Newton. All 
phenomenological aspects of the physical world about which quantitative 
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information is gathered is collected in this context and stored in this 
context. That is true for our notions of electromagnetic phenomena as well 
as for gravitational phenomena. In this virtual structure I developed a way 
to unify gravitational and electromagnetic phenomenology by 
transcending the tautology afflicting all concepts including that of mass as 
well as that of electric charge. 
 

The problem of unifying the conceptual structures associated with 
gravitation and quanta I approached by first acknowledging and 
demonstrating the tautological nature ofA. Our formalism associated with 
Electromagnetism is embedded in the same conceptual-mathematical 
Euclidean lattice because they are both quantitative theories. What I did 
was to project a fundamental lattice element of A , defining quantum 
properties in that language, to a fundamental lattice element of unity 
in *A defined by the formal correspondence 1Lem  }{}{ ë , but to 
which characteristic quantum properties are intrinsic as well as to each 
other. To construct *A  required the constraints I call ontological 
symmetries and the characterization of quantum properties by ontological 
dimensions. This is the basis for comparing two Euclidean mathematical 
structures but set up so as to transcend the tautological aspects of each by 
using the concept of energy as the unifying element. The concept of 
angular momentum was absorbed into constraints expressed in the 
fundamental lattice of *A  and related within the lattices ofA and *A  by 
geometric symmetries. This required consistency between the concept of 
energy relative to the standard of length as well as with respect to the 
standard of time. This led to the mathematical ansatz below in which the 
metaphorical equations have to be manifolds. 
 

The significant aspects related to the ansatz 3
ee

0
e R

3
4m K
ð

  and 

6
pp

60
p R8m Kð  is the non-Euclidean aspect is defined by the quanta 

themselves, quantitatively given by )( Ä1 . The respective Euclidean 
lattices represent simply images of the virtual world we have constructed 
of concepts and mathematical symbolism.  The manifold for the electron 
inertia is constructed to reflect the notion inA that inertia is a thing in 
itself and a scalar. The ansatz for the Euclidean lattice of the proton inertia 
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is required by consistency between quantum length, time and energy and 
how we fitted or tailored knowledge into geometric structures. 
 
The proton-electron mass ratio then was represented in the mathematical-
geometric context as a ratio of two manifolds defined by consistency 
conditions required by the ontological symmetries 1S

D
, 2S

D
as well 

as 21 SS
DD

  to create a quantitative image on *A  devoid of the 

Newtonian tautologies. 
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To escape them it was necessary to go back to his interpretation of Kepler�s 
laws. It is here, where the geometric factor 56ð enters with respect to the 
ansatz for the respective manifolds as a condition for the square root 
structures required as demonstrated in chapter II. This is shown below 
with respect to the fundamental lattice of *A . 
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Equation (49.4) may require a comment. The left hand side is simply a 
number obtained on the Euclidean lattice of A encoding phenomenology 
from gravitation, electrodynamics and quantum theory. The deviation 
from this lattice was made consistent with 1S

D
, i.e., with relativistic mass-

energy conservation. This defines now the non-Euclidean lattice 
represented by the left hand side of (49.5) on *AA interpreted in the 
context of A . That lattice itself has a non-linear element as a 
residue )1( Ä which was interpreted in the context of the solution of the 
Ë - problem to resolve the Newtonian tautology. The cubic lattice 
associated with length 3 em  was then associated with eR by a 

dimensionless density in (46.10). Even then, because tautologies follow 
from tautologies, although )Ä1(  was interpreted on *AA , it is still an 
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unknown residue in (49.5); to borrow from a famous Englishman, a 
mystery in an enigma (see (50.5) for context of the above comment. 
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The point of (49.5) is to show that the linear element associated with the 
square root structure is in the non-tautological context, expressed with 
respect to the quantitative pictures drawn in the context of 

1Lem  }{}{ ë , is intrinsically associated with the factor )( Ä1 . The 
geometric factors can be formally cancelled. As a matter of fact, the 
coefficients of the )( Ä1  term in the denominator were determined by 
the term itself in the context of solving the cosmological constant problem 
and the Schwarzschild solution, because (49.5) is the condition for the 
space and the time manifolds to have the same intrinsic geometry, i.e., the 
characteristic quantum properties are related in each of the quanta in the 
same manner with the added constraint now that the electron inertia and 
electric charge are consistent with respect to quantum energy. This led to 
the relationship between G, the electron radius eR  and the property of the 
electron charge and mass. 
 

The form (49.5) exhibits the condition shown to be required in chapter II, 
figure 9, relating a 3-D geometric structure as the product of two identical 
3/2-D geometric structures. This not only eliminates the tautological 
aspect of mass to other concepts but similarly that of electric charge 
defined in the same context and expressed within the same conceptual-
mathematical structure. In brief, the quantum properties of mass of 
protons and electrons was used to transcend the tautology by defining the 
relationship between the Euclidean manifolds ç][ 3L and ç][ / 23L  and their 

non-Euclidean counterparts, g
3L ][  and g

23L ][ / . The )( Ä1 term in (49.5) 

made it possible to relate the Euclidean structure to the corresponding 
non-linear one for both length and time consistent with 21 SS

DD
 . 
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The term )(K Äð
1R

3
4 3

ee  is the geometric representation of a bounded 

manifold of quantum inertia associated with electrons and protons 
constrained by 21 SS

DD
 , as a sphere in P-space (Figure 8). The key 

factor to take into account is that all other quantum properties as 
described in A  are intrinsic to quantum length. It is also important to 
understand this mathematical object represents the fundamental unit of 
quantum inertia for electrons as well as protons consistent with 
electromagnetic energy and with the phenomenology of electric charge. 
We have no clue as to what any of these are, although we can describe 
their properties within the anthropomorphic mathematical-conceptual 
system we have constructed. For that reason, although I have called this 
manifold previously representing electron inertia, it really represents 
quantum inertia associated also with electric charge. In the proton-
electron mass ratio the concept of mass is not useful in this context. It 
cancels but involves the phenomenology as to how electrons and protons 
interact with electromagnetic fields through whatever. For that reason, 
instead of associating this manifold with electron inertia to accommodate 
the arithmetically gifted, we can denote this manifold as representing 
quantum inertia etc.  
 

The relationship between h, c and G was established using the same 
intrinsic inertial density for the proton and electron P-space as a 
Riemannian manifold. 

 
Figure 10: The P-space of quantum inertia. Its intrinsic geometry and size 
is defined by the Schwarzschild solution to Einstein�s field equations and 
the solution to the -problem. 
 

The corresponding P-space for the proton inertia, and I emphasize 
�corresponding�, because this is in relation to the bounded P-space for 
quantum inertia, satisfying in my view all required consistency conditions 
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for quantum properties is given below. It is itself a P-space relative to the 
conceptual and mathematical structure represented by the P-space for 
quantum inertia. The reader may reflect why it can�t be the same one. It 
has to do with taking the electron, the quantum with mass and electric 
charge as an absolute quantitative standard and imposing a quantitative 
relationship to a different quantity and quality defined by 21 SS

DD
 . 

 

 
                           (a)                                     (b)                                        (c) 
 

Figure 11: The terms 322
p

3 2
p

2 1R2 /)(K Äð  , its square, 

2322
p

3 2
p

2 1R2 ])(K[ /Äð  , and cube 3322
p

3 2
p

2 1R2 ])(K[ /Äð  for the 

proton inertia are shown respectively in (a), (b) and (c) in their P-space. 
 

The fundamental geometric structure in this logarithmic space is the 
rotation of the P-space structure of the electron inertia around any 
tangent. This generates a torus and is shown for the �linear element� as 
well as for its �quadratic element�. I represented the quadratic element as 
the sum of two perpendicular elements in this space. Similarly, the full 
inertial P-space structure of the proton, consistent with all its quantum 
properties as defined by my quantum standards, is shown in (c). It is 
represented abstractly by the �cubic element� associated with my quantum 
standard of length and energy and the absolute standard of electron inertia. 
(c) represents the P-space of the proton inertia, the triple Cartesian 
product of time to which other quantum properties are intrinsic in a non-
Euclidean context. 
 

The superposition of the three tori represents the quantum-time structure 
of the proton with respect to the square root geometry and is consistent 
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with the ontological symmetries 1S
D

and 2S
D

. Consistency between 

quantum time and length imposed on the degree of freedom available 
on *AA   resulted in the geometric picture of a torus in P-space. Both 
are related bounded Riemannian manifolds. This completes the 
metaphorical solution of the three equations. A few consequences of this 
solution will now be presented. 
 

§50. Determining the relationship between the proton and fermion 
masses is abstractly a test of whether the unification of our notions 
regarding gravity, mass, quanta and electromagnetism has been 
successfully accomplished with respect to the language161 ofA . To check 
that one has to go back to the generic relationship in terms of which mass 
is defined and quantified in the gravitational context, by 2211 LmLm  , 

the generic relationship, between mass and length shown in figure 1a. 
This, in the form (50.2), should lead to such relationship. The relationship 
(50.1) not only relates our notions of mass and length but is also associated 
with our notion of force, mass, length and equilibrium in this 
phenomenological (gravitational) context. In chapter I it was shown the 
Newtonian as well as the Einsteinian �explanations� of gravitational 
phenomena are tautological, as well as any other, such as �explaining� 
electromagnetism in terms of electric charges, moving or otherwise. In the 
Euclidean context ofA , this leads to mass defining itself quantitatively (as 
well as force) by 

0LmLm 2211   or by  
1

2

2

1

L

L

m

m
 .                (50.1) 

 

The reader may want to contemplate if there is and analog of this generic 
relationships for our notion of electric charge and its quantitative 
definition. (Milliken�s oil drop experiment.) 
 

In *A  there is only one descriptive element quantum length to which 
inertia etc. is intrinsic, and which is only formally associated with our 
intuitive concept of length in A . From that concept, but with the 
constraint 21 SS

DD
 , the bounded P-manifolds were constructed to 

                                                   
161 With respect to the conceptual-mathematical context of quantification. 
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which quantum properties, as ontological aspects, as described inA , are 
intrinsic with the electron mass an absolute quantum standard, unity. The 
same quantum length, inertia, energy etc. connects protons as well as 
electrons through the property of mass and electric charge on the 
fundamental lattice of *A . In that context (50.1) has to be expressed by 
(50.2), as a length related to the standard of quantum mass with an 
unknown residue, where we have currently no idea what the ontological 
aspect of 0î  in (50.2) represents. I view the notion of quantum gravity as 

establishing consistency between quantum properties and the paradigms 
of general relativity and electrodynamics etc. (For quantitative 
consistency 1ë can be taken as unity when projecting back from *A  to A , 

or it can be considered as absorbed into 0'î  with respect to all 

characteristic quantum properties.) 
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The P-manifolds corresponding to quantum mass, (49.4) and (49.5), are 
linked by one length and the relationships between the mass-less densities, 
all determined by the proton-electron mass ratio. That has to be kept in 
mind. The results have to be independent of any physical standards ofA  
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The right hand side of equation (50.2) should be viewed in relation to the 
condition established in chapter II required to transcend the Newtonian 
tautology. The essence of that is shown in (50.3c). 
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(50.3c) 
 
It was shown in chapter I the linear variable representing the concept of 
mass (and energy) in the gravitational formalism of A  is related 
logarithmically to relativistic energy, intrinsic here to length. I will now 
express the inertia of the proton logarithmically in terms of the 
fundamental length of the square root geometry. It has to be recalled there 
are two separate conditions involved; (50.3b) is the condition of 
consistency between electric charge and inertia of the electron with 
respect to the symbolism of A , whereas (50.4) imposes the additional 
condition of consistency between energy, length and time with respect to 
inertia in the same formalism These conditions are built into the concept 
of length associated with the formal P-space structures. 
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The coefficients are ontological dimensions. Each argument of the 
logarithms represents a length whose cube as a 3-D lattice represents the 
inertia of each consistent with the electron mass as the fundamental unit 
of mass. Hence all masses must be expressed in terms of electron masses 
when projected back onto A . 
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Because this is also consistent with the pictures ofA , I identify each term 
with the corresponding linear variable of mass inA , where em  is now the 
quantum standard of mass, i.e., unity, and let. â be some unknown 
(length is the only descriptive variable.) 
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If my analysis was done correctly, the ontological aspects of quantum 
length, energy, electric charge etc. should, in the context ontological 
symmetries and dimensions of *A , also apply two the other two fermions, 
the muon and the tau, where the right hand side contains the unknown. 
The discussions on the relationships between theories and laws in [3] may 
be of interest here. The law here is relativistic energy momentum 
conservation and is built into the P-spaces. Einstein�s theory of general 
relativity was shown to be the theory representing this law in the 
tautological context of A . The ontological dimensions as coefficients must 
be different for the other two fermion masses. Otherwise the manifolds 
would represent the same quanta. Therefore, the coefficients ia  must be 

ontological dimensions of the set }/,,/,,{ 2732521  .in (50.7). 

Then, their mass ratios with respect to the electron as quantum standard as 
represented by P-spaces should be of the form 
 

âìô  mama 21                                 (50.7) 
 

The obvious choice is 27a1a 21 /,  , so that in this representation the 

tautology with respect to the concept of mass is removed to the middle 
term which I will ignore for the moment 
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The relationship between the proton and fermion masses in the language 
of A and its descriptive linear variable of mass with em the unit is in the 
algebraic context formally 
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3m ep  ìô                            (50.9) 

 

This gives a mass of the tau as 3477.418 electron masses, or the electron 
tau mass ratio of 4

e 10x656988752mm  ./ ô . The current value is 
4

e 10x26928752mm  )(./ ô . Despite this excellent agreement I feel 

somewhat uneasy because expressing these relationships is a standard 
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independent form, although I use absolute quantum standards, as mass 
ratios, we are left with an absolute number of ½ whose meaning is 
somewhat mysterious. I can speculate that it may be related to the way we 
define and relate concepts and fundamental constants inA and quantify 
concepts. 
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In a system such asA , we can tautologically to go back to its physical 
standards by writing (50.9) in various forms, such as in terms of angular 
momentum, Compton wavelengths, energy etc. It is also gratifying to see 
that this solution fits in so well with the premises of this analysis. 
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My unease results from the consequences of (50.9) with respect to other 
units, I mean expressed by unity, such as below, but perhaps this is simply 
a result of my previous conditioning making me believe the standards 
pictures ofA , fundamental constants etc. I think (50.13) to (50.17) or a 
combination between the two have significance because they connect 
symmetries and quantification in the virtual system of our imagination, 
whereas (50.18) to (50.19) etc. have no such significance. That should be 
clear from the last three equations. This is an analysis, an essay, not a 
treatise, and I refer the reader to Campbell�s discussion on numbers, 
numerals, magnitudes and fractional numbers etc, in [3]. 
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The reader may understand perhaps better now the role of dimensioned 
constants in the quantitative knowledge base of A  and how the virtual 
structures in the heads of those trained in theoretical physics are 
connected to the mathematical framework and language. 
 

The base of the natural logarithm is significant because it represents the 
unit element in A  of the concept of quantified162 speed and acceleration 
and is the reason I used this relationship earlier. Consider the 
expression teë . (Recall the function ln(t)(t) Ø was used earlier for 
consistency between operators leading to 44.10), so that in this 
context ëØØ ln(t)ln(t)(t)  , and I am dealing with quantified 
concepts and symmetries in a logarithmic space.) Then 
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I fully appreciate that some results of this analysis are difficult to 
understand within the conceptual structure ofA . For that reason I include 
the table below showing homologues of Q*.  They should at least indicate 
why some of the results of this analysis have to appear in some form or 

                                                   
162 All quantifications in the phenomenological context of A are relative 
quantifications. 
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another. It is a table of expressions involving what I call compound 
concepts of the same physical dimension related to the quanta used as 
physical standards in this analysis. Therefore, using quantum standards 
must show the relationship the between dimensioned constants involved 
and quantum properties as defined in A with respect to the first 
homologue Q* shown to be universally unity in *A  while being a variable 
in A . 

Table V 
Q* and some homologues 

 
 Physical Quantity Physical description 

in A 
1 *Q  hc 
2 GravQ *  Gm2

p  

3 GravQ *  Gm2
e  

4 EMQ *  2

0

2
e Q

4
q


ðå

 

5 EMQ *  
2

0

2
p Q

4
q


ðå

 

6 EMQ *  2

0

ep Q
4

qq


ðå
 

7 ThermQ *  
emBTK ë  

 
I will comment on some of them. The ratio of 2 and 3 gives the square of 
the proton-electron mass ratio, the ratio of two forces inA , the ratio of 
two lengths in *A , while G vanishes from the scene. The ratio of 4 and 5 is 
unity by definition, again the ratio of two forces in A , the ratio of two 
lengths in *A , while the ratios of 4 and 6 and 5 and 6 are -1 by definition. 
Pointing this out may make it easier to navigate between the pictures of 
A and *A . 
 

Having solved for the relationship between mass and other concepts in a 
non-tautological context using the fact quanta exist, consistency between 
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quantum properties and the em mm  / ratio, the relationship between the 
magnetic moments of the protons and electrons must also emerge. That 
follows because relationships between quantum properties and the 
relevant concepts have been established and because 

epNB mm // ìì by definition inA .  

Because emë is the quantum standard of length as well as of quantum 
energy TKB with respect to other homologues should cancel with respect 

to quantum lengths and energy according to the �definitions� defining 4, 5 
and 6. However, because *A  is not Euclidean in the context of A  
(arbitrary standards of length and time), they do not and this will result in 
two different temperatures. The non-linearity, the non-Euclidean aspect 
of *A  can be projected back onto the variable of temperature T related to 
the Euclidean lattice of A by BK and íh and its pictures involving 

TKh B/í . This can now be done in a manner consistent with quantum 

time in the context of emBTKhc ë/ . I suspect the reader should already 

see what that is and where this comes from. This will be taken up in the 
next two sections. 
 

§51. First, I express the consistency condition for the expression 

emBTKhc ë/   with respect to quantum properties and quantum 

standards. In essence we are looking for the projection of this expression 
onto *A , to be interpreted in the context of *AA . Let us denote the 
ontological image, the unknown, by Î , i.e. on *A , consistent with 

photons1Ehc emem  ë . 

Îí  emBB tTKhTKh //                     (51.1a) 

Îë emBTKhc /                               (51.1b) 

TKEhhc Bemem  ÎÎíëÎ ///                  (51.2) 
 

This relationship must be true for each and every free photon on *A , 
meaning consistent will all quantum properties including now those of 
electric charge outside its tautological embedding into the structure ofA . 
I have established consistency between quantum length, energy, time and 
inertia in relations to what may be called geometric symmetries which are 
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a consequence of how we constructed A in the first place. We have to 
remember that energy is quantitatively defined with respect to rest mass 
which was instrumental in transcending the Newtonian tautology. The 
non-Euclidean nature of *A  was determined by the mass ratio ep mm / . 

The fact this represents the quantum property of inertia in a manner 
independent of the physical standards ofA is only relevant in the formal 
context. To eliminate the ontological aspect of the unknown and remain 
consistent with respect to energy, inertia length etc., I use the mass ratio 
as equivalent to a relativistic energy ratio in which length and time in 
terms of c cancel. We also have to remember that in my approach angular 
momentum is intrinsic to geometric symmetry and leads to a different 
formal structure than that ofA . The first step is to label the variable of 
temperature with subscripts for each quantum mass as described inA , and 
also the ontologically unknown, because we really do not know what mass 
and electric charge really are. Then, tautologically, the right hand side is 
the product of two inertias, 
 

2
ppBp

2
eemp

2
pemp

2
p cmTKcmEcmhcmhc ////  ÎÎíëÎ   

(51.3) 
For the electron inertia we do the same. 
 

2
eeBe

2
eem

2
eeme

2
e cmTKcmEcmhcmhc ////  ÎÎíëÎ  . 

       (51.4) 
One aspect of the term on the left hand side of (51.4) I would like to 
emphasize, namely that in A the photon inertia intrinsic to photons of 
wavelength ë is given by ëchmem / . Hence, the left hand term 
represents 

eeememe
2

e mmcmhc ÎëÎ //   .                      (51.5) 
 

Similarly the left hand term of (51.3) represents 
 

ppememp
2

p mmcmhc ÎëÎ //   .                     (51.6) 
 

Having obtained the proper relationships between fermion and proton 
masses through consistency between quantum properties on *AA , the 
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representation of the ep mm / ratio in terms of length and manifolds with 

symmetries corresponds also to the representation of the ontologically 
unknown in terms of the common intrinsic element of inertia to quantum 
length. This leads to 

e

p
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p

e

eem

pem

m

m

TK
TK

mm

mm


Î
Î




                            (51.7) 

 

To apply to all photons, to be consistent with quantum length, time and 
energy, the formal structure developed for the unknown on *AA , will 
now be used. The reader trained in arithmetic and algebra may have some 
difficulties here unless the gist of this analysis has been understood. All 
things have to be expressed in terms of length and is the context in which 
�h and c are eliminated� here. Only then can I assume the emm  can be 
canceled, i.e. absorb the same inertia properly into the concept of rest 
mass and length. The ratio representing the inertia of photons has to be 
true for all quantum lengths on A*  and consistent with quantum 
properties outside the tautological system. On the left hand side of row 
(numerator or denominator) of the equation has to be the variable h, 
Planck�s constant intrinsically associated with each of the two quanta in 
projecting the image back from A* into A . That is done through the 
intrinsic angular momentum which inA* is intrinsic to rest mass in the 
formal structure I have developed for the two quanta and their charges, 
although they are considered inA as separate elements of a picture. The 
left hand side has to contain the ratio of the spins which of course cancel 
in the algebraic context. 

ð4
h

2
1S fermion                                      (51.8) 

 

To be consistent with the Euclidean lattice onA the expectation value of 
total intrinsic angular momentum is given by163 

h
4

3
2
31ssJ2

ð
 )( .                   (51.9) 

                                                   
163 The reader can readily see that no units can be attached to spin itself in the 
second term in (51.9) as this would violate homogeneity of dimensionality in A. 
Such issues seem to be ignored by consent. 
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I just like to point out that with respect to the last foot note 
 

em
2 Eh1ss4J

3
4  ííðíð

)( .             (51.10) 

and                             emem
2 tEh1ss4J

3
4  )(ðð

              (51.11) 

Q* is given then by 
 

*1Eh1ss
3

4
J

3
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emem
2 A)(  ëíëíëðíëð         (51.12) 

 

The reason why the concepts of angular momentum and energy cause 
problems for people who believe the nature of the physical universe can 
be comprehended in terms of partial differential equations, such as 
Einstein�s field equations and dimensioned constants within a tautological 
conceptual structure should be clear. 
 

(51.12) is tautologically true in A  for all photons because cíë . This 
simply shows that the definition of intrinsic spin is a post facto fix to the 
Newtonian lattice to deal with the inconsistency between the notions of 
length and time with respect to describing quantum properties in the 
mathematical modeling. In escaping A the circularity between the 
definition of concepts, I refused to define mass, but took inertia as well as 
force intrinsic to circular symmetry as defined within the Newtonian 
conceptual-mathematical structure. In terms of the descriptive elements of 
length and time then vR2T /ð , or fR2TR2v ðð  / . Consistency 
required then ontological symmetries and dimensions.  
 

The energy associated with a linear degree of freedom inA is TK
2
1

B . This 

leads to the projection from *hc AA  to Ahc  of 
3
3ð  for each 

of the two quanta in (51.7). To be able to �cancel terms� they have to be 
consistent in the context ofA* . That means in  
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Only then can all terms be cancelled in the arithmetic context to obtain a 
meaningful result. The fundamental aspect, defined by consistency 
between quantum properties whatever they are outside the tautological 
context of Newton�s Euclidean lattice, is that this ratio is not unity but 
must differ by )Ä(1 because the formal lattice element of A*  is not 
Euclidean with respect to A . Therefore, there are two temperatures in 
terms of the variable T and BK related in A by 
 

)Ä (1TKTK PBeB                               (51.14) 
 

The term PBTK in the context of eÎ is projected onto *AA  as 
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The term eB TK in the context of pÎ is projected onto *AA  as 
 

2
p

2

eB cm
2

2
3TK ðð  .                              (51.16) 

These two temperatures describe what is known as the cosmic background 
radiation in A , characterized by 210

e LK2.7288511T //  and by 
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210
p LK57997282T //.  in the context of pD , where 21L / is the 

ontological dimension of the electric field.  
 

The relationships above go back to the Newtonian construction ofA and 
by eliminating G from the homologues (2) and (3) in table V. This leads to 
a ratio of the square of two energies with respect to the symmetries used 
to construct A* , but for which intrinsic angular momentum is a separate 
concept when projected back to A from the square root geometry 
consistent with quantum length, energy, time etc. 
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              (51.17) 

 
§52. I will show now how the magnetic moments of electrons and 

protons are related on *AA . The term 04ðå in (46.19) can be replaced 

by its equivalent, by 27
0 c104 /ðå , in the equation on the right by its 

relation to the magnetic constant, 7
0 10x4  ðì , and 0

2
0c1 åì / . 

This leads to different but equivalent pictures of A , where q is still 
associated with the same concept of elementary electric charge, but has a 
different projection onto *AA . To show this I start with the expression 
(46.19). 

G
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Its equivalent form in terms of the magnetic constants is. 
 

Gt
R

q
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R

cq)m1000( 2
em

e
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2e227/3
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ë
               (52.1) 

 

This allows me to determine abstractly a 2-D lattice with respect to the P-
spaces. To do that (52.1) is expressed in terms of a relationship involving 
logarithms. (This, for obvious reasons, may also be of interest to physicists 
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working on the fractional quantum Hall effect although their language is 
so much more sophisticated and difficult.) 
 

)/(log)(loglog GR
7
3cq

7
3m3 e10

22
10e10  .          (52.2) 

 

I could equally well write the first term as 
 

.)log()log(log / etcm13m
3
113m3 31

e10e10e10   

 

Regardless of how the first term of (52.2) is expressed, that term must 
correspond to the right hand term. To generate the 2-D lattice, the first 
term is written in several equivalent forms which, although they may look 
independent, are connected to the right hand term by ontological 
dimensions and symmetries and by the proton electron mass ratio used to 
transcend the Newtonian tautology. 
 

e10e10e10e10 m1000m1001m102m3 loglogloglog    

      (52.3) 
The following is also trivial when viewed by itself, because in the 
quantification of a concept in a phenomenological context the property 
quantified simply cancels and disappear from the picture164 . Here, the 
elimination of the electron mass, as well as its other intrinsic quantum 
properties, is replaced by the abstract 2-D lattice. That is achieved by 
taking the difference of two equivalent terms of (52.3) differing by the 
numeral 1. That should be true for any basis of the logarithm but leads to a 
particular simple form when using base ten in this case. This defines a 
condition of consistency between the lattice I will generated from the 
difference of two left hand term, namely that the right hand terms in (52.1) 
and (52.2) are consistent and cancel when subtracted from each other. 
This links this lattice to (46.19) and the proper relationship between 
quantum properties on A*  expressed now in the language of A on the 

                                                   
164 I seem to recall reading a physics report in the 80�s or 90�s on Kaluza-Klein 
theories, I can�t remember which one, where the author mentioned that 
everything would work out perfectly except for a factor of 10. Well, the one in 
(52.3) may be the one he could not find to paint his particular pictures. 
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right.  The difference of any two equivalent terms must of course be zero. 
However, as will emerge shortly, this is more that trivial algebra. 
 

The significance is that I take the difference of two terms differing by 
unity in the non-logarithmic part of the term. It may be helpful to recall 
that mass as defined by Newton and the associated mathematical 
symbolism was shown to be logarithmically related to relativistic energy 
in chapter I, and that electron rest mass in this analysis is the absolute 
quantum standard of mass; it is not a variable depending on the choice of 
physical standards. (The relationship referred to in chapter I was with 
respect to the base of the natural logarithm and I will keep that in mind.)  
Here, em represents not only the inertia of electrons but also its other 
intrinsic properties. The difference of equivalent terms differing by the 
numeral 1 has the form 
 

011m10m1m102m3 ee10e10e10  )/(log)log(log .        

(52.3) 
In the ontological context electrons don�t cancel. With that in mind, em  
in (52.3), because it is my quantum standard of mass, and of charge by the 
way, has to be expressed as 110m 10e  log . The meaning165 of em has 

to be consistent with the meaning of em10  etc. This condition leads to 
what I referred to loosely as a 2-D lattice, expressed now as 

Ù1010 log)1010( log . 
 

This lattice 1010Ù  is a consistency condition with respect to the 
quantum properties of the pictures expressed by the right hand term of 
(52.1). The two conditions, as tautologies, are connected 
by *101 10

1010 AA)(loglog  ÙÙ .   
 

To relate the proton and the electron magnetic moments on *AA , they 
have to be expressed in a manner independent of any chosen standard 
of A . Thus, only their normalized magnetic moments can be meaningfully 

                                                   
165  The discussion in chapter X �Fundamental Measurement� [2] should be of 
interest to the reader. Actually I think every physicist should have read a book 
like this. 
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related in the Euclidean context ofA* . By definition eB m2e /ì , and 

pN m2e /ì  represent respectively the concepts of the Bohr and the 

nuclear magneton. Letì be the anomalous part of the electron magnetic 
moment, i.e., its deviation from its normalized magnetic moment, 

ìì  1n
e . This simply represents nonlinear aspects with respect to the 

Euclidean lattice ofA , which should now have been taken care of with 
respect to the 2-D lattice Ù  on *AA . Hence, I express the normalized 
magnetic moment of the electron by (52.4). The normalized electron 
magnetic moment in relation to this lattice and the variable A is then 
given by (52.5). I am simply relating a lattice and symmetries of *AA  to 
a lattice on A . 

Ù
ììì

ln

ln
/

A
Be

n
e  .                                 (52.4) 

Thus 

An
e lnln Ùì , and  A

n
e lnln ìÙ .                  (52.5) 

Then 
11 A

n
e   ÙÙÙ ìì lnlnln                          (52.6) 

 

The relationship (46.19) I started with was derived from consistency 
between the quantum properties of photons, electrons and protons, and by 
transcending the Newtonian tautology using the proton-electron mass 
ratio, in particular its deviation from the Euclidean lattice of A . The 
normalized proton magnetic moment connected by the Euclidean lattice 
of A and that of *AA  is given by 
 

)exp()exp()exp(/ ìì ÙÙÙììì   11
Np

n
p

n
eA .        (52.7) 

 

Considering that the measured ep mm /  ratio value is likely affected by 

our local gravitational potential and the fact that A*  is not Euclidean with 
respect to A , this is already a remarkable result. The value 

310x1596521891  .ì  leads to the value 4488477922n
p .ì . The 

current value is )(. 233568477922 . This shows the non-linear aspects 

between electric charge, quantum length, energy, time and inertia are 
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already mostly taken care of by using the electron mass as the quantum 
standard and represented by the D-geometric structures of the P-spaces. 
 

In developing the underlying constraints imposed on A*  by the square 
root geometries, required by consistency with respect to quantum 
properties, the terms 21 )( Ä and )( Ä1  represented and defined the 
nonlinear aspect of the electron/proton mass ratio in terms of Riemannian 
geometry etc. with the 21 )( Ä term intrinsic to the proton mass as a 
structure of quantum length and time. Taking the difference in sign of the 
two magnetic moments into account, and enforcing concordance with the 
measured values, we can simply define *Ù . This leads, by definition, to an 
exact relationship166 in terms of Ù  and 21 )( Ä  connecting the electron 
and proton inertias as well as their electric charges on *AA . 
 

*lnln(ln n
p Ùìì )                                    (52.8) 

 

In (52.8) ì is negative; 121*  ÙÄÙ )(  gives 3358477922n
p .ì  

as it should. The reason why (52.8) is exact is that )( Ä1 as well asÙ are 
expressed in the Euclidean context ofA . This was the value when I first 
calculated it in 2001 and still agrees with the uncertainty in the current 
one. I leave it for the reader to relate the neutron magnetic moment to the 
above two magnetic moments. It is a rather simple relationship as one 
would expect. I consider this result as another indication this analysis has 
been done correctly. Much more could be said, but this essay is becoming 
too long as it is. Some genius may recognize 1010Ù can be interpreted as 
the number of possible arrangements of 10 non-identical things and relate 
this to the five characteristic quantum properties of my quantum standard 
of energy in the context of the square of the square root geometry in a 
logarithmic space, figure 5. My estimate of someone dismissing this result 
of my analysis as numerology and being right is therefore of the order of 
about 1 in 10 billion. 
 

                                                   
166 Recall that  is defined by associating the electron mass with the unit lattice of 
A* here. 
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§53. I will now determine the gravitational constant on *AA , starting 
with the analytic relationship (46.19), with a few extra comments. 
Obtaining G simply involves replacing eR on the right hand side with the 
appropriate relationship for 3 em on *AA , each a length, the only 

permissible variable available to solve the quantum-gravity problem as 
approached in this analysis. 
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 , (46.19) can also be written as 
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The dimensionless D-density eK  of the P-manifold representing 
quantum inertia is related to the above as well as to the cosmological 
constant.  
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I don�t think I have to comment on why the deflection of light in 
Einstein�s formulation of a gravitational theory was twice the classical 
value. The cosmological constant is also related to the concept of 
Schwarzschild radius e

gR  of the electron as shown below. 
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Because electromagnetism is embedded into the same structure of A the 
following relationship arises. The numerical accuracy in the calculations is 
determined solely by the accuracy of the data for the mass and charge of 
the electron, while 0å is exact by definition. The ratio of eR to the 

gravitational radius e
gR  of the electron is 

240820017m
Q

cm
2
1

R
R

3 e2

2
e

g

e .                  (53.1) 

 

This equation is a consequence of kinetic energy defined by gravitational 
phenomenology and by building conservation of energy into the 
Newtonian paradigm as well as into the linear oscillator model of 
oscillating mass points in one, two and three dimensions. I simply made 
that consistent with the existence of quanta. Using the terminology of the 
classical radius of the electron 2

e
2

cl cmQR / , this ratio becomes  
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e
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3 e
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 .                 (53.2) 

 

The requirement of bounded P-manifolds arose from the tautological 
aspects of the conceptual and mathematical structure of A , i.e. from 
Newton�s historical legacy, and the mathematical axioms by which 
concepts within the Newtonian lattice are connected. I hope the reader is 
now better able to judge the relationship between the symbolism of 
physics and the reality of the physical world, and is in a better position to 
judge some of the abstract nonsense masquerading as theoretical physics as 
such, generated from extending paradigms to issues of no relevance to the 
paradigms in question. This can have great entertainment value and 
provides munificent welfare for the mathematically gifted. On the one 
hand there are real problems which need be addressed on this planet by 
people of some intelligence, but on the other hand there is little reward 
confronting the powerful of this world in charge of its various 
bureaucracies. 
 

Consistency between quantum length, energy, time and inertia in the 
non-tautological context led to 
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Since 3 ee mR /  is a D-dimensionless scale factor associated with the 

P-manifolds, the appropriate form of G inA  should be 
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The reason is simply that, *1m
c
h

emem A ë  represents consistency 

between quantum energy intrinsic to quantum length and quantum inertia 
intrinsic to length. The constant in (53.4) makes the concepts of mass and 
electric charge, all defined within the same mathematical tautological 
structure consistent with the corresponding quantification in A ; as well as 
with the existence of the quanta and their properties as described in A  
taken here as physical standards. From that view point and keeping in 
mind this analysis was carried out with the help of spaces and symmetries 
(constraints) constructed from quantitative correspondence between our 
concept of length and the quantum property of length to which 
characteristic quantum properties are intrinsic, the constant in (53.5) must 
be determined by the application of Einstein�s field equations which 
generated the P-space for the quantum standard of mass used to 
transcend the systemA in the first place.   
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I will recount the steps here in some detail. 
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(53.6) 
The second term represents the non-linear relationships between inertia, 
length and time viewed as �curved space-time� in A , instrumental in 
transcending the tautologies inA . 
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The electron mass em is identified with its non-Euclidean P-space 
representation gem ][ . 
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The Euclidean lattice of A* associated with em  is ç][ em . Euclidean 

geometry has to connect the lengths quantitatively on *AA . 
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From the proton/electron mass ratio the relationship between the 
Euclidean and non-Euclidean 167  lattice was obtained; 

)][][ Äç  (1mmm egee . This leads from (53.11) to 
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167 A Euclidean lattice in a logarithmic space is of course non-Euclidean its base 
space. 
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The non-Euclidean lattice of A* is related to the Euclidean one ofA here 
by 
 

33 e3 e (1mm )][ Äç   or 33 e3 e (1mm )/][ Äç     (53.14) 

 
It has to be remembered I have to use the quantitative language of A . 
That means G should be expressed in the Euclidean context of A  to first 
order 168  in Ä  by the relationship below. G is given in relation to the 
Euclidean lattice of A* , where length is our only quantitative variable.  

41.00001882)1(  Ä  is given by consistency with quantum properties 
as represented in the geometry of the P-spaces. 
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(53.16) 
That is a consequence of the variables in P-space being the logarithmic 
equivalent, represented by ontological dimensions and symmetries, with 
respect to the variables in the context ofA . 
 

This form and value can now be used to inform the discussion in the 
earlier parts of the paper that involved G. That will not be done here. It 
may be instructive to investigate whether this value leads to an 
approximate orbital speed with respect to the galaxy as a whole. I trust the 
reader can do that for himself. However, that endeavor should result in 
failure because inA all concepts are tautologically related. The paradigms 
used to model gravitational phenomenology give excellent results within 
the system in which the tautological definitions were made, and 
quantified within the phenomenology manifested by the solar system, but 

                                                   
168  The calculation to second order was to resolve the discrepancy between 
measured electron mass and the analytic relationships. The effect of the local 
gravitational potential on the electron mass resolved that. This does not imply G 
requires a higher order calculation.  
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are unlikely to be of relevance when extended beyond for the reasons laid 
out in chapter I and the prologue. The origin of the remarkable 
effectiveness of mathematics in physics is the very fact its conceptual and 
hence in its logical-mathematical structure are tautological. Ontological 
aspects which clash with the structure of this system show up as 
�anomalies� or are accommodated by dimensioned constants within. The 
relationship between the magnetic moments of protons and electrons was 
an example to illustrate this point. 
 

The above can then be summarized, relating the ontological to the 
descriptive by 
 

]/log[)(/)( 2
e

232 GmQ1
4
114  Ä
ð

ð ,              (53.17) 

 

The argument of the logarithm is defined by the relationship between two 
lengths, in the context of ontological dimensions and Riemannian 
geometry, and consistency between quantum properties as described and 
defined within A . The non-tautological context was defined by the 
quality of quantum mass as defined by electrons and protons. The 
geometric constants are the results of constraints required by consistency 
with respect to the quantum properties of my quantum standards and by 
how they entered the formalism ofA . 
 

I hope the reader has now also a better appreciation of the relationship 
between the three fermions and the proton masses and the significance of 
Plücker coordinates defined by three line elements in this context. Their 
significance in the quantum context, i.e., in A* , is all characteristic 
quantum properties are intrinsic to quantum length. Metaphorically, they 
should somehow intersect in these quanta. They do and that�s all. 
 

To drive up my crackpot index I will mention Einstein�s name once more. 
By the way, I think one role of a crackpot index is to intimidate people 
who know and understand something about physics169 so as not to ask 
serious questions of those who don�t but think they do, or simply define 

                                                   
169 Understanding that the paradigmatic and conceptual structure of theoretical 
physics has certain limitations relative to what may be called physical reality. 
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whatever they do as theoretical physics and as unquestionable. Some of 
the relationships obtained in this analysis reminds me of a letter of 
Einstein to someone, I don�t recall to whom any more, in which he 
expresses his belief that at the most fundamental level only the 
constantsð and the base of the natural logarithm, e , as well as a few small 
integers will connect the fundamental elements of the structure of physics. 
(That is my interpretation of this recollection.) I think he was right on. 
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